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SE C TION 1
INTRODUCTION
This report is submitted in compliance with Contract NASW-1410 dated 12 May 1966, "An
Advanced Study of an Application Technology Satellite (ATS-4) Mission. "_ The study was
directed toward establishing the feasibility of meeting the mission objectives which centered
upon the development and demonstration of a large aperture, deployable satellite antenna
and the precision spacecraft stabilization techniques required for accurate orientation of a
parabolic antenna, a phased array and an interferometer. The mission is accomplished from
a synchronous equatorial orbit./
A feasible spacecraft configuration is defined and an analysis of the performance capabilities
is 'presented//A preliminary program plan for spacecraft development including Identification
of and approaches to the solution of engineering development problems and an estimate of the
program schedule and development costs is included./ /
/The experiments basic to the mission are dependent upon the orientation and control system
for successful demonstration. _ The conceptual design and analysis for the control system
t
experiment and the interferometer were generated by the General Electric Company.
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation was given a subcontract to study the feasibility of the
parabolic antenna design and experiment. The data generated by Goodyear was compared
with and supplemented by independent analyses conducted by General Electric. The antenna
shown in the conceptual design of the ATS-4 spacecraft is basically a Goodyear concept.
However, the spacecraft interface with the antenna is such as to accommodate any parabolic
reflector which meets the interface requirements specified in NASA Performance and Test
Specifications Large Aperture Antenna - ATS-4-GSFC S-733-Pc. The phased array infor-
mation was supplied by NASA/GSFC.
The inclusion of the Goodyear antenna in the baseline design should be construed only as an
indication of one feasible antenna design. It is not considered appropriate for General
Electric to recommend a specific contractor for the flight antenna development until further
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independent development of candidate antenna concepts Is completed. However, a petal
type antenna is required to meet the efficiency requirement at 10 GHz and a simple erection
system with inherent self-locking of the petals is desirable. The Goodyear antenna meets
all these requirements.
This report is divided Into two volumes. Volume I contains a summary of the study
program and the technical discussions. Volume H contains a Preliminary Program Plan.
For convenience, Volume I is divided into three books. Book 1 (Sections 1 through 5)
_ontains the general mission discussions and a comprehensive summary of the design of
the baseline spacecraft,/ Book 2 (Section 6) contains the detailed discussion and tradeoff
analyses for the spacecraft. Book 3 (Sections 7 through 9 and Appendices) contains the
launch phase sequence, experiment selection and operational sequence, the ground equip-
ment and ground station considerations, and the technical appendices.
SE C TION 2
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The objective of the NASA Application Technology Satellite Program is to provide the opportunity
to research, develop and flight test techniques and technologies that are common to a variety.
of future satellite applications. It is through this type of program that the National Aeronautics
and Space Agency is able to assure that proven techniques and technological alternatives are
available to users for optimum design of truly cost-effective operational systems.
The prime ATS-4 project objectives are the development and demonstration of a large
aperture, deployable, satellite antenna and precision spacecraft stabilization techniques
commensurate with beam width requirements necessary for accurate orientation of large
aperture antennas, high resolution meteorologicalsensors and TV cameras.
Though the ATS-4 mission study was directed to meet these objectives via a satellite in
synchronous equatorial orbit with all prime experiments directed at the earth, the technological
and engineering data gained and the majority of the hardware to be developed was required
to be applicable for use in deep space without restriction on the direction of pointing.
While deployment of large flexible structures in space has been demonstrated on other
programs, the maintenance of precise contours as required for X-Band has not been a
requirement. Likewise, precise stabilization of these structures has not been attempted
and fundamental dynamic behavior data has not been collected.
OAO has been designed with the potential for precise pointing capability by virtue of a system
utilizing star trackers which is adequate for astronomy and space navigation. However, the
requirement for precise pointing to and tracking of any earth station or man-made target in
space requires the development and demonstration of new sensors, components, and tech-
niques.
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The combination of prime experiments on ATS-4 (30-foot parabolic antenna, orientation con-
trol, interferometer, and phased array) provides a broad base for advancing scientific
knowledge and engineering proficiency in the fields of cc_nmunications, satellite control, and
navigation. The technical data derived from these experiments will be of inestimable value
in contributing to the support of future operational satellites using large aperture antennas
and interferometer techniques. In addition, the ATS-4 spacecraft can be used as a test
bed to prove out equipment and demonstrate special features of future operational satellites.
High-data-rate communications is characteristic of the many advanced application systems
that will be necessary in the 1970's if the national goals in space exploration and utilization
are to be achieved. As an example, the inadequacy and the limitations of present communi-
cations systems was lucidly demonstrated during the 1965 Mariner probe to Mars where data
rates of 8-1/3 bps resulted in transmission times of many hours to transmit a single frame
of TV information. For planetary missions, the desired transmission rates are on the order
of 105 to 106 bps. These rates will be adequate to handle high-resolution l'V requirements
and a variety of scientific and engineering nonimaging sensors.
The high cost of lunar and planetary probes makes it imperative that means of achieving high
data rates be developed in order to obtain maximum cost effectiveness of satellite systems.
A major factor in obtaining high data rates for interplanetary links is utilization of high-gain
antennas in space. The 30-foot X-Band parabolic antenna experiment will demonstrate
feasibiliW, determine attainable performance and cost, and provide design data applicable
to the solution of problems that could be encountered in developing multifrequenev, high-
date- rate operational systems.
Synchronous satellites, such as ATS-4, are ideally located for use as test beds for high-
data-rate communications relay and tracking systems, AM, FM and TV broadcast relays,
synoptic meteorological systems, radio-astronomical systems, and multiple-access
communications satellites.
('(>mmunic:ltions relay and tracking systems, parti<.ularly systems which arc (.'apal)le of
sal(,llit(,-io-s;it(,llit(', tr:msl'(_v" of inf<)rmation, c()uld 1)e used :is dire('l s._l¢,llit(' links t() the
M:uuu,(I Spa(.(, ('(,nl_,v'witlu_ut usiug l:lu, ground link v)(,twork. Such :t _ysi_,w_ w_)ulcl r(,du('(,
• )__ ,)
L
D considerably the number of ground stations required, provide continuous high-data-rate
communications between a manned spacecraft and the Manned Space Center, and provide
continuous high-accuracy tracking (range, range rate and angle data). This type of system,
by using frequencies in which the atmosphere is virtually opaque, would result in nearly
complete immunity to intercept or jamming by surface installations.
A synchronous satellite functioning as a multiple-access communications satellite could
provide direct communications from a small surface installation to any desired point. This
application would be valuable in supporting tactical over-the-horizon air operations, in
supporting small rapidly-moving tactical ground operations, and in post-strike communications,
A synchronous satellite would be in an ideal position to function as a test bed for meteorological
sensors, observing over one-quarter of the earthvs surface. Analysis of the data resulting
from such observations would permit meteorologists to determine the relative value of the
various parameters observed in predicting weather. Improvement of weather forecasting
based on synoptic data obtainedby satellite would permit highly reliable five-day forecasts.
President Johnson stated (in 1963 while Chairman of the National Aeronautics and Space
Council} that if weather could be predicted accurately only five days in advance, the following
cost savings would be possible:
$ 2 1/2 billion a year in agriculture
$45 million in the lumber industry
$100 million in surface transportation
$75 million in retail marketing
$3 billion in water resources management
These savings are for the United States alone. Worldwide benefits would be many times
as great. Improved forecasts would be of great value to the military in their operations,
such as air strikes, refueling, amphibious operations, etc. which are dependent on good
weather, could be planned more efficiently and with an increased probability of success.
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The discussion of use experiments in Section 8.7 includes margin calculations which show
that it is feasible to demonstrate large portions of these advanced operational systems with
relatively minor additicms to the ATS-4 spacecraft payload. As an example, the spacecraft
has been designed to accommodate large variations in electrical load and concentrated heat
loads. Thus, a 50-watt transmitter could be accommodated easily without change to the
satellite. With such a transmitter, FM voice broadcasting at 0.8 GHz could be received
on a uhf channel of a home TV receiver. Depending on the success of transmitter develop-
ments, a minimum of four to eight hours of broadcast service could be provided during
any 24-hour period. This would be more than adequate for demonstration purposes.
°)-4
SECTION 3
PROJECT FEASIBILITY
The overall ATS-4 project objectives can be achieved within the time frame associated with
a 1971-1970 launch. A 41-month program from start of Phase C to flight is considered
feasible. There are no program critical items requiring specific research and development.
Some program elements such as the parabolic reflector and its feeds and the orientation
control system will require a longer development cycle (about 4 months longer) than the rest
of the program elements and must be started before Phase C. All program elements pose
engineering challenges which will require great care in design.
It is quite feasible to design, develop, and manufacture a deployable 30-foot parabolic re-
flector that will maintain in orbit the surface accuracies required to achieve a 50 percent
efficient antenna system for frequencies of 0.8 to 8.0 GHz. A 30-foot aperture is not large
enough to _ct as an efficient reflector at 0.1 GHz. The fact that the base line antenna system
does not reach the 50 percent efficiency goal at this frequency is due to the choice of antenna
size, not surface contour accuracy, and is in no way a reflection on the feasibility of building
a larger reflector to meet this requirement.
This study has similarly shown that a combined reflector and feed system can be designed to
meet the 50 percent efficiency system requirements (the same exception at 0.1 Gttz applies
here).
The orientation control system recommended can meet the +0.1 degree pointing requirements,
can exceed the tracking requirement of +0.5 degree while tracking at 10 milliradians/minute,
and can exceed the horizon-to-horizon slew rate.
The interferometer system recommended also meets all the required performance character-
istics to operate as both an open loop attitude sensor and as a closed loop orientation control
sensor with an accuracy of better than +_0.02 degree.
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The phased array information was supplied by the NASA/GSFC cognizant Technical Officer.
This equipment also appears to be feasible.
A satellite incorporating all four of these prime experiments can be designed within the weight
(4000 pounds) and volume (Surveyor shroud with 15-foot cylindrical extension) restrictions
for launch into a synchronous equatorial orbit using the Atlas (SLV-3C)/Centaur launch
vehicle and the available Improved Delta 3rd stage used as an apogee motor. Compromises
required of individual experiments to integrate them into one satellite system can be reduced
to a level such that all performance goals are met except for the parabolic antenna system
efficiency. The blockage and reflectance losses contributed by the phased array and the
larger strut assembly required because of the severe lateral load environment specification
imposed for this study, caused the antenna efficiency to range from approximately 43 percent
to 49 percent. Sections 5 and 6 of this report discuss this point in detail.
The two-year liferequirement for all satellitesystems also appears to be attainable.
Inherently short lived components such as tape recorders are not required. After initial
deployment of the antenna the satelliteconfiguration remains fixed. The number of solenoid,
switch, and relay actuations are well within the present state of the art.
It is feasible to plan and execute an in-space test program that will determine the level of
performance of the prime experiments and which will demonstrate the use of this equipment.
It is also feasible to add additional equipment to obtain technological and engineering data
and to demonstrate specific elements which will be required for future operational missions.
The development of a modified Surveyor motor would make it possible to use the full cap-
abilities of the Centaur vehicle for putting payloads into synchronous orbit. This could make
it possible to add up to 400 pounds of additional payload in orbit. The modification is considered
quite feasible by the motor manufacturer and would require a minimum of engineering and
test firings.
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Ground and orbital support equipment and software requirements are all well within the
state of the art. Some equipment is nonstandard but can be designed and built well within
the required time period.
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SECTION4
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONAND JUSTIFICATION
4.1 GENERAL
The four prime experiments specified for the ATS-4 program are:
.
,
e
e
Deplo_wnent, pointing and utilization of a large parabolic antenna for radio
communications
Active precision spacecraft stabilizationwith possible augmentation by
passive means
Deployment, pointing and utilization of a high-gain, multibeam, electronically
steered array
Demonstration of a precision radio interferometer as a sensor for spacecraft
attitude and/or antenna pointing reference.
A general discussion leading to the justification of these experiments is included in Section
'2, Project Objectives. Table 4.1-1 indicates how and where each experiment would con-
tribute to the future operational missions. In this matrix, demonstration should be inter-
preted to mean either complete demonstration or demonstration of selected elements.
Engineering data is data immediately applicable for use in design and scientific data is data
which could be used to advance the state of the art.
The parabolic antenna, being a large flexible structure, also provides the opportunity to
develop engineering data on structural behavior, particularly damping coefficients in space.
This secondary experiment, with its associated research and development to provide the
required instrumentation, is worthy of serious consideration. A detailed discussion of the
experiments and derivation of the measurement program is presented in Section 8. A brief
summary, follows.
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4.2 PARABOLIC ANTENNA EXPERIMENT
This experiment is defined in the study work statement as follows:
"The large parabolic antenna experiment shall have a minimum aperture diameter of 30 feet
with an objective of achieving the largest feasible aperture and shall be capable of both trans-
mit and receive operation at frequencies up to 10 GHz. Specifically, the antenna feed sys-
tem shall be capable of transmitting at 100, 800, 2300, and 7300 MHz and shall also be cap-
able of receiving at 1700, 2100, and 8000 MHz. It is not necessary that either transmission
or reception be simultaneous on all of the above frequencies. Bandwidth capability of the
system at the specified frequencies shall be 10 percent. System antenna efficiency shall be
at least 50 percent."
The measurements program for this experiment falls into two principal categories: mechan-
ical parameter measurements and electrical parameter measurements.
D
4.2.1 MECHANICAL
Demonstration of deployment and surface contour characteristics is required. Deployment
will be monitored by make or break electrical sensors mounted on the antenna deployment
booms and selected petal sections. In addition, strain gauges mounted on the links between
the antenna and deployment booms will be monitored and the results correlated with ground
tests to determine that abnormal forces were not present during deployment. Due to the
nature of the antenna construction, confirmation that all booms are in place and locked and
that no abnormal forces are present or occurred during deployment is sufficient to verify
the integrity of the deployed antenna.
Surface contour characteristics will be measured with strain gauges and temperature sen-
sors. Here contour deviations of 0.25 inch rms or greater will be required before detectable
rf performance degradation u_ill occur. Contour characteristics due to thermal environment
will be thoroughly measured.
Optical measurement techniques _11 be used to measure feed movement relative to the para-
bola apex. Here movements of 0.15 inch or greater are of interest.
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4.2.2 ELECTRICAL
Gain, boresight, pattern, and bandwidth capability must be measured.
Absolute gain measurements for both the transmit and the receive modes will be made using
standard gain antennas on the spacecraft as prime references. Gain data will also result
from boresight and pattern measurements. Ten-watt transmitters are considered adequate
for all tests.
Patterns and boresight measurements will be made by scanning the antenna beam across a
ground station and the boresight and patterns determined through statistical analysis of the
ground measurements. Boresight measurements to + 0.03 degree accuracy are expected
at the 8 GHz frequency.
General rf performance will be determined by transmitting and receiving test signals such
as video, PCM, and special waveforms. Video signals constitute one of the most sensitive
diagnostic tools for determining system amplitude and phase behavior.
Once the system characteristics have been determined, specific mission demonstrations can
then be finalized and inserted into the overall test schedule.
4.3 ORIENTATION CONTROL EXPERIMENT
This experiment is defined in the study work statement as follows:
"The orientation control system shall be capable of directing the main beam of the parabolic
antenna to any point on the visible earth's surface to an accuracy consistent with the antenna
beamx_idth for the frequencies of interest (when used at 10 GHz, the orientation control sys-
tem must be capable of a pointing accuracy of 0.1 degree). The time required to change the
direction of the main I_.am from a terminal on one horizon to a terminal on the opposite
horizon and stal_ilize withinilu, required accuracy (i.e., plus or minus O. 1 degree) for a
worst case, maneuver will !_. no longer than 30 minutes. At a rate of 10 milliradians per
minute, it shall be capal)le of tr.mking in response to ground commands w-ith a pointing error
not exceeding 0.5 degree. The orientation control system shall demonstrate the specified
performance during stationkeeping operations."
The measurements program for this experiment consists of exercising the system in its
various modes recording internal parameters and antenna ground patterns.
The accuracy with which the orientation control system can maintain its direction will be
measured by attempting to hold a given point for a prolonged period and measuring the error
continuously with the interferometer, the earth tracking sensors, and the parabolic antenna
(at 8 GHz). The distribution of error signals will directly verify the accuracy of the system
in this mode.
To verify tracking capability both rate and the error between commanded angle and actual
angle must be measured. Angles will be measured as above. The rate gyros will be used
for monitoring rates. This experiment can be accomplished by commanding swings across
a fixed ground station. Horizon-to-horizon slewing is merely a special case of tracking
and data would be collected in exactly the same manner.
4.4 PHASED ARRAY EXPERIMENT
This experiment is defined in the work statement as follows:
"The phased-steered array experiment shall be capable of simultaneous transmit and receive,
multibeam operation in the 7-8 GHz frequency band. Phase-steering of this array may be
accomplished either by means of a phasing network and discrete command or by means of
pilot signals from the surface stations or some equivalent capability.
The array shall be capable of providing four beams (two for transmitting, and two for
receiving) each with a minimum gain, including antenna network losses, of 30 dB with an
objective goal of 45 dB. Each beam shall be pointed with an accuracy consistent with the
beamwidth :_t 7 and _ (;tlz. "
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The measurements program for this experiment is similar to the electrical measurements
on the parabolic antenna in that gain and boresight must be determined. The program is
more complex because four independent beams are involved and must be checked individually
and in various combinations. Also, because the array is retrodirective, mobile and/or
multiple ground station operation is required to obtain pattern and gain measurements.
Again, the standard gain horns would be used in calibration for gain measurements. It is
expected that accuracies of __0.5 degree will be sufficient for operational evaluation of array
beam pointing. For this experiment heavy reliance on prior ground testing will be necessary.
One procedure for obtaining a primary lobe pattern analysis would be to have a ground
stationand an aircraft alternatelycause the beams to be pointed at them. The aircraft flies
across the beam (approximately 2500 miles). Signal strength changes at both the aircraft
and ground station are measured during each switch. A fairlydetailed measurement of
main lobe structure of all four beams can thus be obtained.
Use experiments as indicated in Table 4. I-I can then be exercised.
4.5 INTERFEROMETER EXPERIMENT
This experiment is defined in the study work statement as follows:
"An interferometer system configuration, geometry and electrical/mechanical design will
be selected so as to fully demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of an onboard inter-
ferometer, as a spacecraft attitude determination device. The interferometer antenna sys-
tem will operate in a frequency range consistent with the attainment of the maximum resolu-
tion and accuracy performance characteristics required for the spacecraft orientation control
system. "
The measurements program for this experiment requires that boresight and angle measu re-
ment accuracy I_, determined and then to use the interferometer as a sensor in the t)rienta-
tion control loop.
t-{;
The major problem will be to verify that any interferometer null shifts with time are small
in comparison with the other experiments on board from which pointing data can be obtained.
The interferometer is potentially the most accurate sensor on board the spacecraft and thus
the usual requirement for measuring with more accurate instruments will not be possible
and statistical analysis and correlation will be required.
Null shift can also be indirectly determined during angle measurement experiments. By
measuring the angles subtended by a number of ground stations whose locations are accurately
known, the angle measurement accuracy can be determined. In addition to the Rosman and
Mojave ground stations, beacons spaced from 5 to 250 miles from these stations would be
required.
The expected accuracy of the interferometer system is better than + 0.02 degree. When
substituted for the earth tracker in the orientation control loop it will therefore be possible
to determine the relative benefits of using the interferometer as an orientation sensor. The
attitude of the vehicle should be held more accurately and could simplify further testing of
the parabolic antenna, phased array, and earth tracker.
The accuracy of the interferometer is not sufficient to use it directly as a navigation sensor.
However, it would be very useful for tracking low orbiting satellites and even airplanes to
allow the parabolic antenna main lobe to point directly at these vehicles. The technological
information obtained would be directly applicable to building interferometers with longer
baselines and consequently more accurate sensors.
4.6 SECONDARY EXPERIMENTS
Since the consideration of secondary experiments was specifically excluded in the study work
statement, no specific effort was directed in this area. The secondary experiments
suggested in Section 8 came about as a result of studying the prime experiments. Some of
these experiments will require additional equipment on board the spacecraft and some will
require preliminary design effort to establish compatible spacecraft interfaces.
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A summary of suggested experiments is listed below:
a. Detailed analysis of the dynamic behavior of the parabolic antenna structure
for very small excursion; i. e., + 0.00035 inch.
b. Monopulse experiments using the parabolic antenna to compare with inter-
ferometer for accuracy and versatility.
c. Use of the interferometer as a yaw axis sensor.
d. Synthetic angle generation for calibration of the interferometer from the
ground.
e. Detailed measurement of parabolic antenna side lobe structure.
f. Polarization measurements using the parabolic antenna.
g. Use of the interferometer in a transmit mode, measuring spacecraft
altitude from the ground.
h. Demonstration of ultra-wide band communications.
i. High-data-rate meteorological sensors added to experiment complement.
j. Demonstrate FM and TV broadcast.
k. Use precise pointing capability to investigate millimeter wave communications
problem s.
SECTION 5
SPAC ECRA FT DESCRYPTION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The major objectives of the ATS-4 study, conducted by General Electric, were the definition
and conceptual design of a feasible spacecraft system within the requirements framework
established by NASA, and the identification of critical development areas which could be used
as the basis for future NASA planning. The contract schedule presented definitive mission,
experiment and operational requirements, including the identification of the four primary
engineering experiments; parabolic antenna, orientation control, phased array and radio
interferometer. Many additional experiments in support of other NASA programs are po-
tential candidates for the ATS-4 mission; however, their consideration was not included as
an element of this study. With the exception of the phased array, these prime experiments,
and the instrumentation and equipn_ent required for their space evaluation, were conceptually
designed and evaluated during the study. The phased array conceptual design in development
under NASA Contract NAS5-10101 was identified by the NASA/GSFC Technical Officer for
use in the study.
Each of the prime experiments dictated unique spacecraft design requirements and necessitate
basic tradeoffs between operational performance and design and deployment complexity. Some
of the salient considerations are presented in the following summary.
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Parabolic Antenna - Industry-wide surveys of antenna techniques revealed that
only a rigid petal concept would approach the high efficiency contract requirements
at high frequencies. The stowage size of a rigid petal antenna, the in-orbit lack
of structural rigidity and the low rf blockage performance requirement significantly
influenced the location and packaging of spacecraft equipment.
Orientation Control - A three-axis star tracker approach provides the best sensor
accuracy for this application, but the field-of-view requirements are incompatible
with protruding appendages such as the parabolic antenna. The orientation control
subsystem establishes structural dynamic modal frequency requirements to elimi-
nate control instability which would result from significant sel*vo-elastic coupling.
Lastly, separation of the spacecraft center of mass and center of pressure has a
major effect on mass expulsion and momentum wheel capacity requirements, and
must be minimized.
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Phased Array - The large surface area (approximately 10 square feet) for antenna
elements and the unobstructed field of view requirements of the phased array con-
flict with the minimum rf blockage requirements of the parabolic antenna. Addition-
ally, the extremely high heat dissipation (approximately 400 watts) characterized
by phased array operation is the most significant spacecraft thermal design cons-
traint.
Interferometer - Interferometer accuracy, compatible with orientation control
sensor requirements, can be obtained at X-Band frequencies without deployment.
However, the essential elimination of antenna phase distortion necessitates careful
packaging. Also, antenna separation distances and wave guide lengths must be
preserved to maintain attitude accuracy. This further complicates packaging and
thermal control due to the presence of the phased array.
The recommended spacecraft configuratio_ represents the potential for maximum experiment
performance without sacrificing deployment simplicity. Additionally, the spacecraft has
been designed to the capability of an existing apogee motor (Improved Delta's new third stage),
which will permit space evaluation of the prime experiments without apogee motor develop-
ment. The selected configuration meets all of the contract requirements with the exception
of parabolic antenna system performance and this varies from a maximum of 49 percent at
2.1 GHz to 38.5 percent at 100 MHz. It is a firm conviction, however, that this performance
is the best that can be obtained under the conditions specified in the study requirements
System and subsystem tradeoff decisions which evolved the configuration were based on
performance, cost effectiveness (where possible) and gross reliability considerations. In-
depth reliability analyses, including the identification of failure modes and effects and the
apportiomnent of subsystem reliability goals were not included, but will be a part of future
ATS-4 study efforts.
This section of the report presents the selected spacecraft configuration and a discussion
c)f performance, growth and subsystem design. The selection rationale and in-depth design
analysis are presented in Section 6.
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5.2 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT
The conceptual spacecraft design, presented in this section of the report, was selected
after evaluating many design approaches against the specific mission requirements identified
in the contract. Each launch vehicle, fairing and apogee motor combination presented
unique design constraints in the form of packaging size, mating interface, payload capability,
operational sequence, etc. The selection of each of these major elements is presented in
detail in later sections of this report, but a summary is presented in this subsection in order
to establish a proper reference for reviewing the selected design approach.
5.2.1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
The ATS-4 mission, experiment and operational requirements as specified in the contract
schedule, and as further identified by the NASA/GSFC Program Manager and Technical
Officer, are presented in the following summary.
a. Orbital Requirements
Two-year mission life
1969 to 1970 launch period
Synchronous equatorial orbit
East-West stationkeeping - 2 years
North-South stationkeeping - 1 year
Repositioning capability 100 feet per second
b. Launch Vehicles and Fairings
Atlas (SLV-3A)/Agena D - standard Agena C lain Shell (SAC S)
Fairing- minimum extension
Atlas (SLV-3C)/Centaur - standard Surveyor Fairing with a
maximum cylindrical extension of 15 feet
Titan IIIC (5 segment 120-inch VTC "O" stage) - Titan
Fairings available in the 1969-1970 time period
c. Parabolic Antenna Experiment
Minimum aperture diameter of 30 feet
System antenna efficiency at least 50
Operation at frequencies up to 10 GHz, specifically
Transmit Receive
100 MHz 1700 MHz
800 MHz 2100 MHz
2300 MHz 8000 MHz
7300 MHz
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• Bandwidth capability 10%
d. Orientation Control Experiment
• Direct main beam of parabolic antenna to any point on the surface
of the earth
• Pointing accuracy consistent with antenna beamwidth {e. g., 10 GHz,
+_ 0.1 degree)
• Slew horizon to horizon and stabilize to within + 0.1 degree
in 30 minutes, maximum
• Track, by ground command, to within 0.5 degree at a rate of
10 milliradians per minute
• Demonstrate the above performance during stationkeeping
e. Phase-Steered Array Experiment
• Simultaneous transmit and receive in the 7 to 8 GHz frequency band
• Four beams (2 transmit, 2 receive) with minimum system gain of
30 dB with goal of 45 dB
• Beam pointing accuracy consistent with beamwidth
• Conceptual design as being developed on NASA Contract NAS5-10101
f. Interferometer Experiment
• Attitude determination experimental use
• Frequency range consistent with accuracy requirements of orientation
control system
g. Experiment Instrumentation
o Determine and specify instrumentation required to evaluate the performm_ce
of the prime experiments
5.2.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE AND APOGEE MOTOR SELECTION
Thc Atlas (SLV-3C)/Centaur augmented with a solid apogee stage, is recommended for this
, _ _tion from the standpoint of performance - matched to mission requirements, cost
effectiveness, and potential mission growth. The Atlas (SLV,3C)/Agena D launch vehicle
with the SAGS fairing appears to be incompatible with the launch geometry of antenna con-
cepts capable of meeting the specified mission requirements. Even if mission requirements
were relaxed the Atlas/Agena D would offer marginal performance with no capability for
additional experiments. The Titan IIIC has ample payload capability but was rejected on a
cost effectiveness basis. ]t was assumed that Centaur structural modifications and Surveyor
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fairing extensions will be developedfor future NASAprograms, independentof ATS-4,
andthat many of these programs will require the developmentof a standard, optimized
apogeestage. Thesedevelopmentswill optimize the SLV-3C/Centaur for synchronous mis-
sions. Onthis basis, the direct cost to the ATS-4 program would be significantly less with
the use of the Atlas/Centaur launchvehicle than with the Titan IIIC.
For the reference design the Surveyor retro motor which is being modified for Improved
Delta applications was selected on the basis of its assured availability with minimal nonre-
curring cost. Further developmentof this motor will increase ATS-4 mission capability.
5.2.3 MISSIONPROFILE
The selected launch trajectory and sequenceof events, for the reference design, are illus-
trated in Figure 5.2-1. The following describes each of the numbered sequences:
II
2.
3.
o
o
o
.
So
Launch from ETR, 90 degree launch azimuth
Centaur first burn and coast
First ecfdatorial crossing - perigee of the transfer ellipse. A partial plane
change is included in the second Centaur burn. The capability of the selected
apogee motor is less than that required to inject the maximum Centaur payload;
therefore, the excess Centaur capability is used to partially reduce the inclina-
tion.
After perigee burn the Centaur is reoriented to provide proper spacecraft
apogee-burn attitude
Spacecraft separation and spin-up, spin stabilization being employed throughout
the transfer orbit
First apogee - possible attitude corrections commanded from Toowoomba,
Australia
First perigee - 100 nm, atmospheric drag at low altitude induces momentum
vector precession
Second apogee - 5"3 degrees W longitude - spacecraft spin vector is processed
to correct attitude errors. Apogee burn is initiated to circularize and plane
change the orbit
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11.
12.
Two day period of vernier thrusting using radial and axial hydrazine jets.
The apogee-burn orientation of the spacecraft is maintained throughout
this period. Injection errors are reduced to provide a 1-degree per day
drift toward the West
Spacecraft despin, sun acquisition and antenna and solar array deployment
Initial stabilization - sun acquisition, earth acquisition and Polaris acquisition
(the yaw star reference)
Spacecraft drift rate continually reduced with stationkeeping thrusters -
spacecraft checkout. Thirty- to fifty-day period
13. Nominally established operational longitude - 90 degree West.
5.2.4 PAYLOAD CAPABILITY
The synchronous orbit payload capability of the selected launch vehicle and apogee motor
is presented in Table 5.2-1. The tabulation is based on a SLV-3C/Centaur maximum pay-
load capability into the transfer ellipse of 4000 pound from a 28.5 degree inclined 100 mm park
orbit, including the standard Surveyor fairing and its associated support equipment. A 15-
foot cylindrical extension to the Surveyor fairing and its associated payload weight penalty
have been officially established for the ATS-4 study. A significant weight penalty is attri-
buted to the Centaur plane-change maneuver but results in an optimized synchronous altitude
payload capability for the apogee motor selected. The payload/Centaur adapter weight
estimate is based on a detailed design study, the results of which are presented later in
this section. The resulting maximum spacecraft weight (including apogee motor fuel) after
separation from the Centaur is 3,211 pounds. Approximately 6 pounds of fuel are expended
in the spacecraft spin-up and coning control maneuvers prior to apogee burn. Apogee motor
fuel weight, which is expended at second apogee of the transfer ellipse, is 1440 pounds.
This results in a maximum spacecraft weight, after apogee burn, of 1771 pounds including
139 pounds of apogee motor weight_which stays with the spacecraft throughout the mission.
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Table 5.2-1. Launch Vehicle Capability
Atlas (SLV-3C)/Centaur Capability
Weight Penalties
15-foot Surveyor fairing ext. 75.0 lb
8.05 degree plane-change at perigee 578 lb
Launch Weight Capability
Payload/Centaur Adapter
Separation Payload
Mass expulsion for spin-up and coning control
Payload Weight for Apogee Burn
Apogee motor fuel weight
(Improved Delta motor)
Payload into Synchronous Orbit
(Includes 139 lb of apogee motor
dry weight)
4OOO. 0 lb
653.0 lb
3347.0 lb
136.0 lb
3211.0 lb
6.0 lb
3205.0 lb
1440. 0 lb
1765.0 lb
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5.3 SYSTEM SUMMARY
5.3.1 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
The selected spacecraft configuration, illustrated in Figure 5.3-1, features a direct feed,
30-foot diameter aperture parabolic antenna (f/D = 0.4), with a six-member feed support
truss connecting two thermally controlled spacecraft modules which house the spacecraft
equipment, experiments, and apogee motor. Four non-sun-oriented solar array panels,
with cells mounted on both sides, are deployed beyond the antenna for maximum efficiency.
The parabolic antenna reflector is formed from sixty honeycomb petals (40 triangular and
20 trapezoidal) hinged together and pinned to a 86-inch diameter hub. Eighty percent of the
petal material is removed for weight reduction and thermal see-through considerations.
The rf surface is provided by a fine mesh bonded to the petals. The petals, manufactured to
a true paraboloidal surface, are strained fiat for stowage in the launch configuration. De-
ployment and rate control against strain energy release are provided by 20 back-deploy-
ment truss members which are activated from the aft (upper) equipment module. Throughout
deployment, petal and hub structural continuity is maintained through rotating hinge joints.
Four of the antenna back-deployment trusses are extended and strengthened to provide
support for the solar panels. The roll axis solar panels are in the pitch-roll plane and
the pitch panels are at + 30 degrees to the yaw axis. The deployed four-panel approach was
selected because it minimized power profile variations and battery weight and offered better
packaging and growth capability in comparison to a two-panel array (deployed along the
pitch axis). Either approach is superior to moving the panels in closer to the equipment
module (antenna shadows severely degrade array performance), or mounting panels on the
antenna which would reduce antenna dynamic frequencies and force local structural increases
which would upset deployment force symmetry. Sun-oriented arrays are not considered
necessary for the basic mission power requirements.
D
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Figure 5.3-2 presents the selected configuration in the launch and orbital modes with cutaway
views illustrating packaging and struclnral details. In the launch configuration, the folded
antenna petals form a cylinder around the feed support tubes, emphasizing the matched geo-
metry that results from an f/D of 0.4 and a 86-inch lmb diameter. The solar panels are
hinged back and snubbed to the deployment truss. Cinch-up is accomplished by a single cir-
cumferential band, located at the periphery of the open end of the antenna. This band snubs
the antenna into a stowage bracket ring which is attached to the upper face of the earth view-
ing equipment module. A single deployment command is used to separate the cinch-up band
and activate the back deployment motor. The back deployment trusses provide rate control
for the strain energy induced deployment and insure the completed deployment of each an-
tenna sector. Linkage, driven by deployment truss rotation about the hub, releases the solar
array panels. In this way the solar array deployment is ganged to antenna deployment and
does not require a separate command function. Solar array shear loads, while stowed, are
transmitted to the earth pointing equipment module through clevis support pads.
The compatibility of the launch configuration with the static clearance envelope of the extended
Surveyor fairing is illustrated in Figure 5.3-2. No part of the spacecraft violates the static
or dynamic clearance envelopes determined for the ATS-4 program. The 15-foot cylindrical
extension to the Surveyor fairing would be added between the present Surveyor cylindrical
section, which mates to the Centaur, and the tapered nose fairing. The spacecraft launch
vehicle adapter is similar to the Surveyor design and mate_ with the Centaur at the Centaur/
Surveyor mating flange located at Centaur Station 172.45 (identified as spacecraft station
zero). This mating station has been recommended for the ATS-4 program, but will require
redesign to accommodate the higher payload weights and cg locations. The upper section
of the adapter mates with the bottom surface of the aft equipment module. Adapter/space-
craft separation is provided by six dual squibbed explosive nuts. The adapter remains with
the Centaur after separation.
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Figure 5. 3-2. ATS-4 Selected Configuratiu_,
Inboard Profile and Orbital Configuration
The aft equipment module is built around a structural shell which transmits spacecraft
loads directly to the adapter andprovides a mounting surface for the concentrated mass of
the apogeemotor. Apogeemotor attachment is provided by a machined girth ring which is
furnished with the motor and is being developedfor the Improved Delta application. A six-
point attachment is used betweenthe motor andthe shell to facilitate alignment of the thrust
vector with the spacecraft center of mass. Thirty sheets of aluminized mylar provide
thermal isolation betweenthe apogeemotor, which remains with the spacecraft throughout
the mission, andthe payload. Thermal conductionis limited by the six-point attachment
previously mentioned. Vernier propulsion and stationkeepingpropellant tanks and equipment,
and the orientation control momentum wheels, are packagedin a network of shear beams
abovethe apogeemotor. One sector of this area is maintained clear of equipment for two-arm
access to facilitate arming and fusing of the apogeemotor. Electronic componentsand bat-
teries are housed in two separate equipmentbays, designedas cupolas or dormers, mounted
on the spacecraft pitch axis and provided with louvered heat rejection surfaces. The extern-
ally mounted equipmentbays are not a part of the primary structural pathbut are hinged at
the top to provide accessibility for repair and replacement of componentswithout requiring
removal of the bays, thermal control equipmentor functioning components.
The earth viewing equipment module housesthe phasedarray, interferometer, orientation
control sensors, high frequency transmitters and receivers for the parabolic antennaand
supporting telemetry and commandequipment. The bottom section of this module is detach-
able and provides a mating surface for antennasand equipment requiring earth viewing. The
phase array antennasoccupy most of the available area (approximately 10 square feet) but
all of the equipment has anundisturbed field of view. Particular emphasis was placed on
mounting the interferometer antennas to prevent phase distortions. The Polaris
sensor (yaw reference) is also mounted on this surface but views North along the negative
pitch axis. This permits a clear field of view past the deployed antenna and solar array,
but a short sun shield will still be required. Mounting the phased arTay, inl_rl_,r'_m_.tJ_r
and attitude sensors on the same physical surface will (:lJmlnat_, many ¢_1tt,_. r,J,.,:b;mi,::,l
boresight problems anti will simplify the operatit,nal correlation of exp_rlmf.ntal data.
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The earth viewing equipment module has six independent payload bays. Five of the bays
are provided with thermal louvers for controlled heat rejection. Component accessibility
is available either on an individual panel basis, or by removing the bottom section of the
module for ready access to all bays. Six heat rejecting surfaces were determined to be
necessary because of the number of high heat dissipating components, particularly the
phased array TWT's and electronics. The top surface of this module is used for mounting
the prime feed horns and dipoles for the parabolic antenna, providing a short feed distance
to the high frequency transmitters and receivers.
Telemetry, tracking and command (TT&C) antenna coverage is provided by two flush cavity
antennas mounted on the end surfaces of the two equipment modules and a combined-purpose
externally mounted antenna. The externally mounted antenna is used for telemetry, tracking
and polarization angle measurements. Polarization measurements are used in conjunction
with solar aspect sensors to determine spacecraft attitude during the spinning mode of opera-
tion. Prior to deployment, this antenna is mounted on the side of the earth viewing equip-
ment module, parallel to the spin axis, and extends beyond the module to eliminate pattern
interferences. The antenna is rigidly mounted in this position for accurate polarization
measurement. During deployment the antenna latching device is automatically released
(ganged to solar array deployment) and the antenna springs back out of the field-of-view of
the equipment mounted on the face of the module. The combined antenna is not used after
deployment, operational and reorientation command and telemetry coverage being provided
by the flush mounted antennas on the end of hhe spacecraft.
Standard gain antennas are provided for the evaluation of the parabolic antenna experiment
and possibly for phased array evaluation. The X-Band and S-Band standard gain antennas
are coaxially mounted horns located on the bottom surface of the earth viewing equipment
module. The 800 MHz standard gain antenna is mounted on the edge of the positive pitch
axis solar array panel. The positive roll axis solar panel is driven at 100 MHz for standard
gain measurements. Diagnostic telemetry and command capability is required during ex-
periment operation which precludes the use of the standard gain antennas for TT&C purposes.
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Two solid rockets are located on the periphery of the aft equipment module for spacecraft
spin-up after separation. One-pound hydrazine vernier thrusters are also located on the
aft equipment module and used for cancelling out injection errors, coning and precession
control, and spacecraft despin. These thrusters are used in conjunction with a ten-pound
thrust hydrazine nozzle which is mounted radially on the roll axis solar array support truss,
aligned with the spacecraft center of mass (after apogee burn). Spacecraft momentum wheel
unloading, stationkeeping and repositioning are accomplished with resistance jets located
on both of the equipment modules. In all cases, nozzles were located to eliminate plume
impingement on the spacecraft.
The six-member diagonal support truss forms the structural link between the equipment
modules and accurately locates the prime feed at the focus of the parabolic antenna. The
truss design is of critical importance because of the high structural loadings induced by the
no-notch vibration design criteria specified by NASA. Beryllium tubes, 3-1/4 inches in
diameter, with bonded stainless steel end fittings have been selected to minimize rf
blockage and phase distortion and to enable a minimum weight design capable of meeting
the column buckling and stiffness requirements. Beryllium tubes of this diameter are
state-of-art and readily available from manufacturers. The high thermal conductivity and
specific heat of beryllium will aide in reducing the solar heating induced prime feed
misalignments. The support tubes can also be used as conduits for the interconnecting
(between modules) fuel lines, electrical harness and coax cabling.
5.3.2 SUBSYSTEM SUMMARY
The configuration description presented in the previous subsection indicated the split equip-
ment module approach that best meets the operational requirements of the ATS-4 mission.
As much of the spacecraft equipment as possible was located in the aft module to minimize
structural load penalties. However, the earth viewing equipment module contains the prime
experiment electronics, sensors and support equipment found necessary to meet earth view-
ing requirements or to minimize the complexity of the intermodule harness. The payload
division is best illustrated in the system block diagram, presented in Figure 5.3-3, in which
the subsysten_ comport(rots have I_mn arranged to emphasize the interface I)etween the struct-
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ural assemblies. The left side of the diagram represents the earth viewing module and the
right side represents the aft equipment module. The parabolic reflector, solar arrays, and
interconnections are illustrated in the feed support region between the equipment modules.
Furthermore, the TT&C and standard gain antennas are mounted to simulate their relative
locations on the spacecraft.
A brief summary of each of the operational subsystems is presented in the following para-
graphs.
5.3.2.1 Power Subsystem
The power subsystem consists of a four-panel solar array, three nickel cadmium battery
modules, three battery charge regulators, a voltage limiter, a pulse width modulated (PWM)
regulator, a dc-ac 400-Hz inverter, and a power control unit. Primary power is derived
from the solar cells with batteries supplying power to supplement the array during peak
loads and for umbra conditions. These energy sources axe connected to the PWM switching
type regulator which provides a regulated 28 volt dc bus for the loads. The dc-ac 400-Hz
inverter, operating off the 28-volt bus is provided for some of the power to the orientation
control subsystem. The voltage limiter, a shunt regulator across part of the array, limits
the array voltage supplied to the PWM regulator and to the battery charge regulator to a
maximum of 43 volts. The battery discharge voltage established the lower limit of voltage
supplied to the PWM regulator at 30. 4 volts.
Wiring from each solar panel will include power leads from the full array and partial array,
power return, regulated power for TLM sensors, and voltage and thermal sensor signals.
These lines will be dressed along the solar array deployment struts.
The 28-vdc power requirements of the equipment in the earth viewing module are supplied
by the power subsystem. Maximum bus current will be approximately 16 amperes during
phased array operation. Good wiring practice for space applications dictates:
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IFigure 5.3-3. ATS-4 System Block Diagram
a. No greater than 0.5-volt drop between power source and load
b. No smaller than No. 22 wire size
c. No one wire should carry more than 20 percent of the bundle capacity
Use of seven No. 20 AWG wires, each carrying 2.25 amperes, meets the good wiring prac-
tice for maximum current ratings. With estimated wire length of 20 feet and a nominal wire
resistance of 9. 7 ohms per 1000 feet, total line voltage drop will be 0.43 volt.
5.3.2.2 Guidance and Control Subsystems
The guidance and control subsystem performs an unusual number of functions in that it is
required to provide control not only in orbit, but also throughout the injection into orbit
phase. The functions performed are briefly:
a. Spinup
b. C oning control
c. Precession control
d. Removal of orbit injection errors
e. Despin
f. Sun stabilization
g. Earth stabilization (2 axes)
h. Star stabilization (1 axis)
i. Earth pointing to 0. lO
j. Pointing reorientation to any location o_ the visible earth's surface
k. Tracking in re_'ponse to ground commands
1, Stationkeeph_g
m. Repositioning in longitude
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An active system design has been selected for performing all functions in an integrated
manner. Two solid propellant motors are used for spinup. The station acquisition sensor
signal processor processes the angular accelerometer signal to actuate appropriate thrusters
for coning control. Spin axis precession is controlled by thrusters which are actuated by
ground command based on rf polarization angle measurements (made on the ground) and
telemetered sun sensor signals. Injection errors are removed by thrusters actuated by
ground command based on ground tracking data. Despin is performed by thrusters which
fire automatically (after command initiation) in response to the signals from a three-axis
rate gyro package. A single monopropellant hydrazine mass expulsion subsystem performs
the thrusting required for coning control, precession control, vernier thrusting and despin.
This mass expulsion subsystem is not required to operate after despin.
The orientation control sensor signal processor processes pitch and roll sun sensor and
gyro signals to provide an error signal to the flywheel and jet controller to actuate the orien-
tation control thrustors for alignment of the yaw axis to the sun. The earth sensor provides
the control signals for earth stabilization. The yaw sun sensors provide control signals to
actuate the yaw orientation control thrusters to align the negative pitch axis to the celestial
north pole in order to acquire Polaris in the star sensor field of view. The star sensor
provides the signal for controlling the yaw flywheel. The orientation control mass expulsion
subsystem (resistance jets) provides all the control torques necessary for stabilization and
flywheel unloading as well as the thrust for stationkeeping using a total of only nine thrusters.
Although the aft equipment module was designated for all housekeeping subsystems in order
to minimize the size of the earth viewing module and reduce the rf field interference with
the parabolic reflector, tradeoff analysis dictated that certain components of the housekeeping
subsystems be located in the earth viewing module. The earth sensors and Polaris tracker
require an unobstructed field of view. Three mass propulsion thrusters were placed on the
earth viewing module to establish a total thruster configuration that brackets the spacecraft's
center of mass.
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Interconnections between components of the orientation control subsystem comprise: two
pneumatic lines for the three thrusters; wiring to supply signals to the thruster solenoids;
heater power to the thrusters; bias signals to the earth tracker and Polaris star sensor,
for station change and slewing; and sun sensor, earth tracker and Polaris star sensor signals
to the sensor signal processor.
5.3.2.3 TT&C Subsystem
The telemetry subsystem samples the diagnostic, operational and experimental monitors
throughout the vehicle and transmits thisinformation to the ground station. The telemetry
subsystem is a real time PCM/PSK/PM system operating at S-Band. Data can be collected
from up to 628 points and transmitted atdata rates of 500 bps or 8 kbps. The PCM data
bi-phase modules a 1.024 MHz subcarrier which then phase modulates the carrier.
The command subsystem provides for ground control of the payload and all vehicle subsystems.
Commands are transmitted to the vehicle by frequency shift-keying subcarriers which are
phase modulated onto the carrier. The command system is capable of executing up to 390
c ommands.
The tracking subsystem consists of a modified Goddard Range and Range Rate transponder.
Telemetry processing and command decoding equipment have been provided in both the
earth pointing and the aft equipment modules. This packaging technique avoids the large
bundle of wires that would otherwise be required for transporting the individual telemetry
and command signals across the equipment modules interface.
5.3.2.4 Experiments Subsystems
To demonstrate the capability of a satellite to deploy, point and use large aperture antennas
and other devices requiring precision pointing toward the earth's surface, a list of experi-
ments has been prepared involving the use of a 30-foot parabolic reflector, an interferometer,
a phase-steered array and the orientation control subsystem.
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Four transmitters and _ree receivers, with associated switches, detectors, and reference
antennas will support the parabolic antenna experiments. The inclusion of a four-position
switch allows for switching of any receiver output to a six-position switch that in turn allows
for switching to any transmitter, thus providing the flexibility of configuring the equipment
for the listed experiments.
The radio interferometer is an X-Band, two speed system, with a nominal angular measure-
ment accuracy of about 0.015 degrees and a field of view large enough to cover the visible
earth disc. Its antennas will be 10dBX-Band horns with the four fine measurement horns
spaced about 44 wavelengths apart, and the four coarse horns at about 2 wavelengths. It
will be designed to operate either open or closed loop; i.e., either to measure the angular
direction of a beacon or to serve as the pointing sensor in the orientation control loop.
The phase-steered array is specified and requires little additional on-board equipment for
evaluation. It is a four-beam, two-channel re-directive array, operating in the 7-8 GHz
region, having two independent antennas of approximately 30 dB gain each.
Essentially no additional experiment equipment will be required for the orientation control
experiment. Evaluation will be made by checking the performance of the orientation control
system using the radio interferometer as a pointing sensor against the performance with
the earth trackers.
5.3.2.5 Thermal Subsystem
The temperature control system for ATS-4 is an optimum combination of semi-passive and
passive concepts utilizing shutters, coatings, insulation, heaters and the thermal mass of
equipment and structure. All but one of the equipment mounting panels is equipped with
an array of shutters. Passive areas are covered with super insulation. Exposed structure
will be coated to minimize heat leaks. Space rated coatings or finishes will be applied to
the parabolic antenna and the support truss between the equipment modules. Heaters will
be used in the earth viewing module to maintain minimum temperature during extended
off cycles.
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5.3.2.6 Module Interface
The interface between the two equipment modules involves all subsystems.
Electrical interconnections include:
a. Regulated 28-vdc power and power return lines
b. Orientation control signals to thruster valve solenoids and heaters
c. Bias correction signals to the earth trackers and Polaris star sensor
d. Sun sensors, earth tracker and Polaris star sensor signals to the sensor signal
processor
e. Coaxial lines from the 100-MHz and 800-MHz transmitters to the parabolic
antenna main feed
f. Antenna experiment receiver output signals to the 100-MHz and 800-MHz
transmitters
g. Processed telemetry signals to the TLM transmitter
h. Command detector signals to command decoder
i. Converter dc power to the command clock, memory and decoder
j. Command signals to the receiver
k. TLM and tracking transmitter output to antenna.
In addition to the electrical interface, two pneumatic lines are required to the three thrusters
in the earth viewing module.
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5.3.3 SYSTEMPERFORMANCE
The measure of the selected spacecraft configuration is the comparison of its design per-
formance to the study requirements andto the performance of alternate design approaches.
Tabulations of error budgets, mass and balance, CG locations andpower capability aid in
the evaluation and are presented in this subsection. Where applicable, performance
requirement values from Section 5.2 are also included.
The spacecraft comparison must also be basedon the subjective evaluation of the design
approach, its feasibility, simplicity of deployment, growth capacity and potential development
problem areas. Sections 5through 9 of this report provide the information for this evalua-
tion.
5.3.3.1 Parabolic Antenna Experiment
The loss budget for the parabolic antenna experiment, presented in Table 5.3-1, indicates
that the desired efficiency of at least 50 percent is not realized with this design. Neverthe-
less, the antenna performance is extremely good except at the 100 MI-Iz frequency where the
reflector is small in comparison to the wavelength and excessive spillover and illumination
losses occur.
A major contribution to the loss budget is the rf blockage and support truss reflection losses.
These can be reduced in magnitude by decreasing the diameter of the earth viewing equip-
ment module and/or by moving the support truss farther out, radially, from the boresight
axis of the antenna. However, the former conflicts with the packaging requirements of the
phased array and interferometer and the latter introduces undesired deployment complexity.
Under orbital conditions, solar heating will induce mechanical distortions in the reflector
which will result in degraded rf performance. The reflector has been designed to minimize
this effect. The thermal distortion losses indicated in Table 5. 3-1 represent the rf degra-
dation resulting from the worst case (edge on) solar illumination of the reflector.
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Table 5.3-1. Parabolic Antenna Performance
Loss
Factors
Illumination and
Spillover
Rf Blockage and
Reflection
Thermal
Distortion
Miscellaneous*
Gain Loss in dB
Frequency in GHz
0.1
2.32
1.40
0.00
0.42
0.8
1.38
1.40
O. O0
O. 35
1.7
i. 92
1.41
O. Ol
O. 31
2.1
1.38
I. 42
0.02
0.29
2.3
1.50
1.42
0.02
0.31
7.3
I.40
47.5%
i. 58
0.17
0.36
8.0
1.40
1.63
O. 30
O. 374
Total Loss (dB) 4.14 3.13 3.65 3.11 3.25 3.51 3.70
System Efficiency 38.5% 48.5% 43.1% 49% 44.5_ 42.7_j
Wire mesh reflector loss, feed phase error, cross polarized loss, feed
attenuation, transmission line loss, and VSWR reflection loss.
Includes:
5.3.3.2 Orientation Control Experiment
The error budget presented in Table 5.3-2 illustrates the ability of the attitude control system
to meet the stringent requirement of pointing, to within 0. 1 degree, to any part of the visible
earth. By the 3_nature of the error sources, the pointing will almost always be more accu-
rate than the RSS accuracy shown in the table. During the normal operation of the parabolic
antenna experiment, yaw axis accuracy is important only in the cross coupling it induces
to the pitch and roll axes. However, high yaw accuracy is required for interferometer ex-
periment operation and in the case of parabolic antenna boresight errors measurements.
Many future ATS-4 experiments will probably also require high yaw accuracy.
The orientation control system performance is summarized in Table 5.3-3, for the conditions
of pointing, slew, tracking and the initial stabilization maneuver. All contract requirements
for these conditions are met.
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The servo-elastic coupling of the spacecraft structure and the orientation control subsystem
was minimized to the extent that it doesnot have a significant effect on system performance,
even with structural dampling as low as 0.1 percent of critical (equivalent to material hys-
teresis). This decoupling was designed into the system by the early specification of struct-
ural frequency objectives.
Table 5.3-2. Orientation Control System Three Sigma Error Budget
Error Source
Basic Sensor Error
Commanded Angle Resolution
Star Tracker Gimbal Offset
Earth Horizon Anomalies
Sensor Control Axis Misalign.
1. Prior to Launch
2. Due to Launch Effects
3. Orbit Environment
Sensor Output Noise
Control Electronics Error
Momentum Storage Offset
Timing Error ST Gimbal Comm.
Spacecraft Angular Pos. Uncert.
Spacecraft Drift
Target Location Uncertainty
Yaw Cross Coupling Error
Earth Sensor Readout
Error Allocation
Pitch-Roll Yaw
O.05 O.02
O.02 O.003
0.03
0.004
0.02 (incl. cal. ) 0. 003
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01
0.02 0.0"}
0.01 0.01
0.03 0.05
0.005 0. 005
0.03 ....
0.02
O.0003 O.0003
0.01
0.01
3(_ Accuracy Per Axis 0.08 0.07
3(_ Absolute Pointing Accuracy* 0.09
Reference Section 6.4.3.4 for derivation
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Table 5. 3-3. Orientation Control Subsystem Performance Summary
Maneuver
Earth Pointing
Slew Maneuver
Tracking
Initial Stabilization:
Sun Stabilization
Earth Stabilization
Star Stabilization
Requirement
0.1 degree accuracy to any
point on visible earth
Slew from horizan to
horizon and stabilize to
+0.1 degree in 30 minutes
n
Track rate = 10 millirad/sec
Max angular error = O. 5
degree
Performance
0.09 degree, 3a
Maximum of 25 minutes
Angle error < 0.5 degree
if wheels are initially
at less than 40% max
speed; therefore may
require wheel unload at
initiation of maneuver
Start from 180 degree
error points 1 to 2 hour
stabilization time
From 5 degree pitch, 25
degree roll and 0. 02 de/see
in all axes = stabilize in
27 minutes max.
Stabilizeto sun in 1 to 2
hours for acquiring
Polaris in star sensor
fieldof view
5.3.3.3 Phased Array and Interferometer
The p.hase-steered array will be similar to that developed under NASA/GSFC Contract NAS
5-10101. Table 5. 3-4 illustrates the predicted performance characteristics of this equip-
ment.
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Table 5.3-4.
Parameter Required
Performance Requirements Summary - Phase-Steered Array Antenna
Achieved
Frequency
Multtbeam Operation
7-8 GHz
4 beams, 2 each transmit
and receive
Minimum 30 dB on each beam
Command or pilot signals
Consistent with beamwidth
Gain
Steering
Pointing Accuracy
8 GHz
4 beams, 2 each transmit
and receive, full 2-channel
operation
30 dB on each beam
Pilot signals
Within _ppr oxtmately
0.1 beamwidth
The interferometer was required to fully demonstrate its capability and limitation as an
attitude determination device.
It was required that the interferometer should be designed to be sufficiently accurate to
monitor the other precision systems on board; i. e., the orientation control system and the
parabolic antenna at its highest frequency. It was also decided that the interferometer
should be able to respond to an appropriate beacon anywhere en the visible earth disc. Its
frequency was placed with the objective of obtaining the desired performance characteristics
without requiring deployment.
The interferometer characteristics are given in Table 5.3-5 and the error budget is pre-
sented in Table 5.3-6.
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Table 5.3-5. Interferometer Performance Summary
Parameter
Angle Measurement
Field of View
Frequency
Required
i •
Consistent with attitude
control system require-
ments
Objective; visible earth
disc (17.5 degrees)
Consistent with accuracy
and structural require-
ments. Objective at non-
interference with antenna
experiments
Achieved
i
0.015 degree; laerror,
which can be compared
to the orient_ion centrol
experiment earth tracker
accuracy of 0. 05 degree,
3a
23 degrees
10 GHz, providing
antenna spacing of approx-
imately 40 _ within 4-feet
diameter. No antenna
experiments above about
8.1 GHz.
Table 5.3-6. Interferometer Error Budget
Source ErrorD Electrical Degrees, 1_
Receiver Noise
Quantizing Error
Oscillator Noise
Video Processing
Microwave Components
Geometric Distortions
Geometric Error, One Plane
Geometric Error, Two Planes
0.080
0. O88
0.745
0.25O
9.000
0.290
2.17 (0.0048) = 0. 0104 degree
0.015 degree, la
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5.3.3.4 Command and Telemetry Subsystem
The capability of the Command and Telemetry subsystem is summarized in Table 5. 3-7.
An S-Band system has been selected with the capability of decoding 390 commands, and
with a total telemetry i_ut capability of 628 channels. The subsystem has been designed
to meet the full operational system requirements with adequate margin; no one subsystem
or operational requirement has been responsible for dictating the overall design.
Table 5.3-7. Command and Telemetry Subsystem Capability
Command
Frequency
Modulation
Bit Rate
Bit Rate Error
1700-1850 MHz
FSK/PM
100 bps
10-5
Number Command Outputs:
Available
Required
Telemetry
Frequency and Power
390 commands
320 commands
2200-2300 MHz at 1 watt
Modulation
Data Rate
Bits per word
Number TLM Inputs:
Available
Required
PCM/PSK/PM
500 bps (spin mode), 8 kbps (in-orbit)
7
628 channels
551 channels
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5.3.3.5 Power Subsystem Capability
A solar array battery system has been selected for this application. Its design performance
is summarized in Table 5.3-8. The solar array has been sized for approximately 300 watts
at the end of life after 22 percent degradation. Average power during solstice is less than
this but the satellite does not go through the earth's umbra during solstice periods, which
effectively increases array capability. Additionally, 103 pounds of batteriem have been provided
to supplement the solar array during periods of experiment peak power demands and also
to supply power to the entire load when the spacecraft is in the earthVs shadow, a maximum
of 1.2 hours. Battery sizing assumed no recharge time between an umbra condition followed
by the experiment's peak power load requiremont. Therefore, complete experiment opera-
tional flexibility can be accommodated by the power subsystem.
The power equipment designed for the operational mission will also supply complete space-
craft needs during the initial acquisition phase of the mission.
5.3.3.6 Spacecraft Weight and Balance
A complete weight summary of the selected spacecraft configuration is presented in Table
5.3-9. In the following subsections of this report, each spacecraft subsystem is discussed
in detail and a firm basis is established for the weight estimates. A growth allowance of
160.1 pounds has been added to the in-orbit design weight summary of 1533.7 pounds, to
account for design growth and selected subsystem redundancy. Each of the items, in Table
5.3-9, marked with an asterisk (*) are identical to the values identified in the Launch
Vehicle Capability Summary presented in Table 5.2-1.
Table 5.3-10 presents the mass moments of inertia and cg locations for the selected confi-
guration, for the in-orbit conditions and throughout the initial acquisition phases of the mis-
sion. Center of mass locations along the yaw axis (Zcg) are measured from spacecraft
station zero (Centaur/payload mating plane) as illustrated in Figure 5.3-2. Two sets of
values are presented in Table 5.3-10, representing the final design values and the design-
freeze values used in the subsystem analysis. Traditionally, the detail analysis and sizing
of structural members occurs after component definition. Therefore, the final design values
of weights and inertias are not available in time for early subsystem analyses. Table 5.3-10
indicates off-axis cg locations; these would be balanced out during the detail design.
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Table 5.3-9. Detail Weight Summary of Selected Design
SUBSYSTEM
Orientation Control - (_ensors. Mechanisms) Wdgtt (_) (i_.3)
Earth Sensors
3-Axis Gyro Package
Gyro Electronics
Sun Sensors {12)
Polaris Star Sensor
Sensor Signal Processor
Momentum Device and Jet Controller
Momentum Device - Pitch
- Roll
- Yaw
Initini Acquisition - (Sensors, Spin System)
Sun Sensors (2)
Electronics
Spinup Motors (2) (4.2 lb of fuel)
Acccleromcter
Vernier Propulsion System
Propellant Tank (2)
Fill Valves (2}
Pressure Transducers (10)
N _C ExNvelve Valve
Thrusters (Incl. Solenoids):
i lb level (8)
IN Ib level (t)
Gaseou_ Nitrogen
Temperature Transducers (2}
Stat ionkeepin_)r ientetlon Propuinion
propelhtnt Tanks (4)
Tank Wicklng and Rardwgre
_L_ploaive VaNes (10)
Filter
Regulator, Pressure Transducer. Relief
Sole_id Valves (18)
Nozzles (9)
Pressure Transducers (4) and Temperafure Semsor
Tank Skin (4)
Ammonia Pr_pella t
10.7
7.5
8.0
2.7
12.0
15.3
19.2
11.3
11.3
31.3
2.1
3.2
7,4
2.8
10.0
0.5
5.0
O.7
12.0
2.0
4.5
1.0
7.6
2.4
3.8
2.4
1.8
3.6
11.3
1.8
92.4
(is. 5)
(35.71
(127.1)
TT&C
_te_a (3)
Dip IGtzer (3)
RF Switches (4)
Recniver
C _mmand Detector
CommJmd Decoc_r
Reiny Box
Memory and Clock
Sub-C om mutalor (0)
TLM processor (cc_amutator) (2)
TLM/TRK Transmitter
Receiver Converter
Decoder Converter
TLM Ce_averter (3)
Iivbrid
Expertmente
2.5
1.5
0.8
2.0
1.0
8.0
5.0
6.0
9.0
8,0
2.5
3.0
4.0
7.5
0.5
ll(,ceiver (1700 MIIz)
Receiver (2100 Mliz)
I{eeeiver (8000 Mllz)
Transmitter (I 00 MDZ)
Tran_mitfur (H00 Mliz)
Transmitter (23(_ MHz)
r,'armn_lttor (73_) Mltz)
Phased Array - Der_iver
- Transmitter
Electronics
- TWT (2)
Inierfe rometor
(Incl. Antem_a, Electronics, Power Divider)
S_ttohes (%)
Electrical Switch Package
Ant. Multq_lexer (2)
Std. Gain Antentm (100 Mllz)
Std. Gain Antenna (800 Milz)
_ld. Gain AJ_mnna (S-Band)
_Ul. (;u_n Anl_nxm £X- I_mt)
li_.l]_'ct,w Ir,_tru n,cntati_m
4,5
4.5
4.5
5. 0
9. 0
IO.O
15.0
24.4
31. O
40.0
4.0
35, 0
10.0
7, O
4.0
2. o
2,0
4. O
4. t
(ez. 3)
(zzL 6)
SUBSYSTEM
Power Weight (lh) 099. o)
Batteries (3) 103. 0
Battery Charge Regulator (3} 2.0
Voltage Ltmltor Coetrol 3.0
Voltage Resistor Assembly 4.0
Regulator t2. 0
Dc/ac _verter 5. 0
Power Control Unit 4. 0
Solar Arrl_ Panels (Excfusive of Honeycomb) 66. O
Parabolic Antenna (ie_. 7)
Reflector:
panel Frame 43. l
Screen l 0, 7
panel Hinges 9.5
Thermal 1.5
Attachmel_t8 1.6
Deployment Mecha_inm:
Hlnges/Pilm 8.8
Actuators 40, I
Tube 0.8
Univer |ala 3.0
Trumses 11.8
Motor 3, l
interface Mmtnt/ng Ring 30. O
Prime Feed Horn 10.0
Latmch Storage Provisions 8. ?
Apogee Motor - Dry Weight
Harneaa and Tubing
(139. (_
('/2.3)
Adapter Hardware - Spacecraft Motmtod (4.0)
Thermal Control (64.7)
Earth Viewh_g Equipment Shutters (5) 18.5
Earth Viewhlg Eq,_ttpment l_,sulatlen and Paint 3.5
(1) Earth Viewing Equipment Thermal Panels 3.5
Aft Equipment Module _autters (2} 12.2
Aft Equilm_ent Module Insulation and Paint 13.0
Aft Equipment Module Thermal Panels 14.0
(1) Portion Chargeable to Thermal Control of 8pace-
Items Excluding phased Array
structure
Earth Vl_tng Equipment Module Structure 40. ?
Feed Support Truism and Ffttint_ (6 Adjustable 51.0
S Monoball only)
Solar Array Trusses (4) 31.0
Aft Ec_dpmmt Module - Primary 73.0
Aft Equipment Module - Secondary 37.0
Aft Equipment Bay Thermal Panel 8uppers 17.0
Solar Array Panels (Honeycomb/Supports Only) 37.0
Solar Pam_l Latching and Deployment 9.3
DESIGN WEIGHT 1533.7
GROWTH ALLOWANCE 160.1
ORBITAL WEIGHT 1693.8
(Weight after vernLet maneuvers and venting
of remninisg vernier propellant)
Vernier Propelhmt (Hydrazise) 712
SYNCHRONOUS OBBIT WEIGHT * 1765.0
Apogee Motor Fuel 1440.0
pAyLOAD WEIGHT FOR APOGEE BURN *3205.0
Sptoup and C_ming Control 6, 0
MaSS Expulsion:
Spintq_ propellant 4.2 Ib
Hydrazine I. 8 Ib
SEPARATION WEIGHT * 3211, 0
Spacecraft Adapter 13_. 0
TOTAL LAUNCH WEIGHT * 3347.0
See Table 5. 2-I.
(206.5)
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Table 5. 3-10. Inertia and Center-of-Mass Summary
Orbital Weight (Deployed)
Xcg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw Axis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
Ic_ (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Synchronous Orbit Weight (Folded)
Xcg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw Axis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
Ic_ (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
2/3 Burn (Folded)
Xcg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw Axis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
Iox (Mass Moments of Inertia)
loz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
1/3 Burn (Folded)
Xeg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw Axis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
lax _1ass Moments of Inertia)
loz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
loy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Payload Weight for Apogee Burn
IFOLDZ
Xcg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw Axis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
Iox (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Separation Weight (Folded)
Xcg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw AXis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
lox (Mass Moments of Inertia)
loz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Ioy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
Launch Weight (Folded)
Xcg (Roll Axis)
Zcg (Yaw Axis)
Ycg (Pitch Axis)
Io_ (Mass Moments of Inertia)
loz (Mass Moments of Inertia)
loy (Mass Moments of Inertia)
5. :t-2_
Final Design
Values
1693.8
0.50
124.05
0.40
3799.81
1653.42
3212.63
1765.0
O. 48
130.51
0.39
2974.45
349.29
2863.89
2245.0
0.38
113.55
0.30
3511.12
370.70
34 00.56
2725.0
0.31
102.56
0.25
3860.40
385.85
3749.85
Design Freeze
Values Used in
Analysis
1695.0
0.2
123.9
-1.0
3621.9
1609.5
3065.7
1766.0
0.2
130.4
-0.9
2799.7
308.0
2719.0
2246.0
0.2
113.7
-0.7
3322.9
329.7
3241.3
2726.0
0.1
102.8
-0.6
3662.0
344.8
3581.1
3205.0
0.26
94.85
0.21
4101.60
392.82
3991.06
3211.0
0.26
94.81
0.21
4103.24
394.38
3992.50
3347.0
0.25
91.77
0.20
4275.53
416.40
4164.79
3206.0
0.1
95.2
-0.5
3896.4
351.8
3815.4
3212.0
0.1
95.2
-0.5
3897.2
351.8
3816.2
3327.0
0.1
92.6
-0.5
4039.0
364.8
3958.0
Units
Ib
in.
in.
in. 2
slug-it 2
slug-RZ
slug-It _
lb
In.
In.
in.
slug-R 2
slug-R 2
slug-R 2
lb
in.
in.
in.
slug-R 2
slug-R 2
slug-it 2
lb
in.
in.
in.
slug-R 2
slug-R 2
slug-R 2
|b
m
in.
in.
in.
slug-R 2
s lug- ft2
slug-R 2
Ib
in.
in.
in.
s lug- R 2
slug-ft 2
slug-R 2
lb
in.
in.
in.
slug- R2
slug-ft 2
slug-_ 2
5.3.4 SYSTEM GROWTH CAPABILITY
The selected spacecraft configuration has been optimized for an existing apogee motor such
that the four primary experiments, identified by NASA, and their associated instrumentation
and electronics can be placed into synchronous orbit and evaluated with launch equipment
existing or in development. The 160 pound of spacecraft growth capability, identified in the
previous subsection, must be allocated to design growth and selected subsystem redundancy.
The transmitting and receiving equipment, provided for the parabolic antenna evaluation,
and the phased array can be used to perform selected operational experiments, but the addi-
tional ATS-4 experimental capability needed to support many of the future NASA programs
is identified in the following growth items:
I
The selected configuration was designed to a no-notch environmental specification.
A more realistic and detailed identification of a launch vehicle environmental de-
sign criteria will result in an approximate 60 pound reduction in structural weight.
For example, the upper equipment module was designed to lateral loading of 16 g.
A notched specification would reduce this to approximately 4 g.
The SLV-3C/Centaur capability of inserting a 4000 pound payload into the transfer
ellipse was established for this study. Independent estimates are available from
government and contractor sources which place this capability at 4200 to 4400 pound.
The selected configuration was optimized to the capability of an existing apogee
motor. An optimized launch vehicle capability would be realized through apogee
motor development.
Growth items 1 and 2 are readily available and should be added to the 160 pounds previously
mentioned to provide approximately 280 pounds for design growth, redundance and
selected additional experiments. Item 3 is of significant importance to the ATS-4 program.
Figure 5.3-4 illustrates the spacecraft growth capability as a function of apogee motor
development and SLV-3C/Centaur payload capability into the transfer orbit, under standard
conditions. The extended Improved Delta motor is illustrative of an optimized motor in that
cylindrical casing extensions were assumed to match the full capability of the SLV-3C/Centaur.
The Antares I motor is available with no development, but has a poor packaging geometry
(see Section 6.8). It is apparent from this figure that apogee motor development is the key
to future ATS-4 experimental growth with a maximum realizable growth capability of
approximately 400 pound.
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Not all of the potential growth capability is available for experiments; structure, power,
orientation control, and telemetry subsystems would also share in the growth. However,
only the structure and power percentage of the total growth is significant.
ao Structure. Both of the spacecraft equipment modules can accommodate additional
experiments and can be lengthened for additional volume and heat dissipation ca-
pability without requiring additional fairing extensions. The aft equipment module
payload compartments can be lengthened, in conjunction with the lowering of the
separation interface, or additional compartments can be added. This section of
the spacecraft is designed for dynamic stiffness and only about 5 percent of the
growth added in this area would he in structure. The earth viewing equipment
module support structure has been designed for strength, additional payload will
increase spacecraft bending loads and approximately 15 percent of the growth
added to this module would have to be in structure. A major tradeoff in considering
ATS-4 growth capability is the potential degradation of the performance of the
prime experiments. Premium earth viewing area available for mounting sensors
is extremely limited without increasing parabolic antenna rf blockage or causing
phased array or interferometer phase distortion. Additional ATS-4 experiments,
which require earth sensing, can he added at the expense of additional rf blockage
or they can be deployed out past the parabolic antenna, or look through it. A
possible solution is to tradeoff the experimental worth of the phased array in
comparison to other earth viewing experiments. The phased array occupies
approximately ten square feet of prime surface area, weighs 100 pounds, utilizes
about 700 watt-hours of battery power per hour of operation, and accounts for
most of the severe thermal design problems of the earth pointing equipment
module.
b. Power. Power subsystem growth requirements cannot be determined prior to the
establishment of an operational plan. High power level experiments can be operated
on a reduced duty cycle using batteries without requiring significant solar array
growth. The solar array capability of the selected configuration is extremely
flexible. The array has been designed for end of life degradation. Approximately
22 percent additional capacity is available early in life, which could be used to
accommodate a variety of operational experiments on a shared duty cycle with the
prime experiments. A 10-percent increase in capability can be obtained by
adding an additional 10 mils of cover glass. A 64 percent area increase can be
accommodated without panel folding. Additional requirements could be
accommodated with hinged panels or sun oriented paddles could be incorporated
for an increased capability. As paddle weights increase, support truss stiffness
would also have to be increased for the same frequency requirements.
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5.4 PARABOLIC ANTENNA
5.4. 1. SELECTION OF ANTENNA CONCEPT
The antenna configuration selected to satisfy the ATS-4 mission and system requirements
consists of a 30-foot diameter paraboloid reflector, with an f/D of 0.4, and a composite
feed made up of three concentric circular horns and a turnstile.
The reflector diameter selected is the minimum permitted for this experiment. Larger
diameters have the potential of increased gains; however, they also have many detrimental
characteristics that tend to overbalance the advantages. For example; larger diameters
result in higher gain. but lower efficiencies and induce higher weights and lower
natural frequencies, require finer pointing capability due to the narrower beam, and are
much more complex to package and deploy.
The rigid Petaline reflector concept was selected after a study of alternate concepts that
included: wire-grid surfaces inflation deployed and thermally deployed; chemically
rigidized textile or film surfaces heat-activated and gas-catalyst-activated; and mechanically
deployed rigid surfaces of umbrella, Swirlabola, and Petaline configurations. The selected
configuration has major advantages over the others in that it has the minimum assembly
tolerances, minimum thermal distortions, maximum stiffness, minimum requirement for
special handling and test equipment, and maximum design and cost credibility due to the
current extent of analysis and development.
Cassegrain and prime focus feed configurations were considered during the study for a range
of reflector f/D ratios of from 0.3 to 0.5. Analysis of relative losses effectively eliminated
the Cassegrain configuration. The choice of prime focus feed then eliminated the higher
reflector f/D ratios due to undesirable structural dimensions and packaging problems. The
lower f/D ratios resulted in undesirably small feed horn apertures. A value of f/D = 0.4
was therefore selected for the preferred configuration since it provided a feasible arrange-
ment of acceptable dimensions. The feed configuration selected consists of three coaxial
conical horns plus a turnstile consisting of four quarter-wave rods.
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5.4. 2 DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED DESIGN
5.4.2.1 Reflector and Feed
On the basis of conceptual studies, the Petaline rigid reflector configuration was selected
for the ATS-4 antenna experiment (Figure 5.4-1).
The paraboloid surface is an assembly of 20 typical petal sector subassemblies. Each sector
subassembly consists of two triangular petals and one trapezoidal petal. The shape of each
petal is a true, double-curved radial segment of a paraboloid of revolution. The petals are
connected by hinges, uniformly spaced along the petal edges. These hinge lines are curved
in the deployed paraboloid. The composite structure of petals and hinges approaches the
equivalent of a one-peice paraboloid. A detailed description of this construction is given in
Section 5.4.4.
The paraboloid is deployed, and supported, by 20 deployment trusses. Four of these are of
a special construction in order to also support and deploy the solar arrays. The remaining
16 are single-plane trusses of welded titanium tubing. These trusses are mounted to the
back (convex) side of the reflector in order to eliminate rf blockage. A single link from the
outboard end of the truss attaches to the petal sector at the intersection of the two triangular
petals. This link accommodates geometry changes due to thermal expansion and deployment.
The inboard end of the truss attaches to the interface hub ring through a hinge and through
the drive mechanism shown in Figure 5.4-2.
The interface hub ring is a built-up titanium structure of rectangular cross section, with
reinforcing bulkheads in the regions Of the deployment drive mechanism, petal hinge, and the
truss hinge attachments. This ring bolts to the Aft Equipment Module of the basic spacecraft.
The antenna feed, which is fixed to the Earth Viewing Module, consists of three concentric
circular horns and a turnstile (see Figure 5.4-3). A detailed description of the feed and its
performance is contained in Section 5.4.6.
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Figure 5.4-3. Feed Configuration
5.4.2.2 Packaging
Packaging of the curved-hinge reflector is accomplished by designing the petals with a
flexural stiffness that will permit the petals to be flattened without inducing a high percentage
of the allowable yield stress of the petal material. Thus, the paraboloid is essentially
transformed into a cylinder and the curved hinge lines become straight-line elements of the
cylinder. This design permits an accordion-like folding of the reflector structure. The
strain energies imposed upon the petal structure, due to flattening of the petals, are a
small percentage of the allowable yield stress of the material composite, so that creep
phenomena is not a problem; therefore, at deployment, the petals return to the zero strain
condition to which they were initially fabricated and assembled. Hinged connections between
a central hub and the petals allow the reflector to package into a cylindrical envelope of a
height approximately equal to the length of the petals.
The antenna can be stowed within the volume restraint(see Figure 5.4-4) which provides
adequate static and dynamic clearance with the protective shroud. To survive the launch
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environment, the folded petals are banded together and supported to form an integrated
structure. The banding is done at the top of the petals as shown in Section A-A of Figure
5.4-4. The inner edges of the triangular panel are supported by the Earth Viewing Equipment
Module through a fiberglass channel and stowage brackets on the antenna stowage support
ring, as shown by Detail C of Figure 5.4-4. The petal surface is protected by pads of hard
polyurethane foam with soft foam adjacent to the petal surface. A peripheral band clamp
as shown by Detail B of Figure 5.4-4 snugs the accordion-folded petals into the stowage
brackets of the inner ring and, in effect, packages the petals into an integrated cylindrical
tube. Clips are provided on the petals for positioning the inner ring and the band for
lateral retention during launch.
Detail B of Figure 5.4-4 shows the mounting of the explosive latch pin puller, the switch
that senses ejection, and the turnbuckle for tightening the band.
5.4.2.3 Deployment
The deployment trusses actuate the petal sectors from the back of the reflector to minimize
the rf degradation inherent in employing a metal mechanism in front of the reflective surface.
The system consists of 20 ball screw actuators that pull a series of 20 trusses in outward
radial arcs to move the petals from the cylindrical packaged state to the deployed parabolic
form. The petal sectors are hinged at the ends of the trapezoidal panel bases to a box
beam torus hub that also serves as the reflector interface.
The folding of the reflector petals from the fabricated, deployed, contoured condition induces
strain energy in the flattening of the petal hinge line. The release of this stored energy
must be closely controlled during the deployment cycle. The time (two minutes) allocated for
this cycle will provide a slow excursion of the petals.
The outer attachment of each truss is made to the midpoint of the hinge line of the tri-
angular panels of each sector. The attachment is made by single member links connecting
the outboard end of the trusses to accommodate the change in hinge-line length from the
petal folded condition to the deployed contour. The link also provides freedom for radial
thermal expansion.
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The drive mechanism is discussed in detail in Section 5.4.5.
5.4. 3 ANTENNA PERFORMANCE
Antenna performance is dependent upon preserving the detailed geometry of the structure,
including feed, within certain limits. In addition to losses incurred by exceeding such
tolerances, there are those losses inherent in the design as constrained by various factors.
All of these variable and fixed losses are presented in Table 5.4-1, the loss budget for the
antenna, which sums up the total used to arrive at an efficiency figure. This efficiency
compares the antenna performance with that of an ideal uniformly illuminated aperture of the
same dimensions. This ideal cannot be realized for parabolic antennas, even if there were
no such losses other than those due to the illumination characteristics which involves spillover
in the case of all practical feeds. An efficiency of 65 percent, based upon the illumination,
is commonly accepted as good design practice in the case of simple feed horns. Detailed
control of feed and aperture may raise this efficiency to 80 percent or better over a limited
range of frequencies. This control is not feasible for the ATS-4 requirement; a 65 percent
value, corresponding to 1.9 dB loss, may be taken as a practical ideal. The first two items in
the loss budget, illumination efficiency and spillover efficiency, are the component losses to
be considered in this context. The only significant departure from 1.9 dB occurs at 100 MHz,
which is to be expected since the antenna is only about three wavelengths in diameter at this
frequency. The other loss items are unavoidable due to various design constraints and/or
environmental factors; the overall antenna performance as stated is therefore a realistic
analysis of what may be expected from a good design if all factors are considered.
The strut reflection loss is shown as an estimated figure. Section 6.3.5 gives the detailed
information upon which this estimate was based. Briefly, a measurement program was
_erformed on a scale model at one frequency to determine the losses caused by feed support
struts lying close to the feed. The corresponding value was found to be one dB for the config-
uration closely resembling the final selection. This value includes strut blockage loss, for which
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a separate calculation was made and found to be 0.24 dB. The value of 0.76 dB was thus used
for the strut reflection loss and applied as an estimate for all frequencies, based upon the
single frequency measurement. The exact number undoubtedly will vary with frequency to
an extent which is probably small. The struts tend to break up the primary pattern into a
number of lobes, the number of which will increase with frequency. Thus, the total illumination
over the reflector may not vary greatly; i. e., the narrowness of the higher frequency lobes
will be compensated by their greater number. On the basis of the available information, tl_e
strut,refl__ctionlo_s estimate is intended to repr_ an:_'a_' ',_adm,_*It_._ _,__'_t_
nor o_t_rn_b-11Y_c.
The reflector efficiency is degraded by distortions such as those produced by thermal effects.
Contributions from the various parts of the reflector thus affected will not add up in phase,
and the net result is a decrease in gain. The significance of the distortions lies in their
magnitude as expressed in wavelengths, a common rule of thumb being that the rms error
over the entire reflector should not exceed 1/16 wavelength. Thus, the highest frequencies
are affected to the greatest extent. At 8000 MHz the highest operational ATS-4 frequency,
the wavelength is 1.47 inches. The worst case deviations have been calculated to be 0.25
inch, in comparison, but these occur in a limited region near the edge of the reflector. Here
the illumination is least, hence producing less error.
The analysis upon which the rf loss computation is based assumes that the errors are randomly
distributed. This assumption is not entirely correct since the affected regions show local
correlation to a certain extent. The fact thatthe worst deviations occur near the edge is of
course another indicationof nonrandomness, but tends to minimize the effects of correlation
considering the integrated errors over the entire aperture. The worst case calculated value
is 0.2 dB at 8000 MHz, to which is conservatively added another 0.1 dB to account for
distortion of the feed itself, Calculations show thatmovement of the feed, due to thermal
distortion, will not produce an error exceeding thts amount.
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The requirement for beam steering has been suggested as a valuable feature although not
specifically requested as a contract item. It is feasible to move the horn cluster 12 inches
laterally on the Earth Viewing Equipment Module, which would produce a steering of four
degrees for all horn frequencies. This steering is not recommended for all of the frequencies,
however, since the degradation in gain becomes severe at the upper end of the band. A feed
tilt of seven beamwidths, for example, will decre_oe the existing efficiency by another 50
percent. Using this as a criterion, the frequency of 2.4 GHz may be steered, but the fre-
quencies of 7.3 and 8.0 GHz may not, without incurring excessive losses.
The use of monopulse tracking has also been suggested as desirable. Its implementation re-
quires two extra receiver channels in the onboard equipment; this in conjunction with the
attitudestabilizationsystem would permit the antenna to orient itselfto an earth-originated
signal. In the present configuration such an operation is feasible only at the top of the fre-
quency band, and would be realized by the use of two waveguide modes in the inner horn
instead of one. The additional TM01 mode produces a pattern with a null on boresight, which
yields the required difference signal. The pointing information is derived by referencing it
against the original TEl1 mode in the horn, which corresponds to the sum channel. Such a
system is used in the Telstar ground equipment, and requires circularly polarized signals
for proper operation.
5.4.4 REFLECTOR DESIGN
5.4.4.1 Method of Construction
As mentioned previously, the deployed reflector surface is divided into 20 typical sectors,
consisting of one trapezoidal petal and two triangular petals to comprise a total of 60 individual
components (see Figure 5.4-1).
A typical sector (Figure 5.4-5) is formed of honeycomb sandwich, which is comprised of
0. 0025-inch-thick titanium face sheets and a core of 0. 125-inch cell honeycomb of 0. 0007-
inch thick aluminum. The composite thickness of the sandwich is 0. 300 inch. The sandwich
(Figure 5.4-6) is bonded together with FM-1000 adhesive.
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Figure 5-4.6. Panel Structure Composite
The parabolic shell is cut out 80 percent to minimize weight and thermal distortions. The
cutouts reduce the reflector to 60 radial legs (which contain the hinges) and seven circum-
ferential concentric rings which intersect the legs at the hinge points. The result is that
each petal sector subassembly contains 16 trapezoidal and two triangular bays. A diagonal
member is added to each of the trapezoidal bays for truss stability. Finally, additional
radial members are provided to reduce the deviation of the final surface from a true paraboloid.
The major radial legs, the circumferential rings, and the diagonal members are 0.75 inch
in width. The secondary radial members are 0.375 inch wide. The hinges are close
tolerance and are designed to accommodate radial thermal expansion. A totalof 400 petal
interconnecting hinges are required. The described petal sector configuration is shown in
Figure 5.4-5.
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The sandwich lattice network of the reflector petal surface will be fabricated to a tolerance
of _+0.032 inch to the theoretical contour. To this must be added a deviation from true
contour caused by the facet effect of the reflective screen material stretched across the
openings cut in the structural contour. The maximum unsupported separation (_) between
contoured members has been limited to 4. 875 inches in the panel cutout pattern. The
2
deviation from true contour is derived from the formula L , where L is
AEf--
16f
the
maximum open span between contour members and f is the parabolic focal length (see
Figure 5.4-7).
2
L
AE =--=
16f
0.010 in.
where
= 4. 875 in. maximum
f = 144.00 in.
REFLECTOR
SCREEN --_ _/_E
Figure 5.4-7. Deviation From True Contour
The hinge connection of the reflector to the central hub is made with hinge fittings attached
to the corners of the trapezoidal petals (Figure 5.4-5). The rotating components and hinge I
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pins of these fittings are lined with Teflon bushings and separated with Teflon washers
between moving adjacent metal parts. To distribute the concentrated loads from these hub
hinges, the honeycomb face sheets of the trapezoidal petals have 0. 0075-inch doublers applied
from the hinge end out to the first petal hinge.
A radar reflective screen, made by expanding 0.003-inch-thick titanium foil with approxi-
mately 0.1-inch strand separations, is epoxy-bonded to the petal members to form the
paraboloidal contour by spanning the open areas. The screen weighs 0.0065 psf and pre-
sents a frontal blockage of four percent. The screen will be bonded to the petal framework
by applying the adhesive to the mesh and laying it on the petal surface. This procedure is
used to minimize the extent to which the screen and adhesive will compromise the optical
properties of the petal surface to which it is bonded. From the screen configuration shown
in Figure 5.4-8, it is seen that the open area diameter is about 33 times the diameter of the
mesh. If it is assumed that the adhesive will cover five times the mesh diameter, the re-
maining unaffected area will still be 85 percent of the original area. Thus' the effects of the
APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS - ALUMINUM : 0.0041 IIBSF
TITANIUM " 0.0065 ImSF
Figure 5.4-8. Configuration of Expanded Metal for RF Reflecting Material
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mesh on the optical properties of this surface are not expected to be significant. Further
development and testing will be required to establish manufacturing techniques and to
evaluate the optical effects.
The recommended configuration for the deployment truss is considered to be a feasible
approach to the reliable deployment of the paraboloid reflector (and the solar arrays) while
at the same time offering the best overall structural load paths for adequate restraint during
the launch phase.
When stowed, the reflector is packaged in a cylindrical form circumferentially restrained at
the upper end by an external "cinching" band and the antenna stowage support ring. The
lower end is assembled to the hub interface ring. The deployment trusses provide additional
restraint to the folded reflector near its center of mass.
The deployment trusses (Figure 5.4-9) are stowed parallel to and partially within the cylind-
rical envelope of the stowed reflector. The deployment trusses provide uniform and con-
trolled motion of the reflector during deployment, as discussed in Section 5.4.5. Each of the
16 deployment trusses, as shown in Figure 5.4-9, is a single-plane truss of welded titanium
tubing. The main chords are 0. 6875-inch OD x 0.032-inch wall tubing, and the shear bracing
is 0.25-inch OD x 0. 032-inch wall tubing.
The attachment to the reflector is effected by a link that picks up the joint between the tri-
angular petals. The link connection is shown in Detail J and Section K-K of Figure 5.4-9.
The link provides compensation for the change in length of the petal hinge when going from
the packaged cylindrical shape to the deployed paraboloidal configuration, and accommodates
reflector geometry changes due to thermal expansion or contraction.
The trusses are tied to the spacecraft through a hinge attached to the hub interface ring and
by the ball screw actuator rod. Teflon bushings and washers are used to separate metal
parts that must experience relative motion.
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The interface hub ring shown in Figure 5.4-10 is a torus of box-beam construction. The
ring is fabricated by rolling the outer and inner channels of 0.040-inch-thick titanium stock
and riveting 0.040-inchothick titanium skins to the top and the bottom to form the box cross
section. Bulkheads of 0.040-inch-thick stock are placed adjacent to the area of petal hinges,
truss hinges, actuator mounting brackets and the drive motor brackets (see Section L-L of
Figure 5.4-10). Local pads will be riveted to the box beam to mount these components and
will be machined to the thickness shown in Sections M-M and N-N of Figure 5.4-10.
5.4.4.2 Material Selection
Titanium was chosen as the material for the petal honeycomb face sheets and the reflective
screen; aluminum was selected for the petal honeycomb core. The honeycomb is bonded
with FM-1000 adhesive.
Aluminum was considered for the face sheets but was eliminated because of its higher thermal
coefficient of expansion and lower elastic modulus. Because the difference in thermal
conductivity is not expected to significantly affect the paraboloid temperature distributions,
the lower thermal expansion coefficient of the titanium will reduce thermal distortions and,
consequently, the rf losses attributed thereto. The higher modulus of elasticity provides
the stiffness necessary to ensure an adequately high reflector fundamental frequency and
compatibility with the attitude control system.
Aluminum was chosen for the core material because of its lower density and compatibility with
the design. Thermal stresses due to differential thermal expansion between the titanium faces
and the bond, and between the bond and the aluminum core, are shown to be acceptible by
conservative calculations (see Section 6.3).
Titanium was also chosen for the reflective screen because of its thermal compatibility with
the titanium face sheets to which it is bonded.
FM-1000 adhesive was chosen as the bonding material based on its compatibility with the
ATS-4 space environment. The Space Materials Handbook prepared for the Air Force
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Materials Laboratory (Wright-Patterson AFB) recommends this material for spacecraft
bonding applications for space environments. Thermal control surface preparations for
the reflector consist of:
a. Vapor-deposited aluminum on back (convex) face
(c_ = 0.12, _ = 0.04)
b. Buffed titanium on the front face
(cz = 0.45, _ = 0.15)
c. Black paint on the edges of the petal members
(c_ =E =0.8)
The use of the optical properties shown produces tolerable thermal distortions and rf losses.
The vapor-deposited aluminum will be protected from oxidation in the earth environment by
a 1000-3000 _ protective coating of Si0. This coating thickness will not significantly affect
the optical properties of the aluminum. The aluminum is stable in the space thermal/vacuum/
radiation environment, so that the optical properties noted may be considered to exist
throughout the 2-year mission life.
Buffed titanium is also stable in space; the only potential deterioration is caused by erosion
due to micrometeorites. Initialoxidation of the buffed titanium is considered in the measured
optical properties given. Subsequent oxidation in the earth environment is slow enough to
be considered not to have a detrimental effecton these properties. Should detailed thermal
analysis indicate the need, vapor-deposited aluminum may also be applied to the front face
of the reflector.
The black paint used on the edges of the petal members can be one of several space proven
types. Space exposure for two years will not have any significantdetrimental effects on its
thermal performance.
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The 16basic and four solar panel deployment trusses and links are constructed of Ti 75A
which is a commercially pure, weldable, alpha structure titanium. Titanium was selected
over aluminum because of its lower thermal expansion coefficient and its compatibility with
the reflector and hub.
The hub ring is also constructed of titanium for thermal compatibility. In this case, annealed
Ti-6 A1-4V alpha-beta structure titanium is specified. This alloy is also weldable.
5.4.4.3 Structural Considerations
The reflector structure must survive the prelaunch environments (handling, transportation,
etc. ) and the ascent into orbit phase, and be capable of deployment and satisfactory performance
when in orbit. During this study, analysis has indicated adequate capability of the reflector
configuration presented to perform the ATS-4 mission.
The design objective of ground support equipment is to protect the antenna from prelaunch
environments that might otherwise influence the final configuration and reflector design.
Therefore, the initial design of the reflector will be based on ascent and orbit considerations,
and the effects of the prelaunch environments will be considered in establishing ground
support equipment requirements. Consequently, the effect of these environments will be
minimized.
In the stowed configuration, the reflector structure must survive all combinations of packaging
steady-state acceleration, vibration, shock, acoustic, spin, and thermal loads without failure,
excessive deformations, or compromise of its capability to deploy and function in orbit.
The stowed reflector must also survive vibration test levels, which, in general, produce the
critical accelerations of the structure. The resulting load levels are considered to be
ultimate and include the effects of input amplification due to resonance.
The critical design conditions used for this study were:
a. Vibration test (acting separately)
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b.
1. Longitudinal response - 30g (ult.)
2. Lateral response - 13.65g (ult.)
Spin - 71 rpm
During launch, the reflector is attached at 40 points (hinges) to the hub interface ring. The
reflector loads due to longitudinalvibration and sfeady state conditions are reacted at these
hinges. These concentrated loads are carried by the trapezoidal petals above up to the
firstpetal hinges. These column loads are combined with the lateral loads, due to straight-
enlng the petals for stowage, to give the criticalbeam-column condition. To withstand these
loads, the basic reflector honeycomb therefore has doublers added in the areas of high
loading to prevent column buckling and face sheet instability(intercellbuckling).
The petal loads due to centrifugal forces from spin-up do not exceed those for the lateral
vibration test condition and therefore are not critical for the petals. Similarly, the securing
band loads due to spin-up are less critical than those from the lateral vibration test. The
securing band is therefore designed to withstand the antenna loading from the test.
The hub interface ring redistributes the petal loads to the Aft Equipment Module. It is there-
fore criticalfor the vibration test conditions. R also is designed to have sufficientstiffness
to prevent any strong dynamic coupling between the antenna and the spacecraft during these
tests.
The principal structural loads in orbit occur due to deployment, thermal gradients, and
control system impulses.
During deployment, the maximum load occurs near the end of the actuator stroke and is the
force required to snap-through the petals. These loads are critical for the deployment
mechanism, the deployment trusses, and the petals. The deployment trusses (Figure 5.4-9)
are designed for stabilityunder the snap-through load (_ 3.0 Ib, ult.) and have ample margin.
The deployment actuator is a purchased item and is designed to react deployment loads through-
out the 18-inch stroke. The snap-through loading does not produce critical loads on the petals.
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Thermal gradients occur in the deployed configuration due to uneven solar heating of the
reflector. These gradients cause distortions which must be considered in the rf performance
of the antenna. Gradients also produce thermal stresses of some significance in the hoop
members of the reflector. Every effort is employed in the reflector design to minimize
thermal gradients: the paraboloid is 80 percent cutout; the honeycomb face sheets are con-
strueted of titanium; the surface optical properties are controlled with coatings; and the truss
attachment permits free thermal displacements of the truss. This results in maximum
distortion of +0.25 inch, highly localized, which has a minimum effect on rf performance.
Dynamic response of the reflector to orbital impulses does not produce any significant
stresses. Although structural damping in this condition is essentially only that due to
material hysteresis in the order of 1 percent of critical or less, the impulsive loads are not
of such magnitude as to cause significant responses in the reflector. Another important
requirement here is that the reflector fundamental frequency does not cause any strong
coupling with the control system. The calculated fundamental frequency of greater than 2
cps meets this criterion.
5.4.4.4 Stowage and Deployment Behavior
The reflector in the stowed condition has strain energy stored due to the straightening of the
curved petal hingelines. The petals are restrained, at the outer end, by a peripheral band
clamp which snugs them into brackets on the inner ring. The critical loads acting on the
stowed reflector, as discussed in Section 5.4.4. 3, occur during launch into orbit, as
represented by the vibration test environment, and during spin-up. During vibration test,
the stowed reflector will see its critical loadings at the spacecraft fundamental frequencies
of approximately 50 cps longitudinal and 11 cps lateral. The design objective will be to avoid
dynamic coupling of the reflector and the basic spacecraft to avoid excessive displacements
and loads. The stowed reflector installation will be designed, therefore, to provide adequate
frequency separation. Lateral loads during spin-up are found to be less critical than those
that occur in the lateral vibration test.
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Whenthe bandclamp is released, the petal stored energy tends to deploy the reflector.
Deployment velocity is controlled by the deployment trusses and actuators and all petals
deploy in unison. As mentioned before the critical condition for the deployment trusses
occurs near the end of the actuator stroke when the petals snap-through to take their de-
ployed curvature. Figure 5.4-11 shows the deployment sequence.
5.4.4.5 Performance in 1-_ Environment
An analysis of the deployed reflector was performed to determine the loads and displacements
that occur due to applying +lg parallel to the reflector axis to one pair of opposite quadrants
and -lg to the other pair. This analysis represents the fundamental (first inextensional)
mode of vibration for the reflector. With the exception of certain local areas of discontinuity
(truss link attachment points) the maximum stresses calculated are well below allowable
yield and intercell buckling allowable stresses.
From this analysis, it is concluded that the deployed reflector, supported at the hub, can
support its own weight in the critical symmetrical (axis vertical, concave down) and un-
symmetrical (axis horizontal) loading positions without experiencing excessive stresses or
instability.
With proper design consideration for the areas of locally high stresses, the design will
permit accelerations as high as 1.5g without yielding, instability, or failure of any element.
This capability permits fullscale testing of the deployed antenna without imposing excessive
fixture requirements.
5.4.4.6 Spacecraft Interface
The stowed reflector is entirely supported by its interface hub ring and by the upper stowage
bracket ring. The mechanical interfaces are, therefore, the attachments of these rings to
the AEM and EVM structures, respectively.
The interface hub ring mates with the spacecraft through a bolted connection to the upper ring
of the Aft Equipment Module. Differential thermal expansion will be a consideration of the
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final design of this joint. The upper stowage bracket ring is tied to the Earth Viewing Module
through a bolted connection to a special support ring which is attached to the EVM lower
_upport beams.
With a split upper stowage bracket ring, the reflector can be assembled to the otherwise
completely assembled spacecraft by partially extending the petals, lowering it over the EVM,
attaching the interface hub to the AEM, and then snugging the petals to the support brackets
with the clamp band.
5.4.5 DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM DESIGN
All the trusses must move in unison throughout the 2-minute deployment cycle. To ensure
unison movement, a series of 20 ball screw actuators powered by interconnecting torque tubes
and universal jointsare used (see Section DD of Figure 5.4-2). The power source for the
entire system is a single dc motor driving the torque system through a right angle gear box.
To accommodate any differentialthermal expansion affectingthe system between the actuators,
the torque tubes are joined to the universal jointswith splines.
Theoretically, all trusses should arrive at the deployed position at the same time. But, due
to possible windup and backlash in the torqued members, certain actuators may complete
their travel slightlybefore others. To provide torque-carrying capability throughout the
drive loop, without causing one screw to bind and stallthe drive motor before all actuators
have completed their travel, a magnetic particle clutch is coupled between the torque tube
inputs and the worm gear drive for the ball screw. During actuation of the ball screw, the
clutch is energized and capable of transmitting torque through the gear train. At the end of
travel, a limit switch deactivates the clutch, halting torque transmission to the ball screw.
A self-locking worm that drives the ball screw will hold the screw in position but permit
torque transmission through the gear box to the next actuator.
The limit switches for each actuator are normally closed untilthe actuator reaches its end
of travel and the switch is opened. When the last of any of the 20 switches is opened, the
power to the motor is cut.
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Except for the worm gear combination, all metal componentsof the deployment mechanism
will be fabricated of commercially pure titanium. The worm gear combination will be the
conventional steel gear with a bronze worm.
The titanium components are tentatively sized as follows. For the trunnion brackets, the
sheet metal channels will be 0.040-inch-thick and the mounting plate, after machining, will
be approximately 0. 080-inch-thick. The interconnecting torque tubes will be 0.25-inch OD x
0. 028-inch wall tubes to which the spline and fittings will be welded. The gear case will be
cast with an average wall thickness of 0. 090 inch. The ball screw will have a 0. 375-inch
pitch diameter with a 0. 100-inch lead of solid metal.
5.4.6 FEED DESIGN
The composite feed for the large parabolic antenna consists of three concentric circular
horns and a turnstile as shown in Figure 5.4-12. The phase center of the horns is located
I
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Figure 5.4-12. Composite Feed on Earth Viewing Equipment Module
approximately four inches behind the aperture plane, and the horn cluster is mounted on the
equipment module so that this point is at the focus of the reflector parabola. The turnstile,
for the 100 MH z operation, consists of four quarter wave rods projecting from the Earth
Viewing Equipment Module at 90-degree intervals around the horns. The rods are inclined
30° with respect to the mounting surface to realize satisfactory radiating performance.
Circular polarization is achieved by means of quadrature phasing in the feed cable system
within the module.
The flared portion of the concentric horn cluster is 9 inches long; the inside diameter of the
largest horn, for the 800 MH zoperation, is 14 inches. The second horn has an inner dia-
meter of 6 inches; this is used for 1.7, 2.1 and 2.3 GHz. The innermost horn has an inner
diameter of 1.5 inches and is used for 7.3 and 8.0 GH z. Circular polarization is produced
in the connecting wave guide for this horn whereas the other two each have four equally
spaced probes to which appropriately phased lines are attached.
The concentric-horn approach was selected, on the basis of the feed trade-off studies, as
being the best solution for the wide range of frequencies which are involved. Each horn,
over its own range, can be optimized for beamwidth and VSWR. The phase centers of all lie
close to one point which is then placed at the focus of the parabola. Such a design technique
was used in the Syncom ground antenna system with success. In that application only two
horns were used, one of which had a reduced bandwidth in comparison to the corresponding
requirement on ATS-4. The extent of extrapolation of thistechnique is shown in the following
table. On the basis of the Syncom experience, itis believed that the proposed design extension
is feasible.
Table 5.4-2. Comparison of Feed System Requirements
SY NC OM A TS- 4
Frequency Band - GHz % Bandwidth Frequency Band - GH z % Bandwidth
12.0
10.0
0.8
1.7 -2.3
7.3-8.0
35.0
10.0
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The phase center of the innermost horn should be aligned to within 0.1 inch of the focus to
keep the defocusing loss under 0.1 dB. Calculations show that the displacement due to
thermal distortion of the feed support rods will not exceed this figure. The tolerances on
the lower frequency horns are relaxed in proportion to the wavelength. It is important in the
feed design that the various phase centers lie within these tolerances.
The transmission lines into the feed horn cluster are very short, since the horn connectors
are inside the Earth Viewing Equipment Module.
5.4.7 THERMAL DESIGN
The thermal design of the parabolic antenna was achieved by a thermal-mechanical evaluation
of structural, weight, and rf requirements. Basic dimensions and curvature were defined
by rf requirements. A solid surface was not necessary nor desirable from a weight stand-
point; therefore, an open structure was evaluated. The structural strength was constrained
by ground handling and launch loads since the only significant loads imposed in orbit are those
caused by thermal distortion. Parametric studies of various ratios of open area to total
area resulted in the selection of 80 percent as a near optimum design thermally which could
be accommodated structurally based on ground and launch loads. The 80 percent open area
design has no special quality other than the fact that the percentage increase in area is de-
creasing rapidly at that point (see Figure 5.4-13). Using 80 percent provided adequate
margin in structural strength and the effect of a greater open area was difficult to detect
thermally because the differences would be within the inherent inaccuracies of the analytical
technique s.
Parametric studies were performed to evaluate the influence of coatings on thermal dis-
tortion. As a result of these studies and the calculations of distortion, the coatings selected
were buffed titanium for the inside (concave) surface (a = 0.45, ¢ = 0.15) and vapor-deposited
aluminum for the outside (convex) surface (a = 0.12, _ = 0.04). These coatings have ex-
cellent degradation characteristics and long thne exposure to the space environment will cause
no significant change In optical properties. Flight data for several space vehicles support
the reliability of vapor-deposited aluminum. And, since the buffer titanium is not really
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a coating but a mechanical surface finish, any degradation will be the result of micrometeorite
erosion rather than a change in the molecular structure of the material.
A slight improvement in the temperature patterns was noted by the inclusion of a high _ and
coating (black) on the edges of honeycomb. This improvement is caused by the fact that as
the angle between the antenna surface and the sun increases, the projected area of the surface
decreases but the projected area of the edges of the cutouts increases. And conversely, by
providing a high _ on the edges, more heat will be absorbed at the larger angles compensating
for the decreased amount of energy absorbed on the antenna surface. In addition, the high
¢ will provide greater cooling of the surfaces at small angles relative to the sun. Since a
"black" coating will be used, no degradation is expected.
The least severe thermal gradients were found to occur for the case where the front and
back of the antenna were coated with vapor-deposited aluminum (_ = 0.12, ¢ = 0.04) and the
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edges of the structural members were coated with black paint (_ = e = 0.8) (see Figure
5.4-14). However, this case was not analyzed structurally because it was completed
subsequent to the structural analysis. The temperature distribution used for the structural
analysis and subsequent rf analysis (Figure 5.4-15) was obtained for the case where the
front of the antenna was coated with polished titanium (_ = 0.45, _ = 0.15), the back of the
antenna was coated with vapor-deposited aluminum (_ = 0.12, _ = 0.04), and the edges
of the structural members were coated with black paint (c_ = E = 0.8). The thermal gradients
for this case were more severe than for the case where the front and back of the antenna
were coated with the same material. However, the distortions were structurally acceptable
and they did not disturb the rf pattern significantly. The thermal analysis of the reflector
is presented in detail in Section 6.3.4.
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Figure 5.4-14. ])arabolic Antenna Temperature Distribution
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5.5 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
5.5.1 SUMMARY
The orientation control requirements are specified as follows.
a.
bo
c.
Direct the main beam of the parabolic antenna to any point on the visible earth's
surface with a pointing accuracy of 0.1 degree.
Reorient the pointing direction from any point on the visible earth's surface to
any other point, and stabilizeat the new position to within the 0.1 degree accuracy
within 30 minutes, for a worst case reorientation of 17.4 degrees.
Track in response to ground commands with a pointing error not exceeding 0.5
degree for tracking rates up to 10 milliradians per minute.
d. Meet the specified performance during stationkeeping.
In addition to these requirements the guidance and control system is required to perform
the following functions.
ao
b.
Co
d.
Spinup to provide spin stabilizationduring station acquisition.
Control the coning induced by spinup, apogee motor burn and vernier thrusting
and maintain coning control in the presence of structural damping with an unstable
inertia ratio of approximately 10.
Provide attitude control of the angular momentum vector during spin stabilization
so as to have the proper spacecraft attitude for apogee motor burn and vernier
thrusting.
Provide vernier thrusting to remove injection errors and to establish conditions
suitable for station capture by the stationkeeping subsystem.
e. Despin the spacecraft after vernier thrusting.
An active system design has been selected as the baseline for performing all functions In
_m integrated manner. Spin stabilizationwith active coning and precession control is used
during the station acquisition phase (booster separation to completion of vernier thrusting).
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Spin stabilization was selected primarily becauseof the tradeoff betweenproviding coning
and precession control versus providing a three-axis orientation control subsystem.
Active coning control is required becausethe spacecraft is spin stabilized about an axis
other than the maximum moment of inertia axis which results in comingdue to structural
damping. Two solid propellant motors are used for spinup. The station acquisition sensor
signal processor processes the output of an angular accelerometer to actuate appropriate
thrusters. Spin axis precession is controlled by thrusters which are fired by ground com-
mand based on rf polarization angle measurements made on the ground and telemetered
sun sensor signals from the spacecraft. Injection errors are removed by thrusters which
are fired by ground command based on ground tracking data. Despln is performed by
thrusters which fire automatically in response to the signals from a three-axis rate gyro
package. A single monopropellant hydrazine mass expulsion subsystem performs the
thrusting required for coning control, precession control, vernier thrusting and despln.
This mass expulsion subsystem is not required to operate niter despln, which is significant
for reliability considerations.
Since the ATS-4 mission requires that the spacecraft be earth oriented, the use of an
earth sensor for control about two axes was selected with the third axis being controlled
with a star sensor. (Initially it appeared that earth sensors would not provide the requited
accuracy.) Because of the limited field of view of the earth sensor, it is first necessary
to provide a reference attitude from which to transfer to earth sensor control. This
reference attitude is provided by establishing control to the sun. The orientation control
sensor signal processor processes pitch and roll sun sensor and gyro signals to provide
an error signal to the flywheel and jet controller to actuate the orientation control thrusters
so as to align the yaw axis to the sun. Earth stabilization is then initiated when the space-
craft is at the appropriate location in orbit. The earth sensor provides the control signals
to drive the flywheels for earth stabilization to provide pitch and roll axis control to the
earth. In order to provide an attitude about the yaw axis suitable for star acquisition,
cotltrol about the yaw axis is first established with respect to the sun. The yaw sun
sensors provide control signals to actuate the yaw orientation control thrusters to align
the negative pitch axis to the celestial north pole In order to acquire Polaris in the star
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sensor fieldof view. The star sensor provides the signal for controlling the yaw flywheel.
The orientation control mass expulsion subsystem (resistance jets) provides all the control
torques necessary for stabilizationand flywheel unloading as well as the thrust for station-
keeping using a totalof only nine thrusters. Proportional flywheel control was selected
over other modes of control such as limit cycle control with thrusters and on-off control
of flywheels in order to meet the accuracy requirements and to avoid exciting the structure
by repeated pulsating torques.
The location on earth to which the spacecraft is pointed and the tracking are controlled by
ground command.
The block diagram for the guidance and control subsystem is shown in Figure 5.5-1. The
sequence of events and the sensors and thrusters used for each phase of the guidance and
control sequence are described below.
a. Launch from ETR into a 28.5-degree inclined, 100 nm parking orbit.
b. Yaw 31.3 degrees counterclockwise to obtain an orientation compatible with the
8.05-degree plane change at perigee burn.
c. Initiatethe second burn of Centaur at the firstequatorial crossing. This results
in a 20.45-degree inclined transfer orbit.
d. Yaw 163.5 degrees cw to establish the desired apogee motor burn attitude.
e. Separate from the booster. (A tip-offrate of up to 2 degrees/sec has been
assumed with pitch error of 0.7 degree and yaw error of I degree. )
Items a. through e. are controlled by the booster.
f.
go
Spinup to 71 rpm in 1 to 2 seconds using two 300 lb (average) solid propellant
motors.
Reduce the coning to less than 0.5 degree using the accelerometer and 1 lb
thrusters.
h. Maintain coning to less than 1 degree in the presence of structural damping.
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1.
Determine in the proximity of first and second apogee the spin axis precession
errors on the ground from rf polarization angle measurements and telemetered
sun sensor signals. (The errors are those accruing during separation and spinup
plus those due to disturbance torques. )
Precess to the de:_ired apogee motor burn attitude in accordance with ground
commands and in conjunction with coning control using the 1 lb thrusters.
Execute apogee motor burn at second apogee.
Reduce coning to less than 0.5 degree.
m. Ground track the spacecraft to determine injection errors and orbit parameters.
no
oe
po
q.
r.
So
to
Uo
Determine the spacecraft attitude from rf polarization angle measurements and
telemetered sun sensor signals and precess to reacquire the apogee motor burn
attitude.
Ground command AV for the 1 lb and 10 lb vernier thrusters to remove injection
errors and to establish a westward drift rate of 1 deg/day (equivalent to a AV of
10 fps).
Maintain coning and precession control during the vernier thrusting phase of
approximately 2 days.
Despin to less than 0.10 deg/sec using the three-axis gyro package and 1 lb
thrusters.
Vent the coning control/precision control/vernier adjust/despin mass expulsion
subsystem while maintaining rate control with the gyros and 1 lb thrusters.
Stabilize the negative yaw axis to the sun using roll and pitch sun sensors and
gyros to control the orientation control thrusters. (Requires up to 2 hours for
worst case initial conditions. )
Deploy the parabolic antenna before 11:00 a.m. The attitude will be suitable for
rf command and telemetry communication in the proximity of noon. (Deployment
requires several minutes. )
At approximately 11:30 a.m. activate the earth sensor and perform earth stabiliza-
tion using the earth sensor and pitch and roll flywheels. (Requires approximately
20 minutes for worst case initial conditions. ) The orientation control thrusters
are used for flywheel unloading as required.
D
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W.
At approximately 4:00 p.m. initiate yaw stabilization to the sun to align the
negative pitch axis to the celestial North Pole using yaw sun sensors (properly
aligned for the time of year) and yaw gyro controlling the orientation control
thrusters. (Requires up to 2 hours for worst case initial conditions. )
Prior to 8:00 p.m. acquire Polaris and transfer yaw control to the Polaris star
sensor and yaw flywheel. The orientation control thrusters are used for flywheel
unloading as required.
x. Program commands for offset pointing.
y.
Z.
Reorientation and tracking maneuvers are ground commanded by programming
bias commands to the earth sensor and Polaris star sensor.
Perform station capture at 90 ° W. longitude, statlonkeeping and station change.
This guidance and control subsystem design meets all the requirements stated above.
The 0.1 ° accuracy requirement is feasible as shown on Table 5.5-1; however, mechanical
:,d electrical misalignment of the antenna and rf distortion are not included. Analog
.-,_n_puter studies have shown that the error accrued during flywheel loading is within the
0.03 degree for pitch and roll and the 0.05 degree in yaw shown in Table 5.5-1 with the
preferred configuration including sensor noise and disturbance torques up to 10 times the
expected maximum torque. An integrated attitude control/stationkeeping mass expulsion
subsystem is employed. With this approach the flywheels will maintain control during
stationkeeping thus maintaining the 0.1 degree pointing accuracy while statlonkeeping.
Actually, the fl:v_cheels will be unloaded in the initial portion of the stationkeeping thrust-
ing period, with subsequent unloading as required during statlonkeeping. The spacecraft
can be reoriented from horizon to horizon in 23 minutes for 40 percent initial wheel speed,
which is well within the 30 minute requirement. The spacecraft will track a ground com-
manded rate input of 10 milliradian per minute with 0.28 degree maximum error for
40 percent tnltialwheel speed, which is wellwithin the 0.5 degree requirement. All the analog
computer studies which included sun stabilization, earth stabilization, pointing, reorlenta-
tion and tracking were made with structural dynamics using a damping factor of 0.001.
Satisfactory control dynamic performance was achieved by mlnlr ,izing the bandwidth of
the control subsystem so as to provide more than an order of magnitude difference be-
tween the natural frequencies of the st_'ucture and the bandwidth of the control loop. The
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control loop bandwidth for the selected design is 0.2 rad/sec compared with the lowest
natural frequency of the preferred structure of 12.3 rad/sec (5.5 rad/sec was used in
the control system analog computer study).
Table 5.5-1. Error Budget
ERROR SOURCE ERROR ALLOCATION
Basic Sensor Error
Command Angle Resolution
Star Tracker Gimbal Offset
Earth Horizon Anomalies
Sensor Control Axis Misalignment
1.
Pitch- Roll Yaw
0.05 0.02
0.02 0. 003
.... 0.03
0.004 ....
Prior to Launch 0.02 (incl. cal. )
2. Due to Launch Effects
3. Orbit Environment
Sensor Output Noise
Control Electronics Error
Momentum Storage Offset
Timing Error of Comm.
Spacecraft Angular Pos. Uncert.
Spacecraft Drift
Target Location Uncertainty
Yaw Cross Coupling Error
Earth Sensor Readout
3_ Accuracy Per Axis
3 _ Absolute Pointing Accuracy
(ref. Sect. 6.4.3.4)
0.003
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.01
0. O3 0. O5
0.005 0.005
O. 03 -.--
0.02
O. 0003 O. 0003
O. 01
O. 01
0.08
0.09
0.07
Table 5.5-2 presents a list of the components forming the guidance and control subsystem
and the weight and power required for each along with total weight and average power for
the subsystem. The total weight of the guidance and control subsystem excluding electrical
harnessing is 364.8 pounds. The power required during pointing; that is, after stabilization
to the earth and star is 82.8 watts average. 5.5-7
Table 5.5-2. Weight and Power Summary for StationAcquisition and
Orientation Control Subsystems
Component
Sensors
Station Acq. Sun Sensors
Station Acq. Accelerometer
and Elect.
O/C 3 Axis Gyros and Elect.
O/C P & R Sun Sensors
O/C Y Sun Sensors
O/C Polaris Star Sensor
O/C Earth Sensor
Control Electronics
Station Acquisition Sensor
Signal Processor
O/C Sensor Signal Processor
O/C Flywheel and Jet Controller
Actuation System
Spinup Motor (4.2 lb of Fuel)
Coning and Precession Control
and Vernier Adjust and Despin
1. Fuel - Prior to Apogee
- After Apogee Burn
2. Tankage and Hardware
O/C Mass Expulsion and Stakpg.
1. Fuel
2. Tankage and Hardware
Flywheels
Totals
No. Required
1 Set
1
1
2 Sets
1 Set
1
1
2
1
3 (1 per axis)
Weight per
System (lb)
2.1
2.8
15.5
1.8
0.9
12.0
10.7
3.2
15.3
19.2
11.6
1.8
71.2
35.7
92.4
34.7
33.9
364.8
Average Power
(watts)
10.6
30.0
8.0
7.0
8.0
30. O
15.0
12.8
10
82.8 (during
pointing)
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5.5.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
A functional description of the preferred design for the guidance and control subsystem is
presented in this section. The description is divided according to the five basic guidance
and control modes; namely, stationacquisition, orientation control stabilization,orienta-
tion control operational modes, stationcapture and station change, and restabilization.
So as to identifythe various control modes the description of the guidance and control sub-
system is presented as a discussion of the following control modes.
a. StationAcquisition Modes
I. Separation and Spinup
2. Transfer Orbit
3. Apogee Motor Burn
4. Vernier Thrusting
b. Orientation Control StabilizationModes
1. Despin
2. Sun Stabilization
3. Deployment
4. Earth Stabilization
5. Star Stabilization
c. Orientation Control Operational Modes
I. Pointing
2. Reorientation
3. Tracking
4. Flywheel Unloading and Stationkeeping
5. Interferometer Control
d. Station Capture and Station Change Modes
e. Restabilization Modes
5.5.2.1 Station Acquisition Modes
This phase commences at separation of the ATS-4 spacecraft from the Centaur launch
vehicle, and consists of the following functions:
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A pair of spin motors is fired which spins up the spacecraft about its axis of
symmetry (the Z 5 axis).
During the transfer orbit {duration 15.75 hr) an active onboard coning damper
consisting of an angular accelerometer, switching logic and two thrusters controls
coning of the spin axis.
Prior to apogee burn, the spacecraft spin axis is precessed to a specified attitude.
Attitude information is derived from an onboard sun sensor and from measurement
at the ground station of the polarization vector of a radio signal transmitted from
the spacecraft. Vehicle attitude is computed on the ground and attitude correction
is made by ground command of two onboard thrusters (the same thrusters as are
used for the coning damper).
After apogee burn the spacecraft spin axis precession error and coning is removed
prior to vernier propulsion. During vernier propulsion (duration of approximately
2 days) the precession control is used as required to correct the spin axis attitude.
The spacecraft configuration during station acquisition is shown in Figure 5.5-2. A block
diagram of the coning and precession control system is shown in Figure 5.5-'3. A summary
of impulse requirement (including spin-down) is given in Table 5.5-3. (The impulse and
fuel weight requirements are given in detail in Section 5.5.3.6. )
Table 5.5-3. Station Acquisition Impulse Requirements
Function Impulse (lb-sec)
Coning Control
Precession Control
Axial A V
a
Radial A V
r
AV to initiate maneuver to 90 deg W.
Despin from 71.7 rpm.
Total
245
264
5439
8159
723
617
15447
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5.5.2.1.1 Separation and Spinup
The attitude of the ATS-4 spacecraft at Centaur separation will be within + 0.7 degree in
pitch and -+ 1.0 degree in yaw (Centaur coordinates) of the specified attitude, and tip-off
angular rates of + 2 deg/sec may exist about all body axes. A 2-second delay is allowed
for the spacecraft to clear the Centaur before the spin motors are fired.
The spin motors consist of a matched pair of spin rockets with a nominal burn time of
1 sec. The total impulse (L) required per rocket to produce a spin rate of W
s
is given by
radian/sec
I W
z S
L -
2r
S
where I is the spin axis moment of inertia and r is the moment arm. For the selected
z S
configuration I = 352 slug ft 2, r = 3.29 ft, and the desired spin rate is in the range of
z S
7.32 to 8.37 radian/sec (70-80 rpm, refer to Section 5.5.2.1.3). Thus the required spin
motor size is in the range 392-448 lb-sec. An available spin motor has been selected
which gives 402 lb--sec total impulse, which will produce a spin rate of 7.51 radian/sec
{71.7 rpm). This value has been used as the design spin rate.
Coning of the spacecraft spin axis after spinup is caused by the tip--off rates about the
body x and y axes and by disturbance moments M and M during spinup caused by spin
x y
motor misalignment, thrust mismatch and thruster burn time variation. Precession error
of the angular momentum vector after spinup is due to initial error at spacecraft separation,
motion during the interval between separation and spin motor ignition, and precession
during spinup. An analysis of these effects is given in Section 6.4.3.3.1. For the design
spin rate of 71.7 rpm, the precession angle is 9.4 degrees and the cone half-angle is
7.5 degrees.
5.5.2.1.2 Transfer Orbit
After spinup, coning of the spacecraft spin axis is reduced by an onboard coning damper.
Operation of the damper commences automatically when the coning amplitude exceeds
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1 degree (cone half-angle) and continues until the amplitude falls below 0.5 degree. The
mode of operation is as follows: (Refer to Figure 5.5-3).
The output from an angular accelerometer, which senses angular acceleration about the
body y-axis, is fed through a lead network (which compensates for thruster time lag) to
three threshold switches in parallel. The threshold settings correspond to coning amplitude
of
a. 0.25 degree (signal switch)
b. 0.5 degree (low threshold switch)
c. 1.0 degree (high threshold switch)
Suppose that the coning amplitude exceeds 1 degree. All threshold switches give an output
pulse train with a repetition rate of (Ws-Wn)/2_ pps, where W n is the coning frequency.
The signal switch pulses occur when the angular acceleration about the body y-axis is
positive. The flip-flop is set to 1 by the high threshold switch, and the hold circuit
maintains the low threshold switch output at the l-level. Thus the first AND-gate output
is 1 and the signal pulse train passes through the second AND--gate causing positive torque
pulses to be applied about the x-axis (thrusters A4 and A8, Figure 5.5-2) and reducing
the coning amplitude (see Section 6.4.3.3.1 for system equations of motion with pulsed
torques). When the coning amplitude falls below 1 degree, the flip-flop remains set and
the first AND-gate remains at 1 until the coning amplitude falls below 0.5 degree at which
time the hold circuit no longer gives an output and the first AND-gate output drops to 0.
This inhibits further torque pulses, and also resets the flip-flop to 0. Coning control does
not start again until the high threshold (1 degree) is exceeded. The use of three thresholds
as described above is considered necessary because the coning motion of a spinning vehicle
causes cyclic exchange of angular momentum between the x and y body axes, and requires
pulsed torques for active damping. If the use of a single threshold is contemplated, the
difficulty arises that, as the coning amplitude approaches the threshold, the pulse on-time
becomes small, and the thruster efficiency drops off sharply, so that the reduction in cone
amplitude per pulse becomes infinitesimal. Thus, the coning amplitude approaches the
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threshold asymptotically, and fuel consumption continues over a long period. The rate
at which coning is removed is given by
dc/dt = -T/4I W
Z '3
(Reference Section 6.4.3.3.1). For the selected configuration dc/dt = -0.047deg/sec before
apogee burn and dc/dt = -0.093 deg/sec after apogee burn. The duty cycle of the thrusters
is about 50 percent, and the impulse required per degree of coning is 23.5 lb-sec/deg,
and 11.9 lb-sec/deg respectively prior to and after apogee motor burn.
Disturbance torques due to aerodynamic, gravity gradient, solar pressure and the Earthls
magnetic field forces during the 15.75-hour transfer orbit are discussed in Section 6.4.3.1.
The precession caused by these torques, together with that occurring during separation
and spinup, is summarized below.
Source Pitch Yaw
(Veg) (Deg)
Separation and Spinup
Aerodynamic
Gravity Gradient
6.65 6.65
2.4 0
0. O4 0. O3
Magnetic Field
Solar Pressure
RSS/Axis
RSS/Total
0.003 0. O05
0.03 0
7.25 6.65
9.8 Deg
(Note that Pitch and Yaw column headings refer to motion out of, and in, an inertlally
fixed plane which is horizontal at apogee. )
Prior to apogee burn, the attitudeof the spacecraft spin axis is measured and precession
errors are corrected. The principle of the orientation measurement Is shown in Figure 5.5-4.
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Figure 5.5-4. Principle of Orientation Measurement
An 0n-board sun sensor determines the angle C between the spacecraft spin axis and the
sun line. Measurement at the ground station of the direction of the polarization vector of
an rf signal from the spacecraft permits the rotation of the spacecraft spin axis about the
line of sight to be determined (POLANG). Thus, the sun sensor locates the spin axis on
a cone, and the polarization measurement locates the spin axis in a plane. A two-fold
ambiguity in spin axis attitude is present; however, if _ is large (> 60 degrees) the two
attitudes are almost opposite, and the ambiguity is removed, since precession errors
will not exceed 90 degrees. The principle of the sun sensor is shown in Figure 5.5-5.
Two slit-type sensors are used; the _b-sensor (field of view lies in the body x-z plane),
and the _2-sensor (field of view is rotated by 35 degrees about the x-axis out of the x-z
plane). As the spacecraft spins, the _) and _2 sensors give pulse outputs when the sun
line intercepts their respective fields of view. The time difference between the signals,
vt02, can be reduced to a spin angle _2 by normalizing with respect to the spin rate. The
angle between the spacecraft spin axis and the sun line is then given by
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cot _ = sin t02 cot (35 degrees)
In the block diagram of Figure 5.5-3, sun sensor outputs are telen_etered to the ground
station where the spin rate is determined from the _ sensor pulse repetition rate (1/Vs)
and _2 and _ are calculated. _ is then compared with the command value _ c and the
error A _ is obtained. The 3_ error of this sensor is considered to be + 0.5 degree.
SPIN AXIS
_ SENSOR /
/
$2 SENSOR _ _ Z7
Figure 5.5-5. Sun Sensor
The polarization sensor consists of (1) an onboard polarized rf antenna, which gives a
toroidal radiation pattern with the polarization vector parallel to the spin axis Z 5, and
(2), ground station equipment which measures the angle POLANG (Ref. Figure 5.5-4).
The Euler angle _ (Ref. Figure 5.5-6) is calculated from the relation
_5 [Z--3 -(_, 73) _,- cot (POLANG)(_'x _3 )] = 0
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wwhere Z. is the spacecraft spin axis attitude, L is the line of sight from the ground station,
O
and _3 is the spacecraft zenith. _5 is determined with respect to the inertial (x I Y1 Z 1 )
frame by the Euler angles (_, _) and by the sun Right Ascension RA and declination 6 •
s
L is determined by the ground station latitude fl and longitude _, time t, and the line of '.
azimuth A and elevation 77. _, is determined by thesight spacecraft position coordinates
Z D
u, _, v. These quantities are required for the determination of _ from POLANG.
An appreciation of the error contributions in the determination of _ from POLANG may
be obtained by noting that the vector E 1 (Ref. Figure 5.5-4) is located in inertial space by
the determination of spacecraft zenith and line of sight from the ground station. The
vector E'2 is obtained by rotating _1 about the line of sight by the angle POLANG. The 3-
accuracy of determination of _2 is stated to be -+ 1 ° rotation about the line of sight (refer
verbal information supplied by Mr. H. Gerwin of NASA/GSFC). The contribution of error
in the sun sensor measurement to the rotation about the line of sight is zero when the sun
line is along the line of sight (this is considered to be the optimum condition) and remains
small providing that the angle between the sun line and the line of sight does not exceed
about "]0°.
The sun sensors and rf sensor information thus give the Euler angles _ and _ of the
spacecraft spin axis with respect to the sun-coordinate system (X 7 Y7 Z7)" The desired
spin axis attitude is specified by the values (_ c' _ c )" The simplest method of precessing
the vehicle to (_c' _c ) is to apply about the X 5 body axis a series of moment impulses
whose timing is delayed by (2 + $ p)/Ws with respect to the main sun sensor output signal
(W s is the spin rate). The angles _, _ are analogous to latitude and longitude respectively
in a frame in which the sun line is the analog of the North Pole; the impulse train at con-
stant S p causes the spin axis to describe a thumb line (a line which makes a constant angle
with the meridians). The equation of the rhumb line is given by
cot Sp =
log I tan (_c/2)/tan ((/2)1
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Rhumbline precession is illustrated in Figure 5.5-6. The angle through whloh the spin
axis moves between (_, _) and (_c' _ c)is given by
Sl '= I{_ c-_)sec CP I
Z7 SUN LINE
I RHUMB \
Y7
INITIAL POSITION OF SPIN AXIS
si
COMMAND POSITION OF SPIN AXIS
sc
Figure 5.5-6. Rhumb Line Precession
From the viewpoint of fuel consumption, the most economical way of precessing the space-
craft is by a great circle route between (_, _) and (_ c' _c )' for which the precession
angle is given by
= cos IS 2 cos -1 Icos _ cOSec +sin_ sin_c
However, great circle precession would necessitate a variable timing angle Cp, and the
advantage in fuel consumption is not considered to be sufficient to justify the increase in
complexity associated with this method. Referring to the block diagram of Figure 5.5-3,
the angles _ and _ are calculated on the ground from the telemetered sun sensor signals
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and the rf sensor intelligence, and the attitude errors A _ and A _ are obtained. The
rhumb line phase angle _p is calculated and the number of impulses required to correct
the attitude is obtained from the relation
n = Sl/AS = IA_:seCSpl/As
where As is the precession angle per impulse, given as a function of the design Impulse
width Sw and the precession mornent M by
AS = 2M sin ($w/2)/Iz Ws 2
From _p, _w' :rodW s, pulse start (tSps ) and pulse end (t_pe) time delays are calculated
•'rodare teJemetered to an onboard timer, which generates pulse start and pulse end trains
with pha:_ingcorresponding to _p, that is, when the pulse trains are applied to the thruster
7r
drive, the thruster impulses will be centered at _b= _ + _p (the_/_-sunsensor signals occur
at _ = 0). The start pulses are passed through an AND-gate to which the second input is
the Inverted signal from the low threshold of the coning control. Thus, ifthe coning
amplitude exceeds 0.5 degree, the start pulses are inhibited when coning would be increased
by the application of a thruster impulse. If the coning amplitude is less than 0.5 degree,
the start pulses pass through the AND-gate at all times. From the AND--gate the start
pulses set a latch which outputs to the thruster drive, and also gives a counter step signal.
The end pulses reset the latch. The number of impulses is set into an onboard counter,
and each time the latch is set the counter is stepped down. When the counter output is
zero the latch output is switched off and a signal is telemetered to the ground.
For the selected configuration _)w = 75 degrees (Refer Section 6.4.3.3.1) and the precession
angle per impulse As = 0. 029 degree prior to apogee burn and As = 0. 057 degree after
apogee burn. The precession rates are 2.07 deg/min and 4.08 deg/min., and the impulse
required is 12.1 lb-sec/deg and 6.2 lb-sec/deg. It is estimated that errors in the thumb
line precession will be primarily due to uncertainty in the thruster time lags. If the
thrust impulse width varies by At and the center is displaced by At d relative to the designw
values, the errors in Sp and S1 will be given by
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=W At d,X_p s
AS 1 = Ws AtwSl/_
O
The error in the final position due to A _p may be approximately determined by assuming
great circle instead of rhumb line precession; the approximation is good providing that
>60 degrees. The error due to AS 1 may be obtained by resolving AS 1 into _ and
components. The result is ( A_ p, _S 1 small)
= A_/sin _ + cos _0p AS 1A_ c sin Slsin_ sin _p c
A_c = sin S1 cos _p A_/sin Cc cos (_c - _) + sin _p AS 1
Typical values are
radian (750),
A _p = 4.3 °,
At d = 1.31= 0.010 sec, Atw = 0.020sec, Ws = 7.51rad/seC,_w
= 70o' _c = 80o, ( _c - _ ) = 15°" Thus #_p = 54.8 ° , S1 = 17.3 ° ,
AS 1 = 2.0 ° , and
A_c = 1.0 ° + 1.2 ° = 2.2 °
A_c = 0.80 + 1"6° = 2.40
Thus the residual error after the open loop correction is about 3.3 degrees, or 19 percent
of the initial S1. After two and three open loop corrections, the error would be 0.63 degree
and 0.12 degree due to _Op and AS 1. The maximum fuel consumption would correspond
to (1+0.19 +0.04) S1 = 1.23 S1
A plot of the rf sensor beamwidth required to ensure that the polarized signal is received
by Rosman ground station during the period preceeding apogee burn is shown in Figure
5.5-7. This plot assumes zero precession error. To obtain the rf sensor beamwidth
requirement, the precession error of the spacecraft spin axis should be added to the
beamwidth shown in Figure 5.5-7.
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Figure 5.5,-7. ATS-4 Reference Design: Antenna Half-Beam Angle During Transfer Orbit
5.5, 2,I.3 Apogee Motor Burn
Mlsalignment of the apogee motor thrust vector causes a migration of the spacecraft
spin axis at motor ignitionand a complex coning motion. A second migration of the spin
axis occurs at burnout. The migration at ignition and the initialvalue of the cone angle
are given to a good approximation by (Ref. Section 6.4.3.3.1)
2
=F4 A /I W
a a a z s
where F is the motor thrust, _ is the moment arm, andA is the thrust misallgnment.
a a
The migration at burnout is given by the above relation with appropriate values for
a' A andl . TakingA --0.25 degree, L = 52.0in. at ignition and 87.4inata z a a
burnout, the migration at ignition and burnout is given by
2
ignition_ = 30.8/W
a s
deg = 0.55 deg at 71.7 rpm
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2
burnout _ = 60.8/W
a s
deg = 1.08 deg at 71.7 rpm
2
The mean cone angle at ignition is 30.8/W degrees. During motor burn, the increasing
S
misalignment moment arm due to center of mass shift tends to increase the cone angle,
and the motor jet damping and active coning damper reduce the cone angle. Digital com-
puter solutions of the equations of motion without the coning damper show that the jet
damping effect approximately counter balances the moment arm increase, as shown by
the examples of Section 6.4.3.3.1. After burnout, the maximum value of the coning
amplitude is given by
2F_ A I
-1 a a
= tan (I-Iz)Ws 2Ca I z
= tan -1 (2.32/W 2) = 2.36 degrees for the design spin rate. Since the migrationThus C a s
spin axis at apogee motor ignitionis proportional to 1/Ws2 , increasing the space-of the
craft spin rate will reduce the attitudeerror during apogee burn and hence the error in
apogee motor velocity increment. However, itis necessary to operate a thruster in a
pulsed mode to remove vernier velocity errors perpendicular to the spin axis aRer apogee
burn, and the thruster effeciency decreases with decreasing on-tlme and hence with
increasing spin rate. Thus an optimum spin rate may be determined which gives the
minimum impulse requirement for vernier thrusting, coning and precession control, and
spin down. A curve of impulse requirement as a function of spin rate is shown in Figure
5.5-8, from which the optimum spin rate is in the range 70-80 rmp. This is the basis for
the design spin rate of 71.7 rpm (see Section 6.4.3.3.1 for a detailed discussion).
5.5.2.1.4 Vernier Thrusting
As noted above, the spacecraft spin axis may have an attitudeerror due to sun sensor and
rf sensor errors and apogee burn migration of
(0.52 + 1.02 + 0.552 + 1.082) 1/2 = 1.66 deg
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and a coning amplitude of 2.36 degrees. Operation of the coning damper will reduce the
coning amplitude to less than 0.5 degree shortly after apogee burn.
During the 2-day period after apogee burn, vernier thrusting will remove the radial
velocity error (normal to the spacecraft spin axis) AV r = 123.0 fps, and the axial velocity
error (parallel to the spacecraft spin axis) AV a = 89.2 fps (refer to Section 6.4.3.3.1
for derivation of AV and AVa). The vernier velocity correction will be made in twor
stages, each consisting of the following sequence of events.
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
measure AV and AV by tracking
r a
measure spin axis attitude error
correct spin axis attitude
correct AV
a
correct _V
r
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AV will be removed using 1-pound thrusters A3 andA7, orAl andA5 (Ref. Figure 5.5-2)a
operating in the continuous mode. AV r will be removed using 10-pound thruster A9, operating
in the pulsed mode (duration 175 m/sec) once per spin revolution. Thus, the time required
to remove AV /2 = 44.6 fps will be
a
mAY /2
a 54.84 x 44.6
2 2
= 1223 sec = 20.4 min
and the time required to remove AV /2 = 61.5 fps may be obtained from the velocity
r
increment per revolution which is F sin (_bw/2) At/m (_bW/2) = 0.0301 fps. Thus the
velocity increment per minute is 71.7 x 0. 0301 = 2.16 fps/min, and the time to remove
61.5 fps is 28.5 min.
The principle of operation of the 10-pound radial thruster is similar to that of the precession
control, except that the thruster is located to give a nominally zero moment about the
spacecraft center of mass, so that the primary effect of thruster operation is spacecraft
translation rather than precession. From the measurement of the direction ot AV by
1 r
tracking, the correct spin phase angle $ for the radial thrusting will be determined.
P
Due to the uncertainty in the c.m. location after apogee burn of + 1.0 in., each radial
thrusting period may produce a precession moment impulse of m(AVr/2) (1/12) = 281.1
lb-ft-see, corresponding to a precession angle of 7 degree. Thus, an axial velocity
equal to (AVa/2) sin (3.5 deg) = 3.75 fps may be produced during each radial thrusting period
An allowance of 10 percent has been added to AV a and AV r to cover errors of this type.
5.5.2.2 Orientation Control Stabilization Modes
5.5.2.2.1 Despin
This mode of operation is initiated by ground command after completion of vernier
thrusting just prior to sun stabilization. The purpose of this mode is to reduce space-
craft rates to less than 0.1 deg/sec about the three control axes. The vernier orbit
adjust and coning and precession thrusters (hydrazine system) are utilized to provide the
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control torques in this mode. The thrusters are controlled by the outputs of three despin
rate threshold detectors in the flywheel and jet controller (FWJC) that are actuated by
the amplified and shaped 3-axis rate gyro package signals. (Ref. Figure 5.5-9)
Despin is initiated upon recept of the Despin Command from the ground. This command
enables the yaw despin detector in the FWJC and activates the yaw gyro. The yaw thrusters
(A2 and A8 Figure 5.5-2) produce a despin acceleration of -1.4 de_ec2- , reducing the
spin rate to nominally zero in 5.1 minutes. Signal flow for this operation (Ref. Figure
5.5-9) is from the yaw rate gyro to the sensor signal processor (SSP) to the FWJC to the
yaw despin thrusters. When the spin rate is reduced to less than 0.2 deg/sec, the SSP
generates the null state of the Yaw High Rate Null (YHRN) logic signal. This signal is
used to enable the pitch and roll despin detectors in the FWJC. At this time pitch and
roll rates will also be reduced. Signal flow during the reduction of the pitch and roll
rates is identical with the yaw sequence as described above. Reduction of these rates
to 0.1 deg/sec is expected to take 1 to 2 seconds.
SENSOR SIGNAL
PROCESS(_
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Figure 5.5-9. Sun Acquisition
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The SSP generates Pitch, Roll and Yaw Despin Rate Null (PDRN, RDRN AND YDRN) logic
signals, each in the null state when the respective rates are less than 0.1 deg/see. When
the PDRN, RDRN, and YDRN are all in the null state, a Despin Mode Complete (DMC)
logic signal is generated in the SSP. This signal is used to initiate venting of the remain-
ing hydrazine in the hydrazine system. Venting is to be done with hemispherical caps
that nominally produce no net torque during the venting process. The despin detectors
and thrusters remain enabled during this operation to react against any net torque produced
by possible assymmetrical venting. When the venting process is essentially 100 percent
complete, a Despin Venting Complete (DVC) logic signal is generated. This signal is
utilized to initiate the stabilization of the yaw axis to the sun line.
5.5.2.2.2 Sun Stabilization
At the initiation of this mode of operation, the spacecraft may be at any arbitrary orien-
tation. Thus in order to achieve orientation control, a sensor having spherical coverage
is necessary. The radiation level produced by the sun is such that it is a readily detected
and an unmistakenly identifiable body. No other reference can compare in brightness and
therefore ease of detection. Thus, the sun is the best reference for initial orientation
control. A simple arrangement of sun sensors around the spacecraft with a 47r steradian
field of view allows acquisition and stabilization to the sun line from any initial attitude.
Approximately one hour prior to despin, the attitude stabilization thruster nozzle heaters
(all except $9, Ref. Figure 5.5-10) are turned on in order to acquire the desired operating
temperature of the thrusters. Upon receipt of the Dcspin Venting Complete logic signal,
the pitch and roll sun sensor (SS) channels of the sensor signal processor (SSP) are
activated, and the 3-axis gyro package outputs are switched to the proper channel to
initate stabilization of the negative yaw axis to the sun. The pitch and roll sun sensors
provide attitude error information with respect to the sunline, with the gyros sensing
spacecraft angular rates. The sensor signal processor amplifies and combines the
pitch and roll rate and attitude signals to provide an input to the FWJC. This input
causes the jet threshold detectors to actuate the thrusters in accordance with specified
switching lines so as to result in the pitch and roll axes stabilizing perpendicular to the
sunline using thrusters $4, $5 and $6 for pitch control and thrusters $1, $2 and $3 for
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Figure 5.5-10. ATS-4 Configuration-Orientation Control
roll control. The SSP amplifies the yaw rate signal to provide an input to the yaw thres-
hold detectors to reduce and thus maintain the yaw rate within the threshold detector
deadband using thrusters $7 m_d $8.
Signal flow (Figure 5.5-9) for the pitch and roll channels if from the pitch (roll) sun
sensor and gyro to the SSP to the FWJC to the appropriate I_ositive or negative pitch (roll)
thrusters. Signal flow is identical for the yaw channel but no sun sensors are used.
Initial stabilization to the sun is accomplished in one to two hours (Ref. Section 6.4.3.3.2)
from any initial orientation. Orientation control of the pitch and roll axes results in
pointing of the yaw ,'LXiS to within + '2 degrees of th(_ sunline, with yaw rate controlled to
0.00 + 0.01 deg/sec.
I
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D The following thrusters are actuated to produce the appropriate positive or negative control
moments for orientation stabilization: (see Figure 5.5-9 and 5.5-10)
a. Yaw
1. Positive Moment - $8
2. Negative Moment - $7
b. Roll
1. Positive Moment - S1 plus $2
2. Negative Moment - $3
c. Pitch
1. Positive Moment - $6
2. Negative Moment -$4 plus $5
O
The SSP generates Pitch, Roll and Yaw Rate Null (PRN, RRN, YRN) and Pitch and Roll
Sun Attitude Null (PSAN, RSAN) logic signals. The pitch (roll, yaw) rate nuil logic is in the
null state when the pitch (roll, yaw) rate is less then 0.01 degree/second; the pitch (roll)
attitude null logic is in the null state when the pitch (roll) SS error is less than 1.0 degrees.
The SSP will process these signals to generate a Sun Stabilization Complete (SSC) logic
signal which will be in the complete state when the PRN, RRN, YRN, PSAN, and RSAN are
all in the null state. For prolonged operation in the sun pointing mode, it becomes
necessary to be concerned about shadowing of the spacecraft by the earth. Depending
upon the launch time, earth shadowing could occur on the first orbit prior to initiate.on of
earth stabilization. When the spacecraft enters the earth's shadow, the sun sensors will
provide no control information. Furthermore, the sun sensors will provide an erroneous
signal as the earth's shadow is approached due to earth albedo. In order to curtail the
possibility of large attitude and rate excursions due to the spurious errors expected while
in earth's shadow, the thruster system will be disabled by ground command. After the
thrusters are re-enabled by ground command, restabilization to the sun then occurs as
required to return to the sun pointing mode. During the time that the jets are disabled
(up to 80 minutes) the spacecraft could drift a maximum of 20 degrees about an arbitrary
axis based on a maximum limit cycle rate of 0. 004deg/sec as discussed in Section6.4.3.3.2.
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5.5.2.2.3 Deployment
After sun stabilization vehicle orientation and rate wiI1 be favorable for communication
with the ground around noon. That is, the vehicle orientation is well established, per-
mitting telemetry and commands to be transmitted through antennas designed for this
orientation. At this time the Deploy Parabolic Antenna command is transmitted from the
ground to initiate deployment. Deployment is expected to be complete in several minutes.
The orientation control system will remain active during the deployment. At the conclus-
ion of this operation, vehicle angular rates are expected to be reduced due to the increase
of inertia. At this time an Antenna Deployment Complete (ADC) logic signal is generated.
The presence of the complete state of this signal is used to enable the earth stabilization
logic.
5.5.2.2.4 Earth Stabilization
At noon the spacecraft orientation is such that a minimum transient occurs for transfer to
an earth pointing orientation. Therefore, after deployment, approximately one-half hour
before noon, earth stabilization is initiated. At this time, the positive yaw axis (along
which the earth sensor looks) is oriented within 23.5 degrees of the local vertical, depending
on the time of year (0 degrees at the equinoxes, 2:3.5 degrees at the solstices). To allow
capture at any time of the year the earth sensor (ES) field of view therefore must be a
minimum of about _+20 degrees (15 degrees to the cdge of the earth, plus 5 degrees to
ensure capture). It is necessary that the earth sensor have this field of view in both
pitch and roll since yaw attitude is not controlled at this time. Upon receipt of the
Initiate Earth Stabilization command, and provided the conditions existing at the end of
sun stabilization still exist (SSC is in the complete state) and the parabolic antenna is
successfully deployed (ADC is in the complete state), the SSP generates an Enable Earth
Stabilization (EES) logic signal. This signal is an input tothe earth sensor and initiates
the earth sensor search mode. Upon recognizing the radiance emitted by the earth the
earth sensor switches from the search to acquired mode. "['he earth sensor then generates
an Earth Acquired (EA) logic signal to indicate the change from the search to the acquired
mode. With the EA logic signal in the acquired state and all the conditions necessary for
initiation of earth stabilization still existing the SSP generates a Switch To Earth Sensor I
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(STES) logic signal. Upon receipt of this signal the pitch and roll gyros and threshold
detectors are disabled, the mechanical flywheels enabled, and orientation control of the
pitch and roll axes switched to the earth sensor (Figure 5.5-11). Rate information is
derived by processing the earth sensor attitude error signals. The flywheels (FW) provide
control torque in pitch and roll, with the pitch and roll thrusters providing torques for
momentum unloading of the FW's. Flywheel unioading is inhibited until the earth stabil-
ization transient is essentially completed. The yaw axis remains on rate control using the
yaw gyro and thrusters. The SSP processes the ES signals to generate rate plus position
information to be used as input signals to the FWJC which result in actuation of the FW's.
The SSP also processes the yaw rate gyro signal to actuate a rate threshold detector in
the FWJC to control rate about the yaw axis.
The SSP generates Pitch and Roll Earth Attitude Null (PEAN, REAN) logic signals. The
earth attitude null signals are in the null state when the pitch (roll) error is less than
0.1 degree. The SSP also generates an Earth Stabilization Complete (ESC) logic signal that is
in the complete state only when PEAN and REAN are in the null state. Orientation control
of the pitch and roll axes to within + 0.09 degree (3 ¢x absolute) of the local vertical and
a yaw rate controlled to within 0 _+ 0.01 deg/sec are expected at the conclusion of earth
stabilization. Earth stabilization is expected to be complete in approximately 27 minutes
(Ref. Section 6.4.3.3.3).
5.5.2.2.5 Star Stabilization
During this mode yaw axis sun sensors and gyros provide control information to align the
• pitch exis normal to the orbit plane in order that the star sensor field of view intercepts
Polaris. For an earth oriented spacecraft in equatorial orbit. Polaris is a near ideal
reference. No nearby star is comparable in brightness, and its closeness to the north
celestial pole permits tracking with a sensor having a relatively narrow field of view.
Since the properly stabilized spacecraft rotates about a north-pointing axis at a nominal
one revolution per day, Polaris appears to describe an approximate 0.9 degree radius
circle over this period. To account for this apparent movement, star sensor or earth
sensor command angles are programmed. The commands are programmed by an onboard
clock which will be periodically updated from the ground. The appropriate command angle
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L
@programming is initiated prior to starting the star stabilization sequence. The star
stabilization sequence consists of two subsequences; namely, yaw sun stabilization and
star acquisition. The yaw sun sensor loop is enabled and yaw axis control is switched to
this reference. The mounting configuration of the yaw sun sensor is such that the pitch
axis is aligned normal to the orbit plane, causing the star sensor field of view to intercept
the Polaris star, allowing star acquisition to occur and yaw control to be transferred to
the star sensor. Yaw sun stabilization is initiated at approximately4:00 p.m. Upon receipt
of the Initiate Yaw Sun Stabilization (IYSS) command and provided the ESC logic is in the
complete state, the SSP will generate an Enable Yaw Sun Stabilization (EYSS) logic signal.
This signal will be an input to the yaw sun sensor channel of the SSP and the FWJC. The
SSP processes the yaw sun sensor and gyro signals (Figure 5.5-9) to generate input
signals to a threshold detector in the FWJC which results in actuation of the yaw thrusters
in accordance with appropriate switching lines for aligning the negative roll axis to the
sun!inc. Orientation control of the roll axis to within + 1 degree of the sunline is
expected at the conclusion of yaw sun stabilization. The SSP will generate a Yaw Sun
Attitude Null (YSAN) logic signal which will be in the null state when the yaw sun sensor
error is less than + 1 degree, and a Yaw Rate Null (YRN) logic signal which will be in the
null state when the yaw rate is less than 0.01 deg/sec. At this time the true roll axis lies
nominally in the orbit plane and the pitch axis normal to the orbit plane. The Polaris
Star Sensor (PSS) generates a Polaris Star Presence (PSP) logic signal which will be in
presence state when Polaris is in the field of view of the sensor. When the PSP is in its
presence state and YSAN and YRN are in their null states and ESC is in the complete state,
the SSP will generate a Switch to PSS logic signal. This signal is an input to the FWJC
enabling the yaw flywheel which provides control torques on PSS control. Rate information
is derived by processing the PSS signal. The yaw- thrusters are used to momentum unload
the yaw flywheel. During this time the yaw sun sensor loop will continue to operate in
support of the PSS loop in the event the PSS does not capture yaw control initially. Signal
flow on PSS control (Figure 5.5-11) is from the PSS to the SSP to the FWJC to the FW
which is momentum unloaded by the yaw thursters..T_he PSSwill have a square 4 x 4 degree
field of view with ground commanded electronic gimballing of _+9 degrees about the space-
craft roll axis so as to maintain the star within the field of view during offset pointing,
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and time programmed commands of the PSS or ES to account for the apparent 0.9 degree
circular motion of the star. The FWJC will generate a Yaw Polaris Attitude Null (YPAN)
logic signal which will be in the null state whenever the PSS error signal is less than
0.05 degree. The I_JS will be mounted so as to have its optical axis along the negative
pitch axis of the spacecraft. Orientation control of the yaw axis of + 0.07 degree absolute
with respect to the Polaris starline is expected. The SSP will generate a Star Stabilization
Complete (SSC) logic signal which will be in the complete state when the following logic
states exist: Earth Stabilization Complete is in the complete state, PSS star presence is
in the presence state and the YPAN is in the null state. At this time the yaw gyro and
sun sensor will be disabled automatically by the SSC logic signal.
5.5.2.3 Orientation Control Operational Modes
5.5, 2.3.1 Pointing
•:Pointing is merely a continuation of control existing at the end of star stabilization. In
the absence of any further ground commands, the control system holds a local vertical
orientation of the spacecraft. For prolonged operation in this mode, the expected orbital
disturbance torques cause momentum loading of the flywheels. Disturbance torque and
corresponding angular momentum profiles are shown in Section 6.4.3.2. In order to
continuously maintain attitude control it is thus necessary to momentum unload the flywheels
periodically with the mass expulsion system. The requirements for an operation of wheel
unloading are discussed in detail in Section 5.5.2.3.4.
The orientation control errors resulting due to flywheel loading meet the 0.03 degree for
pitch and roll and the 0.05 degree for yaw allowed in the error budget. These accuracies
were met in the presence of sensor noise after filtering was added (Ref. Section 6.4.3.3.5).
5.5.2.3.2 Reorientation
Reorientation to any point on the visible earth's surface is to be performed upon receipt
of the appropriate ptlch and roll ground commands (Figure 5.5-11). The change in pointing
direction is accomplished in a closed loop mode of operation. That is, step position O
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commands are sent to the earth sensor thus creating error signals to the pitch and roll
flywheels that are hulled only when the desired orientation is achieved. Pointing to any
location on the visible earth's surface is achieved without degradation of pointing accuracy
(0.09 deg 3c¢ ).
The effect of structural dynamics on reorientation performance has been shown to be
negligible by analog simulation studies for a structural damping factor of 0. 001. Reorien-
ration from horizon to horizon is accomplished in approximately 23 minutes in response to
a 17.4-degree step command as shown in Section 6.4.3.3.6. Thus the requirement of
reorienting from horizon to horizon and settling within 30 minutes is easily met. Satisfac-
tory reorient_tions of this magnitude were demonstrated on the computer with the flywheels
momentum loaded up to 40 percent of capacity prior to the initiation of the maneuver.
Presented in Section 6.4.3.2 are the disturbance torque and corresponding momentum
profiles for offset pointing to Rosman, Mojave and a 8.7-degree roll offset. As with the
local vertical orientation, any prolonged operation at a particular offset requires eventual
unloading of the flywheels. The most severe offset conditions appears to be the 8.7-degree
roll offset. An explanation of the flywheel unloading mechanism is presented in Section
5.5.2.3.4.
5.5.2.3.3 Tracking
The orientation control system is required to follow a rate of 10 mllliradians per minute
and hold a steady state error not exceeding 0.5 degree during this track. The ability of
the system to meet these requirements is shown in Section 6.4.3.3.7. The maximum
expected error is 0.15 degree, occurring at the beginning and end of the tracking maneuver.
The error is reduced to approximately the steady state pointing error for 90 percent of
the maneuver. Settling time after removal of the ramp command is in the order of 3 to
5 minutes.
Tracking requirements can be met with initiation of the ramp occurring at flywheel speeds
up to 40 percent of rated as shown in Section 6.4.3.3.7. The maximum expected error,
a_aln occurring only at the, b_ginning and end of the maneuver, is O. 28 degree, thus
meeting tlu, O. 5-de_q'ee requirement.
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5.5.2.3.4 Flywheel Unloading and Stationkeeping
5.5.2.3.4.1 General. The mass expulsion subsystem is required to provide attib_de
control torques during initial stabilization, restabilization, and flywheel unloading and to
provide the necessary impulse for initial station capture, E-W and N-S stationkeeping
,_md E-W station change. A system utilizing the same thrusters to perform both orientatif,r_
control and stationkeeping functions affords the following advantages:
a. Minimum hardware weight since the number of thrusters, piping, wiring, etc..,
are minimized.
b. Minimum fuel since stationkeeping and flywheel unloading can be accomplished
simulatneously.
c. Minimum integration with spacecraft configuration.
d. Minimum cost.
The only penalty of this type system is the additional control logic necessary for the
selection and actuation of the proper thrusters. This penalty, however" is small in com-
parison to the savings afforded by this design approach.
5.5.2.3.4.2 Impulse Requirements. The impulse requirements for th¢_ gvo \ear mission
life are presented in Table 5.5-4.
5.5.2.3.4.3 Thrust and Moment Levels. In order to limit deformation of the parabolic
antenna to acceptable levels during stabilization, stationkeeping and flywheel unloading, it
is necessary that the thrust and moment levels generated during these operations be less
than 0.5 lb and 0.208 ft-lb (40 oz-in. ), respectively. In addition certain minimum con-
straints are dictated by stationkeeping and orientation control requirements.
The minimum total thrust necessary for N-S stationkeeping is 0. 002 lb, (results in
approximately 4.2 hours of thrusting), for E-W stationkeeping 0. 00092 lb, and for E-W
station change 0. 00252 lb (for example, to reposition 60 degrees to the West using the
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Table 5.5-4. Mass Expulsion Requirements for Orientation Control
and Stationkeeping Subsystem
STATIONKEE PING
Impulse (lb-sec)
First Year (90°W) Second Year (150°W)
1. E-W Capture 529 ---
2. E-W Stationkeeping
a. Triaxiality 125 280
b. N-S Cross Coupling 124 ---
3. N-S Stationkeeping 10950 ---
ORIENTATION
1. Momentum Unloading
a. Pitch * *
b. Roll * 30.5
c. Yaw * *
Total Impulse required is 61.0, 6.8, 42.0 lb-sec for the roll, pitch, and yaw wheels
respectively. All but half the roll requirement is removed during stationkeeping.
2. Initial Stabilization 143 143
and Restabilization
E-W STATION CHANGE
TOTAL
TOTAL FOR 2 YEARS
5290
17160 453.5
17615 lb-sec
alloted AV of 100 fps, results in a station change time of 24 days). The moments produced
by the jets must be limited so as to be compatible with flywheel stall torque in order to
avoid loss of control during momentum unloading. The thruster configuration is as shown
in Figure 5.5-10. A total of nine thrusters are utilized (six 0.001 lb and three 0.00086 lb).
Three thrusters produce a total thrust of 0. 00286 ]b in the E-W or N-S directions. The
jet moment is 1.6 in. -oz in pitch and roll and 0.7 in. -oz in yaw compared with a flywheel
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stall torque of 2 in.-oz. Thus, the thrust and moment levels are well within the limits
imposed by antennadeformation, andalso meet stationkeeping station changeandunlo,_ding
requirements.
5.5.2.3.4.4 Stationkeeping - Wheel Unloading. In order to perform stationkeeping and
wheel unloading simultaneously, an integrated control logic scheme is required (See
Figure 5.5-12). This logic enables the mass expulsion subsystem to perform station-
keepting and flywheel unloading separately or simultaneously by selecting and actuating
the proper thrusters. The logic operates on the following general principles:
ao
be
When it is necessary to stationkeep and flywheel speed exceeds 20 percent of
full speed, system logic is arranged such that a torque is generated about the
desired axis (also providing stationkeeping impulse) only until the particular
flywheel is below 5 percent speed at which time the active thruster configuration
is changed to provide only a translational force with thrusting continuing until
the required stationkeeping impulse has been provided.
When flywheel speed exceeds 75 percent of full speed, regardless of station-
keeping requirements, the flywheels are unloaded to 5 percent. The unloading
times are 3.0 minutes for the pitch and roll flywheels and 6.9 minutes for the
yaw flywheel.
The logic diagram of Figure 5.5-12 is simply the implementation of these two concepts.
The thrusters are used as follows:
ae
b°
Thrusters Sl, $2 and $3 are used for N-S stationkeeping and roll and yaw
flywheel unloading.
Thrusters $4, $5 and $6 are used for E-W stationkeeping, pitch flywheel unloading,
and yaw flywheel unloading prior to station change since the impulse required will
be toward the east (since the spacecraft is east of the stable point). After station
change, thrusters $7, $8 and $9 perform the same functions as $4, $5 and $6 except
that the impulse will be toward the west since the spacecraft will now be west of
the stable point.
9
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From Section 6.4.3.2, the maximum momentum storage requirement for each of the
wheels and the residual momentum after 24 hours are as follows:
9
Momentum Storage
ft-lb-sec
Daily Residual
Momentum
ft-lb-sec
Pitch 0.50 0.02
Roll 0.65 0.28
Yaw 1.38 0.10
For flywheel unloading at 75 percent of rated momentum, 1.5 ft-lb-sec of momentum will
be stored in the flywheel prior to unloading. Based on the momentum storage requirements
and the residual momentum, the flywheels will need to be unloaded every 50 days for
pitch, every three days for roll and every day for yaw. For a typical pointing orientation,
such as to the Rosman station, the momentum storage requirement and the residual
momentum after 24 hours are as follows:
Momentum Storage
ft-lb-sec
Daily Residual
Momentum
ft-lb-sec
Pitch 0.48 0.02
Roll 0.45 0.06
Yaw 1.16 0.06
Thus for pointing to Rosman the flywheels will need to be unloaded every 51 days for
pitch, every 17,5 days for roll and every 5.6 days for yaw.
In order to minimize thruster firing cycles the yaw flywheel would be unloaded by both
the N-S and E-W stationkeeping jets. In order to add the required N-S stationkeeping
velocity increment, the N-S thrusters must be fired at least once every two days. Firing
at 2-day intervals requires approximately 5.8 hours of thrusting time which is beyond the
5-hour period considered efficient for N-S stationkeeping. For certain pointing attitudes
q
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the yaw flywheel requires unloading daily. Thus the N-S stationkeeping thrusters will be
fired either once a day for 2.93 hours or once every two days for 5.8 hours as required
to meet stationkeeping and flywheel unloading requirements. The need for daily unloading
of the yaw flywheel can readily be overcome by increasing the unloading speed to 85 percent.
This would result in an insignificant decrease in pointing accuracy.
For the second year when there is no requirement for N-S stationkeeping the N-S thrusters
would still be used for roll and yaw flywheel unloading with the yaw flywheel also being
unloaded during E-W stationkeeping. For this case the heaters would not be required to
preheat the N-S thrusters because the impulse expended is so small that the decrease in
specific impulse to 100 seconds has little effect on total system weight. During the first
year the N-S thrusters are fired at the appropriate node to accomplish N-S stationkeeping.
During the second year the N-S thrusters will be fired automatically as required to unload
the yaw and roll flywheels. In this situation flywheel unloading will occur such that 1.5
ft-lb-sec (75 percent speed) will be removed, thus flywheel unloading in roll and yaw
will occur only every 5.3 days on roll and every 15 days in yaw for the worst case pointing
attitude and every 25 d_ys in roll and every 25 days in yaw for pointing to Rosman.
For flywheel unloading at 75 percent of rated momentum the pitch flywheel has a minimum
excess momentum storage capability of 1.0 ft-lb-sec. Since the maximum pitch daily
residual momentum is 0.02 ft-lb-sec, the pitch flywheel need be unloaded only once every
50 days. In order to maintain an E-W station location limit cycle within 0.03 degree, it is
necessary to fire the E-W thrusters for 48 minutes every 24.5 days the first year and
for 60 minutes every 18.2 days the second year (Ref. Section 7.7.2). Thus no additional
thruster firings beyond those required for E-W stationkeeplng are required for pitch
flywheel unloading.
5.5.2.3.5 Interferometer Control
Interferometer control would be initiatedby ground command while in the pointing mode
after observing by telemetry that the interferometer attitudeerrors were reasonable.
Orientation control using the interferometer would involve the use of the interferometer
output rather than the earth sensor output and appropriate gain and signal shaping net-
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works in the SSP as shown in Figure 5.5-11 to acquire the desired accuracy and system
dynamic performance. Command angle information would be supplied to the interferometer,
as is done for the earth sensor, in order to maintain the desired pointing attitude and to
perform maneuvers.
5.5.2.4 Station Capture and Station Change
5.5.2.4.1 Station Capture
At second apogee of the transfer orbit, the apogee motor is fired and ideally places the
satellite in a synchronous, circular, equatorial orbit at 53°W. However, due to errors
in the perigee burn and in the apogee burn, the ideal orbit is not attained. The actual
orbit is determined by ground tracking, and the vernier propulsion system is used to
remove injection errors. A residual velocity of 10 ft/sec between actual and synchronous
orbit velocity will be introduced during vernier correction, causing a drift of the space-
craft toward the west (toward the desired 90°W longitude location). After the orientation
control system has positioned the spacecraft to an earth pointing orientation, the orientati¢m
control thrusters will be used to gradually reudce the drift. Thrusters $4, $5 and S_3 are
used for this purpose. The total impulse required to perform this maneuver is 529 lb-sec.
5.5.2.4.2 E-W Station Change
At the end of the first year in orbit, the operating longitude of the spacecraft will be
changed. A AV of 100 fps has been allowed for this maneuver. For design purposes it
has been assumed that the reposition maneuver will be from 90°W to 150°W, and that the
maximum maneuver time is 30 days. The maneuver could be performed with no coast
time or with essentially a 30-day coast time. The case of no coast time results in mini-
mum required thrust level but maximum impulse. The case of a 30-day coast time
results in a high thrust level and low impulse. The relationship that 10 fps of AV results
in a drift of 1 deg/day is used for evaluating thrust level versus impulse required.
The reposition angle Is related to time as follows:
O AV t AV AV tda + _ tc _ _
10 :' I 0 I 0 '2
where:
0 = angle tranversed in degrees
AV
10 drift rate in deg/day when AV is the drift velocity at time ta
t
a
accelerating time in days
t = coast time in days
c
td = deceleration time in days
in fps.
It is assumed that t
a = td; thus t c
= 30 days -2t
a
and the relation for 0 becomes:
O = A_.y_v t + AV (30-2ta,
10 a 10
AV AV
= 30 t10 10 a
the AV at time t is:
a
AV = A t' where A
aa a
t !
a
= acceleration in ft/sec 2
= accelerating time in sec
the thrust is equal to
1700 lb A
F = mA = sec2 aa 32.2 ft/
The equation for 0 may be rewritten in terms of F as:
32.2 Ft' 32.2 Ft t'
0 = 3 a - a a
1 700 17000
where F is in pounds.
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For 9 = 60 deg
F
60 60 x 1700
'"'C,.oo
Tne impulse required is
I = F(2t,a) lb-sec
The thrust and impulse required are shown in Figure 5.5-13 as a function of the thrusting
time for 20-and 30-day repositioning times.
Tne 100 fps impulse specified for repositioning is equal to
ft 1700 lb
100-- x = 5290 lb-sec
sec 32.2 ft/sec 2
6000
11
8 4000
6 3000
D 5
x _
4 2000
2 1000
0
I0 20 30 _0 50 60 70 80 90 I00
PERCENT THRUSTING TIME
Figure 5.5-13. Thrust and Impulse Required for East-West Station Change
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It appears that the 100 fps of AV is more then sufficient for a 30-day resposition time, if
the reposition maneuver is through 60 degrees. This repositioning could be accomplished
in 20 days with the 100 fps using a ti_rust of 3.8 mlllipounds. However, the repositioning
will take somewhere betwee_ 20 and 30 days for the chosen thrust level of 2.86 millipounds.
5.5.2.5 Restabilization
During tne course of the two-year mission, the possibility of momentary loss of control
exists. Depending on the nature of the failure and the length of time elapsing before
correction of the fault is made, restabilization may require one or all of the control
sequences. A serious malfunction thus would require, for restabilization, first stabilization
to the sun, and tnen sequencing through earth capture and Polaris capture to again attain the
final earth pointing orientation; a malfunction of less serious nature would possible require
only star restabilization. The sequence of control modes necessary for restabilization is
thus a function of the type and length of failure. The functional description of operation
during restabilization is thus covered in the preceeding sections with the following exceptions:
a.
b.
Performance during restabilization to the sun will be different since the parabolic
antenna is now deployed thus changing the inertia about the control axes. This has
been evaluated in the control analysis computer studies discussed in Section 6.4.3.3.8
and poses no problem.
It is necessary to add an electrical bias to the yaw sun sensor channel of the SSP
to reflect the difference in earth line/sun line at restabilization with respect to
that which existed at launch in order to acquire Polaris.
5.5.3 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
A description of the hardware associated with preferred design of the guidance and control
subsystem is presented in the ensuing section. A description of each component is presented
along with the development status, weight, power, size, and command and telemetry
requirements. Table 5.5-5 is a guidance and control component list presenting a summary
of weight, power, size and similarity with existing hardware on ,tiler programs. A detailed
functional description of equipment operation is given in Section 5.5.2, and in block diagram
form in Figures 5.5-3, 5.5-9, 5.5 11, and 5.5-12.
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5.5.3.1 Spinup Motors
Tne spinup motor selected is the Marc 7El (1.35-KS-300) motor developed by the Atlantic
Research Corporation. This motor is qualified and to date 296 of these motors have been
manufactured and 23 have been fired. Salient characteristics are:
l sec 190
sp
Average Thrust lbf 296
Burn Time sec 1.002
Total Impulse lb-sec 402.7
Propellant Weight lb 2.13
Inert Weight lb 3.67
Burnout Weight lb 3.67
Total Weight lb 5.80
Motor Length inches 14.7
Motor Diameter inches 2.9
Operating Limits OF -40 to +200
Average Chamber psi 1220
Pressure During Burn
5.5.3.2 Coning Control Accelerometer
The accelerometer selected for the onboard coning control is the Honeywell Type GG125
miniature angular accelerometer whose characteristics are:
Pickoff Sensitivity
Threshold
Linear Acceleration Sensitivity
Pickoff Excitation
Heater Power (watts}
Weight
S[/,t'
0. 1725 v/radian/sec 2
0. 0003 rad/sec 2
0. 001 rad/sec2/g
10 ma0 5600 Hz
7.6 operating (28 v)
0.8 lb for accelerometer
2.0 lb for associated electronics
2.0 in. x 1.9 in. dia
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5.5.3.3 Precession Control Sun Sensor
This device is of the type which has been used
on other spin stabilized communication satellites
such as Syncom and Early Plrd. The two
nearly planar (1-deg wide) fields of view form
an Xwhose intersection lies on the X5 axis.
One planar field of view element lies in the_ 5 -
w
Z 5 plane, and extends 42 deg on either side of
the_ axis (total of 84 deg). The second sensor
element ts inclined 35 deg cw to theX'5 - Z-5 plane,
as seen from the coordinate origin, andextends 55
either side of the X5 axis (total ofll0 deg).deg on
Sun-referenced orientation data is generated on
the basis of the time separation and sequence of
the two output pulses which are produced for each
vehicle rotation about the Z5 axis. (Clearly,
only one pulse is produced when the sun line is in
the vehicle X5 - Y5 plane). The output of either
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Figure 5.5-14. Spin Sun Sensor Output
sensor is shown in Figure 5.5-14. Each sun sensor consists of a double slit assemblywhlch
limits the field of view to the planar form described above, and a silicon photovoltaic element
which gives an output as a cosine function of the incident radiation. The rise time of the photo-
voltaic element is very short (10 percent to 90 percent in 20/_ sec).
5.5.3.4 PRECESSION CONTRQL RF !:_LANG MEASUREMENT
Onboard equipment for the rf POLANG measurement consists of an antenna with a toroidal
radiation pattern shown in Figure 5.5-15. The polarization vector is parallel to the
spacecraft spin axis. The beamwidth (-3 dB points) is ± 20 degrees. Since a 9.8-degree
spin axis precession error may occur during transfer orbit, the effective antenna beamwidth
is reduced to _ 10.2 degrees. Thus, (ref. Figure 5.5-7) the rf polarized signal will be
received by Rosman ground station for approximately 3 hours prior to apogee burn (12 75
to 15.75 hours '_fter apogee burn).
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The angle POLANG is related to the vector Z5 (spin axis), _ (line of sight)and Z 3 (spacecraft
zenith) by the relations (refer R.H. Greene, "Early Bird Placement in a Stationary Orbit;
Launch and Control System Maneuvers". AIAA Paper 66-262):
where
cos POLANG = El " E'2
_'I =
E 2
I m
Z x_
5
!- -Z5x&
£
Figure 5.5-15. Polarized RF Antenna
Expressing Z3, Z 5 and £ in terms of the inertial frame X, Y, Z, gives the following
relations
(-cos u cos _ +
+
sinucosusinD)Xl + (sinu sinv)Y1
(-cosu sing - sin ucosu cos_)_Z 1
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5 (sin_ sin_ sinBA - sin_ cos_cos6 cos lqAS
+ cos_cos6cosRA) X1 + (-sin_cos_ cos6 s - cos_sin6s)_l
. sinRA+ cos _cos6 sin RA)
+ (-sin_ sin_" cos RA - sin_cos_sin5 s s I
cosW sin Az sin 0- + W t)
e
- stnrlcosflcos IX +We t) _1
* (-cos 71sin Az cos (X + W t)
e
- sin r/cos fl sin (_ + Wet ) _'1
+ cos 7? cos Az sin fl cos (_,+ W t)
e
+ (cos _Tcos Az cos fl + sin _ sin fl) Y1
+ COS rlcos Az sin fl sin (X +W t)
e
The above relations may be reduced to the equation
cot I_)LANG =
- • (7_ -Z5 x Z3)
from which
Z5 " IZ3 - (_ " --Z3) _ - cot (I:)OLANG) (£ " x Z3) 1 =-0
It may be noted that, of the spacecraft orientation Euler angles ( _, _, 4) only _ and
appear in -Z5" Since _ is determined by the sun sensor, then _can be determined from the
measurement of POLANG.
Inputs required for the computation of _ at the ground station are thus spacecraft position
coordinates (u, f), v) sun right ascension (RA) and declination (5s) . sun sensor angle(F)
ground station latitude {fl) and longitude (),), line of sight elevation (_ and azimuth (Az),
time, and POLANG.
5.5.3. 5 Station Acquisition Sensor Signal Processor
Onboard equipment includes coning control logic, sun sensor amplification and signal shaping
circuits, precession control timing and pulse counting logic, and interface circuit_ for
providing signals to the thruster drive circuitry in the FWJC. The expected weight and
average power of this equipment is 3.2 pounds and 3 watts.
5.5.3. 6 Station Acquisition and Despln Mass Expulsion Subsystem
It is required that the vernier system provide a total of 246 fps to a 1732-pound spacecraft.
This AV is distributed 139 fps in the radial direction (123 fps + 10 percent for vernier
velocit3' error _ :_. 5 l'ps to initate maneuver to 90°W) and 107 fps in the axial _tirection
(sg. :,' fps _ I 0 p_'r('('ni I'_)l"v('l'llicl" vclo(:_ty error _ 9 fps t{, initial(, Ill{lllt'tIV('|" to 90OW).
:\ slngh' I ()-l)()umt nominal thrust radial th}amtcr .rid a total nf eight 1-poun(I nominal thrust
transverse and axial thrusters arc required. The AV figures include a t0 percent marghl.
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!:or precession control a total impulse capability of 264 lb-sec is specified, while conin_
control requires 254 lb-sec, Despin requirements total 617 lb-sec. A total included
radial thrusting angle of 75 degrees per revolution was chosen after analysis of total
impMse and time implications realized with larger and smaller angles (ReL Figure 6.4-49).
Impulse requirements are summarized in Table 5. 5-6.
Tabh., 5.5-6. Impulse Requirements for Station Acquisition and Despin
Mass Expulsion Subsystem
ITE M
(a) !_]P£q Apggee Burn
Coning control (7.5 °)
Precession Control (9.8 ° )
(b) Durin_gee Burn
Coning Control
(c) After Apogee Burn
Coning Control (2.4 °)
Precession Control (15.6 °)
Axial ,XV (89.2 fps + 10%)
a
Axial A Va (9 fps)
h_itiate Maneuver to 90°W
R,ldial /_ V (123 fps + 10_{))
r
Radial _Vr (3.5fps _Initiate Maneuver O°W
Impulse
(lb-sec)
176
146
4O
Pulse Width
(msec)
4OO
175
400
Specific
Impulse
(see)
222
205
222
29
118
5.439
497
8159
226
400
175
175
175
222
205
222
222
217
217
Fuel Weight
(lb)
0.79
0.71
o. ls
0.1:1
0.5_
24.5
2.24
2.73(d) _ 617 --- 222
TOTALS 15,447 70.55
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5.5. 3. 6.1 Impulse Requirements
The precession and coning impulse requirements involve use of the 1-poundthrusters in a
pulsed mode (W = 7L 7 rpm) such that the pulse width is approximately 175 msec and
s
400 reset, respectively. Ans lysis of data provided by propulsion contractors indicates a
most probable Imp for a 1-pound thruster in steady state to be 222 seconds. Therefore,
sb_ee a 175 msec pulse width will degrade I below this performance level, an I of
sp sp
205 seconds was assumed for the precession contr31. An I of 222 seconds was assumed
sp
for the coning control. The propellant weight for precession and coning is then
Precession 264/205 = 1.29 lb Hydrazine
Coning 245/222 = 1.10 lb Hydrazine
For despin a specific impulse of 222 seconds was assumed for the two 1-pound thrusters
firing In a steady-state mode to despin the spacecraft. Propellant weight required is
617
222 - 2.73 lb Hydrazine
For the axial adjustment in orbit, requiring 107 fps, a steady-state firing of two 1-pound
Wl
thrust engines is used. LV = 107 = g Isp log_-_, where (W 1 - W2) is the propellant
weight. For a steady-state I of 222 seconds, 26. 7 lb of Hydrazine are required.
sp
Total velocity in the radial direction is 139 fps. From Figure 5. 5-16, for a thrusting
angle of 75 degrees per revolution and a vehicle spin rate of 71.7 rpm, a nominal pulse
width of 175 msec is required. From Figure 5. 5-17 an I of 217 seconds is estimated
sp
for the 10-pound thruster. With reference to Figure 5. 5-18 it is seen that a radial impulse
efficiency of approximately 93 percent is realized at the thrusting angle of 75 degrees.
Therefore, a total of 38.6 pounds of Hydrazine propellant are required. A total weight of
70.5 pounds of impulse propellant is required. Assuming tank e×pulsion effieie,(.y of
.97 percent, a total of 7Y, pounds of ll.vdraxine should I_c t_nke,l.
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Figure 505-16. Pulse Lengths for Various RPM's and O's
5.5.3o 6.2 Ttlrust Level
The thrust level of the coning and precession control, and axial
mined by the following factors:
._V
tt
thrusters, is deter-
al
b,
co
Precession angle per impulse should not exceed 0. i degree - thrust level less than
2 lb.
Time to precess through l0 degrees snould not be excessive (i.e., 20 minutes)
tllrust level greater tnan 0.3 lb.
Deceleration during despin should not be excessive (2 deg/sec) thrust level less
than 1.4 lb. Despin time should not be excessive (i.e., 10 rain.) - thrust level
_retllcr than 0.4 lb.
I':quilum'nl simtdili_:ltion if idt'nlic'll nozzles can l)¢' used for coning :ln(l precession
_'_mlr,_l ami I_,r axial A\'a. [{emov.'ll of AVa/2 : 44.6 fps shouht not take mort,
than 30 rain. I hrust level greater than 0.7 lb.
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On tne basis of tne above considerations, the thrust level of 1 Ib was selected for the coning
and precession control and axial _V thrusters. Equipment simplification would be
a
acnieved ifa 1-1b nozzle were used for the radial AV ; however, removal of AV /2 = 61. 5
r r
fps in less than 30 minutes requires a thrust level of greater than 9.5 Ib, and on this basis
the 10-1b level was selected for the radial A V thruster.
r
5.5.3.6, 3 System Design
Figure 5.5-19 is a schematic of the Hydrazine Monopropellant system. Pressure transducers,
explosive valves, and fill valves are readily available as qualified hardware on other programs.
Tanks shown are assumed to be 16-inch spheres, newly developed. Specific thruster
models have not been chosen although existing hardware requiring minimum modification
is available at Walter Kidde, Rocket Research and Hamilton Standard.
The pressurant is assumed to be gaseous nitrogen at an initial pressure of 350 psi. This
requires approximately 4.5 pounds GN 2 between the two tanks.
XDC_ FILL
VA LV E
FILL
VA LVE
XDCR
)¢ N/C EXPLOSIVE VALVE
XDCR
qANKS
XDCR
X I.}C It
ONE POUND TIIItlISTI';I/S
TEN I)()ITNI) 'rIlllIIS'I'ER
l,'igur(. 5.5-19. Station Actluisiti, m System Sch,_m:ll.i(' O
5. 5-:i6
For a tank to hold 73 pounds of ttydrazine expended in a blowdown mode of operation at an
ullage ratio of 0.5 (nominal) the tank volume will be
ft.3 1728 in. 3 3
73 lb x x x 2 = 4210 in.
60 lb ft 3
It is required for ease of spacecraft packaging and cg control that two tanks, each with a
3
capacity of 2105 in. be used. The ALPS generant tank (JPL) is approximately the correct
size for use in ATS-4. However, it weighs 21 pounds due to a 1500 psi working pressure
requirement. A Bell Aerosystems Apollo Program tank is available. This tank is 12.5 in.
in diameter by 23.7 in. long and weighs 8.3 pounds. The development of a new tank may also
3
be considered. For a volume of 2105 in. in each tank, a spherical tank of about 16 inches in
diameter is required. A working pressure of 350 psi decaying to 175 psi should be compat-
ible with both thruster sizes. Burst pressure is therefore 770 psi. Assuming use of
Titanium-6 Aluminum-4 Vanadium with an ultimate strength of 155,000 psi, a minimum
wall thickness of 0.020 inch and a resultant tank weight of 3.1 lb (allowing 20 percent of
basic shell weight for girth rings, bosses, and weld joints) results. The weight of the
butyl rubber diaphragm and accompanying hardware is estimated at 1.9 pounds for a total
tank weight of 5 pounds. A design and development effort based on the JPL-ALPS design
and development program will be used in order to take maximum advantage of existing
information.
5.5.3.6.4 System Weight
"Fable 5.5-7 summarizes the system weight.
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Table 5.5-7. Station Acquisition System Weight
Component
Propellant Tanks
Fill Valves
Pressure Transducers
Explosive Valve
Temperature Transducers
One-PoundThrusters
Ten- PoundThrusters
Hydrazine Propellant
GaseousNitrogen
TOTAL
Qty.
Per
System
2
2
10
1
2
8
1
AR
AR
Weight
per unit
(lb)
5.0
0.25
0.5
0.7
0,5
1.5 (typ)
2.0 (typ)
73° 0
4.5
Total
Weight
(lb)
10.0
0.5
5.0
0°7
1.0
12.0
2,0
73.0
4.5
108.7 lb
5.5.3. G. 5 Command and Telemetry Requirements
The command requirements consist of an explosive valve signal and nine solenoid valw,
signals. Telemetry will be needed for ten pressure transducers and two temperature
transducer s,
5o 5.3o 7 Three-Axis Gyro Packa__
2"he three-axis g-yro package chosen for this system is the OAO RAPS package an(] associated
control electronics except that the electronics associated with the attitude mode used on
OAO will not be included° Presented below are the important parameters of this package:
Weight:
Power:
Threshold:
Scale Factor:
Total Uncertainty:
Gyro Spin Motor Excitation:
Gyro Si_,mal Generator Excitation:
15.5 pounds
30 watts
0. 00020/sec
60 v/o/sec
+ 0.18 _= 3_ of point, volts (see Figure 5 5-20)
26 v, 3f6, 400 IIz
13 v, 1 t6, 800 It/.
"l'hre(, I,:(,arl'_H.I ('70 :'_If;!) ()()(; (All)ha S('n'i(_s) hil;h a(_'euracy ll_illi It a_'_' l'l(,al_,_l I:)l_' ).))t,:,a :_1J,,,..
gyr()s ave us('(l in this l)Itt'l,:.ab_(:, a.ll(l l)V(,vide an output voltage equal to l.h(' :_l)(,eili('_l )':)';(_Ii,)i'
in millivolts/second per millira(lian/second of input angle change.
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The voltage output is primarily an 800 Hz signal, but has some wheel perturbation super-
imposed on the output signal. The perturbations produced by the wheel are the source of
loop noise which is amplified by the system electronics and filtered at the demodulator and
torque amplifier modules to reduce the level to that permissible in the system.
In order to obtain increased spin m,_tor life, the following features are incorporated into
the gyro design:
a. Bearing dimensions and finishes exceed ABEC 9 tolerances.
b. Class AAA balls with a high degree of roundness and matching.
c. The use of double-vacuum melted 52100 steel for balls and races.
d. Special bearing cleaning technique.
e.
o
f.
Extended run-in of spin motor with constant monitoring of motor performance to
weed out potential early failures.
Reduced preload to the lowest value consistent with satisfactory gyro performance.
(The preload reduction will result in lower stress levels and thus increased life).
21
lX
15
12
9
3
0
-3
6
-9
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t_0 VDC/_)EG/SEC
Figure 5.5-20. RAPS Rate Mode Total Uncertainty Limits
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Also in order to reduce contamination, the following action has been taken:
ao
b.
co
dl
Better surface finish of piece parts has been incorporated to reduce contamination
given off by parts and assemblies.
Improved the compatibility of design to tooling and processing techniques used in
producing contamination-free gyros.
Tightened pivot jewel radial clearance to reduce the number of particles that
could enter the gap.
Increased the gap between the float assembly and stationary parts to reduce effects
of contamination.
A detailed description of the gyro is given in Figure 5.5-21. This gyro is currently being
flown on Nimbus vehicles and has accumulated approximately 5000 hours in test and in-orbit
USe.
5.5.3.8 Orientation Control Sun Sensors
Since the vehicle may have any orientation at the start of initial stabilization, the sun sensor
subsystem must have a total field of view of 4Y steradians (one sphere). The system will
consist of a group of individually mounted silicon detectors, such as the CE-3 Coarse Eyes
manufactured by Ball Brothers and used on the OAO spacecraft. (Ref° Figure 5.5-22).
The characteristic output of this device is shown in Figure 5.5-23. In general four eyes
will be used in a set to generate a transfer function similar to that shown in Figure 5.5-23,
for a single axis, the actual transfer functions depending upon the particular eye orientations
and shading arrangements chosen°
Three sun sensor sets, pitch, roll and yaw, are required. The normal axes of the pitch
ard roll eyes will lie in the roll-yaw and pitch-yaw planes, respectively, and their combined
unit axis will coincide with the' yaw axis. The normal axes ,)f the yaw eyes lie in the pitch-
t'_ll t)l:Lne, with tiu' null Iml"allel t,) lh(. v(:hi(;le roll 'txis.
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Figure 5.5-23. Control Axes Coarse Sun Sensor Set Relative Response Characteristic
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As shown in Figure 5.5-24, each individual sensor or eye has a hemispherical field of
view with the output varying nearly as the cosine of the offset from the normal axis. Maxi-
mum output is the order of 0.75 ma with solar illumination. The slope of the output from
a pair of eyes connected in series opposing with normal axes at 90 degrees to one another
is 24 _a/degree, with a null stability of 0.5 degree. The anti-null produced at 180 degrees
from the zero-degree null is unstable since a small output produces a control system
response to increase the sensor output. While some difficulties have been experienced in
operating these sensors at very low temperatures ( ± -100°F), it is anticipated that design
improvements and adequate spacecraft thermal design will prevent such problems on ATS-4.
1.0
/ \
/ \
0.8 /
r
0.6
©
_ 0.4
/ \,
/ _
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ : \
/' \
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o / \
90 60 30 0 30 60 90
ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF SUN FROM EYE AXIS (deg)
Figure 5.5-24. Single Eye Output vs Angle Characteristic
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5.5.3.9 Earth Sensor
An advanced system now under development by the Advanced Technology Division, American
Standard Corporation is proposed as the earth sensor for ATS-4. The basic concept of this
sensor (being developed for the Apollo program) has been proven in breadboard form.
The Apollo sensor employs two servo-driven mirrors in a dual reflection system to provide
a versatility in choice of scan pattern that is not easily achieved by any other means.
Essentially the infrared energy received from a small (about 1 degree) conical field of view
is reflected first off one mirror onto the second, then into the IF{ telescope/detector. With
the angle of the first mirror controllable in one axis and that of the second mirror in the
orthogonal axis, the view field can be pointed or scanned in any desired pattern within a
rectangular or square total field determined by the angle limitations of the mirrors.
For the ATS-4 application, two scan patterns would be employed. During the earth
acquisition phase of the mission, a rectilinear or raster scan will continually search for
earth over a 40 by 40 degree total field (see Figure 5.5-25). Following acquisition the
sensor will track the center of the earth disc.
The scan versatility provided by the independently controlled mirrors allows consideration
of a number of ways to track the center of the earth. The major considerations in selecting
a specific scan pattern are (a) accuracy, (b) solar rejection, (c) complexity of associated
circuitry.
Depending on the time of year and time of day, from synchronous altitude the Sun can appear
at any position in the near vicinity of earth; consequently, it is necessary to provide for a
change in the normal scan pattern to eliminate the error the sun would produce. This will
generally also require an appropriate change in the logic circuitry that converts detected
signal into error signals useful to the control system.
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D More study is required in order to select an
optimum concept; however, several possibilities
are described below:
RQ On-axis crossed line scan. In this
concept a full-field scan across
Earth is made first in one axis:
then, with the mirror fixed at the
earth center line as determined
from the two edge crossings, the
second mirror is scanned to deter-
mine the orthogonal axis center
line. This procedure is continued
with each mirror alternately scan-
ning then remaining fixed while the
second is scanned. The result is a
crossed line scan pattern with the
intersection of the pattern lines
tracking the center of the earth
even though the spacecraft is Pointing
off of the local vertical. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.5-26.
40 °
m-.._
Figure 5.5-25. Acquisition Scan
Pattern
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Possible Tracking Scan Patterns
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In the event the sun appears in or near on the scan-line fields, that scan can be
offset a few degrees to follow a parallel line (as indicated by the dotted line in
Figure 5.5-26). At the same time the error generation logic must be changed
to factor-in the scan change.
The signal to offset the scan because of imminent problems from the sun can be
triggered in several ways:
1. It could be commanded, based on a ground prediction that the sun will be in the
field of one scan line.
. The sun could be sensed by a separate sensor viewing through the two mirrors
in parallel with the IR telescope. The instantaneous view field of this sun sensor
would be wider than that of the earth detector for sun sensing prior to the sun's
appearance in the scan field.
3. The high peak signal caused by the prime sensor from the sun in its view field
could also provide the offset trigger.
Do
All three choices above have disadvantages. The first adds a command
requirement not otherwise needed. The second and third provide automatic
offsetting, but there is no easy means of determining when it is safe to reset
back to normal scan. In addition the third method - employing the prime
detector to sense the sun - must inevitably suffer error during the transition
phase when the sun is close or just entering the field of view, but not sufficiently
in to provide the high level required for scan offset triggering.
Rotating cross-line scan. This concept is identical to that in a. above during
normal scan. But when the sun is in or close to either line scan field, the pattern
is rotated to a new position 45 ° from the original. This is shown in Figure 5.5-26.
At the same time the scanned pattern is rotated, the logic is changed so that the
output errors are still generated in the desired axes. This is a simple computation,
Ex = K (E A - E B) and Ey = K (E A + EB), and will analytically cause no reduction
in accuracy.
There is no theoretical preference of scan axis angle, consequently no pressing
need to return to the nonrotated pattern. This simplifies automating the switching.
The system would be bistable. Upon sensing the sun in either mode, the sensor
changes to the alternate and remains there until again the sun causes a change
back.
While in theory this seems a good solution, mechanization of the 45 ° rotated scan
is somewhat complex. For scans along the lines of rotation of the mirrors, one
mirror remains fixed while the other moves. This is a relatively simple action.
However, to scan at 45 ° requires the simultaneous and closely phase controlled
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Ce
rotation of both mirrors. The practicality of this approach must be stu_0ied in
greater detail. It should be noted that ATD has demonstrated angle scan capability
with the breadboard version of this sensor.
Three-point tracking. The concepts described in a. and b. above derive two-axis
error information by sensing four horizon crossings around the earth disc. But
since only three points on a circle determine its center (or only two points if the
radius is known, see d. below), the scan pattern could be as shown in Figure 5.5-26.
The normal mirror action would be the same as described in concept a., except
that in one axis the scan line is only half as long and cuts across the horizon at
only one point.
In the event the sun appears in any scan field the pattern would rotate in 90 ° incre-
ments until the sun is on the unscanned side of earth. Since the four possible scan
patterns are equally accurate, tracking can continue with the new pattern until the
sun again causes a rotation.
As in the other concepts the error computation must change as the pattern is
rotated. TypciaUy the computation for the two axes is:
E = A-C
X
A+C
E = B-
y 2
d_
The calculation is independent of the radius of the earth disc as viewed by the sensor.
The major disadvantage to this concept is the requirement of four different tracking
modes, compared with two in the other concepts.
Two-point trackin¢. Provided the radius of the earth image is known to the sensor
logic, only two horizon crossings are required to determine the center. This can
be implemented by an extrapolation of concept c. in which both scan lines cross at
only one point on the horizon. This is shown in Figure 5.5-26. A mode switch to
the alternate pattern shown dotted can now be triggered by the sun in or near the
field of either scan line.
Again as the pattern is switched the logic must be changed appropriately, but only
two equally valid modes are required. The error calculation for this concept is
typically:
Ex = A-R
E = B-R
Y
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where R is a priori information in the logic.
While simplest of all the concepts to implement, this one is also the least accurate.
The value of the earth: radius preset into the logic would be an average for the
slightly oblate image as viewed from the spacecraft (unless additional complexity
were added to update the radius value depending on spacecraft positions). The very
slight error thus incurred may still be significant relative to the accuracy require-
ment of the sensor.
Any one of the above four scan pattern concepts is capable of accomplishing the task required
of the ATS-4 sensor, but without more detailed considerations of the specific design problems
and tradeoffs it is not possible to make a choice at this time.
With any of the tracking concepts described it will be possible to generate error signals
about any specific point within a solid angle encompassing at least the entire earth disc.
This is accomplished by a digital position command directing the sensor logic to determine
error signals for the position of the center of earth relative to the commanded position.
Since the control system will act to decrease the error signal to zero, the spacecraft and
antenna will be pointed to the commanded position.
5.5.3.10 Polaris Star Sensor
As a yaw control reference, it is proposed that the star Polaris be tracked. For an
equatorial orbit, Polaris is a near-ideal yaw reference. There are no close neighbor stars
of comparable intensity and Polaris is only 0.9 degree off the celestial pole.
The star tracker requirements are similar to those of a Canopus sensor as used on inter-
planetary spacecraft. Since only a single axis reference is required, the star is tracked
in one axis and allowed to move, effectively, in the other axis. Compared to a Canopus
tracker, however, the Polaris sensor must sense a considerably fainter source. Canopus
is nearly three magnitudes brighter, and thus has more than twelve times the intensity of
Polaris. This may pose a problem in attempting a simple modification of an available
Canopus sensor, although the vendor of the Canopus sensors for the Mariner flights main-
tains that the Mariner sensor has adequate sensitivity and requires only resetting the
acceptance gates to convert to a Polaris sensor. In any event there are existing star sensors
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that can sense stars more than a magnitude fainter than Polaris, therefore no serious
sensitivity problem is foreseen.
Since the Mariner Canopus sensor has undergone extensive study and development, and has
performed successfully, it will be taken as a baseline design to be modified for the ATS-4
mission. (This is a feasible approach; however, additional study is warranted to tradeoff
trds concept against modification of other sensors or against a completely new design. ) The
Canopus sensor employs an image dissector tube for detection. By means of an internal
aperture the detector tube, through the optics, views a narrow (4 by 0.86 degrees) slit
field of view instantaneously. This slit field is then electronically caused to oscillate about
a center position in a direction orthogonal to the long dimension. Logic circuitry can
determine the field-of-view position at the time a star is detected and provide a position
error signal output. Small effective star motions along the length of the slit field will have
no effect.
The signal-to-noise ratio of a Canopus-type sensor is in part affected by the total solid
angle instantaneous field of view. The larger this field, the more background light is
detected. For this reason it will not be practical to provide adequate slit field length to
permit full movement of the spacecraft in roll for off-axis pointing without longitudinal
repositioning of the slit. However, longitudinal repositioning is already provided in the
Canopus sensor in which the 11 degrees long slit field is electronically gimballed* tc cover
the 32 degree total field required for Canopus tracking. For the Polaris sensor a 4 degree
long instantaneous field is proposed, with provisions for electronic gimballing over a range of
+ 9 degrees. The gimbal angle will be updated appropriately by command when the vehicle is to
be pointed to a new position. The 4-degree long slit fieldwill, however, allow the_+ 9 degree
apparent motion of Polaris around the celestial pole, due to its slight off-pole position, without
gimbal repositioning. Some field is allowed in addition so that the number of digitally up-
dated positions is limited to a practical value.
The term "gimbal" is used here to describe the effective result obtained. It is emphasized
that no actual mechanical gimbaling is employed. The sensor is completely without
moving parts.
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Along the scannedaxis the instantaneous field will be 0.86 degree and the scan +2 degrees
as in the Canopus sensor. Thus the detection circuitry and associated logic can be identical
with that already developed.
5.5.3.11 Orientation Control Sensor Signal Processor (SSP)
The SSP performs the signal amplification and shaping of all sensor signals. It also generates
most of the system logic and switching functions. The complexity of this item is comparable
to the OAO pitch, roll and yaw SSP's and torque controller, but it is expected to have a weight
approximately 30 percent of that of the OAO units by utilization of microelectronic circuitry.
The expected weight and power of this unit are approximately 15.3 pounds and 30 watts
respectively.
5.5.3.12 Flywheel and Jet Controller (FWJC)
The FWJC contains the threshold detectors used to generate appropriate switching lines for
the pitch, roll, and yaw thrusters: thruster drive amplifiers, the control electronics for
driving the flywheels and the logic necessary for implementation of the integrated orientation
control/stationkeeping mass expulsion subsystem. This package is comparable in complexity
to the OAO pitch, roll and yaw FWJC's, and is expected to weigh approximately 19.2 pounds
(40 percent of the OAO unit's weight) byutilization of microelectronic circuitry. The
expected power consumption is 15 watts.
5.5.3.13 Mechanical Flywheel
The flywheel chosen for this system is the Bendix 2 ft-lb-sec momentum wheel which was
developed and qualified on the OAO Program by General Electric. A cross-sectional view
of this flywheel is shown in Figure 5.5-27.
The flywheel is essentially a servomotor with a large inertia rotor. The Bendix family of
flywheels provides a number of important design features. The deep groove bearings are
made from 440C stainless steel to an above-standard hardness of Rockwell C60 minimum.
The bearings are mounted with spherical type self-aligning bushings. On this wheel a
small finite preload is established and maintained through a special assembly at the top
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bearing. A stationary shaft passing through the center of the flywheel serves as a stable
reference for preload adjustment. Preload is not affected by changes in loading from
expansions in the housing due to changes in temperature or external pressure because of a
slip fit condition existing between two sleeves in the upper bearing assembly. This feature
helps to maintain the proper preload at all conditions of test and flight and thereby improve
long-life performance.
Tne bearings are lubricated with MIL-L-6085A oil, which has a relatively low vapor pressure
and low starting torque capabilities. Lubricant retention is augmented by the use of a
labyrinth bearing shield. Nylasint lubricant reservoirs are provided. Sacrificial evaporation
of the lubricant maintains vapor pressure of the lubricant in the bearing chamber in the
event the hermetic seal of the main housing fails.
The rotating element is machined from a single piece of stock to provide maximum stability
qf balance and bearing alignment. Small gaps between the housing and the wheel rim limit
wheel vibration amplitudes during test and launch environments, thus preventing damage to
the rotor bearings.
The wheel is pressurized to a small fraction of one atmosphere of helium. The gas contains
2 to 5 percent of oxygen to replenish surface oxides which may actually contribute to the
lubrication of critical surfaces.
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The functional specification and interface requirements are tabulated below:
Momentum at 900 rpm ................
Rotor Inertia ........................
Rated Speed .........................
Stall Torque .........................
Operating Temp Range ................
Voltage Input ........................
Power Input
Stall ............................
Rated Speed .....................
Reversing Load ..................
Time Constant .......................
Gain ................................
Speed Indication .....................
Size ................................
Weight ..............................
2.06 ft-lb-sec (rated momentum)
0. 0219 =_ 3% slug-ft 2
200 rpm minimum at rated voltage
2.0 - 2.3 in. oz
0°F to 160°F
26 vac, 400 Hz (+5%,- 10%), 2 phase
3.6 watts nominal
3.2 watts nominal
5.0 watts nominal
213 see + 18%
0.015 ft-lb-sec/volt
ac tachometer
11-3/4 in. dia by 5-1/2 in. high
11.3 lb
5.5.3.14 Orientation Control and Stationkeeping Mass Expulsion Subsystem
It is required to provide a total impulse of 1,058 lb-sec for E-W capture and stationkeeping,
5,290 lb-sec for E-W station change, 10,981 lb-sec for N-S stationkeeping and roll mom-
entum unloading, and 286 lb-sec for initial stabilization and restabilization. The total
impulse requirement is 17,615 lb-sec (Ref. Table 5.5-4). The selected thruster configuration
shown in Figure 5.5-28 consists of nine nozzles, five single and two dual, which may be
operated individually in various combinations to produce spacecraft translation and simul-
taneous momentum wheel unloading. The thrust levels are 00 00086 lb (3 nozzles) and
0.00100 lb (6 nozzles). Based on the impulse requirement, thrust levels and thrusting
duration (periods of 1 to 3 hours for the majority of the impulse), an ammonia propellant
resistance jet subsystem has been selected. At the design operating temperature of 2000°F,
the fuel I is 240 see; however, this temperature requires a 4-hour warmup period. To
sp
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Figure 5.5-28. General Electric Resistance Jet System
reduce the system power requirement, a 1-hour warmup period will be allowed before
thruster operation, at which time the operating temperature will be approximately 1800°F
and the fuel I is 210 sec. The value of I = 210 sec has been used to determine the
sp sp
weight of fuel required, which is, allowing 10 percent for leakage and tank expulsion
efficiency, 17t615 + 10% = 92.4 lb
210
To store the fuel, four aluminum tanks having a volume of 1167.5 cu in. each are required.
The propellant tank design is shown in Figure 5.5-29. Tank design data are:
a. Diameter: 13.1 in.
b. Design Pressure: 300 psi
c. Proof Pressure: 310 psi
d. Burst Pressure: 660 psi
G
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Figure 5.5-29. Liquid Ammonia, Zero-g Storage Tank, Schematic
Using these pressures a wall thickness of. 0164 inches is needed. This is unrealistic on
the basis of handling and manufacturing, therefore a wall thickness of 0.022 inch is
selected.
5.5.3.14. 1 System Weight
Table 5.5-8 is a complete listing of the hardware for the resistance jet system and the
associated weights.
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Table 5.5-8. Resistance Jet System Weight
Part
4 Propellant tank shells
10 Explosive valves (5 N/O, 5 N/C)
11 Filters
2 Regulators, 2 pressure transducers,
18 Solenoid Valves (Carleton)
9 Thrusters:
5 single
2 duals
Tank internal parts (wicking, etc.)
4 Pressure transducers
2 relief valves
Weight (lb)
7.6
3.8
2.4
1.8
3.6
8.0
3.3
2.4
1.8
TOTAL 34.7
5.5.3.14.2 System Power
_. 5.3.14.2.1 N-S Thruster Requirements. A single thruster uses 25 watts and needs a
warmup time of 1 hour to reach 90 percent of its operating temperature (1800°F). This
results in a power requirement of 75 watts for 4 hours per day or 300 watt-hours per day
for daily stationkeeping or 75 watts for 6.8 hours every 2 days for stationkeeping. During
the second year when there will be no N-S stationkeeping the flywheel unloading requires
that the thrusters be actuated for about 7 minutes every 15 days. Due to the short thrusting
time needed for flywheel unloading, the thruster will be used without warmup time. This
results in a specific impulse of about 100 seconds. The heater will only be turned on while
thrusting to move the ammonia farther above the saturation line on the enthalpy-entropy
curve. This is done so that when the ammonia expands in the nozzle, it will not become
liquified or freeze.
5.5.3.14.2.2 E-W Thruster Requirements. A single thruster uses 25 watts and a dual
thruster uses 30 watts. Warmup time for both is 1 hour for 90 percent of operating tem-
o
perature (1800 F). One duty cycle being considered is to actuate the E-W thrusters only
to unload the pitch flywheel when necessary (a small amount of E-W stationkeeping impulse
would occur) and to perform the remaining E-W stationkeeping approximately every 20
days. The thrusters must be actuated for about 54 minutes for stationkeeping every 20 days.
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This would be preceded by a 1-hour warmup period to take advantage of the higher spec-
ific impulse. This results in a power requirement of 0 for the first 19 days of a 20 day
cycle and 85 watts for 1.9 hours on the twentieth day.
Summarizing, the total power required is 75 watts for 4 hours every day plus 85 watts for
1.9 hours on the twentieth day of each 20-day cycle. This results in a peak power of 160
watts and an average power of 12.8 watts.
5.5.3.14.3 Command and Telemetry
Telemetry is required for 13 pressure transducers and 11 temperature transducers.
Command signals are required for 18 solenoid valves and 10 explosive valves.
5.5.4 COMMAND, TELEMETRY, AND PROGRAMMER INTERFACE
5.5.4.1 Commands
A total of approximately 86 commands will be required. These commands are described
in Table 5.5-9. The commands listed fall into three general categories; (a) as backups
to automatic sequencing normally performed by onboard logic, (b) those used to initiate
control modes and to execute ground commanded maneuvers and (c) those used to effect
corrective procedures necessary to return system operation to normal in the event of a
malfunction.
5.5.4.2 Telemetry
Adequate telemetry is necessary in order to accurately ascertain the important operating
parameters of the orientation control system, and for diagnostic information in the event
of a component or system malfunction. A total of approximately 145 signals are required
to be telemetered and are described in Table 5.5-10.
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Table 5.5-9. ATS-4 Command Requirements
Fnnctic_
Enable Sun
Stabilization
Antenna Erect
Enable Earth
Stabflizatlcu
PSS Commands
Earth Sensor
Commands
Enable Yaw
Sun Stabilization
Switch to
ES Control
Gyro Power
Gyro Heater
FW Enable
Switch to
PSS Control
PSS Power
Earth Sensor
Search
PSS Power
Earth Sensor
Power
Thruster Detec-
tor Enable
Auto Unload
Disable
FW Emergency
Unload
Auto 4 0_,
Unload
Sun Sensor
Enable
E-W Static_n-
keeping
N-S Station-
keeping
Resistance Jet
Prop. Shut-Off
Valve
Resistance Jet
Solenoid Position
Resistance Jet
Heater Control
Vernier Solenoid
Position
Yaw Sun Sensor
Bias
Switch FW
to IS
Switch I,'W
to M onopulse
Maximum Command
Number Time of Occurrence Rate
Powered Coast/
Flight Injection Orbital
1 X
1 X
1 X
1 X
2 X One per minute
1 X
1 X
1 X
1 X
3 X
1 X
1 X
1 X
I X
I X
6 X X
3 X
3 X
3 X
3 X
1 X
i X
X
X
X
X
X
Type of Command
On Data
Only On/Off (No. of Bits)
X
10
18
7
10 X
1
()NI,Y It EQI IIRED FOH IN'L'EI{ FACE WITH PO,'._IBI,E EX])F.IIIM I,'NTS
1 X
1 X
X
X 10
X I0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 5.5-10. ATS-4 Telemetry Requirements
, Time of t_ceurrmtee Signal Characteristics Accuracy Require neati
Powered ( oast/ Orblta| Analag Digit al
Flight Injection
+ 10'T I.'S
x x .... :_
x x
i
x ×
x ×
x
x x
x
× x
x ×
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x ×
x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x z
x x
+
x x =+IW_ FS
x x
x x
x x il0q_
x x x x ±i'_
x x x x ±l'_
x x x x *I_
x x
x x x x ±10'?
x x x x +lg"
x x x x :1'
• +l', .,x x x
x x l (_ i
-7- ......... ........
I'£h,h Ilate
Null
Null t
Null I
Pitch ._uu
Art. Null 1
Sun .....
-- Art. Null 1
Y a'_ Sun
Art. Null
Antenna
Erect l
Antenna E rect
{'ompl 1
lnitialv Sun
St:d]iliPali.n 1
Sun Stabll.
('omplelv L
Enable Earth
St:lbilizat it,n 1
Pitch E al-th
Att. Null 1
Roll Earth
Att. Null 1
Earth Sensor
Acquired vearch 1
Earth Stabfl.
Complete 1
Polaris Star
Presence l
i_S Attltmh
Null 1
FW
_Direction 3
FW Rpm 3
Stm Attitude
E rro r
Sl nala
II atr,
P;arth :_( u_t]r
At [itu(k, I:1 r.r 2
- PKS F+rr,,r l
Earth _n_r
P(,s Itlnn Amp+ U
Number F re<_ency
Earth ScnHor
H:idla nt't" I ,t'_ el 2
I'K'_ ._:rvn Amp.
(mtl mi I
PSS Hefer. Alnp
(m_i l
P,%S lllgh Vt)Jtag(
Supply I
3
a
3
Shift Counter
Bit_ 1O
,,uEi; ...... o
Drop ()tlt 9
Control Flip
Flop_ 3
l'hru_ter _.lera)l( I per
Positi.n 9 3 see
Anlmonm 1 per
Itest.rvoJ r t 10 min
Pressure
Anlm(mia 6 1 per
Reservoir' Tamp 10 mla
q'hr_stct" l per
Pressure 7 10 mtn
Thruster I par
Tclni)erature 7 l0 rain
I'res_tlrv 'lank I per
Nt)k_n,)iti l+n_, 2 lO mm
Hv'drazine 1 per
Rpser_+al2" + Temp± 2___ tO rain
llydr:tzine I par
lleaerx'oir I 10 rain
ONLY RE<
Pressure'
Vernivr N,+zTl( 1 per
i'l,ssur, ' 9 _0 rain
L
T----t l pe+
+, C
_tm+,+, m:,. _t _ [
I w s,,r_o I
\trip. Ought :t
t--
5x, itch I x_ ; ]
ht _[i qHtltt] ] s_*
I_; NIIII:;
1,,,.,itul,,,,
I'IRFD F4+11 IN"IEHFACI _I_H I_'+SIBI.F2 [XPLItIMt N'[>
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5.5.4.3 Programmer
5.5.4.3.1 General
In order to meet pointing accuracy requirements, it is necessary to account for the
apparent 0.9-degree radius circular motion of Polaris as the orbit is traversed. In
order to accomplish this, either the Polaris star sensor or earth sensor command angles
:_ust be periodically updated. To keep the error introduced by this apparent motion to an
acceptable level, the updatings must occur at intervals of no longer than 1 minute. Since
it is not desirable nor feasible to require the continuous operation of a ground station for
the generation of these commands, an onboard programmer will be provided for this
purpose. The programmer operation would be synchronized periodically from the ground.
Since the command angle updating of the earth sensors is also required to account for
actual station latitude and longitude this sensor was chosen to accept the programmer
corrections. It will, however, still be necessary to provide command angle information
to the Polaris star sensor in order to electronically gimbal the 4 x 4 degree field of view
in conjunction with reorientation commands.
5.5, 4.3.2 Requirements
The programmer must provide the following bias command functions to the pitch and roll
earth sensor channels:
Roll Command Function: (90 - 5) Sin (Wet + _) Sin C
- SinPitch Command Function: (90 6) Sin (We t + _) cos _c C
where 6 = declination of Polaris, 89° 09 deg
e = Roll and Pitch command angles ranging from 0 to _-8o 7 deg
c e
"Fhc resolution of the above command functions is required to be at least 0.02 deg.
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,. 5.3 5IOUNTING AND FIELD OF VIEW INTERFACE
The orientation control sensors and thrusters must be mounted and aligned with a high degree
of accuracy so that alignment errors do not contribute significantly to total system inaccuracy.
Sensor field of view requirements must be met in order to assure correct and continual oper-
ation of the orientation control system over the design range of spacecraft attitudes. This
field of view requirement may be the result of the field over which the sensor should be able
to view its stinmlus. For instance, the sun sensors should have spherical field of view so as
to provide control signals from any spacecraft orientation. Having objects protrude into the
spherical field of view of the sun sensors causes blind spots. The consequence of these blind
spots depends upon where they exist with respect to the null plane of the sensors. Other sen-
sors which new to view their stimuli over only a portion of the celestial sphere may require
an unobstructed field of view greater than that required to merely view the stimuli. For
instance, the unobstructed field of view require for the Polaris Star Sensor to view Polaris
is 1. _ x 19.2 degrees solid angle; however, the required unobstructed field of view is greater
than this in order to avoid having reflected light enter the sensor optics. A sun shield will
be required for the Polaris Star Sensor. The requirements of the sun shield become increa-
singly severe as the unobstructed field of view is decreased. The sensor fields of view for
the selected spacecraft configuration are discussed below.
al
b.
el
Earth Sensor. The actual unobstructed field of view is considerably greater than
the 20 x 20 degree solid angle required.
Polaris Star Sensor. The required field of view for viewing Polaris is a 1.8 x 19.2
degree rectangular field as shown on Figure 5.5-30. A solar panel presents the
first obstruction in the sensor's field of view. This occurs at an angle of 30.5 de-
grees which is well outside the field of view required for viewing Polaris. The
sun shield must be designed to avoid the effect of reflected sun light introduced at
an angle of 20.9 degrees from the starline. Based on experience with the OAO
star trackers, this is expected to pose no serious problem_
Pitch and Roll Sun Sensors. The four pitch sun sensors can theoretically provide
control signals to control the attitude about the pitch axis regardless of the roll
attitude. The same can be said for the four roll sun sensors. However, the gain
of the sun sensors decreases in accordance with the cosine of the angle between
the ,_unline and the null plane of the sensors. For instance, when the roll axis
is (10 degrees from being perpendicular to the sunline, the output of the pitch sun
5.5-,_I
d.
eo
sel_sors is reduced to 0.5 of the output when the roll axis i.s aligned perpeadit _
to the sunline. In addition, since both the pitch and the ro!t sun sensors eaet:
ideally spheriea? coverage, there will actually be no blind spots in eontr.:,_ ,,!_
spacecraft unless the protrusions cause a blind spot for the pitch and roll scr_s,_,
simultaneously; provided that the blind spots do not occur in the null plane of the
piteh or roll sensors. As shown on Figure 5.5-31 for the folded configuration,
the sire sensors have unobstructed fields of view out to 64 degrees from the null
pkme for the pitch sensors and no obstructions for the roll sun sensors mounted
on the aft equipment module. The fields of view for the sun sensors mounted on
the earth viewing equipment module have fewer obstructions than those mounted
on the primary equipment module. These obstructions in the sun sensor fields
of view will have no consequence on sun stabilization of the pitch and roll axes for
the folded configuration. For the deployed configuration, when these sun sensors
are used for restal)ilization, the solar panels and antenna are a signifieant obs-
truction in the sensor fields of view which will cause blind sl_ots even in the null
plane. This will not, however, prevent stabilization to the sun. It may, depending
upon spacecraft attitude and rates, require actuation of the thrusters by ground
command to provide conditions conducive to capture.
Ymv ,Sun Sensors. The four yaw sun sensors also theoretically provide a spherie,tl
field of view. tIowever, the yaw axis is aligned to the earth when these sen_or s
are used and, therefore, only a limited field of view is required. The initial
obstruction in the yaw _n sensor field of view is the solar array. Thi_: _ _ ....
appears 17.7 degrees from the null plane as shown in Fi:_re q. 3-":' ':. :
the reflected light will be attenuated from that received by the _,,;,_ -:cnsor ,t_ _,_
from the sun and because the reflected light will be basically syn-,metricai as ex
perienced by the sun sensor when the attitude about the yaw axis is c,ml:rolled _,,
the sun, the reflections are not expected to pose a serious problem. A stm reile_:Lion
shield could be provided if necessary.
S___tion Acquisition Sun Sensor. The actual unobstructed field of view is in excess
of the required field of view as shown in Figure 5.5-32.
The mounting, alignment and field of view requirements of the various sensors and thrusters
are presented in 'Fable 5.5-11.
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Fi_mlre5.5-30. Polaris SensorView Angles
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5.6 EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT
5.6.1 GENERAL
The experiment equipment (listedbelow) is that equipment which is used for one of the prime
experiments.
Experiment Equipment Summary
Prime
Experiment
Parabolic
Antenna
Orientation
Control System
Interferometer
Phase -Steered
Array Antenna
Experiment
Equipment
Instrumentation to measure geo-
metric configuration and dynamic
behavior. RF equipment for
measurements.
Electronics - transmitters re-
ceivers, electronic switches, etc. -
for measurements, standard gain
antennas.
Incorporated in orientation control
system.
Interferometer antennas and elec-
tronics. Instrumentation to measure
geometric distortion. Instrumenta-
tion to monitor dynamic behavior.
Antenna elements and electronics.
Internal monitoring equipment for
measuring.
Weight
(lb)
86.6
NA
35
I00
Power
(watts)
80
NA
39.25*
420
Because of the peculiar circumstances surrounding the development of the various prime
experiment equipments, the depth and detail of discussion of this equipment in this section
will not be uniform from one experiment to another. The parabolic antenna system, for
*For planning purposes, itwas assumed that the low-power circuitry willnot be available,
so that the power required rises to about 39.25 watts. This results in more conservative
estimates of power requirements. In the discussion of the interferometer in this section,
availabilityof low-power circuitry is assumed.
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example, becauseof its complexity and importance, is considered separately as a major
system (Section 5.4) and is described in considerable depth. The separate experiment
equipment required, electronics, rf equipment, etc., while necessary and important, is not
as critical as the antenna itself, and, therefore, exhaustive discussion is not required to
prove that the experiment objectives can be met.
Somewhat the same situation exists with respect to the orientation control system. This
system is discussed thoroughly, virtually in its entirety, in the section devoted to that Imr-
pose. It is necessary only to summarize in this section.
The phase-steered array is to be furnished, and its characteristics were specified. The
technical characteristics are well described in the referenced technical reports, and are
summarized here merely for convenience.
With the radio interferometer, somewhat more detail is required. The characteristics of
the interferometer are intimately connected with successful and efficient performance of the
prime experiments, and since the detailed discussion of the proposed equipment has been
submitted in a separate publication, a comprehensive summary is provided here.
5.6.2 PARABOLIC ANTENNA
5.6.2.1 General
The parabolic antenna system is described in Section 5.4 of this report. The antenna is a
30-foot diameter paraboloid, petalline structure, designed to provide nearly full gain at
frequencies up to 10 GHz. Evaluation of the parabolic antenna, and validation of the design,
constitute the objectives of the parabolic antenna prime experiment.; perhaps the most im-
portant and difficult of the four prime experiments. The measurements required to achieve
these objectives are discussed in some detail in Section 8. The major requirements are:
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a.
b.
Monitor Deployment
Verify successful deployment
Analyze any signif:.cant malfunction
• Verify that the dynamic behavior during and after deployment involves
no significant anomalies
Measure the geometric behavior of the antenna
• Static configuration
• Thermal deformation
Any anomalies in dynamic behavior which are severe enough
to significantly affect the antenna performance
• Basic electrical characteristics
Gain
Boresight
Secondary radiation patterns
• Antenna/feed system performance
Distortion, as a function of bandwidth
Tuning range
• Efficiency
The onboard equipment for the parabolic antenna experiment must be designed primarily to
support the above the above measurements. This equipment will fall mainly into the
following categories:
a,
b.
Electronics. Transmitters, receivers, signal and data processing equipment,
switches, and power level measuring equipment.
RF Equipment. Directional couplers, diplexers, rf attenuators, etc. which
are required for measurement rather than being part of the antenna system
[_er se.
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C° Geometric and Thermal Instrumentation. Such instruments as thermisters,
strain gauges, and other devices for measuring temperatures, geometric
characteristics and d_lamic behavior.
5.6.2.2 Electronics and RF Equipment
a. Subsystem. The onboard communication subsystem required for the large
parabolic antenna experiment is illustrated in Figure 5.6-1. The character-
istics of the equipment are summarized in Table 5.6-1.
The large antenna consists of a 30-foot diameter parabolic reflector, three
conical feed horns for L, S, and X-Band which are combined in coaxial con-
figuration, and a turnstile feed for 100 MHz.
Each horn feed has two terminals, i.e., it can accept a receive or trans-
mit channel. The subsystem employs three receivers and four transmitters
capable of receiving and/or transmitting at the specified frequencies tunable
over a 10 percent frequency range and at a minimum bandwidth of 8 to 30
MHz from vhf through X-Band, respectively. Any one of the receivers may
either operate by itself with measurements of its output characteristics tele-
metered to ground, or may feed any one of the transmitters for transmission
to ground (over a wider bandwidth}. Any one of the transmitters may also
operate separately or in combination with a receiver.
The connections between receivers and transmitters are accomplished by
two command-controlled, multiposition coaxial switches. Each switch posi-
tion will be telemetered for command verification.
To provide verification of a received signal, each receiver will be associated
with a power detector that will pick up a signal from one of the front-end
stages of the receiver.
To measure forward and reflected power in the transmit channels, a direc-
tional coupler in combination with two power detectors _ill be placed in the
transmission line between transmitter and antenna feed. Also in series
with the directional couplers will be commanded coaxial switches that will
connect the transmitters either to the parabolic antenna feeds or to the
standard gain antelmas in order to measure antenna gain. One standard gain
horn will handle L or S-Band frequencies and one will operate on X-Band
frequencies. Two standard gain antennas will be utilized for 100 MHz and
800 IV_tz, respectively. The power detectors will be utilized to complement
the g,_in measurements by measuring power flow either to the large _mtenna
or t_ the standard _ain antenm_s. The power detector outputs will he tele-
me.lered to _r'ound :rod used in making link power budge.t checks. :_s well ;_s
f):Lc.kup _;_in n,e;_su remcrlt,_.
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Table 5.6-1. Large Parabolic Antenna Experiment Equipment Characteristics
Component
Receivers (:_
T r arts mitter
I oo Mllz
Transmitter
_00 Ml[z
Transmitter
2300 MHz
T r ans mitter
73O0 Mllz
S_itehes
Multiplexers (2)
Standard Gain Antenna
Reflector Instrumen-
tation
I.imJter
TDA
YIG l,'ilte r
Tuning Control
Power Detector
Coupler
Isolator
Mixer/I ) reamp
VT( )
Tuning Contrnl
Main IF Amp
Coupler
Limiter/
Discriminant
Amplifier
"l'ota] "
Vhf
thf
2;I00 Mllz
7300 MHz
Position Coax (10)
I': lectrieal
S_ itch Package
Multiplexers (2)
\VeiRht
(It))
13.5
5.0
9.0
10.0
15.0
17.0
t.0
9.0
4.1
0. '2
0.2
0.5
0.4
O.5
0. 1
1.0
0.2
0.5
0.5
(}. t
O. 1
O. l
o.__L
t.3
1 . ()
2.9
?,. 9
_.9
V t)l Ul_'le POW( r
(St ze-in. ) (wail t
32.6 cu in.
32.3_ cu in.
24.16
75.38
123.3_
28._
48
NA
NA
RECEIVER (L,
0.75 dia.
x 3
4 cu in.
l. 2 cu in.
2 eu in.
2 eu in.
1.5xlx0.5
2.5xi.2x 1.2
3 eu in.
5 eu in.
2 eu in.
3 en m.
l. Sxl x0.5
3 cu in.
:',_. t; ('it in.
th,at l)issi Temp.
pation (watt) liange (o(,)
|U +_0
l0
SUMMARY
l 2.0630
Duty
Cycle
Variable
Variable
30 Variatde
50 Variable
70 Variable
- Variable
- Varial)le
- Variable
- Variable
S, X-BAND)
- Variable
0.5 Variable
0.2 Varial)le
0.5 Variable
0.5 Variable
- Variable
- \'ariable
O. 0( Variable
1.0 Variable
0.5 Variabh.
0. 1 VariabIe
- Varial)le
0. l : Variabh,
0.5 Variable
•I. 0:
TRANSMITTI.:I( I)RIV EIG'I ). h. S'FA(H':S
!
5 cu in. ] _.°5..3 Variabh,
5 eu in. / 25.3 Variable
t
,18 eu m. t .t5.3 Variable
96 cu in. [ 65.3 Variable
SWITCIILNG AND MU I,']'ll)I,I_XIN(, EQI,II)M EN'I
I
257 cu in. I Variahh,
30.73 eu in. t Variabk:•t_ cu in. ariabh.
iZ. (W_
2fi
2tJ
4O
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15, :_
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35. 3
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-,-)5 - -, 125
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-55- +lO(J
:d) - 470
-5.3 i 1 (_()
-;5 - _125
- 55 - * l tH_
-55 +lO0
55 - * ! 00
-55 - +10_,
-5,5- +lol_
/
55 - , I 0( t
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Table 5.6-1. Large Parabolic Antenna Experiment Equipment Characteristics (Cont'd)
(l)IiqlOI]t'nt
Standard Ga in
Dip_lc 100 Ml[z
Standard Gain
Dip.de 8110 MHz
I. S-BD Standard
Gaill IIm'n and
X- i_m_d St:mdard
Gain Horn
Power Dut3
(watt) Cycle
TY PICA
Verrite Switch
Switch Control
Fixed Frequency
Pc0, er Source
[.]1 (';)1"1\ e rl.t, r
V'i'_ )
Tuning Contr,fl
YI(; I:itter
Tun ing (.'mR rol
('()ul)lcr
Bandpass |,'l Iter
lsolatt)r
W( ight
(lb)
STANDARD GAIN ANTENNAS
NA (Excitation
of solar pad(lie)
l,ength - .q in.
C rmx ia] ;
I,ength - 12 in.
Aperture dia-
mete.r - 9 in.
{[_lll"_ I,,S_ X-BANI)}
10 (for
5()_ see)
0.5
1, TI/A NS M I'I'TEll
0.5 2.1 x 1.1 x 1
l. 0
1.0
1.0
(L ,'-)
0.2
o. 5
O. 5
1. 0
0 5
0.5
t). 5
(). ;-)
0. 5
0. l
O.5
1.0
2 cu in.
r) ('U in.
5 cu in.
5 cu in.
2 eu in.
1.2 cu in.
2 cu in,
l. Sxl x0.5
2.5x 1.7x 0.5
2.5x 1.2 x 1.2
Variable
Variable
Far iable
lleat l)issi- l'emp.
pati(m (watt) Range (°C)
-55 - +10o
-55 - +1 O0
-55- _100
IA)W l)()WElt STA(]I:S
Variable
Variable
Va r iable
Variable
Var iab le
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
V a r iab le
Variable
-20°C
-20oc
-20OC
_200( `
-20oc
-20°C
-20 °("
_2(bc'( •
- 2 ()¢_("
-20°( '
_'20o( ,
_ +80o( `
- _8{1°C
_.+ 81}o1"
_ +_0°( '
_ ._80°( '
_ _",_tl()( '
_ .r8 i)l)( '
.. _00( •
[.',,r rite S_itch
Switch Control
Fixed Frequency
l),_wer Source
I I' Converter
VT(
Tu ning (" oat rol
Filter
0.,5
O. 4
0.8
().5
0. 3
o. 2
(I.2
'I'5___I'I('A I. '['IIANSMIq'TEI{ _%'I11") I.(W¢ P( )WER
2.31 eu in. 10 (lot
50 _,sec) Variable
1. u cu in. 0.5 Variable
1. 0 eu in.
1.0 cu in.
3 eu in.
l CLI in.
1 cu in.
STA(; 1'2S
1.0 Variable
1.0 Variable
1.0 Varial)le
O. 5 Variable
O. 2 Variable
-21_°C
- 20°C
-20°C
20°("
-2t)°C
t
()
--+-,_lI ('
_ *_0°( '
- +80°C
_ . ,,_()o(,
_ +_ o()( '
Summary shows total weights. Individual hreakouts are included in Summ'lry.
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b°
C.
All switching functions required during the measurements will be initiated by
command signals from ground. The TT&C subsystem operates independently
of the experiment electronics subsystem for the large antenna experiment and
is not shown in Figure 5.6-1. However, a transponder combination of the
communication subsystem at S-Band may be used as a backup for ranging
information using ATS range and range rate equipment.
All significant functions in the subsystem components will be telemetered as
diagnostic data for evaluation on the ground.
Receivers. All the receivers will consist of solid-state components through-
out. Figure 5.6-2 illustrates in detail a typical receiver for L, S, or X-
Band. The received signal from the horn feed is preamplifled in a tunnel
diode amplifier (TDA) after it has passed a diode limiter to prevent burnout
of the TDA. Since the TDA is a wideband amplifier that covers the whole
10 percent tuning range, a tunable YIG filter acts as a preselector filter that
is tuned by the tuning control unit. A preselected number of receive fre-
quencies may be tuned by command. The signal is then down-converted to an
intermediate frequency (IF) by a mixer-preamplifier associated with a voltage-
tuned oscillator, which in turn is tuned by a tuning control unit that is actuated
by commands. The coax isolator prevents spurious frequencies from entering
the YIG filter. The IF signal is further amplified in the IF amplifier whose
output is either coupled out to the multiposition coax switch, to enter a trans-
mitter, or coupled to a signal demodulator. The demodulator consists of a
limiter and discriminator-amplifier. The demodulated signal is then tele-
metered to ground.
Transmitters. The details of a typical transmitter are illustrated in Figure
5.6-3. The 100 Mtlz and 800 MIIz transmitters will provide approximately
10 watts output; they will consist completely of solid-state circuits. Their
circuitry, and especially the packaging, will deviate somewhat from the L, S,
and X-Band transmitters; however, their building blocks will be essentially
identical, with the exception of the power amplifier, containing a traveling
wave tube (TWI') of approximately 10 watts output. The transmitter may
operate in two modes. Either an IF signal from a receiver will be up-converted
in frequency by a mixer and VTO, which is tuned by a remotely-controlled
tuning control, or a fixed frequency from a local oscillator will substitute for
the IF signal. The signal from the up-converter will then be filtered by ,an
electronically controlled YIG filter, similar to the one used in the receiver,
and xx_ill then be preamplified after passing through a coupler, and amplified
to its proper power level in a power amplifier. The output signal of the power
amplifier x_ill pass a bandpass filter and isolator before it feeds the large
antenna for transmission to ground. Provision will be made to couple a second
signal with a different frequency to the preamplifier and power amplifier. This
si_aaal will come from a separate signal generator unit and may be designed to
cover, for example., the S-Band range. It may be considered as an added fea-
ture. The signal _,eneration unit will consist of a fixed-frequency power source,
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do
a voltage-controlled attenuator, an up-coverter, a voltage-tuned oscillator
(VTO), and a tuned YIG filter with tuning control. By passing two independent
signals through the power amplifier, effects of intermodulation and phase shift
may be studied. The two frequencies may be located at the extreme ends of the
specified 10 percent tuning range. The power amplifiers, which contain TWT's,
will require a separate power supply; all other components may be designed to
draw their prime power from the regulated bus.
Standard Gain Antenna. The spacecraft carries four standard gain antennas
as references against which the large antenna may be measured. Two of the
antennas are conicM horns similar to those used in the primary feed system;
these are mounted on the face of the Earth Viewing Equipment Module. The
complete coaxial set of three was not employed since the diameter of the 800
MHz horn is too large for convenient installation. The 800 MHz standard
gain antenna is a sleeve dipole mounted on the edge of one of the pitch axis
solar panels, and uses the panel as a reflector. The 100 MHz standard gain
antenna is realized by shunt feeding the roll axis solar panel as an antenna.
In addition to the coaxial horn pair mounted on the face of the equipment
module, there are four other antenna systems of varying complexity, namely:
1. Interferometer
2. Phased Array
3. TT&C Cavity
Although the layout of the various antennas was chosen to minimize mutual
coupling effects insofar as possible, the freedom of location was too restricted
to reduce all of these to completely negligible amounts. This means that
pattern studies must be carried out when the spacecraft is built in order to
assess these effects properly. Insofar as the standard gain horns are concerned,
such effects are not harmful provided they are knov_, so that proper calibration
of the patterns may be made.
The same condition holds true for the standard gain antennas which utilize the
solar panels. ]%eir patterns may be determined from scale model measure-
ments of the entire spacecraft, with absolute calibration being made against
standard laboratory horns.
Design details of the various standard gain antennas are given below.
, Coaxial horn pair:
Aperture diametem
Length:
Weight:
covers 1700 to 8000 MHz
9 in.
12 in.
51b
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Sleeve Dipole: 800 MHz
Length: 7 in.
Height of mounting support: 3 in.
Weight: 2 lb
Shunt feed for solar paddle: 100 MHz
Consists of 1/4 in. conductor, spaced 1 in. off edge of solar paddle.
Length approximately 40 inches, terminating in connector at end of
paddle.
Weight: z lb
5.6.2.3 Geometric Instrumentation
The geometric monitoring instrumentation is listed in Table 5.6-2.
is chosen to perform the following functions:
This instrumentation
1. Verify deployment
2. Detect and identify any significant deployment malfunctions
3. Detect and identify any thermal or static distortions large enough to
significantly affect the required performance of the antenna
4. Detect and measure any vibrations large enough to significantly affect the
required performance of the antenna
Two subcommutators are provided for those measurements which must be made _ile the
antenna is being deployed. The microswitches will close when significant discrete actions
have been completed in the deployment process, e.g., deployment arms locked into their
final positions, hinge lines in position. The strain gauges will record stress-induced dis-
placements as deployment proceeds, and any abnormal stresses after deployment has been
completed.
The thermistors will provide a continuous temperature map of the paraboloidal surface, a
number of front-to-back temperature gradient measurements, and temperatures at a number
of points along and about the structure, including the support struts, and the feed assembly.
A number of thermistors will perform two functions by being placed beside strain gauges:
contributing to the temperature field measurements and providing data for temper_lture
compensation of the strain gauges.
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The accelerometers are designed to measure significant vibrations. (It is anticipated that
with rare exceptions, vibrations will be at or near the minimum detectable levels, but
detection of any significant disturbances will be quite important. )
The thermistors will be designed for absolute accuracies of approximately 5°F absolute and
2°F or better relative (i. e., temperature changes) over a temperature range of from +100°F
to -200°F. Interspersed will be a number of multielement installations designed to provide
absolute accuracies of 2°F or better, as reference values from which the other thermistors
can measure. Thermistors are very small resistors with a reverse temperature-resistance
characteristic. They will be intimately bonded to the structure so that exact temperatures
can be obtained. The thermistor will be in the 200-ohm range and will be installed in a
simple circuit with voltage control by a zener diode which provides excellent long-term
voltage stability. Each circuit will be calibrated so that close piece part tolerances will not
be required and the close overall accuracy is still obtained.
The hinge lines will be monitored with at least one strain gauge and one thermistor each. In
addition, microswitches will be placed in selected locations on the deployment structure
joints and the magnetic clutches and strain gauges on the structural members which carry
loads during deployment, and on the struts and other members whose normal loading will be
important during experiment operations. One panel will be heavily instrumented with
thermistors and strain gauges (at least 10 of each), the others lightly. This is a compromise
between the desire to have complete information and the incorporation of an excessive num-
ber of instruments.
The strain gauges being considered are small wire or foil elements which will be bonded to
the structure. Thus, any deflection of the structure will cause a corresponding e!astic change
in the sensing element. Most gauges would be installed in bridge circuits which will provide
better accuracy and compensate for temperature variations. A thermistor will be mounted
:_djacent to the strain gauge installation as an additional check or compensation for tempera-
tare v:lriations. These ilmnnist_)rs will be part of those used in obtaining the temperature
map described ,_bove. Str,gin measurement accuracies of the order of 10-20 p-in./in, can
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be obtained, with goodtemperature calibrations. The miniature microswitches will be
normally openand will close upon successful closure of the hinges.
Approximately eight accelerometers will be distributed about the reflector, to verify that
vibration amplitudes are within tolerances and to obtain approximate measurements of fre-
quencies anddamping characteristics. These will be inertial-quality accelerometers with
preamplifiers mountedto the accelerometer or very nearby. The two to three cubic inch
accelerometer, which weighs approximately 4 ounces, will not adversely affect the response
of the large structure. Sometemperature insulation, suchas a multilayer aluminized mylar
blanket, might be required, but it appears at present that active temperature control (i. e.,
heaters) can be avoided. Temperature changeswould affect long-term accuracy of the
accelerometer, but short-term datawill be within the accuracy required. A thermistor
will be located on each accelerometer.
5.6.3 ORIENTATION CONTROLSYSTEM
The Orientation Control Systemis described in some detail in Section 5 of the present report.
This description covers the Orientation Control System operation during the entire life of
the satellite, ttowever, this section will be concerned only with on-station operation, the
period during which the Orientation Control prime experiment is to be performed.
The Orientation Control Systemis an active three-axis orientation control system which is
designedto meet the requirements of the Orientation Control prime experiment. Three-
axis orientation control is achieved on station using earth sensors (ATD Apollo Sensor with
Me)GO)electronics) for pitch and roll axis control and a Polaris star sensor (probably a
Canopustracker) for yaw. Orientation control torques are provided by mechanical flywheels,
unloadedb\' the integrated wheel unloading-stationkeeping mass expulsion system.
Slight additional equipmentis required to permit substitution of other qualified pointing
sensors (i.e., the radio interferon_eter) in the control loop in place of the earth seusors.
This equipment is relatively simple: the major requirements are reliability of operation and
careful design to ensure thai impedances, bandwidths and other crucial sigmfl and electrical
parameters of the other sensors are suitable.
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The equipment x_411consist mainly of shaping networks and attenuators to control the fre-
quencyand phasecharacteristics of the signals from the pointing sensors. (They can either
make the sensor signal and impedance characteristics identical to those of the earth sensors,
or they can introduce controlled differences. ) The detailed designs will depend upon final
sensor designs. Such equipment is passive, requiring no power. Weights are in the order
of a few ounces.
5.6.4 INTERFEROMETER EXPERIMENT
5.6.4.1 Introduction
This section presents a description of a preliminary interferometer system designed to
demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of an onboard interferometer used as a space-
craft attitude determination device. The interferometer design provides for two basic
operating modes.
a°
b°
Interferometer used as an attitude sensor in the orientation control loop. It
can be used as a reference to point the spacecraft axis at a given ground site,
or at any known angle offset from a given ground site within the interferometer
field of view.
Used in an open loop manner, the interferometer output signals can be used to
accurately measure the angle of arrival of a signal source _ith respect to the
spacecraft axis.
To provide a bais for this preliminary interferometer design a set of requirements were
generated, based on the objectives of the interferometer experiment; mainly, to demonstrate
the capabilities and limitations of an onboard interferometer as a sensor for spacecraft
attitude and/or large antenna pointing reference. The following basic requirements were
used as a design goal:
Overall Accuracy
[Tnambig_lou s FOV
Maximum Weight
0.01-0.04 deg
23 deg
40 lb
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Maximum Size
Maximum Power (input)
Containedwithin the diameter of the
equipment module {4 ft)
50watts
The system design described here has the capability of meeting or exceeding all of these
specifications. Preliminary analysis indicates it will provide a pointing accuracy of 0.015
degree over the entire field of view (23degrees). The interferometer can provide a pointing
reference for the large antenna, which can be offset from the interferometer reference
station by any angle within the 23degree field of view.
5.6.4.2 Basis of System Selection
A study was conducted to select an interferometer system concept, generate a detailed
system diagram, and analyze the performance of that system. This study is summarized
in a final report*. The major items discussed below were considered in the tradeoff study
conducted to arrive at a system concept.
Selection of the system operating frequency (9.97 GHz) was based on the follo_4ng
con side rations:
a. System accuracy (with a maximum baseline length constrained to 4 feet)
b. Ground transmitter power requirements
c. Propagation effects (refraction, attenuation and polarization)
d. Equipment component size, weight, and accuracy.
A two-speed system was chosen as the only practical way to provide an accuracy of 0.01
degree and still provide an unambiguous field of view of 23 degrees or more. The basic
equipment confi_lar-ltion chosen was a straight IF (10 kHz)phase comparison system using
a digital ph:lse detector for improved line:lrity and accuracy. A pilot tt}ne technique (des-
cribed later) was employed to cancel receiver rf and IF phase changes. 'Phis approach was
*"A']'S-4 Satellite lnterferometer Design Study",
TISHfif;E I,S-_i}, Aui£ust 19t;_;.
R. A, I'(ylc, General Ele{:tri(' {',{). ,
taken rather than the _; - A system approach because it allowed greater overall accuracy
and eliminated the mechanical phase shifters and drives required in the _ -_ approach. A
fairly complete error analysis of the system was performed on the study* and is included in
the final report.
5.6.4.3 Interferometer Fundamentals
An interferometer is, essentially, a phase-sensitive detector of an incoming radio wave.
The interferometer antennas are usually spaced at least one wavelength apart. Thus, any
radio wave incident upon the antennas from an angle will be received with a different phase
on each antenna. The task for a precision interferometer system is then, to carefully pre-
serve and measure the phase relationships of the signals in each antenna channel. The signal
processing equipment that accomplishes this task must be both precise and durable, for a
precision spacecraft interferometer.
Consider a pair of interferometer antennas separated by a distance of d k wavelengths, as
shown in Figure 5.6-4. It may be assumed that both antennas receive a signal of the same
amplitude, since they are essentially at the same point in the far field amplitude pattern of
a remote source. However, the phase of the two signals will be different. This fact is
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Figure 5.6-4. Relation of Incident Signal to Interferometer Antennas
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apparent when the wavefront of a signal incident from an angle d is considered. To reach
antenna A, the radio wave must travel an additional distance from antenna B. As Figure
5.64 shows, this additional distance is equal to d)L sin 4. This is equivalent to an electrical
phase difference of
0 = 2_ dk sin _ radians (5.6-1)
By assuming a phase center between the two antennas, the phase may be divided between
them so that the signal received on antenna A and B may be expressed as
-jTrd k sin
A = Ce
-jTrdk sin d
B = C e (5.6-2)
where C represents the equal signal amplitudes received by the two antennas.
Now a signal exists, on channel A and channel B, which is a function of the angle of inci-
dence of an incoming radio wave. There are two basically different techniques used for
the extraction of this single information. The most direct method is illustrated in Figure
5.6-5. In this method, the incoming signals are first reduced to an IF and amplified. The
signals are then passed through a limiter to assure that both of them are still of the same
amplitude. Next, the signals are fed to a phase detector that produces an output signal
v = K 37r d ksind
where K depends upon the characteristics of the phase detector.
The other basic method of extracting the phase involves converting the basic phase informa-
tion on each channel to amplitude information, and detecting in an amplitude detector. The
principle involved in this method is shown in the phasor diagram of Figure 5.6-6
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( e = 2_ d k sin _ ). The two signals A and B, of equal and opposite phase displacements,
are added and subtracted. The resulting sum signal _ and difference signal A are seen to
be orthogonal, with the phase information essentially contained in A.
/ -,#.
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Figure 5.6-5.
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Phase Comparison System Figure 5.6-6. Phasor Diagram for
and A System
The implementation of this system is shown in Figure 5.6-7. The signals A and B are
added and subtracted in a hybrid. The resulting Z; and A signals are then reudced to an IF
y, y.-to jezQ all
i
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Figure 5.6-7. Z; and A System
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amplified, and detected in an amplitude detector. The output of the amplitude detector is
v = K' 27rdX sin d (5.6-4)
where K' depends upon the characteristics of the amplitude detector. Note that this output
voltage is essentially the same as that for a straight phase comparison system, as given in
equation (4).
In a practical interferometer system, the accuracy of the angle measurement is degraded
by the phase instabilities of the receiver components. In order to significantly reduce this
problem, the pilot tone concept has been developed. By using the technique shown in Figure
5.6-4 the effect of phase instabilities in the mixer and IF stages of a receiver may be
virtually eliminated.
The basic concept of the system is to add to the incoming signal, a pilot tone offset from
the signal frequency by a small amount (e. g., 10 kHz). The signal-pilot tone combination
pass through the mixer and IF. Since they are at nearly the same frequency, they experi-
ence very nearly the same phase shift in passing through these components. As both signals
pass through the square-law detector, they mix together, and the output may be filtered at
their difference frequency. At the different frequency between the incoming signal and pilot
tone, all of the common phase shifts experienced through the receiver cancel. (The intro-
duction and cancellation of phase errors is illustrated in Figure 5.6-8. ) Thus, the output
from the detector is very nearly the phase of the signal as received at the antennas, uncon-
taminated by the phase instabilities of the receiver.
In an actual system incorporating the pilot tone, the tone can be generated by a phase-locked
loop at a frequency about 10 kHz from the signal frequency. In such a system it is importanl
that the pilot tone transmission lines, leading up to the point of injection, I)e of equal length.
(This is the same type of requirement as that of the equal line lengihs required I'r()m :mlem,'l
to receiver.) This is not necessarily a severe requirement, but if it is no[ met, an err()r
will be intro(lu(,e(I which will not be cancelled. The error will be equal to the difference in
electrical length of the transmission lines and is represented by 02 ' - 0l' in Figure 5.6-8.
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5.6.4.4 Detailed Interferometer Design
The operating frequency and tentative location of the interferometer have been determined.
Now, the antenna separations may be chosen, so as to provide high accuracy together xdth
unambiguous operation over field of view desired. Since the fine system is limited to a 4-
_'oot baseline, its separation will be 39_ (46.2 in.) at 9.97 GTIz. The separation necessary
;,) provide un:lll_t)i_uous ot)er:ltion over :_ 2,'}° sector is 2. ";X (2.7 i_. ). 'llle e:_rth sul)t(m(ts
I ;. -)o :1i svn('hr()n()u:; orhil lmights. The (.o:lr,_(, :lad I'ine svsi('ms hay(, I)(,(,l_ desi_n(,d I() pro-
vide eight, _'h:l,mels of inl'orm:ltion rather than the possible minim;m_ of five (q_am_eIs. rhe
redundant channels were added to increase the reliability ol" the system. ()ne possible inter-
ferometer configuration, located on the subsatellite, is sho_ in Figure 5.6-9.
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Figure 5.6-9. Antenna Location on Cannister
A detailed block of the system is shown in Figure 5.6-10. Preliminary weight and power
estimates place the weight of the system at about 35 pounds and the maximum power con-
sumption at about 9 watts. The system has a field of view of 23 ° and, based on the error
analysis has a total angular accuracy of 0. 013 ° for two-axis operation. A circularly
polarized cw signal at 9.97 GHz is received on a standard 10 db horn antenna and added to a
pilot tone separated in frequency by 10 kHz.
The signal and pilot tone are fed into a dual conversion receiver which empols's a 30-Mllz
first IF, a 5-MHz second IF, and a square law detector. The detector output is passed
through a bandpass filter centered at 10 kHz. Since the pilot tone and signal frequenc.v are
separated by only 10 kIlz, b_th should expez_ence very. nearly the same ph_lse shift passing
through the receiver. Thus, when they are detected at their difference frequen¢:y, the
receiver phase errors will bc w,t'_, nearly cancelled.
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The 10-kHz signal from the filter is passed into a zero cross detector. This detector
creates a series of trigger pulses, with every positive spike representing a positive-going
zero crossing of the 10-kHz signal. The first positive spike from the right-hand interfero-
meter channel (looking from the satellite toward the earth) turns the counter on and the first
spike from the left-hand antenna turns it off. This arrangement produces a very linear pre-
cision phase measurement. In order to minimize the effect of the phase noise present in the
system, 128 of these angle measurements are averaged for each angle measurement read
into the telemetry system.
In order to provide an error signal suitable for use with the orientation control system, the
digital angle measurement is passed into a digital-to-analog converter and then to an ambiguity
resolver. The ambiguity resolver inputs are the coarse and fine error signals of one
interferometer axis. Its output is the coarse system error signal until that signal has
dropped below a predetermined level, which is well within the fine system ambiguity
separation. The ambiguity resolver then inhibits the coarse error signal and its output
becomes that of the fine system. Thus the interferometer will provide an error signal
accurate to wtthin the 0.013 degree error of the fine system.
Provision is also made for the addition of an offset to the error signal. This would enable
the interferometer system to point the satellite antenna at any desired angle relative to the
incoming signal. Thus, a large parabolic dish aboard the satellite, for example, may be
pointed to any point on the Earth's surface by using another point (location of the transmitter)
as a reference. This may be accomplished by introducing the negative of the desired angular
offset as a command offset, to be added to the output of the appropriate counters. However,
in order to provide a stable error signal for certain angular offsets, it is necessary to make
provisions in the fine system to switch operation away from regions in the counter's opera-
tion occurring near the 360-degree points. This problem is unique to the fine systems. The
angular offsets where this problem might occur will be known on the ground, and when it is
desired to introduce these particular offsets, the negative 10-kHz zero crossing will be
used for the stop pulse. This will produce a stable error signal. The angular offset produced
in any case is of an accuracy comparable to that of the basic system.
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5.6.4.5 Weight and Power Estimates
Weight and power estimates for the interferometer system are given in Table 5.6-3. All
estimates do not include the effect of a power converter to match the power signals required
to those available in the spacecraft. Such a converter could raise the weight estimate by
about 5 pounds and the power by roughly 25 percent. It is seen that the weight of the basic
interferometer system is 30.6 pounds with 8.8 watts of power being required.
There are two possibilities for reducing the weight of the interferometer which should be
investigated further in a future study. One is the possibility of reducing the system to five
or even three channels. This provides a reduction in system redundancy and/or accuracy
as well as in weight. The other possibility is that of using stripline for the microwave
portions of the system. This approach, also, may save weight at the expense of system
accuracy and reliability.
Table 5.6-3. Weight and Power Estimates for the Interferometer System
No.
8
8
15
8
8
20'
8
8
1
1
1
1
1
Basic Interferometer
Item
Antennas
Phase Trimmers 0.
Directional Couplers 0.
Hybrid Junctions 0.
Isolators 0.
Balanced Mixers 0.
Waveguide Sections (alum.) 0.
30 MHz IF Amplifier 0.
5 MHz IF Amplifier 0.
Pilot Tone Generator 1.
Calibrate Signal Generator 1.
Diode Switch 0.
Reference Frequency Source 0.
Frequency Multiplier for 1.
LO 1 and LO 2
Yaw Axis Digital Processing (13 1.
modules, 3 cordwood modules)
Pitch Axis Digital Processing (13 1.
modules, 3 cordwood modules)
Weight
Each
Ob)
Power
Each
(watts)
Total
Weight
(lb)
0.22 0
22 0
13 0
19 0
13 0
32 0
3 0
25 0.
3 0.
6
5
3
7
0
9
9
1.8
1.8
1.1
2.9
1.1
2.6
6.0
05 2.0
05 2.4
0.40 1.6
0. i 1.5
0. I 0.3
2.0 0.7
3.0 1.0
1.2 1.
1.2 1.9
9
Total
Power
(watts)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1
2.0
3.0
1.2
1.2
Totals 30.6 lb 8.8 w
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5.6.4.6 Thermal Effects
Thermal expansions caused by temperature changes will induce deformations in the inter-
ferometer antenna structure. These will include deformations and misalignments of the
horns themselves as well as changes in spatial relations, but only the latter x_41[ be large
enough to affect interferometer performance.
Spatial displacement of the interferometer antennas can occur in any of the three dimensions,
with the following effects:
a. Along the line joining two antennas, changing the separation distance
b. Along the line of the interferometer boresight; this will cause boresight error
c. Perpendicular to both of the above; this will cause nonorthogonality of the
axes.
Change of antenna separation, in a. above, can be either or both of two types: each will
induce a different type of error. These are:
(I)
(2)
Antenna Separation Change. Wherein the distances between the antennas to the
electronics remain equal. In this type of deformation, no boresight error is
introduced; angle measurement error is introduced, and will increase with the
angle. For small displacements, the resultant angle measurement error _ill
be directly proportional to the error in separation. In order to keep this error
to negligible values, the displacement must be of the order of 0. 014.
Electrical Path Length Change. Wherein the electrical path lengths from the
antennas to the electronics become unequal. This would introduce both a
boresight and an angle measurement error. In order for this error to remain
negligible, this deformation must also be on the order of 0.01)_.
Of these displacements, b. and c. will be held to negligible values since the wave guides
will I)e conslrueted of a low thermal expansion material and be ho_sed in a lhermallv con-
Ir()lh,d t,nvironmenl. For ['x:lml)h'. with n 1-inch deep w:mve guide c, mslnt(4(,d,_f Inv:_r :ln(I
:l,'4Hlll11¢,t'lIIIII'['slr; ill_,,'lIW HIrtlctllI'HI SlII);)OI'I,,l.h(,lu:Ixilnumgr:uli(,nlhrough lhe _ :iv(,l:;uide
in or,l(,rIo m:linl:llnl)oc,,._ighlerrors l)(,lowI).I,\is calcul,'Hu_lh,'l()w.
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2d 5
AT -
L 2
A T = 2(1.0) (0.01_1.18
0.5(48) 2 (1 0) -6
= 20.6°F
where
L =
d =
0.01X
waveguide length
waveguide depth
coefficient of thermal
expansion for Invar =
0.5 x 10-6 in./in./OF
(This (_) is very conservative
in the 30 ° to 120°F region)
This gradient across a 1-inch waveguide is much higher than can reasonably be expected.
For a separation distance change (case 1), the temperature extremes of interest are peak
_,moer_tures away from initial calibration temperature. The EVM will be thermally con-
trolled between the limits of +30°F to +120°F (ref. Section 5.9.6).
Taking the maximum A T from 70°F
then 5 =_A TL
=0. 5(10) -6 (50) (48)
=0. 0012 in.
which is an order of magnitude less than the allowable deviation. For a reasonable thermal
condition of one side of the EVM at 30°F and the opposite side at 120°F, the total difference
of each half of an arm will be of like magnitude to the above.
The use of Invar for the waveguide material is an obvious solution to the thermal distortion
problem; however, a lighter, less thermally stable material may be proven adequate when
details of thermal environments and structural restraints are factored into the analysis, or
it may be desirable to add local strip heaters for absolute thermal control.
5.6.5 PHASE-STEERED ARRAY ANTENNA
The phase-steered array antenna will resemble the redirective or self-phasing system
developed by the Hughes Aircraft Company under NASA/GSFC contract No. NAS5-10101.
5.6-2S
The redireetive, or self-phasing antenna system automatically forms a high-gain b_fir_ on
receive to receive a signal with a wide modulation band. A narrow-band cw pilot signal is
used to provide an appropriately phased local oscillator for each element,with which the
phase of the modulation is adjusted to be equal in all the elements. The modulation, at IF,
from each channel (element) is summed, amplified, converted to rf, amplified at rf in a
traveling-wave-tube amplifier, and then distributed to each transmitting element for
retransmission.
A station that desires to receive information retransmitted by a spacecraft sends up a cw
transmitting pilot signal in the up-link band. This pilot is received in the receiving antenna
channels and down-converted along with the receiving modulation and receiving pilot which
have been sent from an earth transmitting station. The transmitting pilot is then filtered
off and sent to a transmitting channel. In the transmitting module, it is mixed with the in-
formation to obtain at each transmitting element the modulated rf with the appropriate phase
necessary to return it in the direction from which the transmitting pilot came. If rf amp-
lifiers are available at the frequencies involved, their inclusion at each antenna element in
the transmitting antenna would considerably improve the efficiency and performance of the
system.
Separate antennas are used for receiving and transmitting; these antennas are identical
except that they are scaled by the ratio of the transmitting frequency to the transmitting
pilot. This design serves to keep all up-link signals in the up-link band. If the transmitting
pilot were allowed in the down-link band, the same antenna could be used for both trans-
mitting and receiving. The major characteristics of the antenna are shown in Table 5.6-3.
A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.6-11.
In order to fit the phase-steered array into the area available in the earth viewing module,
it was necessary to make a slight modification to the element distribution within the array.
The aperture area was preserved during this transformation. A total of six elements was
affected. Three elements were removed from each side and relocated _t the top and bottom
of the array. Identical modifications in scale were made in the tramsitting and receiving
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arrays. The gain is preserved, and a slight asymmetry in beam slope was the only result.
This will have negligible effect on the system performance.
In order to simplify the thermal problem and provide a more efficient structural configura-
tion, the major componentsof the phase-steered array were located as follows:
a°
b°
Receiver and transmitter were placed on the forward face of the earth
viewing module.
The electronics were located on a thermally controlled surface within the
module, as were the TWT's. The TWT's were located on panels separate
from the electronics, in order to simplify the rejection of heat from the
anodes.
Table 5.6-4. Major Characteristics of Phase-Steered Array Antenna System
Receiving Frequency
Transmitting Frequency
Total Ban&_idth
Polarization
Gain
Effective Radiated Power
Total Weight
Total Volume
Aperture, Receiving Antenna
Aperture, Transmitting Antenna
Prime Power Requirement
8.00 GHz + 0. 175 GHz
7.30 GHz + 0. 175 GHz
Two 125 MHz information
channels with a minimum guard
band of I00 MIIz
Circular
30 dB
+25 dBw
100 lb
7 ft 3
30-inch diameter or equivalent
30-inch diameter or equivalent
420 watts
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5.7 TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND COMMAND
5.7.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The TT&C subsystem is to provide the following capabilities in support of spacecraft
operation:
a. Telemetry and Command capabili_ during all modes of operation
b. Tracking accuracy - 0.02 °
c. Attitude measurement during spin mode -1 ° accuracy
d. Compatibility with ATS ground station where possible
e. Command capability - 320 outputs
f. Continuous updating of star tracker gimbal angle
g. Telemetry capability - 600 inputs including operational, diagnostic,
and experimental data
The hardware implementation required to realize these system requirements arc discussed
m the following paragraphs. A list of command and telemetry requirements for the system
are given in Table 5.7-1.
5.7.2 REFERENCE DESIGN SUMMARY
An S-Band Telemetry, Tracking and Command subsystem has been selected for the reference
design. Commands are transmitted to the vehicle as frequency-shift keyed subearriers
phase-modulated onto the carrier. Capability of decoding 390 commands has been im-
plemented. Telemetry information is transmitted as PCM data which bi-phase-modulates
a subcarrier which in turn phase modulates the transmitter. The telemetry subsystem has
a total input capability of 620 channels. Telemetry data from the earth-viewing equipment
module and aft equipment module is transmitted on a time-shared basis with the selection
being made by ground command. Tracking is accomplished by utilizinga Goddard Range
and Range Rate transponder. The selected antenna configuration pro\_ides _5 percent
coverage durh]g the spin mode and 10(Ipercent coverage when _arth stal)i]ized. A
minimum trnnsmission margin is about 5 dB for all mhctes (,[ (,I,,rution.
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The significant parameters of the reference configuration are summarized in Table 5.7-2.
The TT&C subsystem uses all state-of-the-art components with the components being
either a modification of a present design or a new design based on standard design tech-
niques. The total subsystem weight is 73.3 pounds,including harnessing,and the power
requirements are 18.4 watts continuous and 64.4 watts peak. A block diagram of the sub-
system is shown in Figure 5.7-1.
Tabie 5.7-2. Significant Reference Configuration Parameters
Command Frequency
Modulation
Command Bit Rate
Command Bit Error Rate
No. of Outputs
No. of Telemetry Inputs
Bits Per Word
TI.M Data Rate
Modulation
Transmitting Frequency
Transmitter Power
Tracking
Tracking Accuracy
1700-1850MHz
FSK/PM
100 bps
10-5
390 implemented
628
7
500 bps or 8 kbps
PCM/PSK/PM
2200-2300 MHz
1 Watt
Goddard Range and Range Rate
0.02 °
5.7.3 COMMAND SUBSYSTEM OPERATION
Command information will 1_ transmitted to the vehicle as frequency-shift keyed (Fqlq
data phase.modulated onto the carrier. The command receiver will detect the carrier
and provide tile subearriccs to the command detector. Three subcarriers will be p,'ovided
corresponding to a data 1, O, and S. At the start of command tc'msmission, a ('(mtinuous
stream of S pulses will be transmitted to turn on the decoding portion of the command suit-
system. The command detector will demodulate the respective subcarrier and generate
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i output pulses corresponding to the detected information,which is then provided to the
command decoder. A squelch circuit in the command detector activates the decoder power
supply when a signal above the preset threshold is received. The preamble of S-pulses is
used to allow the decoder power supplies to attain the proper voltage levels before command
information is transmitted. The receiver will be used for both tracking and command
reception. A block diagram of the Goddard R and R transponder indicating the point where
the command information is extracted is shown in Figure 5.7-2. The transmission of
command and tracking data will be time-shared so as to minimize interference between
the signals and minimize modifications required at the ground terminals. (Simultaneous
operation would require additional equipment at the ground stations to mix the command and
tracking data. )
The command decoder consists of two separate units; the main portion will be located in tie
rift equipment module, and the secondary portion located in the earth-viewing equipment
module. These units shall be designated the A section and B section of the decoder,
respectively. The A section contains the input logic, part of the control logic, and the
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decoding matrixes required for commanding components in the aft equipment module. The
B section contains control and decoding logic for commanding components in the earth-
viewing equipment module and for interfacing with the Polaris star tracker and the memory.
A functional block diagram of both sections of the command decoder is shown in Figure 5.7-3.
A command word consists of 26 bits: 5 bits for vehicle identification, 4 bits for word
address, 15 function bits, I bit for parity, and 1 spare bit. When a command word is
received the decoder checks the vehicle ID, the bit count, and parity in response to an
S-pulse at the completion of the word. If the parity, bit count, and vehicle ID are correct,
an execute signal is gener:_ted. This execute signal strobes the word address decoding
matrix. If the word address indicates that the command is "o be decoded in the A section,
a strobe is applied to the decoding logic corresponding to the addressed word. The command
corresponding to the states of the function bits is then executed. If the word address indicates
that the command is to be decoded by the B section of the decoder, shift pulses will be
generated to read the function bits and three of the address bits out of section A and into
section B.
¸
EXECUTE
'1"
IJI T|H'I DEC(tl)ING ]
I,_)1;1( _------
, _1
Figllre .5. _',-o". Commnnd Decoder, Functional Block Diagram
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Only one bit of the word address is used to determine if the A or B section is to beused.
This bit would not have to be transmitted to the B section. At the completion of the trans-
mission of the 18bits to section B, anend-of-word pulse will be sent. The B section will
then proceed to decodethe address bits and to execute the commandcorresponding to the
function bits.
When the execute signal is initiated in section A, an accept signal will be sent to the tele-
metry subsystem. In the absenceof anexecute signal, reject pulses will be sent to telemetry
when S pulses are being received by the decoder.
T_o decoding schemes will be implemented in the decoders. First, a large percentage of
the decoding is to be performed on a per bit basis. That is, each bit represents a function
When the bit is a one, the flmction is to be "enabled"; if the bit is a zero, the function is to
be "disabled. " Therefore, for each 15-bit command word implemented with this decoding,
15 ON/OFF commands can be provided.
The second decoding approach is implemented to decrease the number of command output
drive circuits. It is used primarily in the experiment subsystem where n command is used
to select one function ou_ of a group of functions. As an example of the technique to be
used consider the relay logic shown in Figure 5.7-4, which is to individually control ei._ht
ON/OFF relays. Eiglit latching relays are shown. If the first decoding approach was used
to control these ralays, 16 output gates would be necessary. As shown ill the fi_ure, only
eight output gates are re(Nired for this approach. (These gates, of course, reqt_ire more
drive capability than the 16-gate configuration.) This decoding lo_e will be implemented
for those functions for which, if the control relay driver failed, total system failure
woukl not occur. (One of the disadvantages of this approach is that if one relay fails, four
functions will be affected.)
There are two components which require distal data from the command ctecoder. The star
I,'nel<er r,'(itlires 15 hils t_ _lel'ine the ofl'set angle (see Section ,q. l). The orientation
_'Olil I'_,1 :;lli):_.\ _-:[C'ltl ;l]:q_'_ I'{'_lllil'_l','-; I];ll:l t_ _l('line lhe lime ol OCt'lll'l'("lll't' _1" VOl'llit'l" tlov::le
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firing from the sun sensor reference point and the time duration of this firing. The time of
radial nozzle firing from the reading of the sun sensor signal can vary from 0 to a00 milli-
seconds. It is desirable to have a timing resolution of 1 millisecond; therefore 10 bits are
required for this function. It is also necessary to define the duration of the firing via the
command system: this duration varies from 100 to 200 milliseconds with I millisecond
resolution, requiring 7 data bits. The command subsystem must also pro_qde data to define
the number of firings which is to occur. This can vary from 1 to 1000 requiring 10 data bits.
Two command addresses will lie used to control the nozzle firing, one for the 10 bits defining
the time of firing and 5 of the 7 bits defining the time duration, and the second for the 10 bits
defining the number of firings and 2 bits to define the remainder of the time duration.
The remainder of the spacecraft requires ON/OFF or selection type of commands. There
are 5 word addresses to decodo these types of commands on the earth viewing-equipment
modulo and 8 worcl addresses in the aft equipment module, providing a capability of 150
and 2.10 outputs,respectively.
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5.7.3.1 Star Tracker Memory
The command system contains a memory which is used for updating the declination of
Polaris as the vehicle orbits the earth. The following timbal angle command is required
for proper spacecraft orientation control.
Gimbal angle command = %ff + (90 deg - 5) sin (Wet + d)
where 0of f = offset pointing angle, -8.7 deg g _ off < + 8.7 deg
5 = declination of star (89.09 ° N)
= rotational velocity of earth = 15 deg/hr
e
t -- time in hours
= phase angle 0_ d <- 180 deg
The use of this signal is described in detail in Section 5.4.
The command resolution of 20 arc-seconds is required. The 0 off will be established by the
15-bit command previously discussed, giving a resolution of 7 arc seconds. The sinusoidal
function has a command resolution of approximately 13 arc-seconds. This sinusoidal
function is generated by the memory. The period of the sinusoid is 24 hours. The memory
contains a stored sine wave in the form of time increments. The contents of the memory
are continuously compared to the reference clock. When the clock and a word in the memory
agree an output pulse is generated to the star tracker incrementing the gimbal angle command
by either plus one or minus one interval. The memory is presently sized for 250, 13-bit
words. The clock resolution is 5 seconds, The selection of the parameters for this memory
and a possible alternate approach is described in more detail in Section 6.6.4.
The initiation of the clock will be performed by ground command. There will be 12 points
(2 hours apart) at which the clock can be started. This would mean that if the vehicle had
lost its reference for some reason, then a maximum period of two hours is required before
an accurate gimbal angle offset can be commanded.
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5.7.4 TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
The telemetry subsystemsamples the diagnostic, operational, and experimental monitors
throughout the vehicle and transmits this information to the ground station. The telemetry
subsystem is a PCM/PSK/PM system operating at a frequency in the 2200 to 2300 MHz range.
Data is transmitted at one of two possible data rates; 500 bps and 8 kbps. The low rate is
used during the spin mode because of the low antenna gains. The desired data rate is
selected by command. The PCM data bi-phase-modulates a 1. 024 MHz subcarrier which
phase-modulates the carrier.
The PCM format consists of a 128oword main frame with seven bits per word. A four-word
frame sync is provided. Two telemetry processors and six subcommutators are implemented
in the reference design. One telemetry processor and four subcommutators are located in
the aft equipment module,and one telemetry processor and two subcommutators are located
in the earth-viewing equipment module. The purpose of the separation is to minimize the
cabling between the two equipment modules.
Only one of the telemetry processors will operate at a time, the selection being dependent
on what experiments are being performed. Some data wires will still have to run between
the equipment modules for the fore and aft monitoring which must occur "simultaneously. "
During the spin mode, the telemetry subsystem will operate at a rate of 500 bps. The
output of the telemetry transmitter will be switched between the "A, " "B, " and "C" antennas
during this mode. The "A" antenna provides coverage for_+20 degrees about the pitch-roll
plane and is omnidirectional about the spin axis. The "B" antenna provides coverage in the
positive yaw direction (_70 °) and the "C" antenna in the negative yaw direction _45°).
The selection of the proper antenna will be performed by ground command. During the
stabilized mode, the telemetry subsystem can operate at either the 500obps or 8.kbps rate,
with the 8-kbps rate being preferred. The telemetry transmitter will operate with antenna
"D" for this mode of operation. The "D" antenna is a high-gain antenna on the positive yaw
axis.
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While the parabolic reflector is unfolding,the telemetry subsystem will be commanded to
the subcommutation "speed-up" mode. In this mode, the telemetry processor will only be
sampling two channels, the two corresponding to the two subcommutators monitoring the
large antenna. The sampling rates of these two subcommutators will be increased during
this mode to provide the output data rate of 8kbps, Special synchronization words will be
provided during this mode.
Each telemetry processor will have an input capability of 122 equivalent analog channels
and each subcommutator will have a capability of 64 analog inputs. A typical main frame
is shown in Figure 5.7-5. This provides a total capability of 378 equivalent analog channels
for the aft equipment module and 250 equivalent analog channels for the earth-viewing equ:p-
m ent module.
The telemetry processor will be a design extension of the Gravity Gradient Test Satellite
(GGTS) telemetry processor. The transmitter will be a modified version of the transmitting
section of the Goddard Range and Range Rate transponder.
5.7.4.1 "i:elemetry Monitors Requiring Additional Circuitry
Only one source of data for diagnostic and operational telemetry requires a significant amouni
of additional circuitry to accomplish the measurement. This does not include telemetry
associated with the experiments.
D
During the spin mode, it is necessary to determine the vehicle spin rate and spin vector
attitude with the aid of sun sensors. Two sun sensors, with a view angle separation of
about 35 degrees, are used as part of the attitude determination. It is necessary to
determine the time difference of the intercept of the sun between the two sensors with a
resolution of about I millisecond so that an attitude determination accuracy of 0.2 degrees
can be achieved. This is accomplished by using a counter which is started bv the interception
of the sun by the "reference" sun sensor and stopped by the sun interception on the second
sun sensor. A 1-kttz signal is gated into the counter during this period, providing the 1-
millisecond timing resolution. The l-ktIz signal is obtained t'rom the memory/clock.
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Figure 5.7-5. Typical Main Frame
It is also necessary to determine the spin rate by use of the sun sensor. This is implemented
in a similar manner using the same 1-kHz clock, but starting and stopping the counter
using the sun intercept signal from the reference sun sensor only. In this manner, a
measurement is made every other revolution.
In order to be certain an erroneous telemetry signal does not occur due to the telemetry
system sampling the counter while it is counting, an additional signal will be provided to
telemetry (for each counter) to indicate that it is in a counting cycle. The first counter will
be sampled at least twice per revolution, and the second counter at least once per revolution.
5.7.5 TI{A('KING SUBSYS'FI,_M ()TJEILa_TI()N
Th(' (',odd:lrd I{an_e and Range Rate System will t_ used to accurately track the spacecraft.
A 2--chamlcl, sequential mode ofol)cration will be used with a highest major tone of 100
kHz. Tracking information will be time-shared with command and telemetry transmissions.
The tracking transponder will consist of a section of the command receiver and the telemetry
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transmitter. The extraction of the tracking information from the received signal is shown
on a modified block diagram of the Goddard Range and Range Rate receiver (Figure 5.7-2).
When vehicle tracking is to take place, a command is transmitted to the vehicle to turn
on the T&T transmitter and place it in the tracking mode. This essentially connects the
tracking output of the receiver to the T&T transmitter. The ground station then proceeds
to transmit the tracking data to the vehicle. If a command must now be sent or telemetry
data is desired, the tracking will be terminated and the required commands transmitted
to perform the desired functions.
During telemetry transmission, the ground station can still angle track; however, this does
not provide the vehicle position accuracy required for the circulization of the orbit and
stati onke eping.
During the vehicle spin mode only low-gain antennas are available. Preliminary calculations
have indicated that the 1-watt transmitter will be sufficient for tracking during this period.
The tracking subsystem was originally sized using the 10-watt transmitter in the experiment
equipment. The higher power transmitter was chosen because poor antenna gains were
expected luring this mode. tTowever, the antenna gains proved to be higher than originally
expected allowing the use of the 1-watt transmitter. The power profile &aring this mode
assumes use of the 10-watt transmitter.
During the vehicle spin mode it is also necessary to determine vehie]e attit_ute. This is
accomplished by use of sun sensors and polarization angle measurements of i he carrier
transmitted via the "A" antenna. The telemetry/tracking carrier has tentatively been
selected to be the reference signal for measuring the polarization angle, since utilization
of this transmitter would not necessitate additional equipment. The transmission frequency
is approximately 2300 Mllz, and data on the S.xmcom polarization angle measurements in
about Ihe same fre(_mncy range (1820 MHz) indicates an accuracy c,f ,rely 2 degrees.
llowever, sufficient information on the present capabilities for measuring these :ingles is
nol avail:fide and the ccmfidencc level of the S._qmom data was not certain. Therefore, a
del.i/il :lnal\'sis and imph'menlation of the measurement scheme ('(mid ll(*t l}(, tl_lf]el'l:ll;.e11,
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but it is believed that at least a +1 degree accuracy can be attained. Results of a pre-
liminary analysis indicates that it would be more desirable to transmit at X-band rather
than S-band. S-band transmission has been utilized on the reference design until more
information on the overall problem is attained. Additional discussion of polarization angle
measurements is presented iri Section 6.5.
5.7.6 TT&C ANTENNAS
5.7.6.1 Antenna Coverage
It is desirable to have onmidirectional coverage for telemetry, tracking, and command in
all modes of operation. However, due to mounting limitations, the size of the parabolic
reflector and the type of coverage required,only 85 percent coverage has been realized
during the spin mode and 100 percent during the stabilized mode.
There are three modes of operation in which the telemetry and command coverage con-
straints are different. The modes are: (a) transfer orbit/spin mode, (b) svnchronous orbit/
spin mode, and (c) synchronous orbit/stabilized mode.
Ducing the transfer orbit the vehicle is spin stabilized. The time history of a required
antenna half-beam angle to various ground stations, based on a minimum elevation angle of
5 degrees trom the ground station is shown in Figure 5.7-6. The half-beam angle is as
defined in Figure 5.7-7. The satellite is oriented 19.4 degrees to the equator during this
mode. By using antenna "A" exclusively, sufficient data will be available to obtain "/ fix
on the vehicle position. (Antenna "A" provides a 40 ° beamwidth, toroidial pattern about
the spin axis.) Figure 5.7-6 indicates the amount of time telemetry data will be received
During the s_mchronous orbit/spin mode, the vehicle is still spinning with a orientation of
the spin axis of 19.4 degrees to the orbital plane. Figure 5.7-_ shows the half-beam angle
as seen from Rosman _lnd T_1ojave during this mode of operation. The curves are cvclic
x_ith a period of approximately 24 hours. The telemetry coverage provided bv each antenna
during this too,it of operation is sho\_ in the illustration. No significant data in ln_t durinv
tt,,_ period when no coverage i_ obtained. During the synchronous orbit stabilized mode, onl\-
_ht" high-..,lln '.llltCl_ll_l is US('(I.
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The coverage provided by each antenna is
summarized pictorially in Figure 5.7-9
and the switching requirements for the
antenna is shown in Figure 5.7-10.
For command reception, two antennas are
coupled together in order to provide a
broad coverage. During the spin mode
the input to the receiver will be obtained
from antennas B and C. Due to combining
of the antenna outputs, lobing patterns will
be obtained in the pitch-roll plane (squinted
in the negative yaw direction). During the
earth-stabilized mode the inputs to the re-
ceiver will be obtained from antennas C
!tAI.F-BEAM
AN(;I.E
I_}: FEItEN('E 1)I#_%F:,
2. T() _;|)1", AX!S
s l'A'nON
EAR I'll
Figure 5.7-7. Half-Beam Angle Definition
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and D. Switching from antenna B to antenna D will be accomplished by ground command
and backed up by the unfolding of the parabolic reflectors. For this combination of antennas
severe lobing will occur in the pitch-roll plane but this is of no significance as the vehicle
is stabilized. The 1obing pat_erns in the pitch-roll plane for both modes of operation are
eliminated when the preferred redundant design (discussed in Section 5.6.8) is implemented.
5.7.6.2 Antenna Design
Three different types of antennas are required to provide the specified coverage for the
TT&C subsystem.
A coaxial array is used for transmission of telemetry and tracking data and for the polar-
ization measurements. A truncated conical spiral is used for transmission of telemetry
and tracking data, and reception of command and tracking data. Two flush.mounted cavities
are used for the transmission of telemetry and tracking data and for reception of tracking
and command information.
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Figure 5. 7-9. Antenna Coverage
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Figure 5.7-10. Antenna Switching Reference Configuration
One flush-mounted cavity (antenna D) is mounted on the face of the earth-viewing equipment
module and the other (antenna C) on the aft equipment module with its axis in the negative
yaw direction. Broad circular polarized patterns are obtained. The maximum gain referred
to a circularly polarized isotropic antenna is 5 dB; +3 dB poir.ts are at +30 degrees and -t0 d]3
points are approximately 140 degrees apart. The axial ratio at the -10 dB points is about
10 dB. The presence of the apogee motor will cause some interference patterns on the aft
flushed-mounted cavity, but this is not expected to significantly affect the gain within the
desired beamwidth. (The margin calculations for this antenna are based on -3 dB gain at
+ 45 °.)
The antenna consists of a 3-inch-diameter cavity 1.5 inches deep, containing a short helix
feed encapsulated in polyurethane foam (see Figure 5.7-11). This is covered with a 1/2-
inch-thick fiberglass disk. A mou_ting flange and TNC connector complete the assembly.
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Figure 5. 7-11. Antenna Design
One truncated conical spiral,along with a colinear array,is required for coverage in the
positive yaw direction during the spin mode. This antenna system is mounted on a rod
extending from the earth-viewing equipment module. The rod allows the colinear array to
be sufficientlyseparated from the equipment module so that significantblockage does
not occur in the negative yaw direction. The colinear array is mounted coaxially on the
truncated spiral (see Figure 5.7-11). When the parabolic reflector is unfolded, this
antenna system is swung back,becoming parallel to the pitch-roll plane, so that it does not
cause interference with the interferometer.
The gain of the truncated spiral within +70 degrees of the axis is -3 dB minimum. The
10-dB width is greater than 180 degrees and the axial ratio at 90 degrees is 6 dB. The
conical spiral can be truncated since the extensive bandwidth capability of a fullconical
spiral is not required.
5.7-2t
The colinear array (antenna A) resembles two dipole elements placed end to end, and is
realized by the use of two circumferential slots in a dielectric filled coaxial line. The
coaxial line. The colinear array is longitudinally polarized. The 3.<lB width in the plane
of polarization is 40 degrees, and the pattern is omnidirectional in the traverse plane.
The combined antenna assembly has an overall length of 9 inches and a maximum diameter
(conical spiral base) of 3 inches.
5.7.7 MARGIN CALCULATIONS
Margin calculations for the telemetry, tracking, and command links for the various modes
of operation are given in Tables 5.7-3, 5.7-4 and 5.7-5. A deviation of 1.6 radians has
been used for telemetry. This deviation has not been optimized. It may be possible to use
a different index for the two telemetry rates so that a more optimum balance of margins
can be achieved_ however,the details of this have not been investigated.
The large variations in line loss are due to the long cable runs between the transmitter/
receiver and the antennas on the earth-viewing equipment module. The margin calculations
indicate that adequate margin in all modes of operations with the use of the 1-watt trans-
mitter.
For the Goddard Range and Range Rate tracking system, a 2-channel, secluential mode of
operation has been assumed with a highest major tone of 100 kHz. Receiver master
band_idth position No. 2 has been assumed in the calculations (Reference - Goddard Range
and Range Rate (GRR-2) Design Evaluation Report - Contract No. NAS5-9731) for the
stabilized mode and bandwidth position No. 4 for the spin mode. Based on the signal-to-
noise ratios for each tone, as indicated in the margin calculation, an equivalent rms range
error of approximately 8 meters, and an rms range rate error of better than 0. 018
meters/sec can be expected.
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Table 5.7-3. Margin Calculations - Telemetry Data
TELEMETRY DATA TELEMETRY _A]N_]XB
Ga/n Loss Power Oal_
(dB) (dB) (dBm) (dB)
50Transmitter Power (IW)
Modulation Loss (_? = 1.6)
Line Loss
Antenmt A
Antenna B
Antenna C
Antenna D
R F Swttehes
Antenna A
Antenna B
Antenna C
Antenna D
D/plexer
Antenna A
Antmma B
Antenna C
Antenna D
Vehicle Antenna Gain
Antenna A ( ± 20 °)
Anterma B ( ± 70 °)
Antenna C (± 45 °)
Antenna D (± 30 °)
Space Losses (19,500 nm, 2500 MHz)
Grmmd Anterma Gain (30 ft)
Power Available at Receiver
Antenna A
Antenna B
Antenna C
Antenna D
Receiver Noise Density
(Te = 400 ° K)
Detection Noise Bandwidth
500 bps
8 kbps
Detection Noise Power
500 bps
8 kbps
Required S/N
Required Power at Receiver
500 bps
kbps
Margin
Antemla A
Antenna B
Antenna C
k_mtenna D - 500 bps
Antenna D - 8 kbl_
44.2
tl.13
10.43
14.55
]6.83
•I. 83
1.87
3.8
3.8
0.28
3.4
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.4
0.4
190.8
27
39
8.0
-125.97
-126.57
-122.45
-120.17
- 127.6/Hz
-145.6
-133.6
- 157
-125
Transmitter Power
Modulation Loss (_ = I. 6)
Line Loss
Antemna A
Ant,tuna B
Aninmm C
Antenna D
RF Switches
Antmma A
Antenna B
Antmma C
Antenna D
Dip|exor
Antemm A
Antenna B
Antmma C
/mtmma D
Vehtcle Antenna Ga/n
An_,e ^ (* 20°)
Antenna B (* 70 °)
Ant_na C ( * 45 °)
Antenna D ( * 30 °)
S_ace Loss (19. 500 rim, MHz)
Ground Antenna Gain (30 ft)
Power Available at Receiver
Antmma A
Antenna B
Ant_mna C
Antenna D
Receiver Noise Power
(Te = 400 ° K; 1 kHz bandwidth)
Threshold S/N
Required Power at ]k_ceiver
Margin
Antenna A
Antenna B
Antenna C
Antenna D
44.2
5.75
5,05
9.17
11.45
(d_)
8.85
3.8
3.8
0.28
3.4
0,6
0.9
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.4
0.4
190.8
Power
(dBm)
30
-130.85
-131. 55
- l_.y. 43
- 125.15
-142.6
-186.6
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Table 5.7-4. Margin Calculations - Tracking
Gain Power
(dB) (dB) OBm)
Carrh, r
Subeavrier
Major 'l'onv (2)
Mbmr Tone (5)
Cod_,
Hecelver Norse Density
(TP 460 ° K)
Total Received Sf_ml Power
to Noiae l_0_Ir Density
Carci,.r
_bearrler
M_i_r rose (2)
MmoP Forte (5)
Co,:c
Carrier" Vhas4e Lock Loop
Acquisition Bltadwidth (60 HI)
Acquisition g/N
Tracking Bandwidth (20 llz)
Tracklllg S/N
SubcarrJ(r Phase Lock Loop
Aequiaxtion Bandwidth (60 IIz)
Al'qxlisitlon S/ N
l"r_lcking Bandwidth (20 Hz)
"I'r_cking S/N
Ma}or ltangiog Tones
"l'r;ickl. g [igndwldih (o. 1 Hz)
I'l'acklng S/ N
, Mimer IUmgin g ['OIH'a
L _lcklel g Jt_ndwl0lh (0. I IIg)
l'v;l..l,..t_S/ N
30
Antenna C
(dBm/Hs)
123.02
L 130.63
- 136.19
-147.58
- 140.40
-172/HI
46.98
41.37
35.81.
24.42
31.60
(dR)
17.78
3].20
13.00
35.98
1.7.78
23.39
13.00
28.37
-10.00
45.81
-i0.00
34.42
8TABILIZE_tIQ._
('min
(tin)
44.2
Trgnsmitter power (IW)
Mod_ation /_ss
Carrier
Subearrter
Major Tone (2)
Minor To_e (5)
Code
Line hos_s
R F Swtinhee
Diplexer
Vehicle A/ttenna Gain :3
,"]pace Ioes (10,500 r_rn, 3300 MHz)
Ground Antenna Gain (30 ft)
Power Available at Receiver
Carrier
Subcarrler
Major Tone (2)
Minor Tone (5)
Code
Receiver Noise Density (460 ° K)
Total Received Signal Power to NoiSe Pc_er Density
Carrier
Subcarrier
Major Tone (2)
bltnor Tone (5)
Code
Carrier Phase lock Loop
Acquisition /_ndw/dth (800 HZ)
Acqullltlon S/N
Tracking ]_ndw|dth (328 Hz)
Tracking S/N
Subcarrier Phase Lock Loop
Acquisition _dwid_h (600 Hg)
Acquilition S/N
TraCking l_ndwldth (B20 Hz)
Tracking S/N
Major Ranging Tones
Tracking Bandwidth (t Hz)
Tracking S/ N
Minor Ranging Tones
Traek_g Bandwidth (0.3 Hz)
Tracking S/N
dBm/Hz
51.26
43.65
30.09
26.7
33.88
23.46
26. I
15.85
10.49
38.09
31. Og
Power
(d]Sm)
30
-120.75
-1.28,35
-133.9t
_145.3
-138.12
_173/Hz
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Table 5.7 - 5.
Transmitter Power (10(kW)
Transmitter Antenna Gain
SpaceLoss
Minimum Vehicle AntennaGain
(Relative to CP)
Line Losses
Diplexer Loss
RF Switch Loss
Power at Receiver
Receiver Noise Density (10 dB NF)
BaudRate (1000baud, 1 kHZ BW)
-5Required S/N (10 bauderror rate)
Required Subcarrier Power
Margin
Margin Calculations CommandLink
LossGain
12.4
(dB)
188.6
20
4
0.4
0.4
(dB)
42
30
20.2
Power
(dBm)
7O
-i01.4
-164/Hz
-113.8
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5.7.8 IMPLEMENTATION OF REDUNDANCY
The reference design does not apply any redundancy to assure reliable system operation.
However, the need for redundancy is obvious since a failure in a critical area could cause
total mission failure. A preferred redundancy configuration has tentatively been established.
This configuration is shown in Figure 5.7-12. Several changes have to be made to the basic
reference design in order to implement the redundancy.
The use of two receivers eliminates the need for the hybrid, but this is replaced by an RF
transfer switch. Each receiver will now be connected to a different antenna. This will
eliminate the lobing encountered in the pitch-roll plane due to the use of the hybrid on the
one-receiver configuration. The position of the transfer switch is to be controlled by a
timer. The timer is reset each time the command system is interrogated. If no commands
have been transmitted for some fixed period, the transfer switch will change position. The
receivers and respective command detectors will operate continuously.
The spare bit in the command decoder will be used as a decoder identification bit. Commands
transmitted to the vehicle via either of the receivers will be fed to both decoders. The
decoder which is to process the command is controlled by the decoder identification bit.
Only one decoder will be executing a command at a time.
For redundancy in the telemetry subsystem, block redundancy has been used for all
components except the subcommutatorso
Changes in the antenna switching network are summarized in Figure 5.7-13. Power,
weight,and size summary for the reference and redundant configuration is given in Section
5.7.9.
5.7.9 POWER, WEIGHT, AND SIZE SUMMARY
Table 5.7-6 summarizes the component power, weight, and size estimates of the reference
design and the" redundant design. The two sections of the command decoder have been con-
sidered as one unit for purposes of this chart. The decoder converters each have internal
redundancy such that, if a section fails, at least one of the decoders will still be receiving
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Figure 5.7-12. TT&C Block Diagram,
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Figure 5.7-13. Antenna Switching, Redundant Configuration
power. The telemetry subcommutators have not been implemented redundantly in either
mode since the failure of any subcommutator will not cause total mission failure. The duty
cycles indicated in the diagram are based on a nominal 7-1/2 hour experiment per day,
with a 5 percent duty cycle the remainder of the day. Table 5.7-7 summarizes the design
status of the equipment.
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Table 5.7-7. Summary of Design Status
Component
Receiver
Command Detector
Command Decoder
Relay Box
Memory and Clock
Subcommutator
Telemetry Processor
T L.M and Tracking
Transmitter
Receiver Converter
Decoder C onverter
TLM Converter
Design Status
Modified Motorola
Transponder
Modified TRW "SGI._"
Signal Conditioner
New Design
New Design
New Design
New Design
Modified GGTS
TLM Processor
Modified Motorola
Transponder
New Design
New Design
New Design
Program
Lunar Orbiter
AF Programs
m
Comments
w
GGTS-GGII
Standard Design
Approach
Lunar Orbiter
tT
Standard Design
Approach
T_
TT
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D 5o 8 POWER
5.8.1 REQUIREMENTS
The power subsystem is required to supply electrical power to the spacecraft during two
phases of launch and during orbital operation in a synchronous orbit. The subsystem must
provide power for the orbital loads for a period of two years beginning in the time period
1969-1970. Power must be supplied for both the sunlit portions of the orbit and the umbra
periods. The load requirements for the various mission phases are presented below.
5.8.1.1 Launch Load Profiles and Spacecraft Sun-Orientation
There are two phases of launch during which power is required for operation of the space-
craft; for 15.75 hours during the transfer orbit and for about two days during the vernier
maneuvers of the near-synchronous orbit. At the time these loads occur, the spacecraft
is separated from the booster, is unshrouded in the stowed configuration of launch, and
spinning at the rate of approximately 72 rpm. The orientation of the spacecraft spin axis
to a normal to the equatorial plane may be as small as 65 degrees and the angle between
the projection of the spin axis onto the ecliptic plane and the sun direction may be between
75 and 105 degrees. In addition, since launch may occur at any time of the year, the sun
can be inclined plus or minus 23.5 degrees to the equatorial plane.
During the spin-stabilized orbit transfer phase, only telemetry, tracking, and polarization
angle measurements power is required over and above the base load. In the near-synchro-
nous phase, a few hours of thruster solenoid operating power is required. The following
list contains the components and the power levels from which the load requirements of
Figure 5.8-1 and 5.8-2 were generated.
Component
Orientation Control
Signal Proces sor/E] ect rc,_xics
Accelerometer
Power (Watts) Duty Cycle
3 100%
7.6 100%
5.8-1
+! i _
0 '2 4 6 8 10 12
TIME (fIR)
14 16
Figure 5.8-1. Load Power Requirements During Launch Transfer Orbit
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G, 8--'),_
Component Power (Watts) Duty Cycle
TT&C
Receiver Converter
Decoder Converter
Tracking Transmitter
T/M Converter
T/M Transmitter
Heaters
Vernier Thrusting
Solenoid Operator
6.7
11.7
50
8.35
16
9.6
45
100%
100%
25%*
60% orbit-trans
25% near-synch
100%
(2.5 hr
10% maximum in
synch orbit
only)
*.Additional analyses have shown a good possibility of using the 16 watt tracking trans-
mitter used in the in-orbit phase; however, the profile of Figures 5.8-1 and 5.8-2 will
continue to show 50 watts.
5.8.1.1.1 Transfer Orbit
The design load requirements for the transfer orbit phase of spacecraft operation, derived
from the above table of component load requirements, are presented in Figure 5.8-1. All
the loads in Figure 5.8-1 are in terms of the power required at 28 vdc. (Where necessary
the power requirements for voltage conversion equipment have been included with the loads
shown. ) The period of maximum umbra which could occur during the equinox time of year
is indicated in the illustration.
5.8.1.1.2 Near-Synchronous Orbit
Similarly, the load requirements for the near-synchronous orbit phase of spacecraft
operation are presented in Figure 5.8-2.
5.8.1.2 Orbit Load Profile and Spacecraft Sun- Orientation
The load requirements for the orbit phase of vehicle operation are presented in Figure
5.8-3. Except for 27 watts of the orientation control load requirements, which requires
400 Hz, 2-phase ac power, all the loads are in terms of the power required at 28 vdc.
This reference design load profile is based on the following subsystem requirements:
5.8-3
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Component Power (Watts) Du_ Cycle
1. ()rientation Control - (Either in orbit base loads, or initial stabilization)
,
3.
.
,
Earth Tracker
Star Sensor
Flywheel Motors
Flywheel and Jet Controller
Sensor Signal Processor
3-Axis Gyro Package
Gyro Electronics
7
8
30
15
30
15
15
100% except Init. Stab:
100% except Init. Stab.
100% except Init. Stab.
100% except Init. Stab.
100% + Init. Stab.
Init. Stab. only
Init. Stab. only
C ontinuous
InitialStabilization
(70)
60
100% except Init. Stab.
Init. Stab. only
Stationkeep'mg Thrusting: 85 20% (_ 5 hrs/day)
H eater s:
C ontinuous
No experiment transmitters
or thrusters on.
9.6 100%
22 35%
Receiver C onverter
Decoder Converter
T racking T r an s mitter
T/M Converter
T/M T ran smitter
C ontinu ou s
6.7 100%
11.7 100%
16 25_7_
8.35 30c_ 5% when no exp. on,
16 _ _I
.)Oa - 100c,{{,during exps.
(18)
Ex_periments - The following list of experiments represents a typical ATS-4 measure-
ment sequence and was derived for the purpose of sizing the power S/S. Additional
experiment information is presented in Section 8. The experiment sequence is
initiated 11.6 hours after the start of the ATS-4 day and terminates 7.5 hours later.
Time after start
of experiments
(Minutes)
0000-0040
0000-00,10
00,1 O- 024 0
00.t O- 024 0
Measurement
Parabolic Antenna Gain
Interferometer, Receive Mode
Parabolic Antenna Boresight
Interferometer, Reception Mode
Power
Required
(Watts)
50
50
50
50
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Time after start
of experiments
(Minutes) Measurement
Power
Required
(Watts)_
0240-0340 Parabolic Antenna-Trans- 7 0
reception
0330-0340 Interferometer, Receive Mode 50
0340-0540 Parabolic Antenna, Pattern 50
0340-0540 Interferometer, Receive Mode 50
0540-07 00 Interferometer Exercises 88
0700-0730 Phased Array, 4-Beam 420
Summarizing the above data, the base load is 98 watts (70 watts orientation control, 18.4
watts TT&C, and 9.6 watts heaters). An additional 22 watts are required to provide
heating when the experiment transmitters are not operating. For the typical ATS-4 day,
six 1-hour tracking periods are shown. Telemetry data is normally required at a 5 percent
duty cycle; during experiment operation however, continuous telemetry is required.
Including heat-up time prior to thruster firing, approximately 4.8 hours of stationkeeping
power at a level of 85 watts is required.
For design of the array and batteries, the time for occurrence of the umbra is as shown in
Figure 5.8-3, whereas the peak load may occur at any time, including the umbra period.
During normal orbit operation, the spacecraft + Z-axis is directed toward the earth and
lies in the equatorial orbit plane. The sunline therefore varies from lying in this plane for
the equinox orbits to plus or minus 23.5 degrees inclination to the plane for the summer
and winter solstice orbits, respectively.
5.8.2 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
5.8.2.1 Subsystem Selection
5. s.2.1.1 General
For the scheduled launch period of 1969-70, the orbit and mission life requirement of two
years practically dictated the use of solar energy conversion using silicon solar cells as
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the primary energs_ source, and the use of nickel-cadmium batteries for energy storage.
The major tradeoff considerations in selection of the power subsystem are related to the
selection of the optimum configuration for the array and the selection of the best power
conditioning equipment to provide for the load requirements of the mission, with simplicity
being a basic issue in all of the tradeoffs.
5.8.2.1.2 Array
Considering the supporting role of the power subsystem relative to the primary mission
objectives of the ATS-4 vehicle, a fixed array was chosen early in the design study for
system simplicity and reliability over a sun-oriented array. The location, orientation,
and number of array panels then became the major considerations.
As shown in detail in Section 6. 6.3, the optimum location for the array panels considering
minimum shadowing effects and minimum deployment complexity and weight, turned out to
be at the periphery of the parabolic reflector. Although the parabolic reflector structure
is over 75 percent porous to sunlight transmission, the shadowing effects on arrays deployed
directly off the aft equipment module behind the reflector would reduce the array power
output to practically zero without series element bypass diode protection in the array, and
to about 50 percent with the use of bypass diodes for over 90 degrees of each orbit. The
use of batteries to supplement array power during such long periods of severe reflector
shadowing would involve a large weight penalty, as compared to the weight of structure
required to deploy the panels to the periphery of the reflector structure where reflector
shadow effects are minimized.
The number and orientations of the panels were selected to provide a relatively uniform
array power output for all the orbital sun angles while accommodating minimum hinging
and rotations for deployment from the stowed configuration of launch. Resultant symmetry
of the deployed panel areas about the vehicle was also a basic consideration.
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5.8.2.1.3 Power Conditioning Equipment
The power conditioning equipmentcomparison studies were directed toward providing a
single regulated voltage to the loads. This single regulated voltage distribution system,
which decentralizes any additional required voltage conversion equipment to the individual
user loads, was selected over a centralized, multiple voltage distribution system for the
flexibility it allows in accommodating individual load changes. For a vehicle designedto
accommodatemany experiments, with many different voltages and load distributions
involved, flexibility of the power system was deemedessential for simplicity of inte-
gration betweenthe loads andpower system.
Both ac and dc voltage distributions were compared. The selection of dc voltage distri-
bution was made due to a weight and efficiency advantage (see Section 6.6.6.1, Vol II).
After the selection of dc distribution, three methods of providing the dc voltage were com-
pared. Of those compared, no strong advantages in weight or efficiency relative to the
spacecraft weight and power capabi]ity were credible; therefore, a selection was made
based primarily on simplicity of operation (see Section 6.6. _. 2, Vol I1).
5. S. 2.2 Subsystem Block Diagram
A block diagr_m of the preferred power subsystem is presented in Figure 5.8-4 and con-
sists of four solar array panels, three batteries, three battery charge regulators, a pulse
width modulated (PWM) w_ltage regulator, a voltage limiter, a dc-ac inverter, and a
power control unit. The function of the various components are as follows:
a.
b,
e.
Solar Array - Serves as primary source of spacecraft power by photovoltaic
conversion of solar radiation into electrical power.
Batteries - Supply power for umbra loads and for supplement to the array during
peak loads of orbit day.
Batte_.'y Charge ]]cgulators - The battery charge regulators control the rate of
charge to the batteries to a safe level such that the batteries will not experience
degradation due to excess charging.
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Figure 5.8-4. Power Subsystem, Block Diagram
d.
e.
f.
go
PWM Voltage Regulator - The PWM voltage regulator converts the solar array
and battery voltage variations to a regulated 28 + 0.5 vdc. All spacecraft loads
and experiment loads use the regulated dc voltage with the exception of 27 watts
of Orientation Control power, for which a dc-ac inverter is provided. In addition,
the PWM regulator provides a load-sharing inhibitfunction which releases the
battery from sharing the load with the array when the array has capability to
supply all the loads.
Voltage Limiter - The voltage limiter, set for 42 +_ 1 volt, prevents the
array voltage from rising above 43 volts during periods of excess power or
during post-eclipse periods when the array is cold.
DC-AC Inverter - The dc-ac inverter provides 400 Hz, two-phase, sine wave
power to the Orientation Control Subsystem for operation of guidance motors.
Power Control Unit - The Power Control Unit is the controllable junction between
the po,ver subsystem and user loads. It also houses monitoring devices.
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5.8.2.3 General Operational Characteristics
As indicated on the block diagram of Figure 5.8-4, a regulated 28 vdc bus is provided
from the primary and secondary energy source voltage variations of 42. 0 to 30.4 volts
(nominal range) through a PWM switching type regulator. The upper limit of 42. 0 volts
from the array is controlled by the voltage limiter, and the lower limit of source voltage
is established from the battery discharge voltage.
The voltage limiter, battery/battery charge regulator, and loads are shunt loads on the
solar array. The load has priority over all power. The sequence of operation for sun-
light operation is as follows for various load conditions:
a. Load demands are minimum and excess power is available:
1. Battery is charged at maximum current limit.
2. Voltage limiter is shunting excess power.
3. PWM regulator input voltage is at 42 volts nominal.
b. Load demands increase:
1. Battery is charged at maximum current limit.
2. Voltage limiter is off.
3. PWM regulator input voltage is at 41 volts.
c. Load demands increase again:
1. Battery is charged at some current below maximum current limit.
2. PWM regulator input voltage decreases from 41 toward 38 (the assumed
partially charged battery voltage).
d. Load demands increase again:
1. Battery charge regulator is off.
2. PWM regulator input voltage is at 38 volts.
5. _-1 0
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Load demand increases again:
1. Battery discharges to share load with the array.
2. PWM regulator input voltage is at 30.4 volts.
3. Load/inhibit portion of PWM regulator is sensing currents and discharging
capacitor at regular intervals to assure array is not load sharing with the
battery when array has capability to supply all the load.
Load demands decrease small amount:
1. Battery and array load share.
2. Array has capability to provide full load power without aid from the battery,
but battery and array are locked in a load share mode until;
3. Load/inhibit portion of PWM regulator automatically releases the battery
from sharing load and all load is supplied by the array.
Load demand during eclipse is provided by battery only. During this condition:
1. Battery charge regulator is reverse biased.
2. Solar array and voltage limiter are diode isolated.
3. Load inhibit circuit is off.
Therefore, the selected system provides the 28 vdc regulated bus under all modes of
operation.
5.8.2.4 Solar Array Capability
5.8.2.4.1 Orbital Array Power Capability
Figure 5. 8-5 shows the power available from the solar array at the design peak power
point of 41 volts for both the equinox and summer solstice orbits. Array capability is
shown for a new array and at the end of two years. In Table 5.8-1, a summary of the
average power and the total energy capability represented by the curves of Figure 5.8-5
is presehted. For comparison, the total energy required by the loads is also shown.
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Table 5.8-1. Summary of Array Power and Energy Capability
Average
Power, Watts
Total Energy
Per Orbit,
Watt-hours
Load Require-
ments,
Watt-hours
New 2 year end-of-life
*_; = 0 ° _b= 23.5 ° $ = 0 ° $= 23.5 °
392
8950
350
8400
4191
3O4
6930
272
6530
* $ = Sun-orbit Plane Inclination
!-
200
150
100
5(}
20 22 24o i t_ _ 10 12
'HME {HR)
Figure 5.8-5.
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Solar Array Power
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In Figure 5.8-6, the variation of the daffy average array power for times between the new
and end-of-life array capability is presented. The degradation shown is primarily radiation
damage (20 percent at 2 years) with a three percent allowance for losses due to micro-
meteorites and random cell failures assumed linearly distributed with time.
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Figure 5.8-6. Daily Average Array Power vs Time In Orbit
(For Equ/nox and Summer Solstice Orbits)
During each orbit, the solar array panels are subjected to various shadowing effects. There
are three sources of shadows Involved:
ae
b.
Shadows on the X-axis panels due to the equipment modules, parabolic reflector,
and feed support truss. (These shadows are most severe during the equinox
orbits. During the solstice and near-solstice orbits, the earth-viewing equipment
module does not shadow the X-axis panels and the shadowing of the panels begins
at a lower angle of incidence due to the feed support truss. )
Shadows on the Y-axis panels due to the center structural beams. (These shadows
occur for both equinox and solstice and near-solstice orbits. )
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c. Shadowson the Y-axis panels due to the parabolic reflector. (This shadowing
condition exists only during the solstice andnear-solstice orbits. )
Figure 5.8-7 shows the effects that these various shadowing conditions had in producing
the resultant array power curve presented in Figure 5.8-5 for the equinox orbits. The
total energy lost in an orbit due to the shadows is approximately 3.5 percent. Similar
curves are presented in Figure 5.8-8 for the summer solstice orbit. The total energy
lost in an orbit due to the shadows is 3.6 percent. Due to the asymmetry of the Y-axis
solar panels with respect to the X-axis, it can be seen that the shadow losses due to the
parabolic reflector shadowing the Y-axis panel are unsymmetrical with sun inclination
angles to the spacecraft Z-axis during the orbit.
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Figure 5.8-8. End-of-Life Array Power for Summer Solstice Orbit
In Figure 5.8-9, the end-of-life array capability at the loads (i. e., the 28 vdc regulated
bus) is shown superposed on the load profile for the equinox orbit. The array power
supplied to the bus is shown for both the case when the array alone is supplying power and
when it is being supplemented by the battery. It can be seen from the figure that the array
can supply the load power requirements without battery supplement except during the 1.2
hour umbra and during the 30 minute peak load of 555 watts. When battery supplemental
power is required, the array supplies the power shown in the lower curve and all energy
above this curve must be supplied by the battery. The total watt-hours of energy supplied
to the loads by the battery for this orbit is 442 watt-hours.
Similar curves are presented in Figure 5.8-10 for the end-of-life summer solstice orbit.
It can be seen that at this time, the array requires battery supplement for a second period
of time lasting about two hours. The total _att-hours of energy supplied by the battery to
the loads for this orbit is 266 watt-hours.
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In Figure 5.8-11, the maximum and minimum array V-I curves occurring throughout the
life of the array are presented. The post-eclipse V-I curve establishes the voltage
reducing requirement and thus array-tap point for the shunt voltage limiter.
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Figure 5.8-11. Solar Array V-I Curves
5.8.2.4.2 Basis For Array Performance
The above unshadowed performance of the array was calculated using the computer program
described in detail in Appendix G. Modifications to these curves for shadow effects were
determined by hand-calculations. The program calculates the array output based on the
characteristics of a single solar cell, multiplying the voltages and currents by the number
of cells in series and parallel, respectively, to obtain the voltage characteristics of the
total array. The program takes into account the following parameters:
a. Solar intensity
b. Cell temperature
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c. Angle of solar incidence
d. Basic cell characteristics
e. Losses and uncertainties
The calculations were performed at five degree intervals for each of the two orbits con-
sidered. The values of the above parameters used to compute the array power outputs
shown in Figures 5.8-5 through 5.8-8 and the V-I curves of Figure 5.8-11, are as listed
below:
a.
b.
co
d.
Cell temperatures - Obtained from temperatures presented in Section 5.9 ['or an
equinox orbit. Appropriate corrections were made for the solstice orbit. (It
can be seen that the temperatures range from a maximum of 120°F to a minimum
of -150°F when the panels are illuminated. The temperature goes to a minimum
of -190°F during the umbra).
Basic cell characteristics - Derived from V-I measurements made on a large
group of solar cells under simulated air mass zero illumination over a range of
temperatures (-200°F to +200°F). The general temperature-efficiency coefficient
for these cells is 0.26 percent/°F (when referred to 85°F). Bare cell efficiency:
10.5c_ at air mass zero at mean earth-sun distance and cell temperature of 29°C.
Solar intensity - A s shown in following data.
Losses and uncertainties - As shown in following data.
Voltage Degradation Factor
(due to radiation environment)
Short Circuit Current Degradation
Fm. tor s:
Solar intensity
Filter transmission h,ss
Soldering process degradation
Radiation damage
New Array
$ = 0v $ = 23.5 °
,*
i. 000
1. 000
O. 920
0.980
1. 000
1. 000
0.966
0.920
0.980
1.000
Old Array
{End of
_=0 U
O. 975
1,000
0,920
0.980
0,850
2 years)
= 23.5 u
0.975
O. 966
O. 920
O. 980
0.850
5.a-l_
Micrometeorites and random
cell failures
Measurement uncertainty (0.96)
Calculation uncertainty (0.95)
TOTAL
New
o°
1. 000
RMS= 0.936
0.844
Ar_,y__ 23'5: ° ......
1. 000
0.936
omA_ray
(End of 2,.years)
=o" _=23,
0.970
O. 936
0.970
0.696
0.936
5°
0o 672
The basis for the above factors is discussed in detail in Section 6.6.4.4. The Computer
program also accounts for the voltage drop of the blocking diodes associated with each
series string, including the effects of blocking diode temperature (assumed to be the same
as solar cell temperature).
5.8.2.4.3 Launch Array Power Capability
The power available from the solar array while illuminated in the stowed configuration of
launch under the conditions specified in Section 5.8.1.1 is presented in Figure 5.8-12 for
one revolution of the spacecraft.
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In Figure 5. a-13, the array bus capability at the loads is shown superposed on the maximum
load requirement of 109 watts (reference Figure 5.8-2). It can be seen that battelT supple-
ment is required during a portion of each spacecraft revolution, but analysis shows that
:tdequate power and time is available to recharge the battery during the other portions of
the revolution, and that the net discharge of the battery is therefore zero.
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Figure 5.8-13. Solar Array Power Capability at Loads During Stowed Launch Spin Mode
5.8.2.5 Battery Capabili,ty
The installed capacity of the batteries is 33 ampere-hours (1030 watt-hours). In order to
provide the necessa_._ capacity at the two-year design point, the batteries are sized so as
to be operating at a maximum depth of discharge of 50 percent for the relatively few near-
equino× orbits, and at a maximum depth of 30 percent for the more frequent near-solstice
orbits. The resulting; depths of discharge for the battery, when the array is ne_ and at
end-of-life are presented m Table 5.8-2.
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Table 5.8-2. Battery Depthsof Discharge for New and Old Arrays
New
Array
2 year
End-of-life
Array
Battery Depth
of Discharge
47%
50%
= 23.5 °
18%
30%
*_b= Sun-Orbit Plane InclinationAngle
5.8.2.6 Subsystem Efficiency and Margins
Using the efficiencies of the power conditioning equipment presented in Table 5.8-6, the
following efficiencies of the power subsystem can be derived for providing power to the
loads from the array.
a. When array power is provided directly to the loads (i. e., without first being
stored ill the batteries):
Efficiency = 85 percent (when array alone supplies the power and is
operating at peak power point of 41 volts)
Efficiency = 70 percent (when the array power is being supplemented by battery
power and the array is therefore operating at 30.4 volts).
b. When array power is provided to loads via the batteries:
Efficiency = 51 percent (if battery has been recharged at maximum rate of C/8)
Efficiency = 33 percent (if battery has been recharged at a C/20 rate)
5.8.2.7 Operational Flexibility
As shown in Section 5.8.2.3, the selected power subsystem is completely automatic
(requires no ground control) for the representative design load profile. That is, the power
subsystem will automatically accommodate all the specified load changes and recharge the
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batteries throughout each orbit. However, the power subsystem is not restricted in this
automatic mode of operation to the !)articular load profile to whic_it was designed. Just
so the variations in the load profile are performed on an energy balance basis which assures
that the batteries do not exceedthe allowable depths of discharge and that they are fully
recharged each orbit, suchvariations can be accommodatedautomatically by the power
subsystem.
It shouldalso be notedthat the commandcapability for disconnecting any one of the three
batteries from the power subsystem is provided. This feature allows a failed battery to be
removed from the line.
5.8.2.8 Growth Capability
Without any basic change to the preferred vehicle power subsystem design concept, panel
stowage space for the launch configuration is the major growth restriction. However, as
shown in :Figure 5.8-14, there is presently
space available for the Y-a_s panels 0imi-
ting type) to increase in area (and thus
power) by 54 percent. By changing from
the optimum power/weight ratio cell cover
thickness of 10 mils to 20 mils at the same
time the panel area is increased, the total
growth of the end-of-life capabilits, would
be 70 percent.
5.8.3 COMPONEN'I' DESCRIPTIONS
5.8.3.1 Solar Array
Since, as evidenc(_t throughout this study,
the array l)anel sizes and configurations
are such an important element to the
vehicle configuration, and since these
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Figure 5.8-14. Y-Axis Panels Area
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aspects of the array are highly dependent on some of the detail design features, consider-
able design detail of the arrays was developed in order to be assured that the array was
realistic. This design is described below.
The solar array, which serves as the primary power source for the spacecraft, consists
of four fixed panels with solar cells on both sides, located 90 degrees apart on the X- and
Y- axes of the spacecraft near the periphery of the parabolic reflector. The total area of
the panels is 76.0 square feet. The two panels on the X-axis are each approximately one-
half the area of a single Y-axis panel so that, functionally, three panels of equal size are
involved. The planes of these "three" panels are oriented perpendicular to the X-Z axes
plane of the spacecraft and 60 degrees relative to each other. This number and orientation
of panels provide a relatively uniform array power output throughout the orbital rotations
of the spacecraft (see unshadowed curve of Figures 5.8-7 and 5.8-8,) together with
accommodating minimum hinging and rotation for deployment from the stowed configuration
of launch.
The array was sized to provide a minimum of 265 watts (unshadowed) at 41 volts after tavo
years in orbit. This minimum array power occurs during the summer solstice orbit when
the sun-line/orbit plane inclination is 23.5 degrees and the sun intensi_ is minimum (3.4
percent below nominal. ) This array power level is near optimum on a weight basis with
the size batteries required to supplement the array during peak loads. (As can be seen in
Figure 5.8-10, any decrease in array size would increase the battery supplement required.
This increase in battery weight would be at a faster rate than the decrease in array weight. )
Some of the major design features of the array panels are shown in Figure 5.8-15. Each
side of each Y-axis panel contains 8 strings of 2 by2 centimeter cells with5 in parallel and 102
in series, together with 2 strings with 4 in parallel and 100 in series. Each side of each
X-axis panel contains five strings of 2 by 2 centimeter cells with 5 in parallel and 102 in
series. (Each X-axis panel contains the one additional cell in parallel over the required
number for symmetr 3, with the Y-axis both to maintain uniformit3, of the modules used and
to compensate some for the reduction in output of the X-axis during partial shadowing. )
The total number of cells on the four panels is 29,720.
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The directions of the series strings on each panel were selected to minimize shadowing
effects. The strings of cells on the X-axis panels are placed perpendicular to the X-axis
so that as the vehicle shadows progressively cover the panel (see Figure 5.8-7), the power
from individual strings is lost one by one. If the strings were oriented parallel to the
X-axis, all strings would be lost as soon as only a portion of the panel is initially shadowed.
Similarly, for the Y-axis panels on the end portion of the panels which are shadowed by the
paral)olic reflector during the solstice and near-solstice orbits (see Figure 5.8-8), two
strings were placed perpendicular to the Y-axis to minimize the effects of these shadows.
The other strings were placed parallel to the Y-axis to minimize the effects of the center
beam shadows. The remaining distance between the cells and center beam for the X-axis
was sized to eliminate all shadows on the cells during solstice orbits when the sun is
inclined to a maximum of 23.5 degrees to this center beam. The similar gap on the Y-axis
panels was selected to minimize the center\beam shadow effects (although not to eliminate
them entirely at low angles), where power output is low.
The array construction is similar to the General Electric GGTS design which was
successfully qualified for the Titan 3C launch environment. Each series string is built up
from submodules and modules. Submodules consist of 4 or 5 cells, and their protective
covers soldered to an interconnecting tab, electrically in parallel. Modules are constructed
from 5 to 12 submodules bonded on a fiberglass substrate with the submodule tabs soldered
to form a series circuit. A typical module is illustrated in Figure 5.8-15. The modules
are bonded to the array panel structure with the end tabs soldered together, either directly
or with intermediate wiring as required to form the required series strings. Each series
string is wired in parallel (electrically) with the other series strings, with two isolation
diodes in each series string. A tap wire is incorporated at the 60-cell point of each string
for partial shunt contrt_! of the array maximum voltage by the voltage limiter.
The cover glass to cell bond is a clear silicone rubber adhesive (GE IRTV-602 or Dow
Sylgard 182). The submodules are bonded to an epoxy-glass laminate substrate with GE
silicone rubber RTV-560 and the module boards (the epoxy-glass laminate with inter-
c()nnected subm¢)dules bonded in place) are bonded to the aluminum face of the honeycomb
with (_E !_'!'V-560.
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Tbe panel structure is an all aluminum honeycomb material (see Section 5.9). The module
board substrate is an epoxy-fiberglass laminate of the G10 or Gll class. The cells and
submodules are interconnected with 4-rail expandable beryllium copper strips. The inter-
connection is shown in Figure 5.8-15. The modules were selected to be of the fiat lay-
down configuration, as opposed to shingled, to allow for ready repair of even one cell in a
submodule. For this latter process, a high-intensity lamp technique has been very
successful in removing cells from the substrate.
Some additional characteristics of the design are listed below:
Panel areas:
Each X-axis panel
Each Y-axis panel
Total panel area
Gross (ft 2)
(Including Center Beam)
25.7
50.3
76.0
b. Total array active cell area:
c. Solar cell active area packing factor:
d. Number of cells:
Each X-axis panel (each side)
Each Y-axis panel (each side)
Total per vehicle
Breakdown of weight:eQ
Array (ft2)
(Without Center Beam)*
24.0
46.9
70.9
*i. e., gross panel areas less 2 and 3 inch center
strips for X- and Y-axis panels, respectively,
(Reference Figure 5.8-15).
121.6 ft2
O. 80 (based on gross panel area)
0.86 (based on array area)
2550
4880
29,720
Per square foot (one side only), based on panel area less center beam areas:
10-mil cover glass .098
Cover glass adhesive .014
Cells, solder-free, 13 rail nominal .157
Cell intercnnnecti,)n strips and solder .025
Cel!-to-suhstrale bond .040
Subst rates .063
5.S-2_
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Substrates to panel bond
Terminals, diodes, wires and potting
Total lb/ft 2
Total, lb/ft 2, based on total
(gross) panel area
C ell characteristic s:
Efficiency:
Size:
Type:
Thickness:
Cover glass:
Size:
Type:
Thickness:
Efficiency:
• 040
• 030
0.467
0.434
10.5% at AMO 85°F
2 cm x 2 cm
N/P, 10 fl-cm, 95% active area, sintered
contacts (see Section 6.6.4 for selection of
10 fZ-cm versus 1 _-em)
13 mil
1.8cmx2.0cm
Coming No. 7940 fused silica with blue cut-on
and anti-reflection filters
10 mil (see Section 6.6.4 for selection of
glass thickness)
92% transmission
5.8.3.2 Batteries
In order to meet the mission requirements of a 2-year design life, sealed nickel-cadmium
cells were selected to provide electrical power during eclipse periods and for peak loads.
Three batteries are proposed, each consisting of 26 series connected cells of ll ampere-
hours capacity. It is estimated that each battery will weigh 34.3 pounds and have a volume
of about 530 cubic inches. Each cell will be hermetically sealed in a stainless steel can,
with a positive terminal isolated from the case with a ceramic bushing. The battery will
be constructed of aluminum and is designed to physically restrain the ceils against internal
gas pressure which develops during normal usage. The battery case will not be sealed.
The batteries have been sized to provide reliable operation over a 2-year life, assuming a
maMmum depth of discharge of 50 percent at end of life during eclipse conditions, and a
mmximum 30 percent depth of discharge (luring other 24 hour noneclipse orbits, providing
l)attel:y temperature is maintained at 0°C to 25°C.
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StL[ficientpower andtime are available to completely recharge the batteries after maximum
usage, with the current limited to the C/8 rate (the 8 hour rate). The C/8 charge rate was
selected as the maximum rate which the battery can safely accept on a continuous basis.
It is desired to use a maximum charge rate so that the greatest amount of system flexibility
is retained in regards to timing of the battery recharge operation. Additional charge con-
trols, in the form of temperature compensated voltage limits, ensure a complete and safe
recharge of the battery.
Multiple batteries are recommended since failure of one battery would not result in failure
of the mission. Should one battery fail, it can be commanded off the line and the remaining
batteries would share the load. The remaining batteries can then be either worked at a
heavier duty cycle, or power management of the loads may be used to reduce battery loading
by ensuring that maximum loads occur only when array outputs are at a maximtml.
5.8.3.3 Voltage Limiter
The voltage limiter is provided to limit the solar array output voltage to 42 + 1 volt. The
use of a voltage limiter reduces the input voltage range to the battery charge regulator and
PWM regulator, thus the design of each is simplified both electrically and thermally. The
voltage limiter is a partial shunt regulator designed such that a maximum of approximately
one-half of the excess array power is dissipated.
The power dissipative section consists of a transistor control assembly and a resistor
assembly. Since resistors can operate at a higher temperature than transistors, two
assemblies are selected so that the resistors can be operated in a much higher temperature
environment than the transistor control assembly. Thus, the size of each assembly is
dependent on the parts of that assembly only.
The voltage limiter requires a solar array tap at approximately 0.6 of full solar array
voltage. The arra_' l_lp is the only minor disadvantage related to the concept of the partial
shunt t'egulat,_r; however, the gain in thermal dissipation and thermal integration are the
big advantages.
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5.8.3.4 Battery Charge Regulator
The battery charge regulator is the control interface between the battery and solar array.
The charge regulator will accept all available array current to charge the battery unless
the available array current exceeds the battery charge regulator maximum current
limit of C/8. In addition to the maximum current level control, there is a battery voltage
cutoff which will limit the maximum battery voltage under charge conditions. Further,
the voltage limit is compensated by battery temperature since the full charge voltage is a
function of battery temperature.
The charge regulator consists of a series-pass transistor operating such that the C/8
charge current rate is attained. It is possible that this charge rate may occur with a
1-volt drop across the pass transistor; however, the design requirement is a 2-volt drop
and the charge regulator efficiency is 37/39 = 0.95.
One charge regulator is provided with each battery; thus, the charge of an individual
battery is not dependent on the charge state of the remaining batteries. In the event of a
battery or battery charge regulator degradation, the degraded set will be removed from
system operation through the command subsystem. The power relay is part of the battery
charge regulator.
5.8.3.5 PWM Regulator
The PWM regulator is the main regulator for all spacecraft operation and experiment loads.
It provides 28 vdc + 0.5 vdc when operated from a voltage source of 30.4 to 43 volts. The
regulator is a switching type regulator selected for its high energy transfer capability
throughout the wide input voltage range.
In addition to providing the regulated 28 vdc, the PWM regulator assembly contains the
battery discharge diodes and the solar array/battery load share inhibit circuits. The
battery discharge diodes are mounted on the same heat sink to provide near equal voltage
drop across each diode, thereby eliminating a variable affecting balanced battery, discharge.
The solar array/battery load share inhibit circuits are located in the PWM regulator
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assembly becausethe relationship between the inhibit circuit and the battery discharge
diodes eliminates numerous interconnections which would be required if the inhibit function
were a separate component.
5.8.3.6 Inverter
An inverter is required to provide two-phase, 400 Hz sine wave power for the guidance and
control subsystem. Since a main regulator is provided for all spacecraft loads, inversion
to a square wave and filtering of the square wave to form the sine wave is the only additional
power conditioning required. No additional regulation is required or provided.
5.8.3.7 Power Control Unit
The power control unit is required to provide a junction for power distribution and power
commands. Primary, secondary, and AGE power sources interface with power system
components and user subsystems through the power control unit.
The power control unit provides the following functions:
a. Command interface for power system control
b. Command interface for power distribution
c. Bus voltage monitors
d. Bus current monitors
e. Fusing
All power will be transferred through relay contacts of latching type relays in order to
assure minimum standby power. Status of relays will be provided by telemetry, digital
signal s.
5.8.2. ,_ Summary of Component Characteristics
A summary of the major characteristics of each of the above components is presented in
Tables 5. a--3, 5. S-4 and 5.8-5. Table 5.8-3 presents a summary, of the component
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D operating efficiencies. Table 5.8-4 presents a summary of the component weights and
sizes. Table 5.8-5 presents a summary of the thermal dissipation of each component
under various operating conditions.
Table 5.8-3. Summary of Power Conditioning Equipment Operating Efficiencies
Component
PWM Regulator
Battery Charge
Regulator
Voltage Limiter
Input
Voltage
43
30.4
43
39
Not
Applicable
Efficiency,
Percent
85.2
90
• i
88
95
1.0 watt
loss at input
voltage less
than 41 volts
Inverter 28 84
Power C ontrol Unit 2 watt continuous
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Table 5.8-4. Summary of Power Subsystem Weights and Sizes
C omponent
Solar Array
X-.Axis panel (each)
Y-axis panel (each
Total (4 panels)
Total (gross array)
Batteries(3)
Battery Charge
Regulators (3)
Voltage Limiter
• Control Assembly
• Resistor Assembly
PWM Regulator
DC/AC Inverter
Power Control Unit
Harness
Total
Weight
(Ib)
66*
103
2
3
4
12
5
4
30
229
Size
(Inches)
30.2 x 61.3
44.5 x81.4
4.75 x 6.5 x 16.5
(each)
5x5x1.5
4x6 x2
12x18x2
9x5x4
4x6x3
8x6x3
Area
12.9
25.1
76.0
152
*Array weight only. Panel structure not included.
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Table 5.8-5. Summary of Power Conditioning Equipment Thermal Dissipations
Component
Day UmbraVoltage
Input Load, Watts Load, Watts
J, .,,
109 (a) 246
• ., , ,.
522
42.0
30.4
w
522
Notes
109 246
Regulator 33 40 72 24 30 72
Battery (b)
Battery Charge 24 1 8 4 8 15
Regulator
• .. m
5 26 1
100 26 0
105 52 0
5 5 5
Voltage Limiter
• Control Assembly
• Resistor Assembly
Total
5 5 5 5
2 2 2 2
DC/AC Inverter
,.
Power Control Unit 2 2 2
Con-
tinuous
C on-
tinuous
(a) Load power is between 109 and 246 such that the conditions identified in the column for
the voltage limiter occur as a result of that load.
(b) 185 watts maximum (when battery is fully charged and C/8 charge rate exists).
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5.9 SPACECRAFT DESIGN
5.9.1 INTRODUCTION
The design of the spacecraft has been aimed at providing a lightweight launch and operational
platform providing environmental control and support rigidity features which enhance maximum
experiment performance. In view of the competing nature and exacting demands of the
experimental subsystem, design of an integrated spacecraft in which compromise of ex-
periment subsystem performance must be minimized, has necessitated a configuration
approach which introduces unique structural and thermal design requirements.
The configuration development has been greatly influenced by the rigid petal 30-foot
parabolic antenna. The Earth viewing requirement of the phased array interferometer
and orientation control sensors, had to be accommodated by either mounting the equip-
ment in back of the prime feed, with a corresponding blockage to the parabolic antenna: or
by deploying the equipment out past the periphery of the antenna. The first approach was
selected, primarily to avoid the deployment event, and the detrimental effects of increased
('M/CI) unbalance and large mass moments of inertia on the orientation control system.
The elimination from consideration of this deployment also meant that in the stowed position,
tim Earth viewing equipment and feed package had to be rigidly supported at the focal point
of the antenna.
To be compatible with the rf performance requirements, minimal structure blockage was
desired, which in turn required minimization of the mass to be supported. The alternate of
mounting all spacecraft subsystem components in a single module and supporting only the
lighter antenna from the feed location structure, had to be rejected because of the necessitT
of subsequently ejecting the apogee motor. Therefore, the selected approach was to split the
spacecraft subsystems into two separate modules, separated by the focal distance of the
antenna. Furthermore, the remaining configuration element, the solar panels, had tn bc
deph)yed on long trusses past the antenna reflector in order to receive unobstr_cted shin r
energy,.
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Obtaining a more favorable structural design by reducing the focal distance, and hence the
separation distance between the two modules, was not compatible with either sound rf design,
or more importantly, available shroud clearances. The lower f/D antenna could not be
packaged about the fixed Earth viewing module within the available shroud diameter and
height. These constraints have made exceptional demands on the spacecraft selection. A
summary of the salient constraints are listed below:
a.
bo
co
do
Equipment must be proportioned between the Earth viewing module and the aft equip-
ment module such that both structural loading and harness weight are minimized.
The structural link between the two modules must have a minimum effect on rf
performance, and provide the strength and rigidity required to meet launch loading
and the frequency criteria chosen (to ensure compatibility with the launch vehicles'
autopilot and structural systems).
Structural design must also be compatible with proper orientation control system
operation. This requires that the structural link betwe m the sensors and torquers
exhibit a natural frequency much higher than the controller cross over frequency,
and that other structural elements be of sufficient stiffness so that control instability
is avoided.
Thermal control must be provided to the divided electronic packages, which,
because of fieldof view and structural considerations, must be proportioned so
thatmost of the high thermal dissipators are grouped in the compactEarth viewing
module, while the larger aft equipment module houses mostly low thermal dissipators.
The layout of the selected design is repeated in Figure 5.9-1 for convenient reference in
the subsequent discussions.
5.9.2 LAUNCH PHASE AND ORBITAL CONSTRAINTS
5.9.2.1 Launch Vehicle Constraints
The SLV-3C/Centaur launch vehicle, equipped with an extended version of the 10-foot
diameter Surveyor nose fairinghas been selected for injectingthe spacecraft into the
syncronous transfer orbit. As an overriding design philosophy, the ATS-4 spacecraft has
been designed to be compatible with the presently configured Surveyor launch vehicle in
order to restrict development costs to only those structural modifications necessary, to
accommodate the longer and heavier payload.
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Figure 5.9-1.
Orbital Configuration
t
Inboard Profile and
The geometrical constraints imposed by the nose fairing and Centaurs' payload mounting
provisions, are shown in Figure 5.9-2. The 15-foot long cylindrical extension, specified
by NASA/Lewis as being available to the ATS-4 mission, has been incorporated between
the existing cylindrical portion and the tapered nose. However, use of this longer shroud ts
not without some penalties. In addition to the reduction in useful payload in orbit capability
for the launch vehicle, considerations must be made for increased deflections of both fairing
and payload and a reduced launch availability for the flight system.
In order to ensure adequate spacecraft/shroud clearance, the 2-1/2 inch dynamic clearance
specified for the Surveyor spacecraft has been linearly increased to a maximum of 5 inches
at the extreme end of the available payload volume. The payload static envelope has been
set at 3 inches inside the dynamic envelope at the maximum spacecraft excursion point,
located at the upper periphery of the stowed antenna. This is generous in view of an
expected spacecraft excursion of less than an inch under actual flight loading. Despite these
reductions in available payload volume, the extended version of the fairing is still adequate
for this configuration approach, with no unreasonable hinging or scalloping necessaD, to
package the parabolic antenna in its rigid form.
The structural penalties incurred by use of this extended shroud are measured in terms of
a reduced launch availability, an expression of the capability of the boosters' structural
system to withstand expected flight loadings.
The results of the analysis performed to evaluate this effect are given in Figure 5.9-3 and
show, that in the unfavorable flight weather months, launch availability can be as low as
45 percent. However, this should not be of great consequence to the ATS-4 mission since
no requirement exists for a "Certain Day" launch window.
In order to ensure design compatibility with the mechanical environmental constraints
imposed by the launch vehicle, the NASA/Goddard Vibration Qualification Test Specification,
['or Atlas/Centaur launched spacecraft, has been deemed applicable to the ATS-4 design.
These values are given in Table 5.9-1 and constitute a significant portion of the structural
design criteria. In addition to the inertia loads imposed by the launch vehicle, sound design
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Table 5.9-1. Atlas/Centm, r Qualification Test Specificaticms
A - Sinusoidal Vibration
Frequency
(cps)
5- 250
250 - 400
400 - 2000
5 - 250
250 - 400
400 - 2000
Axis
Thrust
Z-Z
Lateral
X- Xand
Y-Y
Sweep Rate
2 octaves
per mir_te
2 octaves
per minute
Level
(peak g)
+3.0
+3.7
+7.5
+I. 5
+3.0
+7.5
B - Torsional Vibration
Frequency
(cps)
20 - 60
20 - 150
Axis
Thrust
Z-Z
Sweep Rate
2 octaves
per minute
Level
(peak radians/sec 2)
+12.9
+25.8
C - Random Vibration
Frequency
(cps)
i0
22 - 175
530 - 1000
Test Duration
(each axis)
4 minutes
duration
per axis
Acceleration
(g-rms)
overall
level
15.8
PSD Level
(g2/cps)
0.030*
0.065**
0.200***
* Increasing from 10 cps at a constant rate of 3.0 dB/octave
** Increasing from 175 cps at a constant rate of 3.0 dB/octave
*** Decreasing from 1000 cps at a constant rate of 6.0 dB/octave
D - Booster Sustained Acceleration
Axis Levels (g) Duration (minutes)
Combined 9.7 + 3.0 = 10.2 1
*Thrust and Lateral
*9.7 (thrust), 3.0 g (any lateral axis), added vectorially and applied at the
spacecraft adapter and booster interface.
..... 1
Shock - Shocks caused by ignition, cutoff, staging, etc,, will occur during vehicle
operation. However, the shock environment will be less severe than the
vibration requirements.
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Figure 5.9-3. Launch Availability vs Limit Bending Moment
dictates that the spacecraft should be designed such that the fundamental lateral bending
frequency does not couple with the launch vehicle and is compatible with the launch vehicle
control system. The present Centaur displays a fundamental bending frequency of 2.0 eps
and a second mode frequency of 6.5 cps; however, selection of a spacecraft design frequency
which will be compatible with this dynamic behavior is not obvious in view of the like
importance of the magnitude of the modal mass on the Centaur's autoptlot stability. For
this study, a 10 cps bending frequency criteria, with a limit of 500 pounds of actual mass
in motion, has been established as being compatible. However, in view of the sensitivity
of filter and sensor bandwidths, this design value should be checked subsequent to the next
design phase, in order to properly assess spacecraft/launch vehicle control stability.
5.9.2.2 Coast Apogee Firing and Orbit Injection Constraints
Using an apogee motor in lieu of a final stage, requires that the spacecraft provide its own
orientation and vernier capability during the final orbit. The various thrusters required are
illustrated in Figure 5.9-4 with plume contours drawn to a length of 20-nozzle diameters.
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Figure 5.9-4. Nozzle Locations and
Plume Details
The plume contours have been analytically derived from data available from firing tests.
Further analysis was performed for the resistance jets and the 1-pound vernier thrusters
using a method of characteristics evaluated by a computer program. The results are
presented in Appendix M. This evaluation confirmed the plume contottrs shown in
Figure 5.9-4. The thrusters have been mounted on standoff brackets where necessary, to
obtain unobstructed expulsion of at least 60-nozzle diameters.
Immediately after separation, the spacecraft is spun-up by firing the solid rockets located
on the aft equipment module at station 51.6, a location chosen to achieve maximum plume
clearance. The rockets produce a nominal spin rate of 71 rpm at a maximum acceleration
of 7.5 radians/sec 2.
Synchronous orbit injection errors are removed by firing of one-pound vernier nozzles
positioned on standoff bracketry.
A 10-pound radial thruster is mounted on a folded solar panel support truss at the post
apogee burn CM location.
5.9.2.2.1 Apogee Motor Characteristics
The Improved Delta motor (TE-364-3) was chosen for the ATS-4 mission on the basis of
low cost and acceptable payload capability. The Centaur can place more payload into the
transfer orbit than this motor can circularize and plane change. Therefore, the excess
energy is used to produce a partial plane change at perigee.
The Improved Delta motor was developed from the Surveyor motor design. Currently
approaching qualification, this motor is larger than the Surveyor design (1440 pounds
propellant versus 1250 pounds for the latter) and represents a design point intermediate
between the Surveyor and extended Surveyor designs. The Delta Motor, built by Thiokol
for Douglas, has completed development testing and is ready to start a qualification program
which includes six motors. At least three of these six motors will be AEDC tested.
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The construction details are shown in Figure 5.9-5. At present, the spherical casing is
constructed of steel, although a decision on a prepared titanium case will be made prior
to qualification. The steel motor case has a nominal wall thickness of 0.039 inch and is
of constant thickness, except for gradual increases at the girth and ends of the tank. The
mounting surface is a ring at the girth of the motor. The nozzle is a semisubmerged carbon
cloth design, with an expansion ratio of 53:1 and a weight of 49.6 pounds. The ignition
system consists of two assemblies: (1) the pyrogen, which is essentially a small internal
burning solid propellant rocket and (2) the initiator, which consists of a squib and a booster
charge. The ignition system, including the safe-and-arm device will be installed as a
unit into the Delta motor before launch, whereas the apogee motor itself is installed in the
vehicle and aligned at ETR prior to this time.
Since the motor will not be jettisoned after orbit attainment, thermal considerations are also
of importance. The design approach taken has been to isolate the motor from the thermally
controlled compartments. The temperature curves shown in Figure 5.9-6 are applicable
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during and immediately after firing. Thermal design problems arising from heat links
through the motor casing and nozzle once in orbit, are discussed in Paragraph 5.9-6.
Performance
The capability of the Improved Delta motor is dependent on the amount of plane change the
Centaur will do at perigee. Table 5.9-2 shows the payload capability. The second plane
change is the inclination shift by the Delta motor. TheDelta motor inclination change re-
quired is equal to 28.5 degrees minus the plane change made by the Centaur at perigee.
Table 5.9-2.. Payload Capability Using TE-364-3 Improved Delta Motor
Plane Change
-Angle (Degrees) V W 1 W 2 Payload (P/L)
18 5400 3260 1820 1681
20 5500 3210 1770 1631
21 5560 3180 1740 1601
22 5600 3160 1720 1581
24 5780 3100 1660 1521
Where:
V = change in velocity needed to achieve synchronous orbit-feet/second
W 1 = booster payload capability into elliptical orbit - lb
W_ = W 1 less apogee motor propellant weight - lb (propellant weight = 1440 lb)
I_YL = W 2 less apogee motor dry weight - lb (apogee motor dry weight = 139 lb)
Table 5.9-3 shows performance and physical data on the Improved Delta motor (TE-364-3).
Additional performance data is presented in Figure 5.9-7 wherein thrust versus time and
chamber pressure versus time curves are presented. Corresponding "g" loading developed
during the apogee motor burn is illustrated in Figure 5.9'8.
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Table 5.9-3. Performance and Physical Data
on the Improved Delta Motor (TE-364-3).
TE-364-3
Isp
Average Thrust
Burn Time
Max. g
Total Impulse
Propellant Weight
Inert Weight
Total Weight
Motor Length
Motor Diameter
Nozzle Length
Average Chamber Pressure during burn
Chamber Material
classified
10,000
48 seconds
"5.7
415,000
1440 lb
139 lb
1579 lb
52.3 inches
37 inches
17 inches
600 psi
steel
Vibration loads associated with firingare extremely small in comparison to the launch
vehicle loading. During tests on the Surveyor motor (TE-364-1) engine mount loads of
6-pounds rms, with a 20-pound maximum, were measured in the frequency range up to
160 cps. This motor should show dynamic characteristics in the same range.
Potential Growth Version of Delta Motor
The Improved Delta technology can be used to develop an optimum apogee motor for ATS-4.
A typical thrust versus time and chamber pressure versus time curve for an uprated Delta
motor matched to the Centaur capability is presented in Figure 5.9-9. The proposed
performance is shown in Table 5.9-4.
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Table 5.9-4. Performance Parameters for Optimum Motor(Extended Surveyor)
Isp classified sec
Average thrust 14000 lbf
Burn time 42 sec
Max. g _7.5
Total impulse classified Ib-sec
Propellant weight 1909 Ib
Inert weight 126 Ib
Burn out weight NDA lb
Total weight 2035 lb
Motor length 63 + igniter inches
Motor diameter 37 inches
Nozzle length _32.0 inches
Throat diameter _3.8 inches
Average chamber
Pressure during burn 600 psi
Chamber material titanium
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A detailed discussion on the design, development and problem areas of this optimum motor
is presented in Section 6.
5.9.2.3 Orbital Constraints
The most significant orbital design constraint imposed on the configuration is the prere-
quisite for compatibility with the orientation control system. Coincidence of CM, CP and
minimization of spacecraft inertias are obvious requirements, the former being effectively
accomplished on this configuration by virtue of the "see through" antenna surface and a
symmetrical design whose large solar area is located in the section of the spacecraft which
also contains the majority of the mass. Efficient control system design also dictated the
packaging of sensors and torquers in the same module, a configuration conflict in that while
it is desired to give the sensors optimum viewing position on the earth viewing module, the
heavy mass items of the orientation control system should be placed in the aft module.
Separation is acceptable, but only if the structural link between the system components is
sufficiently rigid to preclude control system instability. If a complex filtering scheme is
incorporated in order to remove the effects of structural coupling, a degradation of con-
troller performance results. Therefore, as the most efficient solution, sensors and torquers
are separated with a design requirement of 10 cps being established for the separating
structural link. Establishment of a two cps frequency criteria for other deployed structure,
including the antenna reflector, was established as a design goal with a like philosophy.
Subsequent analysis has indicated control system stability with structural frequencies in
a one cps range. In each case, the modal mass associated with the vibratom Tmode is less
than one percent of the rigid body mass.
The thrust and torque levels that the spacecraft is subjected to in orbit are extremely low.
To enable use of the same system components for both stationkeeping and orientation
maneuvers, thrusters are located on each equipment module, bracketing the CM and allowing
for pure translational motion during _stationkeeping, and pure rotations for pointing. The
maximum torque level indu(.ed about any control axis is 0. 125 in-lb, which occurs during
inertial wheel stal]-out, but 0.25 in-lb has been assumed for dynamic analyses. Mmximum
translational levels along the pitch or roll axis is 0.00286 pound developed from the si-
n_ultancous firin_ of t_,vo of the 0. 001-pound thrusters mounted on the AFT equil)m(mt
module and o_(, of the 0. 0028C_-pound thrusters mounted on the Earth \;iewin,,m module.
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The detailed locations of the thrusters and their calculated plume contours are shown in
Figure 5.9-4. As previously discussed, placement of the thrusters to eliminate impingement
of the plume on the spacecraft surfaces is extremely important, in that reduced thruster
efficiency and possible degradation of spacecraft surface coatings can result. This latter
possibility is quite remote however in view of the inert qualities of 100 percent dry ammonia.
No problem exists at the Earth viewing equipment module installations. However, placement
of the complimentary thrusters to achieve the optimum balance between orientation torque
levels about the CM and reasonable stationkeeping translational levels, required installation
in an area where impingement uponthe deployed antennas t drive mechanism is possible.
Rather than upset the balance of thrust forces, small brackets have been incorporated to
guarantee unobstructed gas expulsion.
5.9.3 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The spacecraft structural design philosophy has been developed about the specific ATS-4
mission requirements, as introduced earlier, in addition to the usual adherence to sound
spacecraft design practices dictated by launch and pre-launch sequences. A summary of
all the spacecraft design constraints and their specific contribution to the design are given
in Table 5.9-5. It becomes apparent that compatibility with the prime experiments has
been a major contribution to the design. One facet of this requirement concerns the in-
tegration of electronic components.
The electronic packaging philosophy adhered to, for the pruposes of this study, is the
mounting of discrete components of the "black box" variety on heat rejection panels pro-
vided on the equipment modules.
Other approaches, based on fully structurally integrated or standardized modularization
philosophies are quite promising and are discussed in paragraph 6.7.4. In order to
effectively consider these concepts however, packaging design studies to the cordwood
module level are required, a design effort not fully in the scope of a Phase A effort.
Therefore, the packaging studies have concentrated on the intermodule harnessing definition
and its minimization, along with thermal, structural and mass balance tradeoffs of location
required to allow development of the spacecraft design to a more than routinely definitive
stage.
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Table 5.9-5. Summary of Spacecraft Design Constraints
andSignificance to Selected Design
Constraint
Prelaunch
Assembly
Alignment
Checkout
Transportation
Ground Handling
Launch and Powered Flight
Shroud Envelope
Payload/Booster Interface
Environmental Loads and
Temperature
Significance to Selected Design
1. Earth viewing module longerons and
primary load paths designed for a 3-point
pick-up.
2. Deployed booms and antenna designed for
deployment in one-g field.
3. Feed support truss includes turnbuckle
adjustment features to allow exact
placement of feed and sensors relative
to reflector and aft equipment module.
4. Antenna interface designed to be re-
peatable and allow antenna installation
after assembly and alignment of equip-
ment modules.
5. Electronic packages mounted on removable
panels and swing out bays.
6. Aft equipment module designed for field
installation, alignment and arming of
apogee motor.
I. Compatibility with fairing has determined
antenna stowage geometry, and selection
of four panel solar array system.
2. Payload/Booster interface requirements
have dictated a shear lag design to dis-
tribute loads and an adapter design com-
patible with present Centaur hardware.
3. Lateral vibration loads form critical
design condition for feed support truss
and aft equipment module structure.
Earth viewing module designed for axial
loading; adapter design limited by
stiffness requirement§.
4. Thermal control during launch relies
on thermal inertia.
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Table 5.9-5. Summary of Spacecraft Design Constraints
and Significance to Selected Design (Cont'd)
Constraint
Compatibility with
Parabolic Antenna
Experiment
Compatibility with
Orientation Control
Experiment
Compatibility with
Phased Array and
Interferometer Experiments
Significance to Selected Design
1. Spacecraft geometry tailored to antenna
stowage dimensions.
2. Feed support blockage and reflectance
minimized with chosen structural
approach of thin tube beryllium truss
and maximum clearance at feed (the
latter consistant with present petal
geometry).
3. Solar panel stowage and deployment
ganged to antenna to be non-interfering
to successful antenna deployment.
4. Feed electonics grouped with feed to
minimize line losses.
5. Lateral support to open end of stowed
antenna provided by EVM.
1. Structural stiffness designed for proper
control system performance.
2. LocatiLn of polaris sensor to obtain
required field of view required
mounting below feed horn.
3. CP/CMseparation minimized by
packaging approach
4. Mass moments of inertia minimized by
symmetrical 4-panel solar array design,
"cut-out" antenna and f/D selection
5. Thrusters located to bracket C.M-losses
due to plume impingment avoided by
placement and stm_doffs.
6. Fuel lines feeding thrusters continuous
with no flexible joints and protected
from space environment.
7. Fuel tanks rigidly supported in AEh#
in easy access compartment.
1. Peak power required for phased array
operation provided with optimized solar
array/battery power system.
2. Stringent thermal control requirements
for interferometer accuracy and TWT heat
rejection require use of sb:_tters on
5 of 6 EVM faces.
3. Prime earth viewing area given to
these experiments by mounting in
separable compartment in EVM.
4. Location of experiments such as to
coincide with spacecraft reference axis.
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The major structural elements of the selected configuration are the Earth Viewing Equip-
ment Module (EVM), the Feed Support Truss, the Aft Equipment Module (AEM), the Solar
Array Panels and Trusses, and the Spacecraft Forward and Aft Adapters. The structural
relation of these elements is shown in Figure 5.9-10 and discussed in the following para-
graphs. In support of the chosen design, a complete and detailed rationale and stress
analysis has been prepared. This may be found In the structural analysis sub-section 6.7.1.
For convenience, the description of the major structural members, their critical loading
condition and margin of safety is summarized in Table 5.9-6.
5.9.3.1 Earth Viewing Equipment Module
The Earth Viewing Equipment Module provides mounting surfaces for the phased array,
parabolic antenna feed, selected TT&C, orientation control, and experiment packages and
transfers this equipment load aft to the Feed Support Truss. T_te forward 10 inches of the
EVM is cylindrical with two flattened sides, closed offwith bulkheads, of which the forward
one supports the phased array receiver and transmitter. These significantmass items when
related to the axial load environment of 30 g necessitated that this bulkhead be of 5052
aluminum alloy honeycomb sandwich construction with 0.005 in. thick face sheet and 0.62,5in.
thick core of 1.6 Ib/ft3 density.
The sidewalls of the aft 26 inches of the EVM are made up of six fiat aluminum alloy
thermal panels closed off with a sandwich bulkhead aft and a bulkhead shared with the afore-
mentioned cylindrical upper structure. This common forward bulkhead provides a thermal
barrier between the two sections of the module and also takes the kick loads of the thermal
panel upper framing members. The aft bulkhead, also of aluminum alloy honeycomb sand-
wich construction, provides the antenna feed mounting surface and resists the kick loads
of the thermal panel lower framing members. Six longerons, of 7075 T6 aluminum alloy
are axially continuous through the module and join the edges of the flat thermal panels
together. The cross sections of the longerons were tailored to facilitate mounting of thermal
panels and to be compatible with the upper cylindrical portion of the EVM.
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The basic geometrical concept of the EVM evolved from both packaging and structural
requirements. The forward portion is cylindrical in order to provide the maximum surface
area for the moun_ng ofEarth viewing equipment and the polaris sensor, the latter while
not requiring Earth viewing area, being constrained to be mounted as far forward as possible
in order to obtain its required free fieldof view past the antenna and extended solar panels.
The aft portion is fiatsided, thereby providing the optimum mounting arrangement for large
heat dissipating components. Thermal control requirements were such that the maximum
available heat rejection is provided. The number of fiatsides (six)and hence the number
of axial longerons were selected on the basis of the interface problems presented by the
three hard points of support at the feed support truss. Itwas judged more convenient and
more structurally efficientto shear six panel loads into three main longerons and thence
to the feed support truss than to accomplish this load tranqfer with any other practical
arrangement of panel and axial members.
The material selection for the thermal panels (6061 T6 aluminum alloy) is predicated mainly
on its relatively good thermal conductance properties. The thicknesses involved (0.06 in.
and 0. 125 in.) are again based on thermal requirements and are more than adequate
structurally.
Typical panels require beam stiffeningto carry component lateral loads to the longerons
where, in turn, they are introduced as shear loads in adjacent thermal panels and carried
as such to the reaction points at the aft end of the EVM. Panel shear stiffeningis also re-
quired to stabilizethe panel and enable the transfer in shear of axial component loads to
the major 1ongerons and thence to the aft reaction points.
In the final packaging design, full use will be made of these stiffening members for com-
ponent mounting. It is also very likely that the stiffness of the components themselves may
be used in an integrated concept to elimiminate the need for much of the panel secondary
structure.
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Axial loads of components mounted on the forward bulkhead are transferred in bend_]_g
from the bulkhead to the longerons. Lateral loads of such components are taken as shear in
the sidewalls and thence in bending of the entire section to the aft reaction points.
As previously discussed, compatibility of the EVM with the feed support truss is achieved
by "shear lagging" equipment loads from six axial members to three prime longerons
which carry the loads to the lower support beams. Antenna packaging requirements pre-
vented the coincidence of the prime longerons and the hard points of the feed support truss,
thereby requiring the use of the lower support members which beam the equipment loads
inward to the feed support truss. This beam network is made up of 4-inch deep 7075-T6
aluminum alloy extrusions.
5.9.3.2 Feed Support Truss
The feed support truss consists of six diagonal beryllium tubular members with monoball end
fittings. In addition to supporting the EVM, the truss provides,either directly or indirectly,
lateral support for the antenna and solar array panels and trusses. Typical of pin ended
trusses, loads are carried in direct tension and compression to three points (120 degrees
apart) on the antenna interface ring at the forward end of the aft equipment module at
station 81.
The feed support truss deserves a detail discussion in that the design of this structural
path emphasizes the competing requirements of the spacecraft's experimental subsystem.
The requirements placed on these members is to:
a.
b.
Form the structural path between the Earth viewing and aft equipment modules,
providing the required launch strength, and orbital rigidity between orientation
control sensors and thrusters, but yielding minimum rf blockage area and system
weight. In earlier studies, the primary consideration was stiffness, however,
the column buckling loads resulting from lateral vibration levels received later
in the study, are now limiting.
Provide the means of adjustment along the three spacecraft axes in order to
accurately align the antenna feed horn to the reflecting surface and the orientation
control sensors to the momentum wheels.
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c. Provide a path for harness and atom(rain tubing runs betweenequipment modules,
again minimizing rf losses, and also providing thermal control to the fuel lines.
To best meet these requirements, a six-member diagonal truss with adjustable monoball
end fittings is selected. Construction from extruded beryllium tubing is recommended to
most efficiently provide the high column buckling strength requirements.
The problems associated with this somewhat advanced material are recognized. Discussions
with beryllium suppliers have indicated that twelve-foot long extruded tubes up to four inches
in diameter are available and can be supplied with little difficulty and low costs. For the
present, manufacturers prefer to extrude to higher wall thicknesses, but thinner walls can
be provided by a costlier chemical milling processes. Development of extrusion
processes which will make available large tube diameters and thinner walls is in progress.
Material strength and stiffness characteristics of the beryllium are excellent for this
application, affording a high buckling strength with a minimum diameter and weight tube,
however the brittle nature of the beryllium must be considered. For a tubular extrusion,
longitudinal elognation is acceptable, (about five percent), but hoop elongation can be as low as
one percent. This means that the ability of the column to develop its full axial strength
may be compromised in the fitting areas, where the hoop stress, induced by Poisson's
effect, becomes discontinuous. Therefore, in consideration of the manufacturing, rf
blockage and notch sensitive characteristics of the beryllium, a small diameter, heavier
wall tube is desirable. This is in direct conflict with efficient column design. However,
significant weight savings are still available.
A section approaching the limits of present state-of-the-art, 3-1//4 inch O.D. by 0. 060 can be
used, the six truss tubes weighing 36 lb. This can be compared to the use of aluminum
tubes with maximum diameters of 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 inches weighing 134 lb, 83 lb and 57 lb,
respectively. A complete t radeoff analysis of the feed support tubes are given in the
det_liled stress analysis found in Paragraph 6.7.1.
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The second requirement of the truss, that of providing a means for adjustment to align the
spacecraft, is easily provided. Tube straightness, a contributing factor to misalignment,
should be within 0.020 inch. This is based on experience with long tube runs of smaller
diameter. The adjustment mechanism, illustrated in Figure 5.9-11, consists of right
and left hand splines designed as an integral part of a tapered steel fitting at the AEM
end of the tube. Steel has been chosen for the end fittings because of its overall thermal
and inertial deflection compatibility with beryllium. Bonding methods are used to join
the fittings to the beryllium tube, thereby eliminating a major problem area in joint
attachments. Excellent adhesion and load transfer properties (ultimate shear strengths
of 4000 psi) are available with either Narmco 3175C or Epon 934 bond, providing that adequate
surface pre-treatment is done.
There are many approaches to using the truss for mounting harness and orientation
control fuel tubing runs. These range from a fully integrated assembly running the harness
inside the tube, shown in the referenced figure, to simple external clipping. The former
has some disadvantages in accessibility for repain however, some advantage is gained by
the better thermal control afforded the ammonia fuel lines, required to be kept at tem-
peratures above -30°F, and the elimination of further rf blockage and reflectance losses.
The external mounting arrangement shown in the figure approaches a good compromise.
One section shows ammonia tubes packaged with the power leads to obtain some benefical
heating. Of concern here, is the compatibility of beryllium, copper, aluminum fuel lines
and ammonia, in the case of an ammonia line leak. The beryllium is superior to aluminum
in this case, showing compatibility up to temperatures of 600°C. However, the aluminum,
copper and foam, if it is used, can be damaged if attacked with a hydrous solution of
ammonia propellant. The dry space environment precludes this damage and problems are
anticipated. The other views show the coax intermodule harness and signal wires packaged.
The harness must be packaged with cable grouping, separation, shielding, and thermal
barriers employed as required for EMI control and environmental protection. The conduits
can be positioned on the tubes so that the rf losses are minimized. Again, bonding is used
for all attachments to the beryllium.
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5.9.3.3 Aft Ec_ipment Module
The Aft Equipment Module provides support for the apogee motor, equipment bays,
propellant tanks, momentum wheels, antenna and deployment devices, and solar array
trusses. The module must a'.sofunction to transfer the loads associated with the EVM
aft to the spacecraft adapter. The structural concept involved is two conical semi-
monocoque segments stretching from station 81 to the separation plane at station 39.5.
The skin line radii of the conical section are 39.25, 29.0, and 27.75 inches at re-
spective stations 81, 62.5, and 39.5. In addition to the antenna interface ring at station
81, an equipment mounting ring is provided at station 62.5 and a separation ring at
station 39.5.
The antenna hub is attached to an interface ring. The hub is a box section which provides
the necessary stiffnessfor close alignment of the petal hinges during antenna deployment.
Itis also effectivelyused, as part of the integrated spacecraft structure, to react the feed
support truss out of plane loads occurring during launch.
The antenna/spacecraft interface at this plane is designed to allow for a complete assembly
and alignment of the EVM, the feed support truss, and the AEM prior to antenna installation.
The feed support truss tubes attach to the AEM at a diameter smaller than the inside
diameter of the antenna hub; this provision allowing the antenna petals and hub assembly,
partially opened but still restrained radially, to be lowered over the assembled spacecraft
modules. Attachment of the antenna to the spacecraft is accomplished through a radial
bolt pattern, mating the inside face of the antenna hub to the antenna interface ring flange.
Experience has shown that this joint is dimensionally stable, capable of being machined to
close tolerance, and allows for repeatable mating and dematlng without upsetting original
alignment. This radial attachment also precludes machining operations on the assembled
AEM, such as is possible if the bolts were parallel to the spacecraft yaw axis.
s
A four beam internal grid between stations 81 and 62.5 (18.5 inch deep bean, s) supports
the propellant tanks and the momentum devices. The parallel geometry is upset in one
quadrant to allow for adequate shoulder room during arming and fusing of the apogee motor.
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Access is facilitated through a removable panel in the outer skin. Beamweb shears are
delivered directly to the conical shell andbeam cap loads are taken by the rings at
stations 81 and 62.5. The beams have beadedwebs, 0.032 inch thick of 2024 T4 aluminum
alloy. Sucha selection was predicated on the ability of beadedpanels to provide shear
stability consistent with miMmum weight and ease of manufacturing considerations. Cap
members are extrusions of the same alloy.
The apogee motor is supported by a conical aluminum alloy tubular truss connecting the
mounting flange on the circumferential midpoint of the spherical motor casing with the
equipment mounting ring at station 62, 5. It is a requirement that this motor be aligned to
close tolerance at the pad in order to ensure that when fired, the thrust vector coincides
with the yaw axis of the vehicle. A three point mounting arrangement is optimum for
alignment purposes, however, this is not compatible with the structural design requirement
to efficiently distribute spacecraft loads uniformly to the launch vehicle. As a compromise
between alignment and structural weight, a six point attachment is used. A small conic
adapter section, with six mounting pads, is attached to the motor girth ring prior to
installation, by a tensioned strap. The assembly can then be installed and aligned in the
field.
The attached truss is composed of six radial members, at the motor pick-up points, and
diagonals, constructed of 2 inch O.D. X 0. 049 inch wall thickness 2024 T3 aluminum
alloy tubing, designed to withstand both the launch environment and apogee motor firing.
The ring at station 62.5 takes these truss kick loads in addition to the aforementioned beam
cap loads. The separation ring at station 39.5 is a 2-1/4 inch channel of 7075 T6 aluminum
alloy and is capable of transferring the total lateral shear through six bolted connections
to the spacecraft adapter.
The completely removable, or hinged for access, equipment bays project from the North
and South sides of the aft equipment module to provide flat thermal panels, _arallel to
the roll spacecraft axis, for component mounting. The forward end of the bay connects
directly to the antenna interface ring. The aft end of the bay is joined to the interface
ring at station 39.5 by a shear panel normal to the spacecraft axis. Side panels are
radially oriented and conn(_ct the edges ol' the thermal pane] directly with main _cial
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members in the conical sections. Axial component loads are sheared from the thermal
panel into the side panels and thence into the main axial members of the module. Lateral
component loads are sheared from the thermal panel into the antenna interface ring and
to the separation ring through the bottom bay shear panel. The thermal panels are 0.06 inch
thick 6061 T6 aluminum alloy based on thermal conductivity requirements. These panels
require both lateral and shear stiffening which again will be utilized for component mounting
bracketry. All other panels are 0.032 inch thick 2024 aluminum alloy with a minimum
amount of shear stiffeners.
The exclusion of these thermal radiating panels from the primary structural load path is
somewhat of an inefficiency, in that the 14 pounds of 0.060 inch sheet can be effectively
used as shear structure. However, the weight involved to expand the AEM so that these
panels become integral with the load paths is somewhat greater. This design features
the capability of hinging the thermal panels which allows for ease of replacement of indi-
vidual components without removal of the entire panel from the system harness.
Six main axial members are required in the conical module segments running continuously
from the antenna interface ring to the six bolted connections at the separation plane. These
members in conjunction with 0.032 inch thick beaded 2024 T4 aluminum alloy skins will tend
to shear lag the three predominant feed support truss loads to a more or less uniform or
elementary theory load at the six hard points of attachment at the separation plane. The
axial members are tailored to accommodate this shear lag effect and therefore vary in
section properties in the two segments of the concial aft equipment module.
5.9.3.4 Solar Array Panels And Support Trusses
Solar array panels are 5052 aluminum alloy honeycomb sandwich construction with
0. 005 inch thick face sheets and 0.3 inch thick core of 1.6 lb/ft 3 density. Each array is
supported along its longer ,axis by a 2-1/2 inch deep by one-inch wide closed section
aluminum alloy center beam. One end of the center beam is connected to the panel fitting
which is the primary structural link between the solar panel and the support truss.
Additional panel restraints are provided during the boost phase to limit torsional and
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bending loads on the panel, center beam, and panel fitting. These are discussed in greater
detail in paragraph 5.9.4. In the absence of these restraints during deployment, each
half of the panel transfers its load to the center beam by cantilever bending and thence on
to the panel fitting and support truss by a similar process.
During and after deployment, the solar array is supported solely by the solar array truss.
Array loads are transferred through truss bending to the antenna interface ring at the
forward end of the aft equipment module. During the boost phase, the forward end of the
truss is restrained by the EVM and the antenna cinching band thereby providing "simple
beam" reactions for the truss when loaded in a direction normal to the solar array and
"pinned-end column" truss reactions for axial loading. Lateral truss moment loads are
greatly reduced through the solar panel restraints provided by the antenna deployment
trusses. The limiting design condition for this member, however, is in meeting the
minimum orbital frequency requirement. To accomplish this, the truss is triangular in
cross section with 3/4 inch O.D. x 0.065 inch wall 6061 T6 aluminum alloy tubing forming
the cap members and 3/4 inch O.D. x 0. 022 inch wall tubing of the same alloy forming
all diagonals and battens. This particular alloy was selected for its combination of
weldability and adequate strength properties.
5.9.3.5 Spacecraft Adapter
It can be observed from Figure 5.9-1 that the adapter is of identical geometry to the
present Centaur aft adapter. Adherence to this geometry allows for the use of existing
thermal control equipment, bulkheads, and ducting, and does not require a repackaging of
Centaur electronics.
The design philosophy has been to construct an extremely rigid adapter, on the basis that
overall spacecraft stiffness is improved with a rigid base, while the weight thus expended
will not result in a significant loss of payload in orbit capability since it is not separated
from the Centaur.
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The adapter transfers all spacecraft shear, bending, and axial load from the separation
plane at station 39.5 to the Centaur payload mounting ring at station 0. The adapter con-
sists of two conical semimonoque segments with the upper segment stretching from the
separation plane station 39.5 to the field joint at station 16.0, with the lower segment
continuing on to the payload mounting ring. The respective cone radii at stations 39.5,
16, and 0 are 27.74, 26.5 and 28 inches. The semimonocoque construction entails the
use of 24 axial hat sections of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy in conjunction with a stiffened
AZ31B-H24 magnesium alloy skin. This combination assures a highly effective structure
with respect to stiffness and will satisfy the requirements for a reasonably uniform load
distribution at the payload mounting ring. Longeron and skin gages have been tailored to
achieve the above stated load redistribution design objectives.
5.9.3.6 Structure Weight Summary
The spacecraft structural elements, described in this subsection, have been sized
sufficientlyto permit a reasonably accurate estimate of structural weight. A summary of
structural weight is presented in Table 5.9-7. Adapter weight, also included in this
table, has not been included as an element of the total structural weight as itwill remain
with the Centaur and hence is not chargeable as orbital weight.
5.9.4 SEPARATION AND DEPLOYMENT
5.9.4.1 Solar Panel Stowage and Deployment
The solar panels in the recommended configuration (Figure 5.9-1) are hinged respectively
from the ends of the four solar array trusses and are folded aft in their stowed position
such that they are parallel to the folded antenna cylinder. The solar array trusses, hinged
at the antenna hub, are restrained laterally by preloading with the antenna cinching band
against stops on the EVM surface. The increased band load thus required is well within
the compressive strength of the petal frames. This stowage and subsequent deployment
configuration is presented as being typical of the simplest approach to the reliable deployment
of the parabolic antenna and the solar arrays, while at the same time, offering the best
overall structural load paths for adequate restraint of these components during the launch
phase. Another advantage of this arrangement is the clearance provided for the TT&C
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antenna, orientation control sensors) and nozzles which allows the operation of these
components during the undeployed phase of the mission.
The solar panels deploy about a point near the forward end of the solar panel truss and the
solar array truss extension member serves as a stop in orbit. The solar panel attachment
fitting is triangular in shape with the base as the pivot axis and with a swivel joint forming
the apex as shown in Figure 5.9-12. The swivel joint is required on only two panels
while the other two are fixed joints. Bearing pads to stabilize the forward end of the
panel during launch are built onto the solar array truss member.
The solar array deployment motion is actuated by a constant torque Neg)ator spring motor
driving each solar array shaft. The deployment rate of each panel is regulated by a
miniature viscous damper also attached to the solar array shaft. This rotary damper can
be adjusted to provide a desired rate which can be made slow enough such that the full
deployed dynamic shock will be of no consequence structurally. Under the preload action
of the spring in the extended position, a mechanical stop is not required, since a reasonable
rotational torque level of 5 to 10 in. -Ib will not be exceeded by the extremely low inertia
forces in space. Dynamic analysis has shown that the maximum expected closing force on
the panel will be less than one inch-pound. Miniature rotary dampers are available from
several manufacturers, but SESCO Model 1080-100 (or equivalent) is believed adequate for
this application. The specifications for this particular SESCO model are as follows:
Damping Rate:
Friction Torque:
Max Permissable Torque:
Weight (filled):
Temp. Range:
Damping Fluid:
0.2 to 25 in-lb/rad/sec
Approx. 1 in.-oz
100 in.-lb
3 oz
-65OF to 160°F
Dow Corning, DC510
This solar array drive system has the advantage of depending only on the mechanical un-
lock system for reliable operation, no motors or sequencing devices being necessary.
Another advantage is that failure of the solar array to deploy (for any reason) does not
prevent the antenna from continuing its deployment motion.
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Figure 5.9-12. Solar Panel Latching
The recommended solar array unlock system is mechanically coupled to the antenna
deployment motion and drive through a linkage system which operates as a 4--barlink to
unlock the solar arrays during the initialantenna motion. This system is also shown in
Figure 5.9-12 and consists basically of short pushrods in each of the four solar array
trusses. One end of each rod is attached to the appropriate trunnion bracket on the
antenna interface ring and the other end is attached to and operates the solar panel center
locking mechanism. To stabilizethe stowed solar panels, additional restraint mechanisms
are located along the aft edge of the panel; one on each side of the center unlocking
mechanism supported by the antenna trusses adjacent to the solar array truss. These re-
straint mechanisms are operated by links (identicalto the central link) attached to the
appropriate trunnion fittingsadjacent to the solar array trunnion fittings. Simple bearing
pads would have sufficed for the pair of restraint mechanisms except for the instability
of the single plane antenna trusses to which they are attached. For this reason, "gripping"
pads about 3 inches wide are utilizedin lieu of simple bearing pads to stabilizethe truss/
panel combination in a lateral direction,using the panel ¢_Igestiffnessto react the induced
moments.
As mentioned above, two of the solar panels rotate about two axes during deployment. A
rotation of 174 degrees occurs on allfour panels about the deployment axis, and the other
rotation of 60 degrees (for N and S panels only) occurs within the swivel joint'about the
longitudinal axis of the panel. The panel shaft is spring loaded within the swivel joint
housing such that the panel rotates to its correct orbital position during the firstfew degrees
of deployment motion, the relative motions of the solar panel and antenna being such that
no interference occurs.
To assure correct positioning at fulldeployed position, a protruding pin from the panel
shaft engages a stop fittingon the truss extension to ensure the completion of the 60
degrees rotation.
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The recommended solar array deployment and unlocking configuration shown on Figure
5.9-12 provides the following advantages:
a. Eliminates four or more solar array deployment motors which, if used, would
add to the number of key events necessary for successful deployment of the arrays.
b. Unlocking of the solar arrays is readily accomplished through linkage.
c. Solar arrays are "locked" in the deployed position by the Neg'ator spring force,
thus eliminating additional locking mechanisms.
do The slow rate of solar array deployment attainable through the use of a rotary
damper reduces the severity of dynamic loads at the deployment stops, thus
eliminating the need for additional snubbing.
e. Reduces the possibility of antenna "hang-up" due to failure of the solar panel
deployment system.
It is emphasized that the solar array deployment scheme shown is 0nly one example of
many possible methods which could be used to deploy the panels in the recommended con-
figuration. Many refinements of the scheme shown will also be studied in more detail
in the preliminary design phase.
5.9.4.2 Combined Purpose Antenna Deployment
The combined purpose antenna is hinge-mounted on the earth viewing equipment module.
During the launch and acquisition phase of the mission, this antenna is held in a vertical
position (parallel to the vehicle center-line) by an extension of a solar panel truss. In
this position the antenna is utilized for telemetry, tracking and polarization measurements.
After the parabolic antenna deployment, there is no further mission requirement for the
combined purpose antenna so it is spring loaded to rotate out of the field of view of the
earth viewing experiments located in the equipment module. This retracting action is
triggered through a linkage system by the initial motion of the parabolic antenna deployment
cycle, as shown in Figure 5.9-1:
5.9.4.3 Spacecraft/Booster Separation System
The sequence of events for spacecraft/booster separation is initiated by a command from
the Centaur programmer which fires the selected pyrotechnic device. A separation switch
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at the interface activates a timer which delays spin-up for a period of 2 seconds to guarantee
positive separation of the two vehicles prior to spin-up. _
The recommended spacecraft separation system (shown as a detail in Figure 5.9-1) consists
of six separation nuts (Hi-Shear Corp,, Model SN 7321 with PC 42 Power cartridges) and
six spring-loaded actuators mounted in brackets around the adapter periphery. The six
spring actuators will be designed and constructed so that adjustment can be made to obtain
the amount and distribution of stored energy desired. This adjustment capability provides
the separation system with a method for counteracting a payload center of gravity offset
in a radial direction. A preliminary analysis indicated a spring rate of 100 lb/in./spring
is adequate for proper separation. Springs of 1-3/4 inches diameter X 0.25 inch wire
diameter with a free length of about 6 inches and an installed length of 4 inches will meet
this requirement. The maximum allowable tumble rate is 2 degrees/second, but with
the aforementioned adjustment feature, it is believed that rates much lower can be attained.
However, there are several other sources of inherent errors which must be considered.
These error sources are divided into three classes as follows:
a. Spring Errors
Spring rate
Initial force
Misalignment
Spring relaxation
Friction
Calibration and Installation tolerances
Temperature differential
b. Explosive Nut Errors
Co
Ejection friction
Ejection velocity
Mass differentials
Center of Grav_ Location
Spacecraft center of gravity
Centaur center of gravity
Separation Plane Nonparallelism
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During the preliminary design phase of the program, the above error sources will be
thoroughly studied and evaluated.
Separation nuts were chosen as the preferred design for the following reasons: (1) low
shock, (2) no fragmentation or contamination, (3) easy installation, (4) high reliability
with two cartridges, (5) they have been qualified on many programs, including Surveyor,
to release the main retro engine, and (6) allow flexibility in design. E_ch power cartridge
has two bridgewires, having a nominal resistance of 1.1 ohms per bridgewire. Only one
bridgewire will be used in this application since electrical leakage between bridgewires has
caused problems in recent programs. The unused bridgewire will be short-circuited at the
connector mating with the cartridge, but will remain isolated from the cartridge case. This
will minimize the possibility of stray leakage currents induced through electromagnetic
radiation causing problems. Investigations will be conducted to determine the feasibility
of removing one bridgewire or incorporating a different cartridge with a single bridgewire
without jeopardizing the qualified design status of the assembly.
l'hemechanical operation of the separation nut is shown in Figure 5.9-13. It should be
noted that all gases and fragments are retained by the housing. Complete release occurs
less than 20 milliseconds after the firing signal is applied to the power cartridges.
As part of the operation, the bolt is positively expelled from the nut housing and a bolt
catcher prevents further movement of the bolt. The electrical characteristics of the power
cartridge are:
No Fire Current
Minimum All Fire Current
Recommended Firing Current
i.0 amp
3.5 amps
5.0 amps
In addition, no ignition occurs when a 5000 picofared capacitor charged to 5000 volts is
discharged between the shorted contact pins and the cartridge body.
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Figure 5.9-13. Separation Nut Operation
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Since six nuts are required, 12 power cartridges will be fired for a totalcurrent drain of
60 amperes. This current will be supplied by the launch vehicle to avoid problems of
carrying power across the adapter/spacecraft interface. The power must be available
for a minimum time of 10 milliseconds. Reliabilityestimates based on the Surveyor
program are that the assembly reliabilityis greater than 0.9999. Therefore, the use of
six nuts, each one required for operation, is greater than 0.9994.
An alternate method of operating the separation nuts is by using an enclosed, explosive
cord manifolded at each separation nut. Initiationof the cord would propagate a detonation
front which would be transferred in the manifolds to a cartridge on each separation nut.
This system would increase reliabilityand lower the dispersion time of the nut operation.
The feasibilityof this initiationmethod has been proven, but ithas not been qualified for
flightuse.
5.9.5 STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
5.9.5.1 Introduction
The dynamic characteristics of the selected configuration are influenced by three major
requirements. First, the spacecraft must have adequate strength to survive the strenuous
launch and boost environment without damage. Second, the fundamental frequencies of the
spacecraft must be sufficiently removed from the critical booster frequencies so that the
resulting launch vehicle-spacecraft system is controllable, Third, the frequencies and
responses of the spacecraft in orbit must allow the spacecraft to be controlled without loss
of mission capability.
Considerable analyses were conducted during this study to assure that the selected con-
figuration satisfactorily meets these requirements.
5.9.5.2 Launch Configuration Behavior
It is determined by these studies that the largest lateral loading on the ATS-4 structure
will be produced by a 1.5g (0 to peak) sinusoidal vibration qualification test. This test.
whose levels have been presented in Section 5.9.2.1 is consistent with the NASA/GSFC
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philosophy of testing new spacecraft by sinusoidally exciting the structure at its base with
a shaker. Review of the flight records of four Atlas/Centaur flights indicates that the
design to these shaker spec 'fications will be quite conservative in developing dynamic
loading.
A minimum lateral launch frequency has been established at this time on the basis of
discussions with the launch vehicle contractor and NASA/Lewis personnel. A value of
10 cps being set by requirements of the launch vehicle autopilot, is used for the design of the
fixed- free spacecraft.
The selected configuration meets this requirement with a fundamental lateral frequency of
llcps. Analyses performed to date were based on simplified models to facilit_;:e mass,
stiffness, and configuration tradeoffs. The results of these analyses define what can be
accomplished during the final design of the ATS-4 spacecraft.
In view of the split module configuration approach, the question arises as to whether response
of the masses can be optimized by varying mass and stiffness distribution. In the launch
configuration the spacecraft can be idealized as a two-mass system. The earth viewing
equipment module is connected to the aft equipment module by means of an elastic truss
and the aft module attached to the foundation by an elastic adapter. This idealization is
completed by considering the folded antenna and solar array trusses as nonresonating
mass items.
Figure 5.9-14 presents amplification factors at the upper mass as a function of mass and
displacement amplitude ratios of the upper to the lower mass due to a base excitation at
resonance and a fixed modal damping (Q=10).
It can be seen that for the two-mass system the amplification factor cannot be reduced below
the value of Q represented by the damping. The limiting condition is approached when the
spring connecting the two masses can be considered as rigid when compared with the base
spring or when the base spring is rigid when compared with the connecting spring. Of
considerable interest is the effect of mass ratio. As the upper mass becomes negligibly
smaller compared with lower mass, amplification as high as 100 is possible.
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Figure 5.9-14. Response of Upper Mass (Mass 1) vs First Mode Shape
The mass idealization of the selected configuration is shown on Figure 5.9-1 as a dashed
line. From this curve, it can be seen that a worst case amplification of 18.5 is possible.
From the study of the longitudinal response of the selected configuration, presented in
Section 6.7.5, the fundamental mode shows the truss acting as a nearly rigid link. This
finding places the mode shape close to the limiting value of 1.0 shown on Figure 5.9-14.
Lateral response studies place the fundamental mode shape around 10 as shown on
Figure 5.9-14. Additional increase in adapter stiffness will reduce lateral amplification
but at the expense of producing a great er increase in longitudinal amplification.
Table 5.9-8 presents the acceleration response of the spacecraft to qualification level
vibration test specification. These responses were calculated using 6 percent viscous
damping in the fundamental modes and 5 percent viscous damping in the higher frequency
modes. Damping values were selected on the basis of experience gained during the Nimbus
test program. This type of structure has a nominal value of 5 percent of critical viscous
damping with low frequency modes exhibiting larger values of damping.
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From Table 5.9-8 it can be seen that the maximum response occurs at the earth viewing
equipment module in the fu ldamental lateral and longitudinal modes. These responses,
obtained by use of three mass models, exhibit slightly lower peak response than that
indicated by the previously discussed two-mass system.
Based on two-mass considerations, the longitudinal model is nearly optimum, yielding an
amplification of 10 to the earth viewing equipment module. Past experience gained in
developing the Nimbus spacecraft has shown that the amplification can be further reduced
by taking advantage of the energy absorbing nature of the flexible appendages of the
spacecraft.
Table 5.9-8 presents the torsional response of the selected configuration. The fundamental
torsion mode is 18 cps and produces an amplification of 13 at the earth viewing equipment
module. The second torsional mode has a frequency of 38 cps and an amplification of 10
at the aft equipment module. These responses are transformed into lateral accelerations
by utilizing the physical dimensions of the spacecraft, and are seen to be of lower magnitude
than those produced by the lateral test condition.
During launch the spacecraft will be subjected to an acoustic environment. The overall sound
pressure level, interior to the fairing, as given in the Atlas/Centaur Handbook is 141 decibels
At this sound pressure level structural components do not suffer static type failures.
I!owever, this environment will provide a strong constraint to components mounted in the
earth viewing module and will be of considerable importance in producing response in the
large area low density spacecraft appendages.
Response of components to acoustic excitation, especially those mounted in the earth
viewing equipment module, must be considered when establishing component test levels.
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Table 5.9-8 Response Accelerations to Base Excitation
LATERAL
Mode
Freouency
THRUST
Frequency
1
2
3
1
m2
3
i.5g
Earth V. E/M
11 cps
18.0 g
Feed Supp't
32 cps
9.5g
AFT E/M
72 cps
2.1g
4.3 g 12.3 g 3.0 g
1.8g 9.9g 4.8g
141 cps 182 cps 50 cps
11.1 g 4.8 g 30.0 g
3.3 g 3.6 g 27.6 g
12.3 g 3.3 g 14.0 g
TORSION
Frequency
1
2
3
38 cps
41.3 rad/sec 2
129.0 # rad/sec 2
91.6 rad/sec 2
18 cps
P
154.8*rad/sec"
15.5 rad/sec 2
14.2 rad/sec ~
110 cps
o
25.8 rad/sec -
9
43.9 rad/sec-
.)
69.7 rad/sec-
* Equivalent to 16.0g couple at 2
# Equivalent to 5.0 g couple at 1
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5.9.5.3 Effect of Structural Damping on Cone Angle
After the launch and boost l; base of flight the spacecraft will be spun-up about its minor
axis. It is important to determine if structural damping will produce a detrimental effect
by increasing the cone angle too rapidly. To this end a study has been performed in Appendix K.
The results show that using a large value (12%) for viscous damping does not produce a
serious condition. It is concluded that structural damping will not constitute a serious
loss of energy during the transfer maneuver.
5.9.5.4 Orbital Configuration Behavior
The selected configuration in orbit behaves as a typical modern generation spacecraft,
its dynamic behavior being characterized by low natural frequencies. The dominant
structural component of the ATS-4 is the large parabolic antenna. This antenna, by
virtue of its construction and support,minimizes the deleterious effect of such a large
component on spacecraft behavior.
The first problem faced in an orbiting, large, flexible structural dynamic system is the
possible interaction of the structural dynamic system with its orbital environment. For
the selected configuration,the fundamental structural frequency is well above the periodic
orbital disturbance frequency. Because these frequencies are well separated, there will be
no strong interaction of the structural dynamic system with the orbital environment. Since
the two systems are separable, the orbital environmental forces (e. g. solar pressure,
gravity, etc.) are treated as applied loads on the spacecraft.
A second, no less important, problem is the interaction of the spacecraft structural
dynamic and control systems. Again, the problem of a large, limp structure and its
associated low frequency response, must be considered as responding to a periodic forcing
function.
The spacecraft must be controlled within tolerances dictated by mission requirements
without dangerous build-up of structural response. In order to meet the control requirements,
the structural response at sensor and force generator locations must be considered as
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well as critical structural response to control forces. Structural dynamic transfer _ucti_ss:
described in Section 6.7-3 are developed for this purpose.
Early studies, utilizing the st.,:uctural transfer functions, revealed that the sensors and
force generators could be considered as rigidly connected if the structural link between
them has a fundamental frequency of 10 cps or higher. In addition, it was concluded that the
spacecraft would be controllable, within the constraints offered by mission requirements,
if major structural response frequencies are maintained at or above 2 cps. (A major
structural response is defined as being greater than two orders of magnitude less than
rigid body response. )
The _h_ve findings are adopted as frequency criteria for the orbital spacecraft in a con-
servative vein.
Control transfer function results of early configurations have been used in analog simulation
,,r :pacecr.ft orientation control. The values used are conservative when compared with
_ra_._fe_ Inactions of the selected configuration.
The values used for velocity response are found in Table 5.9-10. The first flexible mode
in the analog simulation of 8x excitation was a 5.54 rad/sec mode with a numerator of
1.04 x 10 -5. This low frequency is produced by the lateral mode of a solar panel truss
assumed unrestrained by the antenna truss link. For the analysis performed on the
selected configurations this lateral support offered through the deployment link was included
in the model, with a resulting minimum frequency of 12.3 rad/sec. The results listed
for (_ and E} excitation also show the analog simulation to be conservative.
y
The rigid body transfer function numerators represent the reciprocals of the spacecraft
n_ass mo_nent of inertia about the excitation location. It is seen from the table that the
analog vMues are numerically lower than the selected configuration values. This indicates
that the _malog simulation uses a vehicle with larger mass moments than presently exists,
which is an additional measure of conservatism.
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The value of damping used in the control transfer function is very important. A range of
damping values of 0.6 to 0.1 percent of critical viscous damping is chosen for the analog
control simulation study. These values were selected as being reasonable and attainable
in the actual structure. A discussion of the problems in predicting damping values for
an orbiting structure is presented in Section 6.
Damping values for the finaldesign will be determined experimentally by testing major
components of the spacecraft in a vacuum.
The orbital dynamic load environment is very gentle to the spacecraft. Major structural
dynamic response is produced by the on-board stationkeeping and orientation control systems.
These systems produce short-time force pulses of 0.00286 Ib which may act in the space-
craft X or Y axis direction. A worse case rotational torque of 0.25 in.-Ib is assumed about
any of the three spacecraft axis for the condition of momentum wheel stall-out.
Table 5.9-10 presents the resonant frequencies of major structural members. Evidence
of the relatively stiff antenna structure is shown by its frequency of 2.37 cps.
Substantiation of the rather high antenna frequency is provided by the study presented in
Section 5.4, which uses the detailed antenna structure model developed for the thermal
distortion study.
Table 5.9-11 presents a summary of significantresponse accelerations to unit impulsive
force and moment. The worst case structural response is produced by a 1-pound trans-
lationalforce pulse and is 0.195 g at the antenna-solar-truss link,resulting in negligible
forces for the actual applied thrusts.
Table 5.9-11 also presents antenna displacement due to unit impulsive forces and moments,
The maximum antenna displacement occurs on its circumference and has the calculated
magnitude of 0. 028 inches produced by a l-pound translational force pulse, or for the
small thrust of O. 002,_6 Ib. a deflection of 3.5 (10) -5 inches.
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Table 5.9-10. Dynamic Behavior of Deployed Selected Configuration
Resonant Frequencies of Major Structural Members
Mode
Solar Array ]'russ
Antenna Fundamental
Solar Array Truss
l.'eed Support "I'n_ss
Feed Support Truss
Description
Lateral Bending
Normal Bending
Normal Bending
Torsion about Z-axis
Lateral Bending
Frequency"
tops)
1.96
2.37
3,45
10.7
19.5 X
Z
Table 5.9-11. Summary of Response Accelerations and Antenna
Deployment to Unit Impulsive Force and Moment
Location
Unit
Impulse
Response Response
Acceleration (g) Displacement (iachos}
Antenna Rim
Antenna Solar Panel
IAnk Connection
Solar Array Truss Tip
F x 0.008 0.028
F z 0.017 Negligible
My 0.0007 0.0014
F x 0.195 0.00x
F z 0.089 Negligible
My 0. 020 0,000a
F x 0. 057 Negligible
Fy 0. 036 Negligible
M v 0. 003 Negligible
Max G |t_:l{I Response x Orbital Force/Moment Magnitude 0. 020 x 0.25 _ 0. 005 g
Max displacement In orbital f_wee input 0. 00286 (0. 028) 0. 00008 inches at antenna circum.
Max ttispla_,ement 1o orbilal moment input - 0.25 (0. 0014) 0. 000_5 inches at link connection.
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It can be concluded from the above results that the selected configuration is conservatively
designed from a structural dynamic standpoint. No excessively large dynamic loads or
displacements are indicated from this study.
5.9.6 THERMAL CONTROL
5.9.6.1 Summary of Selected Configuration
The temperature control system selected is a combination of semipassive and passive
methods. Insulated shutters are used on all but one of the external equipment mounting
panels. Thermal coatings for maximum heat rejection and minimum solar heat flux
absorption are used on the radiating areas of the mounting plates behind the shutters.
Super insulation is used on all nonheat rejecting surfaces. This concept is applied to both
the Earth Viewing Module (EVM) and the Aft Equipment Module (AEM).
The semipassive thermal control system was selected primarily due to the wide heat
rejection range required. The choice of a completely passive design would have required
excessive heater pow¢_r in the off mode. In that case, battery charging time would have
been greatly extended which would have severely limited the operational performance of the
experimental rf equipment. Alternately, if less heater power were used, the resulting
d_rnamic temperature range would have been excessive. By using shutters, the heater
power to maintain temperatures is reduced by at least a factor of 4.0.
The selected configuration is not an optimum thermal design, but it is adequate and confirms
feasibility. Equipment distribution between the EVM and AEM is limited by functional re-
quirements and heat dissipation rates. The duty cycle of equipment will create a wide
range of temperatures in the EVM and this condition will be contributed to by the Phased
Array which has large dissipation rates. The AEM, which is larger physicall.v than the EVM.
will normally have a much lower heating rate. Panel structures, which are adequate
mcctuluicall), will prc_iuce relativel.v large gradients. Equipment redesign and relocation
c_m alleviate sore{, of these pr_,blems.
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5.9.6.2 Equipment Mounting
Equipment design will be of modular construction to allow maximum access, replacement,
and ease of location or relocation. The modules will have the proper ratio of interface
area to heat dissipation rate in order to minimize temperature differences between the
modules and mounting panels. Critical modules will be provided with a thicker than normal
housing material to obtain maximum contact area and minimum distortion. Components which
have been identified as critical in this regard are the phased array electronics, traveling
wave tubes, and the power supply regulator.
5.9.6.3 Semipassive Temperature Control
The semipassive control system anticipated for ATS-4 is the variable emissivity, or
the shutter system. This system will be similar to that used on the Nimbus spacecraft,
which has been flight proven both thermodynamically and mechanically. A typical shutter
assembly, and its components, is shown in Figure 5.9-15.
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SPRINe RETAINER- /III .... /_
TWIN TiPI[II
1/4
LOUVER II_IITION .-J_
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MAIN LINK
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AXIAL SUPPORT _., .
MAIN LINK -
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Figure 5.9-15. Typical Shutter Assembly
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Slight modifications will be required to adapt the Nimbus type shutter system to the ATS-4
application. Since the panels on ATS-4 are large with many components, it would be
difficult to actuate the shutters on the basis of component temperature alone. Therefore,
it is intended that an averaging sensor will be located on the ATS-4 radiating panels. An
additional improvement over the current Nimbus design will be the incorporation of
independent and redundant actuators, as opposed to the current Nimbus design which used
a primary actuator which fails safe in the open position. This will improve current re-
liability estimates, although a failure of the Nimbus shutter system has never been detected.
The performance characteristics of the Nimbus shutter system are shown on Figure 5.9-16.
It is anticipated that, due to a different mechanical arrangement with ATS-4, the maximum
effective emissivity will be slightly reduced. A maximum effective emissivity of 0.65 is
expected and emphasis will be placed on reducing the minimum value to at least 0.10.
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D
Figure 5.9-1 illustrates the application of the shutter control system concept to ATS-4.
Detailed studies may indicate further modifications to this design to improve performance.
5.9.6.4 Passive Temperature Control
Passive temperature control techniques will be utilized extensively in the ATS-4 design.
These techniques will include the uses of optical coatings, insulation, and super insulation.
The EVM support truss and the parabolic antenna are two primary areas requiring coatings
with minimum degradation. In these areas metallic finishes will be utilized to provide
proper thermal control and will not degrade significantly. The coatings considered are D4D
(o,/E = 1.0; E = 0.3), which is an aluminized, silicon alkyd based paint which has shown
high resistance to the radiation environment; vapor deposited aluminum which has been
flight proven for stability; and buffed titanium. On the EVM and AEM it is anticipated that
three different types of coatings will be required: (1) a high _/E , low E ; (2) a low _/e ,
high _ ; and (3) a high _/E , high E . These coatings are D4D, MSD-105, and any one of
several black paints, respectively. These coatings have been tentatively selected for
both their resistance to degradation and their optical properties. All have either been
ground tested or flight proven.
Solid insulation plastic type materials will be used at hard mount load carrying points in
the vehicle where it is required to impede, yet control, the flow of heat between structural
members. The thermal conductivity of these materials generally lies in the range between
0.1 and 0.2 Btu/hr/ft/°F.
D
Super insulation will be used on all vehicle surfaces not considered prime radiators with the
exception of the antennae and EVM support truss. Super insulation, with an effective
conductivity of less than 2 x 10 -4 Btu/hr/ft/°F, is used where it is desired to minimize the
heat loss or gain of a system. The top and bottom surfaces of the AEM and EVM will be
so ilmulated. "flong with other locations. The insulation selected will be multilayered,
embossed 1/4 rail aluminized Mylar. The exact number of layers and overall thickness
will be determined by detailed studies of heat leak and heater power requirements. It is
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anticipated that about 35 layers at a thickness of about 3/8 inches will be utilized. Greater
allowance will be given where possible to obtain improved thermal resistance. This super
insulation will be installed using plastic fasteners and techniques to minimize installation
losses and edge effects. The Mylar insulation suggested can withstand temperatures up to
about 300°F. If super insulation is required which can tolerate higher temperatures,
embossed, aluminized 1/2 rail (minimum commercially available gage) Kapton with an upper
limit of about 600°F will be utilized.
5.9.6.5 ('oafiguration The rn.m ! .Analysis
The dynmnic characteristics of the ATS-4 spacecraft are such that heat rejection rates can
vary by a factor of 3. Using shutters, the capability to reject heat over a narrow range of
temperatures can vary by a factor greater than 4. However, in order to take advantage of
this characteristic, the heat dissipating components must be properly distributed. This
is difficult to attain on ATS-4 due to the specific location requirements of most components.
It is therefore a direct function of this nonoptimum distribution that temperatures will
vary quite widely in the EVM and to a much lesser degree in the AEM.
The thermal studies for the ATS-4 selected design were devoted primarily to the following
areas; Earth Viewing Module (EVM) ; Aft Equipment Module (AEM); Apogee Engine;
Support Truss; Solar Array; and Parking Orbit Heating. The details of these studies are
presented herein. Detailed studies of the parabolic antenna are presented separately in
Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.4.
5.9.6.5.1 Earth Viewing Module (EVM)
The EVM houses most of the experimental rf equipment and some TT&C equipment. The
heat dissipation can vary from 0 to several hundred watts depending on the equipment
operational duty cycle. The EVM design, with equipment mounting plate temperature limits
from 30°F to 120°F, represents the most serious potential thermal problem since
geometric restrictions as well as equipment heat dissipation rates and duty cycles combined
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to create both high and low temperature problems. A shutter system was selected for
temperature control of equipment panels.
It is preferred that only the EVM North and South facing surfaces (Panels 1 and 4), which
are perpendicular to the orbit plane, be used as heat rejection surfaces. However, the
phased array electronics and traveling wave tubes alone dissipate 368 watts in the
operational mode. Using a maximum emissivity for a shutter surface of 0.7 and a 120°F
temperature, 9.3 square feet of isothermal surface area is required to dissipate 368 watts
under steady state conditions. Since this area requirement alone is greater than the total
surface areas of panels 1 and 4, it is required that other EVM surface areas be utilized for
heat rejection. The earth facing (bottom) surface is not available for electronic component
heat rejection because the phased array and other antennae are located there. Excessive
solar heating precludes the use of the top surface. Therefore, the remaining East and
West facing surfaces must be utilized. These surfaces are solar illuminated during portions
of the orbit and can be used only with a decrease in thermal efficiency. This decrease
will be minimized by sloping these surfaces back from the leading edge by an angle of
30 degrees, and limiting the shutter rotation angle so thatdirect solar impingement will
occur only during either a winter or summer solstice, and then only to a limited extent.
In order to assure that excessive temperatures will not normally occur, the heat rejection
capacity has been locally tailored to maximum requirements. This tailoringapplies primarily
to the panels associated with the phased array. Since the phased array electronics and
traveling wave tubes can dissipate 368 watts, the EVM geometrical restrictions will not
allow this heat to be rejected from the area available on one panel without severely ex-
ceeding the 120°F maximum temperature limit. Therefore, these components have been
located on separate panels, the phased array electronics on the South facing panel, and
one traveling wave tube on Panels 3 and 6
All EVM components on a per panel basis is shown on Figure 5.9-17. The panels are
numbered 1 through 6 counting counter clockwise starting with the North facing panel
looking from the enrth vmwing side. The EVM component locations are further
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identified as follows:
Panel No. 1 =
Panel No. 2 =
Panel No. 3 =
Panel No. 4 =
Panel No. 5 =
Panel No. 6 =
Attitude Control and Experiments
(Components 71, 91, 105, 108)
TT&C (Components 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128)
Experiments (Component 83)
Experiments (Components 82, 106)
Experiments (Components 100, 101, 102, 107, 109)
Experiments (Component 83)
The phased array and other external antenna will be thermally insulated from the EVM.
Based on the equipment locations defined, a steady state heat balance with continuous equip-
_nent duty cycles was performed for all equipment panels. The resulting maximum steady
state temperature distributions are shown on Figure 5.9-18. It is seen that the local
hot spot temperatures slightly exceed the 120°F design limit on panels 6 and 3 (up to 148°F),
¢¢hile the hot spot temperatures on panel 4 significantly exceed 120°F (up to 223°F). _:owever.
this analysis was based on continuous experiment operation while, in reality, the power
supply limitations will not permit continuous operation for excessively long periods of time.
Therefore, an adequate thermal mass, with a resulting large thermal time constant, will
provide an adequate thermal design. A transient thermal analysis was performed on panel
4 using a panel thickness of 0. 125 inch and allowing 40 pounds for the phased array
electronics. The resulting temperature histories are shown on Figure 5.9-19 for the nodes
representing maximum and minimum panel temperatures. For an initial temperature of
70°F, the allowable operating time for components to maintain a 120°F maximum temperature
limit is 1.1 hours. Since this time limit exceeds the normal maximum expected operating
time, the thermal design is adequate. If the resulting structural distortions due to the defined
temperature differentials in the EVM are excessive, panel thickness would have to increase
and equipment may have to be redistributed.
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EVM Panel 4 Transient Thermal Performance
The duty cycle of the EVM electronics is not controlled to any minimum value. If periods
of equipment nonoperation were to exceed eight hours, the EVM temperatures would fall
below 30°F unless electrical heaters are utilized. These heaters can be thermostatically
operated, or ground command controlled, or both. The power required to maintain
minimum steady state temperatures of 30°F is 16.0, 12.6, 16.0, 0, and 12.6 watts, re-
spectively, for panels 1 through 6. In addition, power to compensate for leakage through
the upper and lower insulation blankets is 0.45 watts/ft 2. The heat leak through the P,hased
Array Antenna, which will be minimized, was not estimated since the array mounting
details have not been established. This total required power can be component electrical
dissipation, electrical heaters, or a combination as required. At this time, 35 watts of
heater power is allocated for the EVM. Equipment operational duty cycles, when fully
defined, are expected to compensate for the difference in power required. The thermal
time constant for the EVM is longer than the recharge time of the batteries, so that heater
power is not required during ellipse and recharge transients.
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5.9.6.5.2 Aft Equipment Module (AEM)
The AEM, which will be controlled from 50 to 100°F, houses all of the orientation control,
power, and most of the TT&C equipment. The AEM also contains the fuel tanks for the
orientation control system and the apogee engine. The overall component installation is
shown on Figure 5.9-20. In the AEM, the panel mounted equipment required physical
-- .:_ .'_, _,. _, [_, l _
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/
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Figure 5.9-20. AFT Equipment Module Overall Component Installation
dimensions much greater than those required for heat rejection. Therefore, the preferred
design, using only North and South facing surfaces for heat rejection, was utilized. A
shutter system was selected for temperature control of equipment panels. The specific
location of equipment on the North and South facing panels is shown on Figure 5.9-20. The
North panel contains power, experiments, and TT&C components, while the South panel
contains power and orientation control components. This selected configuration does not
present an optimum thermal arrangement, but rather a preferred functional configuration
which illustrates thermal control feasibility.
The AEM module is large with respect to the power dissipated and a narrower range of
temperature control is possible with shutters than with the EVM. The use of a passive
system would result in larger panel temperature gradients and dynamic temperature
changes due to the range of equipment operational duty cycles. However, even with the
shutter system, the variation in panel temperatures will be large since the panels
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physically are large and the heat dissipating equipment is well scattered in location across
the panels. These differentials could be reduced by using thicker panels with the attendant
weight penalty. In addition, since the AEM is large with respect to its dissipation, heat
leaks will be more of a problem and must be tightly cmtrolled to obtain an adequate heat
balance. Of major concern in the AEM are the fuel tanks for the attitude control system
and the apogee engine. The thermal design will conductively couple the fuel tanks with the
equipment modules but the apogee engine will be thermally isolated from the AEM.
The steady state temperature distributionson the equipment panels for maximum and
minimum conditions using a high emissivity panel coating are presented on Figure 5.9-22.
The large variation in temperature distributionson these panels is not desirable and can he
improved. Some components dissipate more heat than the interface area and panel con-
ductance can accept. Increasing panel thickness can reduce temperature differentials at the
expense of greater weight. The solutionwill be to increase component size to provide
larger contact area with the panels, maintain an 0.060 inch thick panel, redistribute equip-
ment to obtain more uniform heating, and use an emissivity coating pattern on the panels
(i.e., some areas with e = 0.9; some areas with 0.30 emissivity). During the next program
phase, a panel pattern will be established which will control the temperature levels and
differences to desired values.
5.9.6.5.3 Apogee Engine
The installation of the apogee engine presents several unique thermal problems. They are:
a. Maintain the engine above minimum temperature during the launch to inject
phase of flight.
b. Minimize the heat input to the AEM during apogee burn.
c. Minimize the heat leak to the apogee engine during orbital flight.
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These requirements are contradictory since the thermal resistance requirements between
the AEM and the engine are different in (a) from those in (b) and (c).
For condition (a), worst case calculations have been made. Considering only the nozzle
area of the TE-364-3 engine whose diameter Is 25 inches and assuming an emissivity
of 1.0, the heat loss has been calculated. For an initial temperature of 70°F, the heat
loss is 460 Btu/hr. The thermal mass of the engine is about 1580 pounds and the heat
capacitance between 20°F and 70°F is calculated to be 15,800 Btu. With a constant heat
loss of 460 Btu/hr, 34 hours would be required to reduce the average temperature to 20°F.
Since approximately 16 hours is the maximum expected duration between shroud separation
and apogee burn, minimum temperatures should be maintained passively. For maximum
temperatures, considering solar heating directly into the nozzle, 1500 Bm/hr would be
added, neglecting losses. An average temperature rise of 5°F/hr would result with a
maximum temperature rise of less than 30°F. Therefore, apogee engine temperatures
will be maintained passively during the transfer orbit.
For case (b) another potential problem arises. The temperature versus time profile shown
on Figure 5.9-6 is a significant source of heat for the AEM. Although the burning time is
only 48 seconds, higher external temperatures occur later due to thermal lag. Heat can
enter the AEM by conduction and radiation. The total heat incident from radiation on the
external insulation will vary, but the maximum temperature of the external surface will
approach the source (engine) temperature as a maximum. If a temperature of 700°F is
assumed constant for the external surface of the insulation for a period of 560 seconds
(twice the time shown on Figure 5.9-6), the heat input to the AEM would be 2.0 Btu/hr/ft 2.
Even if this heat leak rate was low by a factor of 10, the short duration of the heat input
would not cause any significant temperature rise. The conduction interface presents another
consideration. Temperature difference between the engine and structure can be as high as
630°F. The thermal isolation required to minimize heat conducted into the AEM will be a
function of the sum of the thermal masses in the conductive path between the AEM and the
apogee engine. If a continuous temperature difference of 430°F (500°F - 70°F) is assumed,
then. for an overall conductance of 1.0 Btu/hr/°F, 430 Btu/hr will be transferred into the
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AEM. The duration of the high temperature will be relatively short, less than 10 minutes,
so only 72 Btu would enter the AEM. If a heat capacitance of 20 Btu/°F is assumed for the
local structure and the equipment near the apogee engine, then the temperature rise would
only be about 4.0°F. If the conductance is actually 10.0 rather than 1.0, then the temper-
ature rise would be 40°F, which is not excessive for short time periods. Since this evaluation
does not include any other heat losses or additional thermal mass, these estimates are
considered conservative, and it is concluded that the design can preclude excessive AEM
equipment temperatures resulting from apogee engine firing.
Maximum isolation will be provided to minimize heat leaks from the AEM to the engine
during orbital flight. During the next program phase detail studies will determine if heater
power is required to compensate for these heat losses.
5.9.6.5.4 Support Truss
The support truss connecting the AEM and EVM has two restricting thermal limitations:
a.
b.
Truss member differential temperatures must be kept low to minimize distortion
of the structure and consequent rf distortion.
Truss temperatures must not fall below -30°F since attitude control gas lines
are supported by one of these tubes.
A preliminary design was evaluated using the outermost struts. The struts used in the
analysis were beryllium tubes, 4.0 inches in outside diameter with a wall thickness of
0.075 inches. These struts are slightly larger than those chosen in the final design. The
struts were divided into 10 nodes each and the solar flux profiles and shadowing were
evaluated. The truss nodal designation is shown on Figure 5.9-23. The strut temperatures
were evaluated for three _/_ values; 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. The maximum, minimum, and
average temperatures for struts 1 and 2 are presented in Figures 5.9-24, 5.9-25, 5.9-26,
5.9-27, 5.9-28, and 5.9-29 for _/E values of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, respectively. Based on
the results shown, an _/E coating of 2.0 was selected for the preferred design. This value
provides both acceptable distortion and adequate temperatures for the orientation control lines.
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5.9.6.5.5 Solar Array
A preliminary thermal analysis was performed to support the evaluation and sizing of the
solar array paddles for various proposed ATS-4 spacecraft configurations. Maximum heating
of the array was found to occur during the equinox time of year. This is attributed to the
fact that, for an equatorial orbit, the solar arrays will be oriented perpendicular to the
sun vector at a given point in the orbit. The maximum level of incident solar flux was
determined to be 458 Btu/hr/ft 2.
The equinox also involves a total solar eclipse of the spacecraft for a time period of
approximately 70 minutes. Accordingly, array temperatures at the end of the eclipse period
represent a minimum level.
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The distribution of incident solar flux with time is given in Figure 5.9-30 for surfaces
with normal vectors along the + X and _+Z axes. These data correspond to the equinox time
of year and therefore represent the maximum solar flux profile. For purposes of solar
array sizing, the minimum solar flux was also calculated. This heating profile occurs
during the summer solstice; data are presented in Figure 5.9-31. The flux levels for
paddle configurations inclined to the X and Z axes may be determined by considering the
appropriate component as referenced to the data of Figures 5.9-30 and 5.9-31. Figure ....
5.9-32 provides an indication of the maximum flux history for paddles inclined 60 degrees
to the X axis. To keep the work on a general level, shadowing of the solar paddles by
the body of the spacecraft and/or by the parabolic reflector was not considered. For the
given configurations under consideration, the effect of shadowing on the temperatures of the
solar array paddles is anticipated to be of no special significance.
Figure 5.9-33 is a plot of solar paddle temperature as a function of time in orbit during
the equinox. These data apply directly to the antenna deployment truss mounted 4-paddle
concept. The maximum temperature is approximately +120°F and the minimum temperature
during the illuminated portion of the orbit is -150°F. The minimum temperature at the
end of solar eclipse is -190°F. These data are applicable to a solar array paddle weighing
approximately 1.0 lb/ft 2. For paddle weights of 0.75 lb/ft and 0.5 lb/ft, the minimum
temperature at the end of eclipse is -208°F and -239°F respectively. Assumptions used
in the performance of the calculations are as follows:
Solar cells, with blue filter, _S = 0.7; _H
Packing factor: 0.85
Net solar cell efficiency: 6%
Solar paddles provided with alzak backing:
Solar cells on both paddle faces
=0.79
u S =0.2; eH =0.74
External surfaces of main spacecraft body and parabolic antenna highly reflective for IR
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Net geometric configuration factor for spacecraft and antenna:
0.05 paddle, normal along- Z axis
0.02 paddle, normal along + Z axis
0.05 paddle, normal along + X and - X axes
Orbit Time: Equinox
5.9.6.5.6 Parking Orbit Heating
Calculations were performed to determine the free molecular heating of the ATS-4
spacecraft during ascent (after shroud separation), parking orbit, and transfer to synchronous
altitude. This work provides a preliminary estimate of relative heating effects for parking
orbits at several proposed altitudes. These data are presented in the form of an absorbed
heat flux in the attached graphs.
Heat flaxes for parking orbit altitudes of 80, 90, and 100 nautical miles are presented in
Figures 5.9-34, 5.9-35 and 5.9-36, respectively. In addition, four spacecraft surface
orientations were considered; these are defined in terms of the included angle (0 °, 45 °,
60 ° , and 90 ° ) which the surface makes with the velocity vector of the spacecraft. Accordingly,
the 90 degree angle corresponds to a surface at the stagnation point, while the 0 degree
angle corresponds to a surface which is perpendicular to the surface at the stagnation point.
The molecular heating differences involved in the choice of launch vehicle (Atlas/Agena,
Atlas/Centaur, or Titan IIIC) lies primarily with the differences in time period from
shroud separation to injection into parking orbit. The time period presented in the
attached graphs approximates that for the Atlas/Agena booster. Time estimated from shroud
ejection to parking orbit for the Atlas/Centaur and Titan IIIC boosters are approximately
300 seconds and 250 seconds, respectively, Thus, it appears reasonable to assume that the
molecular heating effects with all three launch vehicles should be similar. The attached
graphs show the initiation of the transfer orbit boost to take place at the time of the
second equatorial passing.
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The low levels of free molecule heating except for the very short period of time just after
shroud separation do not impose any severe heating or high temperature problems for
ATS-4. The thermal mass of the exposed structure, while not large, is ample to protect
the equipment for the short (less than 1 minute) duration of large heating rates.
Subsequent to the parking orbit, the environment will be no more severe for the spacecraft
than it will be in orbit. Therefore, it is not expected that any serious thermal problems
will exist for the spacecraft in this period. The one exception to this is the EVM. It may
be necessary to provide heater power at some time subsequent to initiation of the transfer
orbit. The heaters utilized would be the same as those discussed in Section 5.9.6.5.1.
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